


SCAN IN ON THE ACTION

wirUPITERti
VT -225 CIVIL/MILITARY AIRBAND VT -125 CIVIL AIRBAND

By covering just Civil and Military Airband, receiver

performance is optimised allowing reception of long distance

signals. The set is easy to use and has excellent audio quality.

* Civil, Military & Marine Band

* 108-142, 149.5-160, 222-391MHz

* AM & FM Modes

* Fast Search

* 100 Memory Channels

* Signal Strength meter

* Supplied with NiCads, Charger, Earphone, Belt Clip

Optional Leatherette Case available

* Price: £249

MVT-7100 WIDEBA
The ultimate in Scanning Receivers - with true

SSB reception using carrier insertion for

effortless reception of both USB, LSB or CW. A

rotary tune knob allows normal receiver tuning

across the entire wideband frequency range. It's

exceptional sensitivity and ease of use has made

this the UK's number one scanning receiver.

Being dedicated to one specialist band has enabled

Yupiteru to optimise the performance of this radio -

sensitivity is outstanding, enabling reception of long

distance aircraft, inaudible on other scanners.

* 108-142MHz
* 30 memory channels

* AM mode reception

* Signal meter
* Supplied with NiCads, Charger, Earphone, Belt Clip

* Optional Leatherette Case available

* Price: £189

ND WITH SSB
* 100kHz-1650MHz

* All mode reception

* AM/FM/WFM/USB/LSB/CW

* Supplied with NiCads, Charger,

Earphone, Belt Clip

* Optional Leatherette Case available

Price: £389

MVT-7000 WIDEBAND
The exceptional receiver performance of this handheld has to be heard to be believed. It's

ease of use and instant results with only minimum programming make it one of the best

in it's class.

* Continuous coverage (100KHz - 1300MHz) * Signal bar graph meter

* 200 memory channels * Supplied with all accessories

* AM/FM/WFM modes * Price: £325

* Rotary or keypad frequency control

MVT-8000 BASE/MOBILE
This base version of the MVT-7000 incorporates all the facilities of the handheld in a stylish

metal case. Again, it can be controlled by either direct keypad or rotary tuning knob. Easy read

full function LCD display makes this model a dream to use, and produces stunning results on the air.

* 100KHz-1300MHz *
* Direct keypad and rotary control *
* 200 memory channels *

Supplied with UK Mains Power Supply and Mobile Mount Bracket

AM/FM/WFM modes

The best base available! Price: £369

Available from your Local Dealer or Direct:

Order hotline (0705) 662145

or Fax (0705) 690626
YUPITERU FACTORY APPOINTED DISTRIBUTORS:

189 London Road North End Portsmouth P02 9AE
WARNING:- ALL OF THE ABOVE MODELS ARE PRODUCED BY YUPITERU FOR THE UK AND COME COMPLETE WITH ORIGINAL YUPITERU GLOSSY HANDBOOK IN ENGLISH, PLUS AN

APPROVED 12V SCANMASTER UK CHARGER. MODELS PRODUCED FOR THE JAPANESE DOMESTIC MARKET DO NOT INCLUDE THESE AND HAVE CERTAIN FREQUENCY COVERAGE REMOVED.
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SWM SERVICES

Subscriptions
Subscriptions are available at £22

per annum to UK addresses, £25 in

Europe and £27 overseas.

Subscription copies are despatched

by accelerated Surface Post outside

Europe. Airmail rates for overseas

subscriptions can be quoted on

request. Joint subscriptions to both

Short Wave Magazine and Practical

Wireless are available at £39(UK)

£42 (Europe) and £45 (rest of world).

Components for
SWM Projects
In general all components used in

constructing SWM projects are

available from a variety of

component suppliers. Where

special, or difficult to obtain,

components are specified, a

supplier will be quoted in the article.

The printed circuit boards for

SWM projects are available from

the SWM PCB Service, Badger

Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four

Oaks, Sutton Coldfield B74 4JF. Tel:

021-353 9326.

Back Numbers and
Binders
Limited stocks of most issues of

SWMfor the past five years are

available at £2.00 each including

P&P to addresses at home and

overseas (by surface mail).

Binders, each taking one volume

are available for £5.50 plus £1 P&P

for one binder, £2 P&P for two or

more, UK or overseas. Please state

the year and volume number for

which the binder is required. Prices

include VAT where appropriate.

Orders for back numbers, binders

and items from our Book Service

should be sent to: PW Publishing

Ltd., FREEPOST, Post Sales

Department, Arrowsmith Court,

Station Approach, Broadstone

Dorset BH18 8PW, with details of

your credit card or a cheque or

postal order payable to PW

Publishing Ltd. Cheques with

overseas orders must be drawn on

a London Clearing Bank and in

Sterling.

Credit card orders (Access,

Mastercard, Eurocard or Visa) are

also welcome by telephone to

Broadstone (02021 659930. An

answering machine will accept your

order out of office hours and during

busy periods in the office. You can

also FAX an order, giving full details

to Poole (0202) 659950.

editorial

ern9

A large number of you have returned completed Reader Survey forms and,
although they have not yet been analysed, I have had a quick look at what you
are saying. As a result, you will find that the the regular columns have been
redesigned. Steve, my Art Editor, assures me that the amount of information
that can be fitted in is exactly the same as before, so you are not loosing out. I
hope that you find that the change is for the better.

Distribution Problems

I understand that there was a distribution problem with the March 94 issue of
SWM. Although it was published on time, certain areas did not receive their
normal supplies of the magazine. If you had problems getting your copy,
please write and let me know. We can supply limited numbers of this issue
from the Editorial Offices on receipt of E1.90 - but only if you live in the areas
affected.

Of course, taking out a subscription not only prevents you missing out
when this sort of thing happens, it also saves you money.

The Editorial Staff on all of our magazines pride themselves on getting the
issues out on time. If you find that your newsagent cannot supply you with
your copy of SWM on the fourth Thursday of the month, please do let me
know. I need the name and address of the newsagent concerned, along with
the explanation given by the newsagent, so that I can take it up with Seymour,
our Distributors.

Dick Ganderton G8VFH

letters
IF YOU HAVE ANY POINTS OF VIEW THAT YOU WANT TO AIR PLEASE WRITE TO THE EDITOR. IF YOUR
LETTER US PUBLISHED YOU WILL RECEIVE A £5 VOUCHER TO SPEND ON ANY SWM SERVICE

The Editor reserves the right to shorten any letters for publication but will try not to alter their sense.
Letters must be original and not have been submitted to any other magazines. The views expressed in
letters published in this magazine are not necessarily those of Short Wave Magazine.

Dear Sir
I'm not the most enthusiastic
of letter writers, but your
comments regarding the new
AOR AR3030 receiver forces
me to put pen to paper.

You say that "Every once
in a while, a manufacturer
produces something radically
different and surprises us all."

It's comments like that,
plus over enthusiastic reviews
that actually stop
manufacturers producing good
general coverage h.f.
receivers.

The only radical thing
about the AR3030 is the use of
6kHz mechanical filter for a.m.
The rest of it is pretty run of
the mill.

I could never see the point
in having memory banks and
scanning on a h.f. RX. Why not
put the cost of these into fitting
a full set of good filters as
standard. Paying for the
optional filters plus the
AR3030 along side the Drake
R8E on the price and I know
which I would rather have.
When everything else
produced in America is
expensive, the R8E seems to
be really good value.

I run a Yaesu FR101, but,

like the Kenwood 820, it is only
partial coverage. After a five
year lay off, I'm back on the
bands and decided a few
weeks ago it would be nice to
find out what goes on the
other bands and started
shopping around.

I've read every word in the
SWM and PW magazines,
scanned every available
catalogue, but the only RX that
comes anywhere near the
FR101 is the Lowe HF-225
Europa. The rest are just not
worth considering.

Take the Yaesu FRG -100,
voted RX of the year yet it
hasn't even got synchronous
a.m. detection. Someone is
even fitting s.s.b. to the Icom
R100 with a filter width of
6kHz! That's worse than the
slagged off FRG -7!

Lowe Electronics seem to
be the only manufacturer
making an effort to produce a
good basic RX, but even they
could do better by getting rid
of the gimmicks.

When will someone be
brave enough to forget
memory banks and scanning
and fill as standard really
useful aids, like passband
tuning, variable i.f. filters, p.I.I.

good sensitivity and dynamic
range, built-in switchable pre -
amp, etc., for around £700. I
think AOR have missed out on
a golden opportunity.

I am 59 years old and
retired, but would be waiting
for the showrooms to open to
purchase such a RX. I would
even give up smoking to pay
for it!!

PS. What happened to the
HPX Ladder?
P. Ford
Gloucester

You cannot please everyone!
Air testing a receiver must be
just like road testing a car.
Motorist will argue for hours
over the relative merits and
demerits of their own
particular favourite make of
car. What suits one driver will
not suit another, even though
they will all get you from A to
B. I know what radios I like and
what ones I do not like - but I
will keep that information to
myself. The HPX ladder was
dropped to provide some of
the space needed for all the
developments that I felt were
needed to turn SWM into a
listeners' magazine. Editor.
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Dear Sir
I have two reasons for writing
to you. Firstly, I have been a
radio enthusiast, on and off for
many years, and within the last
few years have returned to the
fold, so to speak. In October of
last year, I was very fortunate
to hear an Amateur Radio
station in the Sudan, Khartoum
to be precise. His name is Ali
and his callsign is ST2/G4OJW.
He was QRP at 15W using an
IC735 into a dipole.

I was very grateful to
receive a response to the card
and letter I sent to Ali and in
return he asked me to make
known in the UK the following
information.

In his letter Ali states that
for many decades there have
been no legally licensed
operators in the Sudan and
after recent demonstrations
that he gave to his authorities
they are now prepared to issue
formal licences. The first
licensed station is a club with
the callsign of STOK and all
QSL cards should be sent to
the following address:

PO Box 617
Khartoum
Sudan
However, your readers may

like to be aware that IRCs are
not easy to exchange, though
not impossible, and any QSL
exchanges should be
supported by an s.a.e. and
preferably $1 US or 2 IRCs.
STOK can be heard usually
between 0800-1200Z in c.w. or
18.069, 21.002 or 24.895-
905MHz and 28MHz when
open every day except Friday.
The club station uses 100 watts
to a dipole, and for the record,
I heard Ali on 14.06146MHz at
1957Z on 8th October 93. I
hope that this information is
useful to your readers.

Secondly, I have been
following closely recently the
'Great Debate' on the need for
Morse code for Amateur A
class license holders. As a
professionally trained Morse
operator, I feel that very little
advice has been given on how
to succeed in training and
passing the test.

In my view, nothing short
of hard work will achieve the
goal plus a positive approach
to the subject. Whilst I was
under training, lessons were at
least five hours per day for
three months, achieving

speeds of 20w.p.m. plus. I
disagree with the old methods
of learning characters at a very
low speed and working up to
the target speed. This leads to
'blocks' at certain speeds and
can result in partial lack of
confidence when these 'blocks'
are encountered. I currently
use a Datong Morse tutor to
teach pupils. I find the ability
of this super machine to send
characters at speed but
varying the space between
characters ideal. This starts the
pupil off with the sound of
characters at the actual speed
they are trying to achieve,
whilst giving them breathing
space to identify the
characters. As a result, they
are not hampered by learning
a new speed every so often,
and the gradual cutting down
of time in between characters
becomes unnoticeable.

I have had excellent results
using this method with pupils
achieving fairly good results
with only a couple of hours
practice per week. However, at
the end of the day, its diligence
and practice that makes
perfect, the more time spent,
the quicker you will achieve
the desired result.

In conclusion, may I say
that as someone who is
presently doing self -study in
preparation for the RAE, I
wholeheartedly agree with
Chris Carrington's comments. I
could say that as a
professional communications
operator for over two decades,
why should I have to sit and
pass the RAE! This, of course,
is not the attitude to take. If its
worth having, it's worth
studying for, and at the end of
the day, if you have someone
on the h.f. bands without a
Morse qualification, then how
could they deal with a distress
situation in Morse code to
identify someone who is
causing harmful interference
to their station with a Morse
key!

I rest my case. Thank you
for producing a high grade
magazine. I wish you
continued success with what is
probably the best all round
communications magazine on
sale.

PS. Ali is not a member of
the RSGB.
John Ireland G-20603
Buckinghamshire

letters
Dear Sir
I have just read a most
interesting article in the latest
issue of SWM on building a
valved airband receiver.
Unfortunately, the article does
not give pin numbers and
unless your readers already
have this information to hand,
it is very unlikely that they will
be able to obtain it.

It would be helpful
therefore if you would publish
the necessary information, or
perhaps state where one may
get such data. Without such
information, the article fails to
be of any use!

Although I am currently
not an airband listener, I found
this particular issue extremely
interesting and the
information therein well
presented, keep up the good
work!

I first subscribed to SWM
when it had a blue cover and
the office was in Victoria
Street, London, it is still a
good read!
E. F. C. Owen
Surrey

I am pleased that readers have
found constructional articles,
such as this one, interesting.
Unfortunately, some errors
crept into the circuit diagram:
The screen and control grids
of V1 got mixed up, C30
should be connected between
chassis and R23/26 junction,
C15 should decouple the
heater of V2 and R24 goes to
HT+ not HT+ Stab. If you are
contemplating bulding this
project an s.a.e. to the
Editorial Offices will get you a
corrected copy of the circuit
diagram with valve pin
connections added. Editor.

Dear Sir
The BF254 transistor referred
to by W. Calley of London in
the March '94 'Airband' issue
is listed in Electrovalue's 1993-
4 catalogue Pg.101.
Electrovalue's telephone
number is (0784) 442253; Fax:
(0784) 460320.
G. Morgan
Oxon

Dear Sir
Although I have been a regular radio listener since I left college, a few years ago, there are a few
questions I would like to know if any of your readers could answer. Does anyone know if Air
Canada or Canadian Airlines speak to their companies on h.f. at any stage during the flight while
travelling westbound and if so, what are these frequencies, as I have never come across any.
Also does anyone know what ACARS is, what airlines use it and what type of data is included in
it? If anyone could answer these questions, I'd be most grateful.
Darren Heaney
14 Ashgrove Avenue
Lurgan
Co. Armagh

Dear Sir
Recently I wrote requesting
some help with a project
described in SWM June
and July 1991, the
Experimental Super -
Regenerative VHF Receiver.

Further to this I was
fortunate to meet an
acquaintance with a little
more technical skill than
myself on Saturday who
looked over my circuit. We
decided to replace the
2N2646 transistor and
rewind the tiny radio
frequency choke, and sure
enough the set sprang to
life, to my amazement and
delight.

Connected to a dipole
in the loft, it can receive
our local radio stations,
Classic FM, a great deal of
interesting Airband traffic,
the 144MHz band and
some other v.h.f. channels.
Well worth the effort, I

think.
So, thanks for your

interesting article and
thanks for a most
enjoyable magazine,
unmissable!
M. Smith
Warwickshire

I am pleased that you like
the magazine and have
tried building one of our
simple projects. There is
nothing quite like the
feeling you get when your
creation springs to life and
plucks a signal out of the
air for the first time. Well
done! Editor.

Dear Sir
All is REVEALED! I now know
where it's all at in the
scanning world. Haydon
Communications and AOR
have solved it.

I see from the advert on
Page 17 of SWM, Dec 1993
that the new AOR 3000A
covers a part of the radio
spectrum that probably none
of us knew was very active: -
0.1 to 26Hz! I just can't wait to
get one!

Do AOR and Haydon know
something that the rest of us
don't, or has April 1st arrived
early?

Merry Christmas to all,
CUAGN on 3.5Hz QRP?!!!
R. Galliers
London

Covering letter from Royal
Mail
I regret that the enclosed mail
has been delayed due to the
sack in which it was included
being misdelivered to our
Blue Peter Appeal depot.
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grassroots
rallies

March 27: Bournemouth Radio Society are
holding their 7th Annual Sale at Kinson
Community Centre, Pelhams Park,
Milhams Road, Kinson, Bournemouth.
Doors open at 10am. Talk -in from G1BRS
on S22. Amateur Radio and Computer
Traders, clubs and specialised groups.
Admission £1 including free raffle ticket
Ian G2BDV QTHR on (0202) 886887.

March 27: Pontefract & DARS are holding
their 14th Annual Components Fair &
Spring Rally at the Carleton Community
Centre, Carleton, Pontefract. Doors open
at II am, 10.30 for disabled. Bring & Buy,
traders, bookstall, licensed bar and
refreshments, Morse tests, tombola,
traders, car boot spaces available,
admission by prize programme, three
prizes plus special draw for the ladies.
GONQE. QTHR on (09T7) 677006.

April 3: Launceston Amateur Radio Club
will be holding its 8th Amateur Radio Rally
at Launceston College. Doors open at
10.30am, well known traders, ample
parking, RSGB Morse tests on demand
(bring two passport photographs). Roy
GOIKC on (0409) 221624 or Rodney & Joy
on (0566) 775167.

April 4: Centre of England Easter Radio,
Satellite, Computer & Electronics Show is
being held at the Sports Connexion
Centre, Leamington Road, Ryton on
Dunsmore, Coventry A45/A423. Doors
open at 10.30am, admission £1.50, senior
citizens, £1.00. Held in two large halls,
over 80 traders, Bring & Buy, talk -in on
S22, bar and hot food all day, ample
parking. Frank Martin G4UMF on (0952)
596173.

April 10 Swansea ARS are holding a
Radio and Computer Rally at the Swansea
Leisure Centre between 10:30 - 5p.m.
Many traders, Bring & Buy, and h.fjv.h.f.
demonstration stations. Refreshments all
day. Entrance Et, children 50p. Roger
Williams GW4HSH, Tel: (0792)404{22.

April 16: The Spring All Micro Show Radio
Rally and Electronics Fair is being held at
Bingley Hall, Staffordshire Showground,
Weston Road, Stafford (A518 Stafford-
littoxeter Road) AA signposted from
Junction 14 on M6. Doors open 10am,
adults £2 on day (advance tickets £1.50),
children under 14 free. As usual we are
supporting local charity stalls, free
parking, licensed bar from 11am,
refreshments, meals and a cafeteria.
(0473) 272002.

April 17: Bury Radio Society will be
holding a rally at the Castle Leisure
Centre, Bolton St. Bury. Doors open at
11am, 10.30am for disabled visitors. Bring
& Buy, talk -in on S22, refreshments and
bar available. Laurence on 061-7629308
evenings.

April 17: The Cambridgeshire Repeater
Rally Group will be held at the Philips
Telecom - Catering Centre, St. Andrews
Road, Chesterton, Cambridge. Doors open
at 10.30am. There will be a Bring & Buy,
trade stands and an auction. Darren
Salter on (0223)358985 extension 3265.

May 1: The BATC Rally, Sports Connexion,
Coventry will be among the largest indoor
radio events of 1994 - around 320 trading
tables, flea market, outside TV displays
etc. Mike Weeding 6610M.

may 2: Dartmoor Radio Rally will be held
at Yelverton Memorial Village Hall, Meaty
Lane, Yelverton, Devon. Trade stands,
Bring & Buy, refreshments etc. Parking,
access for disabled, doors open 10.30,
talk -in on S22. Ron on (0822) 852586.

May 2: Mid -Cheshire ARS Rally will be
held at Civic Hall, Winsford, Cheshire.
Doors open at 11am, (10.30am for disabled
visitors). £1 entry and ample free car
parking, full catering and bar plus Bring &
Buy. Dave G4XUV on (0606) 77787.

If you're travelling long distances to
rallies, it could be worth 'phoning the
contact number to check all is well,
before setting off.

4

AVON
RSGB City of Bristol Group: last
Tuesdays, 7pm. New Friends Hall,
Purdown, Bell Hill, Stapleton, Bristol
BS16 1BG. March 29 - Cosmic Horizon,
April 26 - Somerset range of kits. Dave.
(0272) 672124.

Shirehampton ARC: Fridays. March 25
- Chat night April 15 - Digital direction
finding, 22nd - Chat night. Ron Ford
G4GTD. (0272) 770504.

South Bristol ARC: Wednesdays.
Whitchurch Folkhouse Assoc., Bridge
Farm House, East Dundry Rd,
Whitchurch. March 30 - How to build
your own PC, April 6 - 40m activity
evening, 13th - 1GHz exhibition, 20th -
Radio controlled model boat
exhibition, 27th - History of WD & HO
Wills. For more information ring (0275)
834282 on a Wednesday evening.

BEDFORDSHIRE

Shefford & DARS: Thursdays, 8pm.
Church Hall, Ampthill Road, Shefford,
Bedfordshire. March 24 - Junk sale,
31st - Members activity night. Paul
G1GSN. (0462) 700618

CENTRAL REGION

Stirling & DARS: Thursdays, 7.30pm.
The Clubrooms, Bandeath Industrial
Estate, Throsk, Nr. Stirling. March 31 -
Video presentation on DXpedition.
Brian Mulleady GMOKWL. (0324)
636235.

Dollar Academy ARC: The club meets
most afternoons at the Academy after
3.30pm. Geoff Collier GMOLOD, Tait
House, Academy Place, Dollar FK14
4JF. (0259) 742126.

DEVON

Torbay ARS: Fridays, 7.30pm. ECC
Social Club, Highweek, Newton Abbot.
April 22 - Monthly meeting. Peter
G4UTO. (0803) 864528.

ESSEX

Vange ARS: Thursdays 8pm,
Barnstable Community Centre, Long
Riding, Basildon, Essex. April 7 - Junk
sale, 14th - Steam trains by Bob
G7JJX. Doris. (0268) 552606.

FIFE

Dundee ARC: Tuesdays, 7pm. College
of Further Education, Graham Street
Dundee. March 29 - Lecture, April 19 -
Construction night, 26th - Lecture by
Morse Enthusiasts Group Scotland
(MEGS). GM4FSB, 30 Albert Crescent,
Newport -on -Tay, Fife DD6 8DT.

Dunfermline & DARC: Thursdays,
7.30pm. The former RAF radio station,
Outh Muir, located by the A823
Dunfermline to Crief Road, one mile
from the Knockhill Racing Circuit.
Wallace Shackleton GMOGNT. (0577)
864050.

GRAMPIAN REGION
Aberdeen ARS: Fridays, 8pm. Queen
Mother House, Aberdeen. March 25 -
Building the Yearling Part 2, April 1 -

Junk sale. Gordon Stuart GM7PXW.
(0224) 780591.

GREATER LONDON

Edgware & DRS: Thursdays, 8pm.
Watling Community Centre, 145

Club Secretaries:
Send all details of your club's up-and-coming events to: Lorna
Mower, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court, Station
Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Please tell us your
County and keep the details as brief as possible.

Orange Hill Road, Burnt Oak. March 24
- Morse training evening, plus station
on the air, April 14 - Computer PCs,
28th - Morse training evening plus
station on the air. Rod Bishop. 081-204
1868.

Wimbledon & DARS: 2nd & last
Fridays, 7.30pm. St Andrews Church
Hall, Herbert Road SW19. March 25 -
Top Band DF, April 8 - Book sale. 081-
540 2180.

HEREFORD & WORCESTER

Bromsgrove ARS: 2nd & 4th Tuesdays.
Lickey End Social Club, Alcester Road,
Burcot, Bromsgrove. April 12 -
Antenna construction - 2m DF, 26th -
Technical Topics. Barry Taylor. (0527)
542266.

Droitwich Spa ARC: 1st Tuesdays,
8pm. Droitwich Community Hall. Many
interesting evenings already booked.
Jenny Read. (0905) 771571.

HERTFORDSHIRE

Hoddesdon RC: Alternate Thursdays,
8pm. Conservative Club, Rye Road,
Hoddesdon. March 31 - Talk and
demonstration on fast scan AN by
Adrian GOOJY, April 14 - Inter -club dart
match (no doubt Stevenage & Dist.
ARC revenge), 28th - Talk by John
Taylor and colleague from the
Radiocommunications Agency Radio
Investigation Service with video. John
G70 Cl. (0920) 466639.

KENT
Hilderstone RS: Fridays, 7.30pm.
Hilderstone College, St. Peter's Road,
Broadstairs, Kent CT10 2AQ. April 25 -
Quiz. 10843) 869812.

Medway AR & TS: Fridays, 7.30pm.
Tunbury Hall Catkin Close, Tunbury
Avenue, Walderslade, Chatham. April
1 - Yes, really, it is a meeting night
15th - Alistair Dunlop, 'Radar the heavy
weight radio!' Gloria. (0634) 710023.

West Kent ARS: 1st and 3rd Fridays.
The School Annex, Camden Road,
Tunbridge Wells. April 15 - AGM. John
Taylor G3OHV. 10892) 664960.

LANCASHIRE

Preston ARS: Thursdays, 8pm. The
Lonsdale Sports & Social Club,
Fulwood Hall Lane, Fulwood, Preston.
March. Eric Eastwood G1WCQ. (0772)
686708.

Rochdale & DARS: Mondays, 8pm.
Cemetry Hotel, 470 Bury Road,
Rochdale. April 18 - Talk 'Contests' by
G3RTU. G70A1. (07061 376204.

LINCOLN

Lincoln SW Club: Wednesdays, 8pm.
City Engineer's Club, Waterside South,
Lincoln. April 20 - Trip to Smith Clayton
Forge. Pam G4STO. (0427) 788356.

MERSEYSIDE

Sefton ARC: Fortnightly meetings at
The Liverpool Prison Officers Club.
Details from G4KIN. 051-531 0991 or
GBYPL, QTHR.

NORFOLK

Norfolk ARC: Wednesdays, 7.30pm.
Formal meetings: University Arms,
South Park Avenue, Norwich, Informal
meetings: Hewett School, Hall Road,
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Norwich. March 30 (formal) - AGM,
April 6 (informal) - Committee meeting,
on air QRP, 13th (formal) - Basic digital
electronics by Mike G4E0L, 20th
(informal) - Night on air, construction
QRP, Morse practice, 27th (formal) -
Club quiz. Sheila Snelling GOKPW.
(0603) 618810.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Mansfield ARS: 2nd Mondays, 7.30pm.
The Polish Catholic Club, off Windmill
Lane, Woodhouse Road, Mansfield.
April 11 - A talk by Gerald GONRA
(Novice instructor 'The Novice
licence - A new dimension'. Mary
GONZA. (06231755288.

OXFORD

Oxford & DARS: 2nd and 4th
Wednesdays, 7.45pm. The North
Oxford Grove House Club. Terry
Hastings GOCFN. (0865) 863526.

SHROPSHIRE

Salop ARS: Thursdays, 8pm. Oak
Hotel, Shrewsbury. March 24 - A
second construction night, advice and
discussion, leading to the under a fiver
construction competition, 31st - A talk
on Packet, April 4 - A talk on specialist
antenna systems, 24th - Foxhunt,
chase 1, followed by a bangers and
mash supper, 28th - The under a fiver
construction competition. Sheila
Blumfield GOSST. (0743) 361935.

STRATHCLYDE

Milton of Campsie ARS: 2nd
Wednesdays, 7.30pm. Milton of
Campsie Community Hall. Alan Foulis
GM7PGT. 041-7791444.

SUFFOLK

Sudbury & DRA: 1st & 3rd Tuesdays,
Wells Hall, Old School, Great Cornard,
Five Bells Public House, Bures Road,
Great Cornard. April 1 - Sudbury fun
fair, 5th - Equipment/Junk sale, bring
your items on the night, 19th - Natter
and Noggin at 5 Bells Public House.
Tony Harman G8LTY. (0787) 313212.

WARWICKSHIRE

Stratford-upon-Avon & DRS: 2nd & 4th
Mondays, 7.30pm. Home Guard Club,
Main Street, Tiddington, Stratford-
upon-Avon. March 28 - AGM followed
by 'Down memory lane', April 25 -
Peter Chadwick G3RZP cables & s.w.r.
etc. Mr A Beasley GOCXJ. (0608)
682495.

WILTSHIRE

Salisbury Radio & Electronic Society:
Tuesdays, 7.30pm. 3rd Salisbury Sea
Scout Hut, St Marks Avenue,
Salisbury. March 27 - Bournemouth RS
7th annual sale, Kinson City Centre,
29th - HF operating -'B' licensees
under supervision, April 5 - Talk
'Microwave Part 1' by Martin G80FA,
12th - Marconi Day planning, 19th -
Construction evening and advice
clinic, 23rd - Marconi Day
International, 26th - Marconi Day
debriefing. David Kennedy. (0722)
330971.

Trowbridge & DARC: 3rd Wednesday,
8pm. The Southwick Village Hall,
Southwick, Trowbridge. April 6 - IBM
computers, talk by S. Farthing, 20th -
Social night. Ian GOGRI. (0225) 864698.



junior listener
Welcome to my first Junior Listener. After talks with the Editor, I have decided to extend the scope of Junior Listener to
cover anyone who is a junior' in radio terms, whether 6, 66 or even older. Also I want to include basic information - so
I'll be listing what you can expect to receive with your simple short wave radio and how to improve this. Then I'll look at
using a more dedicated short wave radio. I also want to start looking at the listening clubs you can join and what they
can do for you. If there's anything you would like discussed, or if you're involved with a listeners' club, please write and
tell me all about it.

I'm aiming to clear the last of the letters sent to Jon. He's passed everything onto me and I hope to reply to you all
when this copy is safely off. Elaine Richards

Jargon Busting

Following a letter to Jon from Basil Parylo I'm sure that many of you have, at some time, been confused by the way the radio
spectrum seems to be divided up into broad bands and given names instead of frequencies. This month I'll attempt to tidy -up this
area and briefly explain how they all fit together and why they're used. Let's start with a simple table showing how the band names
align to frequencies.

Band Name
Very Low Frequency (v.l.f.)
Low Frequency (l.f.)
Medium Frequency (m.f.)
High Frequency (h.f.)
Very High Frequency (v.h.f.)
Ultra High Frequency (u.h.f.)
Super High Frequency (s.h.f.)
Extra High Frequency (e.h.f.)

Frequency Range
3-30kHz
30-300kHz
300kHz-3MHz
3-30MHz
30-300M Hz
300-3000MHz (3GHz)
3-30GHz
all above 30GHz

Main Usage
Maritime & navigation
As v.l.f. plus broadcast
Broadcast plus maritime
Varied
Broadcast plus various
Commercial plus space
Radar plus space
Special

In addition to these band names you will find another set associated with what are known as microwave transmissions. Just to
make this really confusion there are two different naming systems - USA and the European (NATO) system. For the European
version, microwaves are the band of frequencies between 1 and 90GHz. The USA system on the other hand covers 0.4GHz through to
100GHz. Within each of these large bands are a number of smaller bands that are defined by band letters. Although you might expect
the European system to prevail in this country, you will find the USA system in common use for domestic/amateur applications.
Here's how the systems works.

Band Frequency
L 0.4-1.5GHz
S 1.5-5.2GHz
C 3.7-6.2GHz
X 5.2-10.9GHz
K 10.9-36GHz
Ku 11.7-12.7GHz
Q 36-46GHz

46-56GHz
W 56-100GHz

If you're involved in satellite TV you will
recognise the Ku band as the main band used

DW Computer Programme

The English Service of Deutsche Welle has recently started

broadcasting a new programme called Headcrash. It's aimed at

all computer users between 14 and 41. Headcrash tries to be system -

independent and deals with MS-DOS, Apple and Amiga news. They also

broadcast tips and tricks to try, hardware and software tests as well as news

on Public Domain and Shareware programs.
Headcrash is broadcast once a month in the Science and Technology slot.

They even have regular quiz competitions with 'attractive prizes'. I'm not

sure which Wednesday in the month it's broadcast, but you'll find it between

2000 and 205OUTC on 5.960 and 7.285MHz beamed to Europe.

Deutsche Welle1....1

The British DX Club

The British DX Club was
founded in 1974, calling itself
the Twickenham DX Club. The
name British DX Club was
adopted in 1979 and,

BRITISH D X CLUB

apparently, they now have the
largest UK -based membership
of any DX club. The club
specialises in all aspects of
DXing on short wave, medium
wave as well as the v.h.f. f.m.
bands. The only requirement
for joining is that you have an
interest in DXing - age or
experience doesn't matter.

The BDXC are a non-profit

making group
and is run by a Board and
Editorial team - all are non -
paid volunteers. If you join the
BDXC, they encourage you to
attend meetings to debate
issues relevant to the club.
Also contributions to
Communication, the monthly
journal are welcome.

Communication is an A5
booklet of about 40 or so
pages and is posted to all
members. It's published
around the first week of each
month and because of a short
schedule is kept up-to-date. It
has several regular sections
and these include (amongst
others):

'QSL Report' where details
of verifications received are
given, tips on how to get the
best cards and also pictures of
some of the more unusual
ones appear.

'Mailbox' is where
members get to express their
own views on all aspects of
the hobby.

Guide to DX Programmes

is a comprehensive guide with
times and frequencies of all
main DX/media programmes.
This regularly appears bi-
monthly.

'Logbooks' is a very large
section of the booklet and is a
record of the loggings sent in
by members. It's split into
several sub -sections, Tropical
logbook, HF Logbook, Beyond
the Horizon (f.m. and TV
bands) and Medium Wave
Logbook that also covers the
long wave bands.

Now the crunch bit, how
much does all the service
cost? If you live in the UK or
have a BFPO address then the
annual subscription at the
moment is £9, Eire members
and those wishing to have
Communication posted

surface mail need to part with
£11, it's £12 for European
destinations sent airmail and,
finally, the rest of the world
costs £14. You can pay your
subscription in an amazing
number of ways: UK cheque or
postal orders, sterling
Eurocheque, International
Money Order, Postal Giro
Transfer (plus a £2 admin
charge), Sterling Bank Draft,
Bank notes (UK or Foreign),
postage stamps (less than 50p
each) or finally International
Reply Coupons!

If you're interested, the
address you need is: Dave
Kenny, The Treasurer,
British DX Club, 10
Hemdean Hill, Reading RG4
7SB.

I That's it for this month, send your
letters to: Junior Listener, PO Box
1863, Ringwood, Hants BH24 3XD.
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news
New Drake Receiver

Nevada have just told us of
the new Drake SW8
communications receiver.
Claiming professional desk-
top performance in a
reasonably priced portable
package the new receiver
gives full short wave coverage
(500kHz to 30MHz), but with
the addition of the v.h.f.
airband and stereo broadcast
band. Microprocessor
controlled, of course, with a
large liquid crystal display, 70
memories, dual mode clock
timer a.m., f.m. and s.s.b.
modes plus synchronous a.m.
detection. This should be a
popular receiver. SWM will, of
course, review it as soon as
we can get our hands on one.
Nevada, 189 London Road,
North End, Portsmouth
P02 9AE Tel:
(0705)613900

Special
Price
Tandy
PRO -44

Tandy
dealers
nation-
wide have
available
for a
limited
time stocks
of the
Netset
PRO -44 Scanner at a special
price of £99.99.

The Netset PRO -44 is a
50 channel direct entry
programmable scanner with
features including a two
second scan delay, memory
back-up, lock -out function
and monitor memory.
Frequency coverage of the
PRO -44 is 68 to 512MHz.

The normal price of the
Netset PRO -44 is £149.99
but from March 21 to April
23 Tandy stores nationwide
will be selling it for just
£99.99.

Radio Communications
Catalogue

Communications Catalogue

Waters & Stanton Electronics have recently published their
Spring 1994 Radio Communications Catalogue.

The 64 page A4 sized catalogue is in its second edition and
contains many of the most popular products from the Waters &
Stanton range. It also includes helpful hints and tips for both
short wave listeners and radio amateurs.

To obtain a copy of the Radio Communications Catalogue
just send two first class stamps (UK customers, overseas
customers please send £2) together with your name and address to Waters &
Electronics, 22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 40S.

New AOR Hand -Held

tarlOt11211,6a...

By the time this issue of SWM hits the bookshelves the AOR
AR8000 hand-held receiver should be available after its launch at
the London Amateur Radio & Computer Show.

Derbyshire based AOR have been busy finalising the design of
the AR8000 which has a frequency coverage of 100kHz to 2Hz,
1000 channels arranged in 20 banks of 50, as well as two new
operating modes, 'Expert' and 'Newuser'. The Newuser mode is
designed to restrict the number of ways the receiver is
programmed, to make operation simplier for the less experienced
operator. The idea behind the Expert mode is to permit access
across the full range once the basics have been mastered.

At the time of going to press the AR8000 was so new that
SWM had very few details on this new receiver. However, AOR
(UK) Ltd., will be happy to give you more information (see
'Scanning' in this issue for additional comments on the AR8000).

AOR can be contacted at the Adam Bede High Tech
Centre, Derby Road, Wirksworth, Derbyshire DE4 4BG. Tel:
(0629) 825926.

ERA In Liquidation

Short Wave Magazine has
recently been informed that
Enterprise Radio Applications
Limited have gone into
voluntary liquidation.
However, one of ERA's former
employers Alan John Ryan
has taken over the
manufacture of the popular
Microreader and other related
products.

Alan is hoping to be able
to continue operation from the
existing ERA address. He asks
potential customers to be
patient if they have difficulty in
getting through on the
telephone or have to wait a
while for their letters to be
answered.

As soon as SWM receives
more details we will pass them
on to you through the News
columns.

Operation Overlord

Ray GOEYM and Richard GORNM together with Bedford and
District ARC are planning to activate GB500L (Overlord) to
celebrate the 50th anniversary of Operation Overlord, the D -Day
Landings.

It is proposed to activate GB500L from June 3 to 7th 1994
from the control tower of the former RAF station of Little
Staughton, which was the home of 'The Pathfinders'. Details of
modes and frequencies will be available nearer the time.

For more information on Operation Overlord contact
Ray GOEYM on (0234) 344506 or Richard on (0234)
781862.

New Microreader
Distributor
Following the demise of
Enterprise Radio Applications
Ltd., Nevada Comunications of
Portsmouth have been
appointed distributors for the
ERA Microreader.

Nevada are now able to
supply from stock the new Mk
IV version of the Microreader
with software. For more details
contact Nevada
Communications, 189
London Road, North End,
Portsmouth P02 9AE. Tel:
(0705) 662145.

Row: O__ 0102 206135

?ax 0702 206843

Stanton

BBC World Service
News

Dr. Michael Williams of
the BBC World Service has
recently been appointed the
Director of Information for
the United Nations
Protection Force in the
former Yugoslavia.

Dr. Williams is the Editor
of Dateline East Asia which
is the BBC World Service's
current affairs programme
for East Asia. His new
appointment will mean him
taking a six months leave of
absence from the BBC to
take up his post in Zagreb.

While in Zagreb Dr.
Williams will be responsible
for the public information
office, which supplies
information to the
international press and to
the UN's internal
information network.

The BBC's Albanian Service
has a new deputy head.
Linda Crammond recently
took as deputy head from
Gabriel Partos, a post she
will hold for six months.

Linda has worked for the
BBC World Service since
1978, during this time her
jobs have included working
as Senior Duty Editor in the
BBC newsroom.

Voice Of China

The latest edition of Voice Of
Free China which is
published by the
Broadcasting Corporation of
China has recently arrived in
the SWM Editorial offices.

Voice Of Free China
contains features published
in English, French, Dutch,
Spanish and Indonesian and
is available on subscription
for US$4 or is free of charge
to listeners of Voice Of Free China broadcasts.

For more information on how to obtain a copy write
to Voice Of Free China, Broadcasting Corporation of
China, PO Box 24-38, Taipei, Taiwan, Republic Of China.
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International
Marconi Day

The Cornish Amateur Radio
Club will be celebrating what
is perhaps the most
important event in the
Amateur Radio Calender on
April 23 1994. International
Marconi Day celebrates
Marconi's achievements in
wireless communications and
for the first time ever an
English station will be
participating using only the
Amateur Radio Satellite
Service for working DX.

The callsign GB1IMD will
be in operation for as long as
possible during the 24 hour
period commencing on April
23 at 0001UTC. John Heath
G7HIA and Robert
Turlington G8ATE who are
members of AMSAT UK will
be operating the station.

Operating details are
expected to be: Main activity
on A0-13 Mode B on a
downlink frequency close to
145.930 u.s.b. Uplink 435MHz

using 40W into a 21-ele
crossed Yagi. Downlink
antenna will be a 5-ele
crossed Yagi with a GaAsFET
pre -amp mounted at the
antenna. The station may
also be active on Mode S
using a 60cm dish with
helical feed for the 2.4GHz
downlink.

There will also be
addtional operations via the
Russian Satellite RS10 on a
downlink frequency of
28.385. The uplink will be
145MHz using between 2 and
20W into a turnstile antenna.
The downlink antenna will be
a wire dipole for 28MHz. All
Marconi Day transmissions
will be made from locations
with a Marconi connection
wherever possible.

For more information
contact John Heath,
Chestnuts, Desford Lane,
Kirkby Mallory,
Leicestershire LE9 7QF or
via packet radio
OGB7SDC.#25.GBR.EU.

Radio and TV DX News

The Sri Lankan broadcaster
EN is now transmitting the
BBC WSN terrestrially from
Kandy (Mt. Hantane) on ch.E33
(ETV -1) and Prime Sports (ex
Star TV) on ch.E56 (ETV -2). The
state owned TV service intends
to reopen transmitters in
Northern Sri Lanka by mid-
summer '94 from the repeater
station at Kokavil (Madukanda)
and Palali (Vavunia).

The transmitters had been
put off the air by LTTE
terrorists some years ago.
There is 'great excitement' in
the region with the high power
u.h.f. satellite transmissions of
ch.E54 Asianet (PAL) which
allows cheap receivers to be
used for this and the Russian
Orbita 1 ch.E51 service
(SECAM). NB. We hope to
feature a cheap, cheerful but
efficient circuit of the u.h.f.
satellite receiver shortly
courtesy Bandula Gunasekera.

The BBC have now
successfully completed test
transmissions of Digital Audio
Broadcasting (DAB) across
London at both u.h.f. and Band
3. The u.h.f. transmissions
were on an unused Group A
TV channel from Crystal Palace
and relaying Radios 1-5.

Following on from this
news the DTI have now
confirmed the establishment of
a Band 3 DAB band from 217-
230MHz, which will allow
many additional radio
channels and the duplication of
both a.m. and f.m. services to a
new high quality band. It's
possible that transmissions
will be on the air before end
1995 and allow manufacturers
to plan for domestic scale
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factory production. The use of
DAB in the Netherlands will be
introduced between 1997-2000
and current thoughts are to
use the' 191-193MHz band.

With the announcement of
upper Band 3 going to DAB
there is to be a review into the
use of the remaining parts of
Band 3 (Sub bands 1, 2)
following changes in
ownership and use by public
and private operators. National
Band Three have recently
bought three networks from
Motorola and decisions will be
made for new regional licences
in London, Manchester and
Birmingham.

The UK's Classic FM is
going continental following the
Netherlands awarding them a
terrestrial frequency for
providing a service comprising
60% classical and 40% jazz.
Sports, financial and travel
news will also be included in
the programme package.
Another terrestrial award was
to a familiar name 'Radio
Nordzee Nationalaal', brings
back memories of 'Radio
Nordzee Internationall
Rumania will now enjoy a daily
German TV programme Heute
on the TVR network as a
satellite rebroadcast, and CNN
has signed with Triada in
Bulgaria to begin 17 hours of
CNNI transmission daily across
Sofia on ch.R41.

The Saxony (Eastern state
of Germany) licensing
authorities have revoked the
RTL transmission licence due
to a lack of a regional
programme and refusing to
transmit local programming
made by MDR. There has been

1994

news
Grundig Ocean Boy
Grundig
International
Ltd. have
launched a
replacement
for the Ocean
Boy 330, the
Ocean Boy
340. The
Ocean Boy 340
is a compact
portable radio
which covers f.m., m.w., I.w. and s.w. bands.Features of the Ocean Boy 340 include p.I.I. frequencysynthesiser tuning, automatic and manual station search, 20memory facilities (five per band), built-in clock/timer andmulti -function I.c. display. Power is supplied through batteryor mains power (using

an adapter which is not supplied) andthe radio can be used with headphones if required.The Ocean Boy 340 is available now for £42.99.Additional information can be obtained from Grundig
CV21 1PR.
International Ltd, Mill Road, Rugby, VVarkwickshire

11111111Mmnimmilib

more controversy with the
State of Schleswig-Holstein
awarding a terrestrial licence
to the PRO 7 network,
following a period of political
resistance against the station.

The longest subsea fibre
cable laid by UK firm COE
supporting five colour video
channels and a radar channel
over 70km is now operational
from a North Sea platform to
mainland Norway. Lithuania is
to cease using the SECAM
colour standard by the year
2000 in favour of PAL.
Sweden's national commercial
TV channel TV4 will be running
24 hours a day by 1995 and is
gaining viewing figures of 22-
27% against public network
SVT.

Belgium 50MHz amateur
operators will continue to
operate throughout 1994 with
a review early 1995 as to a
general release of the band,
there still transmits ch.E2 TV in

Antwerp. Germany meanwhile
reckons to allocate 1000
permits during 1994 and again
an early 1995 review will take
place to decide the future of
the amateur band. Germany,
like France, is planning DAB
tests in the 50MHz spectrum in
the forthcoming 18 months.

In Czechoslovakia N NOVA
is now on air using the CT2
transmitter network. An
identification logo 'CT1' or
'CT2' is carried in the top left
hand corner of the screen. The
former CT2 network is using
the 6th in former OK3/CT3
network of transmitters, this
will be supplemented this
coming year with the
following, all on air by
November '94: Jesenik ch.R50
200kW erp; Brno ch.R46 20kW;
Trutnov ch.R40 200kW; Plzen
ch.R48 200kW; Jihlava ch.R42
100kW; Chomutov ch.R35
50kW and Hradec -Kralove
ch.R57 200kW.

New Frequency Schedule

Radio New Zealand International's latest frequency shedule
is as follows:

Frequency Time
kHz UTC

6035 1650-1849
11735 1850-2137
15115 2138-0758
9700 0759-1206
9700 1206-1307
9655 1307-1649

Comments

Mon -Fri
Daily
Daily
Daily
Occasional use
Occasional use

This frequency schedule is effective from March 19 - May 1
1994 at 1900UTC.
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Lowe Electronics
(.YOUR FR/END /N THE BUSINESS!

DSP NOISE REDUCTION PRODUCTS

FROM IPS COMMUNICATIONS!
JPS Communications specialises in low cost Digital Signal Processors - the hi -tech way to filter out noise
and heterodynes and what's more, they'll work with anything from your home -brewed short-wave receiver to the
latest all -singing all -dancing receivers and scanners on any band you care to mention! Ideal for voice, Morse,
RTTY and FAX. JPS make a whole family of DSP filters so there's something for everyone.

NRF7
General purpose noise remover
and filter

The NRF7 reduces atmospheric
noise through dynamic peaking
and removes multiple tones from
voice signals. High performance
voice filters and CW filters with
selectable centre frequency

Just £279.00 Carriage £10.00

All JPS DSP filters work off
receiver audio so there's no mods
to be done to your rig - just plug
into the speaker socket, hook up
your headphones or an extension
speaker and you are in business.

NIR10
Noise / Interference reduction
unit

The NIR10 allows reception of
difficult to read signals. NIR mode
helps to reduce or even eliminate
heterodynes, white or ignition
noise, RTTY interference and
power line noise. PEAK function
reduces white noise interference.
NOTCH FILTER mode removes
multiple heterodynes and acts in 3
milliseconds! BANDPASS mode
has a continuously adjustable
centre frequency

Just £399.00 Carriage £10.00

NTR1
Wide band noise and tone
remover

The NTR1 provides wideband
operation for AM or FM reception
and narrow band operation for
SSB, CW or Data reception.
State-of-the-art DSP rapidly
removes multiple tones.

Just £199.00 Carriage £10.00

All JPS DSP filters require a 12V
power supply to run from the
mains but it needs to be fairly
beefy. Run it from your shack
supply or from our dedicated 1
Amp PSU available at £29.95

Lowe Electronics Ltd.
Chesterfield Road, Matlock,

Derbyshire, DE4 5LE
Tel 0629 580800 Fax 0629 580020

IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE

INFORMATION ABOUT THESE AND

OTHER PRODUCTS, JUST SEND US

FOUR FIRST-CLASS STAMPS AND

REQUEST OUR "SHORTWAVE

INFORMATION PACK" WE'LL ALSO

SEND YOU A FREE COPY OF OUR

FAMOUS LISTENER'S GUIDE!
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SIX OF THE BEST!
HALF A DOZEN BELTING GOOD RADIOS!

NRD535 - £1695
If you're looking for top
performance, this has
to be the one! Great on
its own - but we can
make it better

HF150 - £389
Very popular with raw
beginners because it is
so easy to use but highly
praised by the more
experienced.

4113 e 

1/F225 - £479
Still the most popular
choice for many serious
DXers. Superb AM and
SSB performance and
is made in the UK !

FRG100 - £529
Good performance from
this popular set from
Yaesu, drawing on their
many years of design
experience

HF225 EUROPA - £699
Superior performance
version of HF225,
ideally suited to the
dedicated BC band
DXer

R5000 - £999
Despite its age, still
sought after by those
that really know its
capabilities

HEATHROW
MOVES
TO.. NEWBURY

As one door closes, another one opens...

A warm welcome awaits customers old and new at Lowe's new branch in Newbury,
Berkshire, not all that far away from our old Heathrow shop. You can find us at:

3, Weavers Walk, Northbrook Street, Newbury,
Berkshire, RG13 1AL Tel. 0635 522122

Our new branch will be under the watchful eye of Julian, G-IDFI who is waiting there
with our customary warm greetings and friendly service!

YORKSHIRE WALES & WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST
34, New Briggate 79/81 Gloucester Road Mitford House 117, Beaumont Road
Leeds, Patchway, Newcastle Intl Airport St. Judes
Tel 0532 452657 Bristol,

Tel 0272 315263
Newcastle upon Tyne
Tel 0661 860418

Plymouth,
Tel 0752 607284

SCOTLAND SOUTH EAST SOUTH COAST EAST ANGLIA
Cumbernauld Airport Communications House 27, Gillam Road, 152, High Street,
Cumbernauld Chatham Road Northbourne, Chesterton,
Strathclyde Sandling, Maidstone, Bournemouth, Cambridge,
Tel 0236 721004 Tel 0622 692773 Tel 0202 577760 Tel 0223 311230

OPENING HOURS MON - FRI: 9.30 TO 5.00, SAT: 10.00 TO 4.00
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Feature

The Lizard is not just the most
southerly point of the British Isles. It
has also played a major role in
furthering the evolution of worldwide
communications, as Robert Whistler
recalls.

was possible to
communicate across the
Atlantic Ocean by
wireless. Having
established the
transmitting station at
Poldu, he and his team
crossed the Atlantic by
ship to Newfoundland
where they set up a
receiving station on the
east coast near St John,
some 3600km from Poldu.
The equipment was, by
today's standards, very
rudimentary. A 'spark gap'
transmitter connected to a -

long wire antenna at
Poldu, while in
Newfoundland the
receiver was a 'Coherer
Detector' (invented by a
French engineer Edward
Branley in 1896 and then
the state of the art) and a
similar antenna to that at
Poldu.

On 12th December
1901 the Morse letter 'S'
(...) was transmitted from
the Poldu station and
successfully received at
the receiver site in
Newfoundland. This was
the first time that a
wireless signal had ever
been received over such a
large distance and the
success of this test was a
breakthrough for long-
distance communications.
It was made possible in
part by Marconi's decision
to site the stations on the
coast. The wide expanse
of sea water between
Poldu and St Johns
minimised the loss of the
weak wireless waves as
they travelled across the
earth's surface at the
speed of light.

The Marconi Memorial at
Poldhu Point.

Today, you can dial
almost any country
in the world and feel
somewhat impatient
if the call does not

get through within a few
seconds, thanks to the
satellite network. But let
us look back a bit and see
where The Lizard fits into
all this. We go to Cornwall,
to Helston, the home of
the Floral Dance, and
proceed south to The
Lizard. It was here that
some very important
milestones were laid along
the path of long-distance
radio communications
over the past 90 years.
From the hesitant
beginnings in 1900 to
today's worldwide high
tech network of data, voice
and television.

About 4km from
Helston on the A3083, a

The Lizard in
the Field
o Radio

turning on the right leads
to Curry and on to Poldu
Cove, an attractive cove
with good parking and a
sandy beach - and within
easy walking distance to
the site chosen in 1900 by
Guglielmo Marconi for an
important wireless station
near Poldu Point. A steep
cliff path passes the
residential Poldu Hotel
and on to the Marconi
Memorial at Poldu Point.
The memorial was erected
in the 1950s by the
Marconi Company to
commemorate and
identify the nearby site of
the wireless station that
was such an important
milestone in the very early
development of long-
distance radio
communication.

Marconi's objective in
1900 was to prove that it

The mast base and anchors can still be seen in the
field at Poldhu Point.
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Another Milestone

Some years later, after
wireless communication
had been further
developed using long wave
and medium wave
propagation over the
earth's surface, the Lizard
was again involved in
another notable milestone
in long-distance wireless
(or radio as it is called
today) paths.

The existence of
'ionised' layers above the
earth at heights of up to
240km had been identified
in the early 1920s by three
physicists and one of them,
Edward Appleton (later Sir
Edward Appleton), had
suggested in 1923 that
using higher radio
frequencies (or shorter
waves) than the long and
medium radio waves used
at that time, some of these
radio waves may 'bounce
off' these ionised layers
and return to earth.

An experiment to
investigate this was carried
out in 1923 by Guglielmo
Marconi from the same
radio station at Poldu. To
increase the power
radiated from Poldu
towards the ionised layers,
he contacted Charles
Franklin, an engineer who
had experimented with the
design of antennas (or
aerials as they were then
called). He designed a
directional short wave
antenna by positioning the
antenna wires in such a
way that the radiation
would be directed forwards
at a low angle. This
antenna was installed,

between tall masts, at the
Poldu site. Meanwhile
Marconi sailed south in his
yacht Electtra and
successful communication
was established between
the Poldu station and the
yacht while it was cruising
in the South Atlantic at
distances of up to 11200km
away.

This was a remarkable
achievement. The
curvature of the earth is
such that, if the radio
signals are being bounced
off the ionised layers at
heights of up to 240km
above the earth, the
maximum distance that
would be covered in one
'hop' would be
approximately 3200km.
The surface wave
propagation used at long
and medium wavelengths
would not account for
these results, particularly
at the shorter wavelengths,
because of the attenuation
over the earth's surface.

To receive a radio
signal at a distance of over
3200km meant, therefore,
that there must have been
more than one 'bounce' off
the ionosphere. To travel
11200km, at least three and
possibly four bounces
must have occured, the
radio signal being returned
back to the inonsphere by
reflection off the sea after
each bounce (or hop) on
the way. These important
experiments proved that
not only was single hop
skywave propagation
possible, but that multi -
hop skywave radio paths
could greatly extend the
distances that could be

covered by short wave
(now more commonly
called high frequency or
h.f.) radio paths. This led to
worldwide radio
communications using this
skywave propagation. As
in 1901, the sea played an
important part in these
relatively low -powered
experiments, this time by
acting as a low -loss
reflector to return the radio
waves back to the
ionosphere.

Marconi Memorial

The Poldu station
remained in commercial
use until 1935 and the site
is now preserved by the
National Trust. Besides the
Marconi Memorial, the
concrete mast and anchor
bases, together with the
foundations of the station
buildings, can be seen in a
field kept ship-shape by
sheep. However, that was
not to be the end of The
Lizard's involvement in
making radio history.

Satellites

Another radio station was
opened in the mid -1960s
some 7km from the Poldu
site. The Goonhilly Satellite
Station hearalded another
evolution in long-distance
radio communications. The
selection of Goonhilly had
one thing in common with
the Poldu site - a quiet
electrical environment. But
here the closeness of the
sea -was not of prime
importance - minimum

noise and a flat, hill -free
site were the key
requirements. The
windswept Goonhilly
Downs, presenting an area
of some 25 square
kilometres of gorse, grass
and bracken, was an ideal
site for the large parabolic
dish antennas needed to
communicate via satellite
relay stations high in
space. These operate at
very much higher
frequencies - with
wavelengths measured in
centimetres - than Marconi
could ever have dreamed
of when he first went to
The Lizard. The success
and growth of the
Goonhilly Station is vividly
illustrated by the array of
the many parabolic dish
antennas, which have
today become a local
landmark.

Unique

The Lizard Peninsular is
unique in the field of radio.
It has witnessed the major
advances in long-distance
radio communications
from the early hesitant
beginnings of radio
communications to the
first time across the
Atlantic by radio. It
established the feasibility
of multi -hop skywave
radio transmissions and
now plays an active part in
the international satellite
network, providing the
telephone, TV and data
transmissions that today
we take for granted.

The dish antennas at Goonhilly Satellite
Station, viewed from the south.



Described in
the Grundig
catalogue as a
small, handy world
receiver, the Yacht
Boy 500 sets a new
standard in short
wave radio styling
at the very least.
Peter Shore puts this
new radio through
its paces.

Grundig's Yacht Boy receivers
have always provided budget
short wave reception with
portable sets designed for the
holiday maker or occasional
business traveller. Last
summer, the company broke
that tradition by launching the
revolutionary YB 500 at the
Funkausstellung, the Berlin
consumer electronics fair. The
receiver looks unlike any other
set on the market at present,
with vertical styling as opposed
to the conventional horizontal
looks of competing radios.
Grundig called in top designers
to come up with a set that
looked different yet pleasing.
The new receiver is built at the
Grundig factory in Portugal in
which the high quality Satellit
range of short wave radios has
been built for many years.
Unpacking the set from the box
I was struck, despite the radio's
light weight, by the solidity of
its construction. It feels well
built - unsurprising as the
Portuguese factory currently
produces only a matter of a few
hundred sets each week, with
considerable amounts of work
still carried out by hand.

GRUNDIG
YACHT BOY 500

WORLD
RECEIVER

The front panel has a
large liquid crystal data

monitor that displays the time
even when the set is switched
off. Beneath that is the main
keypad, with numeric keys,
band selectors, manual tuning
buttons and memory and clear
keys. Below that is the sliding
volume control. Running up the
right hand side is a line of
buttons that control all the
ancillary functions. The main
on/off switch is at the top right
of the front panel and this has a
built-in lock to prevent
accidental switch -on during
travel. The loudspeaker grill
takes up the remaining half of
the front panel. On the left hand
side panel are sockets to
connect an external power
source, headphones, a line to a
tape recorder and a remote tape
start. The whip antenna is
hidden away in a recess on the
right hand side of the receiver.
Curiously its hinge is at the
base of the set rather than the
top. This means that if you sit
the receiver flat on a tabletop,
for example, or at 40° using the
built-in stand, the antenna
sticks up at the front and can
hinder access to the controls.

Facilities
The YB 500 has inherited many
of the facilities that its bigger
brother, the Satellit 700, has.
There is an integrated ROM
(read only memory) table which
has up to 16 frequencies of nine
European international stations
pre-programmed at the factory.
Deutsche Welle, BBC World
Service, Radio Austria
International, Swiss Radio
International, Radio

Netherlands, Radio France, RAI,
Radio Moscow and Radio
Exterior de Espana are assigned
to ROM pages 1 to 9. To call up
Radio Netherlands, simply
press the '0/ROM' button on the
keypad, followed by button '5'
and then 'MEMORY'. The first
preprogrammed frequency is
then tuned - in this case
5.955MHz - and the data
monitor displays RNED HOL
and 5 ROM to confirm the
operation. To access the other
preprogrammed frequencies for
one particular station, repeated
pressing of the button marked
'MON/ROM/AF' is all that is
required. The frequency is
displayed for about five
seconds, and then the display
reverts to the station name. The
frequencies programmed into
the ROM cannot be altered
which is not too much of a
problem for stations such as the
BBC and Deutsche Welle, but I
wonder whether it was really
such a good idea to include
Radio Moscow as many of the
frequencies are not used by the
station now, although the first
channel of 5.905MHz does carry
the German service at
160OUTC.

Memories
A further 40 frequencies can be
programmed in by the user, and
on short wave the receiving
mode (a.m., u.s.b. or I.s.b.) is
also stored automatically
making it a useful feature for
radio amateurs as well as
broadcast listeners. In addition,
individual alphanumeric titles
can be assigned. So, if you
store Radio Australia's
frequency of 9.77MHz, you can
also enter up to eight
characters, such as AUSTRALI.
If you select a frequency that is

already stored, the set alerts
you to that, displaying * MEMO
n. Hold the STORE button for a
second or two and any free
memory positions are
displayed on the data monitor,
although if all 40 are occupied,
* FULL will appear on the
screen. Unlike the ROM table,
user memories can be
overwritten as and when you
want to. Recalling memorised
frequencies is simple: tap in the
memory number, followed by
MEMORY. Alternatively, you
can scan all the stored
frequencies by repeatedly
pressing the MEMORY key. For
rapid deletion of a stored
frequency, call up the
appropriate memory number
and then hold the CLEAR key
for several seconds.
Confirmation of erasure comes
when * FREE is shown on the
screen.

Tuning
Manual tuning on all bands is
done with the TUNE and TUNE
- buttons. On short wave single
pushes change the frequency in
1kHz steps, longer depression
of the buttons changes the
increment to 5kHz steps.
Holding the button for a second
or two starts the scanning
function and the set will scan
along the band in 5kHz steps,
stopping on each frequency for
about a second whether or not
a station is audible. The
scanning function only operates
within the limits of a broadcast
band: try to start scanning on
13.500MHz, for example, and
the set skips automatically to
13.600MHz, the lower end of the
22m band. However, if you have
tuned to a frequency in one of
the amateur bands, the set will
start to scan through that band
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eSAOIC & ___m41_11E_ THE LONDON
COMMUNICATIONs woo-

THE
STORE

We aim to give the best prices on all major brands and we will endeavour to match
any competitors genuine offer on Icom, Kenwood, AOR & Yaesu receivers.

Massive Savings on Yaesu, Kenwood, ICOM, AOR & Yupiteru
InZLESIT - FRG -100 RECEIVER

 50kHz - 30MHz SMC
* s.s.b., c.w., a.m., f.m.* PRICE
* 52 memory channels £499

*fm unit optional Includes FREE PAIIC mains power unit list price £39 Carriage D.

Com ICR-7100 RCVR ICR-71 E RCVR

SMC PRICE

0com ICR-100 RCVR

SMC PRICE

SMC PRICE

Carriage D on all Icom receivers

0
com ICR-72 RCVR

MC PRICE

0com ICR-1 RCVR

SMC PRICE

lupiteru MVT-7100
Multimode scanning
receiver.
530kHz - 1650MHz
incl's ssb
Now

£38
Carriage B

KAI

SONIC Shortwave Radios
ICF SW1E £179
ICF SW7600 £179
ICF SW55 £279
ICF SW77 £399
ICF PRO80 £349
AIR 7 £299

HF Receiver AR -3030

* am, s.am, fm, usb, lsb, cw, fax
* Collins mechanical filters
* Optional VHF converters
* Adjustable B.F.O. Carnage D

* Mains power unit included

/10R
AR -3000A
SMC PRICE

11 11

AR-1500EX
SMC PRICE

11011
AR -2000
SMC PRICE

£699
Optional filters
SSB & CW £89 each

Carriage C

110011
AR -2500
SMC PRICE

Special Offers subject to availability Ccrgiage B-£5.00 C-£7.50 D-£12.50 E-£16.50
South Midlands Communications Ltd, S.M. House, School Close, Chandlers Ford Ind. Est., Eastleigh, Hants S05 3BY

Showroom + mail order 0703 251549 HQ showroom hours 9.30-5 weekdays 9-lpm Saturday
Service Department Direct Line Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm (0703) 254247

Personal callers and mail order welcome at all branches VISA

HQ Southampton (0703) 255111 Leeds (0532) 350606 London (ARE) (081) 9974476
\.- Birminghcrm 021-327 1497 Axminster (0297) 34918 Chesterfield (0246) 453340
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HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
SPRING CLEAROUT - You NOT Us!!
DIG OUT YOUR OLD GEAR & PX FOR ONE OF THESE

JRC NRD-535 YAESU FRG -100
ONLY £1695
DEP. £489
18 monthly
payments of

£67 Total =

£1695
USE YOUR OWN

ECfP AS DEPOSIT

W.R.T.V.

RECOMMENDED

FREE DELIVERY PSU
SAVE ADD'L £50

SONY ATS-803A
2001D
YES -we've

found a
Unbeaten few
to date. more! £129795 £118.95
INCL'S:- The Famous

"SYNCH.AM"

Excellent
Portable
SW Receiver
FREE DELIVERY

AOR

Free
P&P

AR-1500EX
0.5-1300MHz
UNBEATABLE
VALUE

£349

£315
FREE DELIVERY

AOR AR -3000A

4111r
You won't miss

out on those
signals with this

's

£849 £849
monthoffer

FREE THIS MONTH. --

REMOTE SWITCHING
TAPE RECORDER + LEAD + P&P

PDA@3170124 %MD. V.,3P[11(0)

* STAR BUY *
MVT-71 00
£449 NOW £379
or Deposit £46
9 monthly payments of

£37 ZERO APR
Total £379

* STAR BUY*

DRAKE R -8E THE
ULTIMATE
RECEIVER.

Eine
£979

INCL'S ALL

FILTERS

FREE HEADPHONES & DELIVERY

GRUNDIG 500
Yacht Boy
It's superb
incl's
Fine Tune +S% RDS

* AR 3030 *
PHONE

FOR
1,14 INFO

lommommo,

* INTEREST FREE £75 DEP.
12 monthly payments of £52

Total = £699

SW -7600
Sony do it
again!

0.1-430M Hz

+ FM Stereo

£184.95 Free Del. 07125 £149.95

AOR

MVT-8000 FPR5
£449

£3498-1300MHz Inds PSU

AR -2000
0.5-1300MHz
INCL'S NICAD
& CHARGE

£309

£269 £40SAVE

FREE DELIVERY

KENWOOD SP -31

ALINCO DJ-X1D

Desktop Ext.

Loudspeaker

Sounds

with audio
filters. Suits any S.W.

Superb! Receiver/Scanner

1E7295 FREE DELIVERY

0.1-1300MHz
INCL'S NICAD
& CHARGER etc.

EMS

£309
FREE

POST &
PACKING

MANAGER'S SPECIAL

* STAR * NETSET
PRO -44

68-88
108-174
380-512MHz
DELIVERY £5

* BUY * t149£109
?Pm

PART EXCHANGE

WE HAVE A LARGE RANGE OF 2Nn HAND AT GOOD PRICES
TOP PX DEALS GIVEN OR WE'LL SIMPLY BUY FOR CASH

HF ACCS (NEW)
NEW AT -1200 Miniature S.W.

a.t.0 £49.95 Free P&P

NEW LPW - Low profile
SWL long wire kit
£29.95 Free P&P
FL -3 Audio Filter
Digital £144.95

FREE
DO -

SCANNER ACCS (NEW)
25 - 1300MHz

SKY SCANII - Miniature
Desktop

£44.95 Free Delivery

MDD - Miniature outdoor/loft
Double Discone (16in high)

£64.95 Free Delivery

SKYSCAN - Desktop
£49:95 £39.95

NB: ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
* Outside office hours 0850 586313 * Mail Order: Same Day Despatch *

Sales service - (Phone/Fax) -081-951 5782
132 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 TEL

Close to Edgware underground station (Northern Line). Close to M1 M25. A406.

VISA * FREE PARKING * * OPEN:- *
WITCH

MON-SAT 10-6PM

TSCANNING UDIRKECTORY

L

NEW

3rd EDITION
UK Scanning

Directory

4 £16.95
FREE P&P

* NEW*
On Glass
Scanner
Antenna
(25-1300MHz)

£22.95
FREE P&P

DELIVERY (UK MAINLAND) 241M £10 / 48HR £7.50

A.5.6

Zt),

WHITS1..-1
R C H

HIGH STREET

o. Z
Cc.0
azrzw
2c..)

BAWiNs
M1 JNC4
(2 MINS)-A41

ERE
132

IT'S EASY WHEN
CINEM: YOU KNOW HOW!

I
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Review - Grundic Yacht Boy 500

but this time in more helpful
1kHz steps. There is a fine
tuning wheel on top of the right
hand panel of the YB 500 that
works on the short wave bands.
On the f.m. band, automatic
search mode is started by a
long depression of the tuning
buttons. The radio tunes in
100kHz steps, but will stop as
soon as a signal is reached.
Manual tuning steps,
meanwhile, are 25kHz. On f.m.,
reception is automatically
switched to RDS (Radio Data
System) as soon as an RDS
signal is detected. This provides
the station name in the data
monitor leg BBC 3 FM or KISS
100). An additional feature, also
found on the larger and more
expensive Satellit 700, is RDS
test mode. To activate this, key
in "5 4 3 2 1" and then switch
the set on. Then tune in an f.m.
station transmitting RDS and
the different segments of the
station name will appear on the
display in the order they are
received. For example, on BBC
Radio 3, the order is FM, then C
3 and finally BB. Press the
'LSB/USB' key once and the PI
code and TP/TA flags appear.
This might show as C203, and
the TP/TA code might be 01 (as
is the case on Radio 3 in
London) which indicate that no
traffic programme is being
transmitted. Press the
'LSB/USB' key again and RDS
error rates are displayed leg 20
45). The first figure relates to
the momentary error rate, in
this case 20%, while the second
shows the maximum error rate
since the last RDS block
synchronisation. A further
depression of the 'LSB/USB' key
and the PTY (programme type)
code and M/S code is shown.
The PTY code provides
information on the type of
programme (news, drama,
current affairs etc) that is being
transmitted. A final press of the
'LSB/USB' button and the RDS
quality is displayed in a bar
graph. The greater the number
of segments shown, the higher
the quality of the received RDS
signal. It all sounds rather
complicated, but it does provide
a good way of testing individual
RDS components and, rather
interestingly, seeing how in this
country commercial stations
and the BBC compare in their
use of RDS. (More information
about RDS is available from the
European Broadcasting Union
in Geneva, or from BBC
Engineering Information, 201

Wood Lane, London W12 7TS).
Grundig products have always
boasted rather better sound
quality than a number of their
competitors and the YB 500 is
no exception. The set offers
stereo sound on f.m. via the
headphones socket, and
Grundig have made
exceedingly novel use of the
stereo amplifier to improve
sound output on the built-in
mono loudspeaker. A switch
immediately above the two
position tone control (high for
music and low for speech) on
the front panel labelled SOUND
NORMAL/BOOST combines the
output of the two stereo
headphone amplifiers with that
of the ordinary mono amplifier
for the built-in speaker,
increasing sound output from
1.5W to 3W music power. It
makes a considerable difference
to the audio level, without
causing any noticeable
distortion unless the volume
control is cranked fully up.

Clock
Naturally there is a clock, with
dual time facility, and this can
also be programmed with two
discrete on and off times. It is
possible to ask the radio to
come on automatically using
the timer, or for a buzzer to be
sounded or if you are a
particularly sound sleeper both.
If you want to make unattended
recordings, perhaps to record
Radio Netherlands' Media
Network programme at 1155 on
Thursday mornings, then all
you have to do is tune in the
appropriate frequency (in this
case from the fifth page of the
ROM table), set the on and off
time, plug one end of a lead
into the output switch jack and
the other end into the remote
start socket of your cassette
player and it should do the rest
automatically when the YB 500
switches on.

Performance
Being a conservative evaluator,
I would say performance is not
bad. Short wave sensitivity is
good, with weaker signals
received reasonably well.
Selectivity is not bad either,
although the filter on short
wave might be a little too wide
on some occasions to allow for
really heavy DX work. The f.m.
sensitivity is high and it is good
to be able to check RDS quality
which sometimes differs from

the signal strength meter on the
data monitor.

Pros and Cons
The set is extremely portable
(with four AA batteries
required), but the power
adaptor supplied will certainly
make a hole in your luggage
allowance as it is about three
times as heavy as the radio set
itself, and rather bulky. It is
attractively styled, and will look
equally at home in a designer
sitting room or on a poolside
table in the Med. RDS means
easy station identification on
the f.m. band, and the pre-
programmed ROM table saves
having to carry round the
schedules of the major
European broadcasters. With 40
additional memory channels,
everyone should be catered for.
There is superb sound
particularly when the Boost
position is selected. Do make
sure that it is plugged into the
mains when using boost,
though, or your batteries will
very quickly be flattened.
Average life for a set of alkaline
batteries is around 20 hours.
There is reasonable
performance on f.m. and short

wave, comparable with a
majority of other sets in the
same price range. The
drawbacks I found included the
curious positioning of the whip
antenna. If only it was hinged at
the top of the set instead of the
bottom. And why was there no
direct connector for an external
antenna?

Conclusion
In conclusion, my impression is
that this is a well thought out
receiver that is well built and
performs to a high standard. It
is easy to operate even, I
suspect, for the complete
novice and so it can be
recommended as a set for the
traveller, or perhaps for
someone who wants a portable
radio around the home. I am
sure that at the very least it will
attract some admiring looks
from people who will want to
know what it is and what it
does, and still be baffled when
you explain! At £189.99 it is not
a budget set, but does offer fair
value for money. Thanks to
Grundig International, Mill
Road, Rugby, Warwickshire
CV21 1PR for the loan of the
test sample.

Specifications
Frequency Coverage:

Modes:

Tuning:

Memories:

Audio:

Audio Output:

Antennas:

Sockets:

Timer:

Power:

Baftery Life:

Size:

Weight:

I.w.
m.w.
s.w.
f.m.

I.w.
m.w.
s.w.
f.m.

160 - 353kHz
513 - 1611kHz
1.612 - 30.000MHz
87.5 - 108MHz

a.m.
a.m.
u.s.b.; I.s.b.; a.m.
mono; stereo; RDS

PLL frequency synthesiser,
auto search and manual tuning

16 factory pre-programmed (ROM)
40 user programmable

Tone control and switchable Booster

1W (mains powered)
2W with 'Boost' (mains powered)
0.3W (battery powered)
1W with 'Boost' (battery powered)

f.m. & s.w. telescopic whip
m.w. & I.w. internal ferrite rod

LINE OUT (mono 3.5mm jack)
Headphones 320 - 2k52 (stereo 3.5mm jack)
Output switching (3.5mm jack)
DC IN 9V (3.5mm coaxial)

24 -hour quartz clock
Two programmable switch -on & off times

9V d.c. (external)
4 x 1.5V AA batteries (internal)

21h approx.

113 x 186 x 41mm

560g (excl. batteries)
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Theory

OVERLOAD INTER
Almost everyone who spends a lot of time

listening to radio receivers will encounter a

strong local interfering signal from time to

time. Joseph J. Carr K41PV offers some

advice on how to deal with this problem.

One of the differences
between low priced and
high priced, or at least high
quality, short wave and
monitor/scanner receivers
is how they handle
overload from strong local
signals. These signals,
which can come from a.m.
and f.m. broadcast stations,
amateur operators and land
or mobile (police, taxicab
and business radio)
transmitters. Virtually
everyone who spends a lot
of time listening to radio
receivers will encounter a
strong local interfering
signal from time to time.

The receiver
specification that
characterises this
performance is the dynamic
range. Unfortunately,
neither dynamic range nor
the price of the radio
actually tells us every
possible effect. However,
low cost radio receivers
(including some you might
not see as particularly slow
cost' and those higher cost
models with low dynamic
range figures, are most
likely to be affected by
strong local signals.

There are several

different types of
interference seen. Strong
co -channel interference is
from a transmitter on the
same frequency as another
station that you want to
listen to. The receiver will
tend to capture on the
stronger signal, making the
weaker signal inaudible.
The only practical cure for
this form of interference is
to use a highly directional
antenna.

Dipoles and loops have
bidirectional patterns,
similar to Fig.1, that have
two main lobes in which
maximum reception occurs,
and two nulls in which nulls
occur. The maximum null is
on the order of -30dB for a
well designed, properly
installed antenna, although
18 to 25dB is more likely in
practical antennas. A beam
antenna (e.g., Yagi, quad,
phased array) has a
undirectional pattern in
which the main lobe is
opposite the main null.

The idea is to place the
null of the loop in the
direction of the offending
station, causing its received
signal to be considerably
less than that of the desired

station. Of course, the idea
is to have the desired
station in the deepest part
of the null. In general,
however, because the null is
much sharper than the peak
of the main beam, it is
usually best to position the
null on the interfering
signal. The desired signal is
not received as strong as it
might otherwise be, but the
signal -to -strength ratio is
considerably better and the
result is reception when
before it was impossible.

A related form of
interference is near -co -
channel, i.e., an interfering
signal that is not on the
exact frequency as the
desired signal, but it is so
close that it falls at least
partially within the
passband of the receiver.
This type of interference is
probably more common
than straight co -channel
interference because even
co -channel transmitters
often differ slightly in actual
operating frequency. The
output of the receiver may
be a loud whistle caused by
the two signals
heterodyning together. The
squeal or whistle represents
the difference between the
two signal frequencies. One
solution to this problem is
to use an audio notch filter
at the output of the receiver
audio selection. The best
solution is to use a
directional antenna to get
rid of the offending signal.

Still a third form of
interference is probably
even more common than
the two types mentioned
above: basic overload. It
can occur on channel or off -
channel. This form of
interference exists when a
very strong local signal
enters the antenna via the
antenna transmission line.
The problem comes from
the fact that the input
protection diodes and in the
input r.f. amplifier (which is
usually a transistor or
integrated circuit) inside the
receiver become heavily
biased by the strong local
signal.

Several different effects
are seen. First, the receiver
may become desensitised.
The receiver r.f. amplifier
may be biased so far up its
curve that the gain is
reduced considerably and
normal signals are not able
to be heard. The offending
signal may or may not be
audible in the receiver
output, so don't take the
absence of audible
interfering signal as proof
that no interference is
taking place.

Another effect is the
generation of harmonics of
the offending signal (most
likely) or other local signals.
When the strong local
signal is received in the
radio front end, it may drive
the r.f. amplifier or the
protection diodes far
enough into conduction that
a non-linear situation is
created. Under this
condition the harmonics of
the offending signal may
show up on the receiver
dial. It is fairly common in
the bands that are under
7MHz, but above 1.6MHz, to
hear a.m. broadcasting
station harmonics. The
actual harmonic output of
the radio station's
transmitter is quite low (our
USA standard is -60dB or
lower), but the receiver
generates harmonics that
are not normally present.

The harmonic
generation phenomenon is
often seen in v.h.f./u.h.f.
television preamplifiers
where there is a strong
local v.h.f. station (for
example, an f.m.
broadcaster). I've even seen
it create television
interference (TVI). In one
case, a amateur operator
used a 1kW c.w. transmitter
and its signal (which was
legally clean of harmonics),
generated a harmonic in a
TV mast -mounted
preamplifier. Unfortunately,
the tuned antenna on the
TV system re -radiated the
harmonic to other nearby
sets! It was strange to see a
case where disconnecting a
TV antenna preamplifier
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!FERENCE
eliminated interference
from a local transmitter!
But it happened in a local
townhouse development in
which each quadrangle of
individual houses had its
own common antenna and
an MATV amplifier
distribution system.

When the strong local
signal is also the desired
station, as it might be when
using a sensitive short
wave receiver in the
broadcast band (and there
is a nearby a.m. station you
like). The strong local, but
desired signal, might well
be distorted beyond
comfort, or may overlap
several channels ('splatter'
because of the non-linear
effects of the signal on the
r.f. amplifier.

Still another form of
interference is the matter of
intermodulation, i.e., when
two signals (or their
harmonics) mix in the non-
linear receive to
manufacture other signals
at different frequencies. The
general case is that the new
frequencies will be:

F new = mF1 + nF2 (1)

Where: m and n are
integers (1, 2, 3, etc) and Fl
and F2 are the two
frequencies involved. This
type of interference could
easily occur where there are
two or more local signals.
There is a hill close to my
home that local radio
technicians and amateur
operators refer to as
'intermod hill' because of
the radio installations there:
two f.m. broadcasters, an
a.m. broadcaster (who
shares a tower with one of
the f.m. stations), a hospital
security and paging system,
scores of landmobile
stations that hire antenna
space on the broadcast
towers and a telephone
company microwave relay
station.

I've sat outside of the
hospital on intermod hill
listening to my 144MHz
band amateur radio

receiver, monitoring
telephone calls! The rig was
tuned to 146.91MHz, but
local interfering signal
heterodyned a mobile
telephone channel into the
amateur band.

Years ago, when I was
repairing biomedical
electronic equipment for a
living, we had a case where
the nurses claimed that a
patient's e.c.g. radio
telemetry signals was
appearing simultaneously
on two channels of the
central console
oscilloscope. These radio
signals were from 4mW
v.h.f. telemetry transmitters
attached to the patients to
allow them mobility. It
turned out to be true,
although I was at first
skeptical as I went to work
at 3am to fix it! It seems
that the nurses were using
an f.m. broadcast radio
receiver for entertainment
throughout the long night
shift. The local oscillator
(I.o.) circuit inside the f.m.
receiver was providing a
local interfering signal to
beat against some other, as
yet unidentified, signal to
the frequency shift Mr
Jones onto Mr Smith's
channel as well as his own.
The radiated I.o. signal was
picked up by a 400mm
telemetry whip antenna that
was sticking out of the
ceiling tiles about 1.5m
above the f.m. broadcast
radio whip. The f.m.
receiver's I.o. signal was
then mixed with other
signals to produce a
different signal that
happened to nearly
coincide with the frequency
of another telemetry
channel. Retuning (then
turning off) the f.m. radio
receiver sent Mr Jones back
to his own channel
exclusively.

Most of the problems
with local interference can
be solved by one of the
methods shown in the rest
of this section. There are
three approaches:
attenuators, filters and
antenna tuning units (a.t.u.).

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4a.

Fig. 4b.

VAntenna

Switchable
attenuator

Receiver

SK1
In/out

r

In/out

Attenuation RA RB

(dB) 1521 IQ)
-3 18 300

-5 33 200

-10 75 100

-20 270 68

Attenuator
Approach
An attenuator is a circuit or
component that has the
effect of linearly reducing
the level of a signal. In
other words, it is the
opposite of an amplifier; its
output is less than its input.
The attenuator is used
when you want to listen to a
very strong signal that is
too strong for the receiver.
It is also useful when
listening to the signals
because, although it cuts all
signals down to the same
amount, it is often the case
that the strong signal is
dropped below a critical
threshold where the
receiver can handle the
signal successfully.

An attenuator is placed
in the antenna transmission
line between the antenna
and the receiver's antenna
input terminals. In general,
it is better to place the
attenuator close to the
receiver in order to prevent
pick up of the strong local
signal by the imperfectly
shielded transmission line
between the attenuator and

the receiver. A few inches is
considered a good bet. The
attenuator should contain a
switch that allows it to be
connected in or out of the
circuit as demanded by the
situation. Some car radios
have this feature under the
guise of a 'town/county'
switch, while many short
wave and monitor/scanner
receivers call it the
'Iocal/DX' switch. But if your
radio lacks this switch, then
one can be added
externally.

The circuit for a
switchable attenuator pad is
shown in Fig. 3. The
attenuator selected should
have the required
attenuation factor (6, 10 &
20dB are common values
selected), and be designed
for the standard 5052
impedance used by r.f.
systems. An attenuator
designed for say, 600Q
audio work will not perform
as advertised in r.f. work.
The attenuator in Fig. 3 is
connected to a double pole
double throw (d.p.d.t.)
switch. When the switch is
in the position shown, the
attenuator is placed in
series with the signal line. *21
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YUPITERU
As Yupiteru's authorised distributor here in the
UK, buying from US is buying with
confidence. We stock their full range including
accessories and spares and will, without
hesitation, match any genuine advertised
price.

Call us now - we guarantee you
won't be disappointed!

MVT-7100 530KHz-1650MHz all modes £389
MVT-7000 AM, FM & WFM 200 memories S325
MVT-8000 Mobile, with PSU £369
MVT-225 Civil/Military Air Bond, 100 mems £249
MVT-125 Civilian Air Band, 30 mems £189

NEW YUPITERU - MVT-3100
A quality, low cost scanner
offering Marine, PMR, UHF
Military and 900MHz high VHF
bands. Easy to use and
programme with 100 memory
channels. Supplied with a full
range of accessories including
UK Mains Charger and Easy
Read Handbook.
Price SPECIAL £199

AOR SCANNERS
AR2000
Still one of the most popular
handheld scanners on the

market. Simple to use and easy
to programme. This model has
outsold almost oll the other
models currently available!

 Continuous coverage from
500KHz to 1300MHZ

 1000 memory channels
 Keypad or rotary control
 AM, FM, and WFM modes
 5-995 search steps
 Full set of accessories £269
includes FREE desktop stand worth £19.95

AR3000A
A super wide band
base/mobile all
mode scanning
receiver. Full

coverage from
100KHz -
2036MHz with a hos of features including
RS232 Interface for computer control. USB,
LSB, CW, AM, FM and WFM modes are
catered for. Now available from stock
at only £849 - save an incredible
£50 off list price!

AR I 500EX
Enhanced model for the UK with BFO for SSB
reception and full coverage from 500KHz -
1300MHz. AM, FM, WFM & SSB modes
with full range of accessories included

available from stock at £349

NEW THIRD EDITION
UK SCANNING

DIRECTORY
Now with spiral binder and even more

frequencies! This book is the last word for scanne

enthusiasts - order yours now.

Price: £16.95 plus £2.75 p&p

THE BEARCATS ARE BACK:
As well as their recently introduced NEW
models, we now have from stock their Bearcat
UBC200XLT Handheld which wos (and still is)
the easiest of all to programme and use. Look
for our special re -introductory offer)

B EARCAT 200XLT
 A complete handheld

scanner covering right up
into the high 900MHz
bands.

 Ideal - Airbond, PMR,
Amateur and Marine Bands

 Complete with leatherette
case and charger

SPECIAL OFFER £199

BEARCAT 65XLT
A very simply to use budget
handheld, offering general
VHF & UHF band coverage.
10 memory channels with 2
digital channel number display.
An ideal beginners model!

 Freq. range:- 66-88, 137-
174, 406-512MHz

 3 -way power supply -
NiCads, Alkaline or 12V DC

 Full keypad entry - with review mode
 Std. BNC antenna socket
 Complete full range of accessories available

AVAILABLE NOW £99.95

BEARCAT 890XLT
A new base - features:-
 Freq. range:-
29.956MHz
 200 memories
 VHF control
 Auto freq. control
with auto store
 Complete with mains 12V supply

AVAILABLE NOW £299

BEARCAT 2500XLT
A new handheld,
features: -

*25 -1.3 GHz *400
memories * VFO control
* Auto freq. sorting * Auto store
* Incl. charger
Price £299 save £66

JAPANESE LOW LOSS COAX
Flexible High Quality Coaxial Cables
Model 5D(8.1mm) 75p per metre
Model 10D (13.1mm) £2.75 per metre
We stock a range of PL259 BNC & 'N' type
connectors for the above cable £ CALL

BLACK JAGUAR BJ200 MKIV
A new and completely revamped
version of this popular scanner. Now
using surface mount technology
performance is better than ever.

* 50-88, 2&30, 115-178,
200-280, 360-520 MHz
* Selectable AM/FM
* 16 memories
IDEAL FOR. Civil/Militory Airbands

Now £199 - SAVE £40

EVERY,

DRAKE
Drake R8E -To own one of these
receivers is a dream in itself - everything
you could ever want in facilities and
performance is in the R8E. Drake are no
newcomers to radio - they have been
No.1 in the USA since 1943! Unlike
other expensive receivers the Drake has

all its filters fitted as standard, therefore, there are no hidden extra costs. Its
performance is truly staggering! With an excellent dynamic range coupled with
superb filtering it takes a lot of beating! Multiple scan facilities, easy use 100th.
memory, all mode coverage and synchronous dectector for improved AM reception
are just a few of its extensive range of facilities.
* Twin VFO's * Selectable AGC * Passband Tuning
* Timer Function * RS232 Interface * Built-in Pre -Amp * Dual Noise Blanker
* Non -Volatile Memory * 100KHz - 30MHz Wide Coverage
Options
Matching Speaker
PC Drive Software
Full W/Stop Manual
VHF Convertor (internal) £225.00

£49.95
£59.95
£29.95

COMMTEL SCANNERS
COMMTEL 205
A superb
base/mobile
scanner with
easy -to -read front
panel display/
control button.
* 400 channel
mem. *Frequency coverage:- 25-512MHz,
760-1300MHz
* Direct access up to 207,002 frequencies
* Modes - AM, NFM, WFM * Audio
squelch * Scan delay
* Plus many other features £344.00

COMMTEL 203
Easy to programme, covering all the popular
bands up to 960MHz. Its double conversion
receiver provides excellent reception.
* 200 channels *Frequency coverage:
68-88MHz,118-174MHz, 380-512MHz,
806-960MHz
*Scan delay *Lock out £199.00

COMMTEL 204
Top of the range with a triple
conversion receiver.
Selectable AM/FM.
* 200 channels mem.
* Frequency coverage: 68-
88MHz, 118-174MHz, 220-
512MHz,806-999.99MHz
* Selectable AM/FM
*Scan delay
* Search function £249.95

COMMTEL 102
A 3 -band 10 -channel scanner. * Frequency
coverage: 6688MHz,138-174MHz, 380-
512MHz £99.95

11

NEW SCANMASTER
ADJUSTABLE DESK
STAND
Fully adjustable both
horizontally and
vertically this stand is
suitable for most makes
of Handheld Scanner -
and Amateur Transceiver. It is supplied
with a ready -wired fly lead from BNC
plug to fixed 50239 socket. £19.95
+22.75 p&p

New Handheld Scanner
Antenna
Model TSC 2601
Improve reception on your
handheld scanner with this high
gain flexible antenna.
Freq. RX 100-900MHz.
Freq. TX 144MHz, 70cms
(10W). Gain 1.5dB 430MHz.
3.4dB 900MHz. Connection
BNC. £14.95 + 21.75 P&P

STARTEK FREQUENCY COUNTERS
A range of advanced portable counters
from the USA. All come complete with
telescopic antenna and UK power
supply.

Model 1350
1 - 1 300MHz

 c/w telescopic antenna
and power supply

Price £129

ATH-15 (1-1500MHz)
ATH-30 (1-2800MHz)
ATH-50 (5Hz-2800MHz)

ERA MICROREADER
For years the

Microreader has been one of the most

successful and widely used decoders in Britain. It

Vaallows receOian of:- CW,
AMTOR, R, SITOR. It even

has a built-in tutor to help you

learn and read CW. The new
4.2 Version gives even better

performance and includes

free terminal software.
Due to a special bulkurchase we can offer the

Microreader Version2 cmplete leads, instructions,

frequency listing and free terminal software at el 89

£199
£269
£289

USE YOUR CREDIT CARDS
FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH

18
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rHING FOR THE RADIO ENTHUSIAST
HUGE STOCKS - FAST DELIVERY - PERSONAL SERVICE

TELEPHONE HOTLINE: (0705) 662145 FAX: (0705) 690626

RECEIVERSNEW DRAKE SW8
Professional desktop performance in an affordable portable package, just 11" wide
x 5.25" high and weighing a scant 10Ibs. Now, for the first time, a radio that gives
full short wove coverage plus VHF Airband and VHF Stereo FM. Microprocessor
controlled with an easy to read large LCD display. Many top of the line features and
technology, including 70 memories, a dual mode clock timer and synchronous AM
detector to reduce fading. The SW8 runs on optional internal batteries or its supplied
240V AC adaptor. We expect demand for the Drake SW8 to outstrip initial supplies
- to avoid disappointment call us now to reserve your model.

 Full short wave coverage
500KHz-30MHz)

VHF Stereo FM
(87-108MHz FM)

VHf Airband
(116-136MHz)

 Totally portable
 AM/FM/SSB
 Superb audio
 Mains or Battery

(AC Adaptor incl.)
 Dual Mode
Clock/Time 

11111111111111MEWAVE111111111111
TECHMOLOOV INC

IMPROVE RECEPTION WITH

ADVANCED DSP NOISE FILTERS

FROM TIMEWAVE TECHNOLOGY INC

Advanced Filtering Technology
 Reduce noise and interference

Adaptive noise filter for SSB and AM
 Eliminate heterodynes

Automatic multiple tone noise filter

 Razor sharp linear phase FIR filters

DSP-9 NOISE FILTER

TilllerWaVP

e.    
Designed for the ham who wants CW and SSB,
the easy -to -operate 1W DSP-9 features selectable

switching between 1.8, 2.4 and 3.1KHz SSB
filters, and between 100, 200 and 500 Hz
CW filters. £169

DSP-59 NOISE FILTER

Wr111111
With 320 filter variations, the unique TW DSP-
59 has filters for all operational modes the ama-
teur may encounter including RTTY, SSTV,
AMTOR, FACTOR, HF, Satellite, EME, SSB,
CW, AM and weak signal VHF. £299

AOR AR3030
Be one of the first to own this new receiver
from AOR. Full short wave coverage with a
host of facilities
both new and old.
As part of our
customer pledge,
we are able to offer
our first 10
customers this excellent receiver delivered
next day (anywhere in the UK) FREE OF
CHARGE. We will also give away with
each receiver a copy of the Short Wave
Confidential Frequency Guide.
Don't be Disappointed - Order
yours now!

HARI SHORT WAVE RECEIVING
ANTENNA
* Professional construction
* 1-30MHz frequency coverage
* Worldwide reception
* Fitted balun for optimum performance
* Suitable for all types of receiver
* Only 14 metres long

£59.95 + £4.75 P&P

VIDEOS
Three times Emmy Award winningg
producer, Richard Moseson NVV2L, has
pulled out all the stops to create a series
of interesting, informative and entertaining
VHS videos on Amateur Radio backed by
CO Magazine USA.
* Getting Started in Ham Radio
* Getting Started in Packet Radio
* Getting Started in Amateur Satellites
* Getting Started in DX'ing
All videos £19.95 each, plus £2.75
p&p. Running time approx. 50 mins.

THIS MONTH BTBUYNEVADA MS1000 For a limited period only
ES

we are
B

offering our own 1000channel base/mobile
scanner at a special reduCed

price of £269. Incorporating allthe facilities of the AR2000 handheld but with:- Switchable audio squelch
 Tape recorder output socket

Metal cased for improved EMC
capability  Auto signal operated tope
recorder switching

As a general wide band
scanning receiver,

the MS1000 fits the bill from Radio
Peking on Short Wave to High Band 900
MHz, this model comes with the lot!
Order your NOW! - and save an
incredible £30 off list price
£269 (+R4.75 p&p)

SAVE a
£30

ICOM
IC -R72 ( 100kHz-30MHz) £769.00
IC -87100 (25-2000MHz) 1255.00
IC -R100 (500kHz-1.8GHz £565.00
IC -R 1 H/held scanner £395.00
Icom R71 E Short Wave Receiver £895

KENWOOD
R-5000. ( 1 00 k Hz-30MHz) £899.00

YAESU
FRG -100 £499.00

LOWE
HF-225 Europa fully fitted £699.00
HF-225 (30kHz- 30MHz) £479.00
HF-150 £389.00
PR150 Pre Selector £199.95

ROBERTS
RC8 17 Multi band radio £169.99
RC818 Multi band w/cass £199.99

SONY
SW77 £399
SW55 £269
SW33 £139
SW1E £179
ANI £58
AN3 £58

AOR
AR3030 New RX £699

STEEPLETONE BURR
Top of the range multi -band
radio. Covers - LW, MW,
Airband, Marine, Shortwave.
AM Direction Finder
Antenna,
Mains/Battery
Operation,
signal/Battery Meter..
Price £89.95

STEEPLETONE MBR7
Multi -band Radio. This
radio will appeal tO both
Aircraft Enthusiasts and the
Marine Monitors.The multi -

band 'jumbo' radio has
almost everything you need
to monitor these bands. LW,

MW, & SW plus the Marine and Aircraft Bands...
Good Storied £76.40

SANGEAN ATS803A
A full coverage Short Wave Receiver with
AM, FM & SSB
reception. This model
is an ideal choice for
the newcomer to short
wave listening. It

features excellent sensi ivity and filtering -
couple this with easy push button
programming and direct BFO tuning for
SSB, and it's no wonder it has become
our most popular low cost receiver. Order
yours now and we will supply you, free of
charge, a mains adapter worth £14.95

Price £129.95

TRADING POST
Scanning receivers

AOR AR1000 hand-held, 1000 channels £185.00
AOR AR2001 base unit £199.00

Edmore HP2000 ay. cond £215.00

Goodmans ATS 802 pocket S/W RX £40.00
kom IC -R1 hand held, boxed (choke 2) £295.00

111 50200 16ch. desk model £85.00

Kenwood R21 mobile sonnet £315.00
M51000 shopsoied 1000 meats £229.00
Pro 34 Handheld, average cond £120.00
Pro 46 10 channel handheld £140.00

Pro 2005 base model, full cov £185.00
Pro 2021 hose boxed £125.00

SMC MS -8400 boxed, good starter £125.00
Sony IC -PRO 80 boxed £195.00
Yupitero VT -225 average cord £17S.00

Yupiteni MVT-7000 handheld, boxed £239.00
Sypiteru MVT-8009 boxed £275.00

hortwave receivers

Kerwood R5000 c/w VHF+filters £825.00
Lowe HF225 sought after RX £425.00
Songean ATS-803A boxed, ego £95.00
Sony SW7600 Pocket RX with SSB £105.00

Yoesu FRG7 RX, choke of NO £195.00
Yoesu FRG7700 + FRA7700 £425.00
Yoesu FRG8800 + ATU + Act. antenna £599.00

HF Transceivers

Mias 210 80m -10m mobile £265.00

Drake TR7* PS7 PSU/MS7 Spirt £1025.00
loom IC730 mobile HF 1X £495.00
loom 1(765 Superb HF Base £1995.00
1ST 135 HF TX/RX 150W PEP £775.00

Kernvood 15120S + VF0120 £495.00

Kenwood TS850 every opt/acres £2325.00

!Cawood 159305 AM, Men (ATU) £995.00
Technic 50 HF, ideal let buy £350.00
Tokyo HT115 15m monobander £185.00
Yoesu FT One HF base TX £995.00
Yoesu FT747 HF gein cov vgc £545.00
Yoesu FT77 + FP757 PSU £545.00
baesu FT102 vgc £795.00
Vaasa FT767GX HF inc 2m mod £995.00

boesu F1902 HF. FC902. MD1 Mk £695.00
Yoesu FT980 + SP980 £1095.00
Honchelds

CTE sender 145 2m handheld and nicod £139.00
kom ICW21E duel bond £319.95
Kenpro1022 2m handheld, vgc £115.00
Kenpro KT44 70cms handheld £145.00
Yaesu FT411 2m hondheld boxed £145.00
Mobile Transceivers

Kerwood TM741 Tri-bond (2/70) £595.00
York FT290 Mkl 2m m/mode £275.00
Yoesu FT726 70cms/2m/6m £1095.00

Station Accessories/Microphones/Amps/Speakers

(P1000X 24V mobile HF amp £265.00
kom SP3 speaker £45.00
Kenwood1(10 Rem controller £149.00
Kemvood SP1 speaker £45.00
Kenwood SM230 + Pon Adop (508) £325.00
Kenwuod 11922 HF amp, Om« £1495.00
Microwave modules 144/1005 £90.00
Microwave moddes 1144/100 £90.00

Oscar 7/8 Wave 2m Menne + nag £20.00

PA7 934MHz Bose Antenna £45.00
Tokyo ATU 200W with meter £95.00

Tokyo H111/6 6m high power amp £695.00
TM auto notch filter £39.95

Tore 550 dab tem + monitor £245.00

Vector 500 HF Amp. sight marks £749.00

Vectronics PM30 3kW meter £50.00
Yoesu FC102 AM, me (SOB) £195.00

Caere FRV-7700 VHF converter £75.00
Mogi B300P Mop £99.00

The above is only a representative list of He type of secondhand

product we stock. Actual items change doily - please call for the

latest stock sit aeon. We offer generous parttalmege - call us

new for a vet*.

PAY BY THREE POST-DATED CHEQUES
Simply divide the price into 3 equal payments. Write 3 cheques
dated in consecutive months starting with today's date. Write
your telephone number and cheque card number on the back
of each cheque. Post them to us, enclosing your name and:
address and we will (subject to status), send your goods
immediately. The hardest part is deciding what to buy!

SHOWROOMS:- IA MUNSTER ROAD, PORTSMOUTH P02 995

MAIL ORDER:- 189 LONDON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH P02 9AE
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AIR -POWER AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

6044444dea1 calk 071-637-0353

248 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W1P 9AD  Tel: 071-637-0353/0590  Fax: 071-637-269

YOUR SONY
SPECIALIST
Full Worldwide Guarantees

from SONY!

CALL THE SONY SPECIALISTS

071-637-0353/0590!!
Mail Orders Welcome.

071-631-0590/0353
Fast - Efficient - Convenient. To your doorstep!!

SONY ICF-2001D
FULL KIT INCLUDING: AN1-E275

AWARD WINNERS

071-637-0353/0590
AN AWARD WINNING MASTERPIECE

ICF-2001D Kit £275 ONLY
Finest all-round pro -receiver in the business.

FW/LW/MW/AIR multi -band reception 32

station preset memory  Synchronous detector
circuit PLL quartz -locked synthesiser circuit

digital/analogue tuning 2 -way scan tuning

(memory, broadcast, define)  2 -position tone

control Direct metre band access  4 -event
programmable time AM attenuatar SSB

reception  External antenna for AM, FM and AIR

band  288x159x52mm (w/h/d) 1.7kg. 2001
DSYSTEM-ICF-2001D with active antenna AN -1 in

one complete package.

NEW ICF-SW77 Similar specification to

200ID but with jog -shuttle dial tuning for accuracy....

Alberts RVIO0 £189
Kenwood TH78E £449
Fairmate HP2000 £269
Nevada MS1000 £269
Alan CT145 £169
Yaesu FT26 £269
Yaesu FT76 £299
Yaesu FT23R £269
Yaesu FF411 £305
Yaesu FT8I1 £335
Yaesu FT911 £464.95
Yaesu Ff212R £399.95
Yaesu FT2400RH £419.95

The UK Scanning Directory

3rd Edition £16.95

Monitoring the World
The International Guide to listening
above 30MHz £24.95

ICF-SW7 600 £149.95

HIGH PERFORMANCE PORTABLE RECEIVER
WITH PLL SYNTHESIZER CIRCUITRY AND

CONTINUOUS AM FREQUENCY COVERAGE

LW/MW/FM/SW/SSB reception  PLL synthesized circuitry 

FM stereo  Continuous AM frequency coverage  4 way

tuning:10 memory presets, swoon, manual tuning, 10 key

direct tuning  Sleep function  Digital clock  Programmable

timer  2 step tone control  Antenna input socket 
Headphone socket  Key protection  LCD display  Dual

conversion system  Supplied with compact antenna, stereo

earphones and AC power adaptor. Power:4xAA size battery.

ICF-AIR7 £249
ICF-PRO 80 £309
CR-V21
fax printout, Moths rMaeharoc £2699

SONY
ICF-SW7600 £149.95
ICF-SW1E £149.95

e e',

ULTRA -COMPACT SHORTWAVE RADIO WITH PLL

SYNTHESIZER CIRCUITRY

FM/LW/MW/SW reception  PLL synthesized circuitry  FM stereo

 Continuous AM frequency coverage  4 way tuning: 10 memory

presets, auto scan, manual tuning, 10 key direct tuning

Programmable timer  Sleep function  Digital dock and alarm 

LCD display with light function  Dual conversion system  2 step

tone control  Key protection  Record out socket  Supplied with

stereo earphones, shortwave guide and compact aerial

Power: 2xAA size battery.

ICF-SW30 £89.95

ICF-SW33 £124.95

AN -1 ANTENNA £54.95

ICF-SW22 £69.95

SONY ICF-SW55 "SUPERADIO"
 World time zones  SSB
 Full digital p/sets
 Multiband £249 only

SCANNERS AND TRANSCEIVERS
YUPITERU
VT -125 II £169.95
VT -225 £239.95
MVT-7100 £375.00
MVT-3100 £199.95

PANASONIC
RF-B10 World bond receiver - pocket size £69.95
RF-B65 S/pro multi band digital radio -
memories preset

RF-B45 Digital m/band radio

071-637 0353/0590

ICOM
SCANNERS/TRANSCEIVERS

IC -R1 15-1300 MHz

100 memories...Only £380.00

ICP-2ET £310.00
ICR-7100 £1299.00
ICW-2E £429.95

FULL RANGE STOCKED

C-2IE £269
CW-21E £429
C -29E £349
CP-2E £279
CP-2GE £319
C -229E £369
CW-21ET Dual Band £459
CW-3230H £675

£189.95
£129.95

GRUNDIG
SATELLIT 700 £349.00
YACHT BOY 222 £52.95
YACHT BOY 230 £65.95
YACHT BOY 500 £170.00
YACHT BOY 400 £100.00
YACHT BOY 205 £30.00
YACHT BOY 206 £37.00
CONCERT BOY 230 £35.95

YUPITERU
VT -150
142-170MHz

FM marine monitor £169.95

MVT-8000 £349.95

ALINCO
0.1-180E £209.95

6.1-51E £214.95

1/1-61 £329.00

D.1-f4E £265.00

D.I580E otal bind £434.95

DR-599EAdird0n/70ol-sommatie £679.00

DR-130NA £349.00

Dal IvihkereAdErr £299.95

AOR
AOR1500EX £319.00
AOR2800 £409.00
AOR2000 £279.95
AOR3000A £859.95

"BEST
SELLERS"

AIWA

WRD-100 £89.95

waloo £34.95

New full range antennas,
base stations, CB mobiles, etc
ROBERTS

R717 £79.95
R701 £79.95
RP -28 £89.95
R737 £119.95
RP -15 £21.95
R101 £44.95
R621 £54.95
R817 £149.95
RC818 £179.95
R08 £99 95
R7275 bands -FWMW/SIVAW/SW1-4 £79.95
R747 3 bands £92.95
RF-M3 Tiny £59.95
RP -26 FM/MW/LW £81.95
RC -35 Mono cassette radio £56.95

PHILIPS
D2345

Portable Radio  LW/MW/FM/2 x SW  Fine

Tuning Control  Mains/battery supply £24.95

D1875
 Compact 12 -band Portable Radio 

LW/MW/FM/9 shortwave  Large tuning control 

Tuning LED indicator  Telescopic and ferroceptor

aerial  DC supply connection  Earphone

connection  Wrist strap

 Attractive pouch £49.95

All products are subject to
a post & packing charge

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES PAYABLE TO ASK ELECTRONICS AT 248-250 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,LONDON W1P BAD

GOVT. AND LOCAL AUTHORITY

ORDERS ARE WELCOME.

TAX -TREE DIPORTI

MAIL ORDER IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
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Overload Interference
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*17 But when the d.p.d.t. switch
is placed in the opposite
position, the signal line is
shortened straight through
from the input connector
(J1) to output connector
(J2). Note that the
attenuator is built inside a
screened box - no shield, no
work!

I've used the Mini
Circuits AT -x and MAT -x
devices for this
application*. They are fixed
attenuators designed for
mounting on printed circuit
boards, and match the 0.1in
d.i.p. spacing commonly
seen on boards for i.c.
installation. Other
attenuators are built inside
a coaxial housing, and
typically have a female BNC
or SO -239 at either end.
They provide a fixed
attenuation (see label for
amount). Readers who
don't want to buy an
attenuator may be
interested in building their
own. Fig. 4a shows the
circuit for a resistive
attenuator pad that will
provide a fixed attenuation
with 500 unbalanced (i.e.
coaxial) input and output
impedances. Fig. 4b shows
the values of Ra and Rb that
give in close to the desired
standard attenuation. Use
5%, or better, carbon
composition or metal film
quarter watt resistors for
this circuit.

A crude method that is
used on a lot of different
receiver is the simple series
resistor of Fig. 5a. In this
type of attenuator circuit, a
'brute force' approach is
taken: a resistor placed in
series with the antenna
signal line. A value of 3000
to 5k0 is typically used,
depending on just how
much attenuation is
needed. A single pole single
throw (s.p.s.t.) is used to
short out the resistor when
it is not used. This circuit is

the basis for most
'town/county' or local/DX'
switches in low-cost radio
receivers.

An alternate form of
'brute force' attenuator is
the variable type shown in
Fig. 5b. In this circuit, a
5k1 linear potentiometer is
placed across the antenna
terminals. The antenna is
connected to the wiper, so
the amount of signal
applied to the receiver
depends on the setting of
the potentiometer. A single
pole double throw (s.p.s.t.)
switch is used to connect
the potentiometer into and
out of the circuit. At least
one model of the Ramsey
short wave receiver kit uses
this type of circuit as a
crude but reasonably
effective 'r.f. gain' control.

Filter Approaches
The attenuator has its place,
especially if attenuators
matched to 500 are used.
But the attenuator, no
matter how good it is, is still
a bit of a tacky method
because it doesn't
discriminate between
unwanted and wanted
signals. It is an equal
opportunity hammer for all
size nails. A more elegant
approach is to use a
selective filter that will
remove signals in
undesired bands, while
passing signals within the
desired band. A passive
filter, made from inductive
(L) and capacitive (C)
elements may be what is
needed. These LC filters
come in four flavours: high
pass, low pass, band pass
and wavetraps.

There is no such thing
as a passive filters that
doesn't reduce the desired
signal at least somewhat.
This loss is called insertion
loss. But the ratio of out -of -
band loss to insertion loss

is very high, so the passive
LC filter very definitely
discriminates against
undesired signals more
than desired signals.

Fig. 6 shows the circuit
for a simple high-pass filter
that will discriminate
against signals in the a.m.
broadcast band because it
has a 1.6MHz cut-off
frequency. Strong a.m.
signals can adversely effect
both short wave receivers
and monitor/scanner
receivers (the latter
especially in the low v.h.f.
bands). Although not the
best possible high-pass
filter, the circuit of Fig. 6
uses easily obtained
common parts and offers
acceptable
performance.

The
capacitors used
in the filter of
Fig. 6 are NPO
disc ceramic
units. While
silvered mica
capacitors are

Associates type T-50-2
(red)***. Wind on 26 turns
of 24 or 26s.w.g. enamelled
wire to give 3.3pH.

As for all the circuits in
this article, build the filter
inside a screened box. The
box should be either a die
cast aluminium type or a
sheet of metal type that has
overlapping edges on the
top portion. The type of box
that lacks the overlapping
edges is fine for low
frequency projects, but give
a false sense of security at
r.f. frequencies.

A more sophisticated
1.6MHz high pass filter is
shown in Fig. 7. This filter
offers more attenuation of
signals in the a.m.
broadcast band than the
other design. It provides -
40dB of attenuation at
1.6MHz, and more at lower
frequencies. This filter, like
the other circuit, with match
500 systems.

The odd -value
capacitors are made by
connecting, in parallel, two
or more standard value
capacitors. For example, the

r

C1 C2
1n

C3
2n

L1
13.3µ 5Sil

Fig. 6.

r

gi;

Fig. 7.
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L2
7111

170p

iC5 I 1C7
7890p

pT

L

L3
4u

7 082p

SK2
Output

also visible, they tend to be
a bit more expensive than
NPO disc ceramics in the
values shown. The
inductors can be universal
slug tuned or fixed
inductors such as Toko
332PN-3416VN (Cirkit part
no. 35-50340 **).
Alternatively. the coils can
be wound on toroidal cores,
such as the Amidon

780pF capacitor at C1 can
be made by connecting
560pF and 220pF in
parallel . These capacitors
should be NPO disc ceramic
or silvered mica units.

The coils can be either
fixed or adjustable coils
from a source such as
Tokyo, or be wound on the
same type of T-50-2 (red)
toroidal coil form as used in
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Fig. 6. For the three coils,
Table 1 lists the number of
turns required for each coil.

Each section of this filter
is built inside its own
screened enclosure. A
screened box is used for the
filter, divided into three

screened compartments. A
10mm hole in each internal
screen is used to pass the
wire from one section to the
next.

The internal screens,
indeed the entire box if
you're so inclined, can be

Shielded Enclosure
r
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Input

Fig. 8.
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C1 ome C2
100p 100p
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Fig. 9.
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Fig.10.
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L
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4 turns
10 dia.

Open circuit ends

Fig. 11a.

/77

Fig. 11b.

X12

Centre conductor
shorted to shield

constructed from hobby
brass stock. Hobby shops,
the kind that deal with
model builders, often stock
brass sheet in sizes from
6mm wide upwards, in
thickness from those that
act like gold foil to tank

Coil Inductance Turns

(PH)

L1 6.3 36

L2 7.1 38

L3 4.0 8

Table 1.

armour - well, almost. They
also typically stock angles,
round tubing, square tubing
and solid wire. Look near
the balsa wood display in
model shops, at least that's
where the brass was in
several that I've visited.

A low-pass filter is
shown in Fig. 8. This filter
is designed to pass signals
below 32MHz, or so, and
attenuate those above
32MHz. It will guard a high
frequency short wave
receiver from interference
by signals in the v.h.f.
region. If your receiver
must operate near an TV or
f.m. broadcast station, a
landmobile or public
service two-way transmitter,
or a v.h.f. amateur radio
operator, then this filter
may well eliminate some of
the problems that you can
experience with those
transmitters.

Like the other filter
above, Fig. 8. is made from
disc ceramic or silvered
mica capacitors, and coils
wound on T-50-2 (red)
toroidal formers with 8
turns of 24 or 26s.w.g.
enamelled wire.
Alternatively, because of
the frequency, you can also
use the T-50-6 (yellow)
forms, but then you must
use 9 turns of wire.

A viable alternative for
short wave listening is to
buy a amateur radio low-
pass filter for this
application. Amateurs use
these filters to prevent the
harmonics (if any) from
their h.f. rigs causing
television interference.
Normally, s.w.l.s don't like
to use amateur filters
because they are much
larger, due to power

handling considerations.
But the 250 to 300W size
low-pass filters will not
overburden most receiver
installations. Several
companies make a.t.u.s for
fixed and mobile operation
that will work nicely for
s.w.l. receivers.

A bandpass filter is
shown in Fig. 9. This filter
will pass signals between
approximately 1.8 and
30MHz, while attenuating
those below 1.8MHz and
above 30MHz. It, therefore,
combines the charms of the
other filters discussed in
this article. The capacitors
are common values, and
should be either NPO discs
or silvered mica units. The
coil specifications are
similar to the above: L1 and
L4 and 5 turns of 24 or
26s.w.g. enamelled wire on
T-50-2 (red) toroidal
formers, while L2 and L3
are 8 turns of the same wire
on T-50-2 (red) formers.

A wavetrap is a special
filter that takes out one
frequency while passing all
others. Fig. 10 shows the
basic wavetrap circuit. No
values are given for the
inductors and capacitors
because these depend on
the frequency being
exorcised. The resonant
frequency of each trap
section (C1/L1, C2/L2, C3/L3,
C4/L4 and C5/L5) is found
from:

F = 1/(27tN(LC)) (2)

For the most common case,
an a.m. station close to
your home, try 365pF
variable capacitors and
220pH inductors. Traps for
the f.m. broadcast band are
available at 75Q impedance
- which should work well
enough in 50Q circuits. It
seems that f.m. stations
occasionally wallop TV
signals.

Fig. 11 shows two
v.h.f./u.h.f. wavetrap
circuits. The circuit of Fig.
11a is based on using a
pair of quarter wave open
circuited stubs tuned to the
offending frequent, while
the filter of Fig. llb uses a
half wave shorted stub to
accomplish the same
purpose. The physical
length of coaxial cable is
shorter than its electrical
length by the velocity factor
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(V), i.e., the percentage of
the speed of light at which
signals propagate in the
cable. Typical values of V
are 0.66 for regular
polyethylene coaxial cable
and 0.80 for polyfoam.
Some Teflon cables are
listed as V = 0.70. For the
half wave case:

L = 14996V/F (3)

L is in mm, F is in MHz.

For the quarter wave
stubs divide the value
obtained from Equation (3)
by two. Keep in mind that
the quarter wave stubs
(Fig. 11a) are open -circuit,
while the half wave stubs
(Fig. 11b) are short-circuit
at the free end.

Antenna
Tuning Units
Antenna tuners are used to
match antenna to receiver
and transmitters. Smart
amateurs always use them
in the h.f. bands for both
matching and harmonic
suppression. A typical 'line
flattener' style circuit that is
intended to match 505I to
500 systems is shown in
Fig. 12. Many tuners on
the market lack capacitor

C3, so are essentially high-
pass filters. These are not
the best selection for many
applications, but will do. In
some cases, where C3 is
used, capacitors C1 and C2
are mechanically ganged
together on a common
shaft. The inductor is either
18 or 28pH (use the larger if
lower bands are to be
covered), and is tapped at
least at four positions to
provide different bands. A
good choice for the
inductor is 45 turns or bare
14s.w.g. solid wire, spaced
equally over 75mm of
length on a 25mm air cored
former. A suitable former is
lin pvc waste pipe. Note,
however, that pvc pipe may
not be suitable for
transmitter a.t.u. coils, even
at low power levels.

An alternative is to use a
250W fixed to mobile
antenna tuner intended for
amateur radio operation.
Although designed to
operate on the amateur
bands, these units will
usually accommodate the
nearby short wave bands.
Alternatively, they can be
modified by adding fixed
capacitors of a few
picofarads across each
variable capacitor, or by
using different taps on the
inductor.

Conclusion

Overload and interference problems can be annoying,

damaging and are often dauntingly difficult to solve.
But the listener who tries the solutions given here will
achieve good results most of the time.

References
 Mini Circuits/Dale, Dale Electronics Ltd., Dale House, Wharf Road, Firmley
Green, Camberley, Surrey GU16 6LF; (0252) 835094

 Cirkit, Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts. EN10 7NQ Tel: 10992) 444111.

*** Amidon Associates, PO Box 956, Torrance, CA 90508, USA.

 Ferromagnetics, PO Box 577, Mold, Clwyd CH7 1AH.

Listen With Grandad by Leon Balen & David Levetett

Hey Grandad!
Aunt Mildred
wants to know
if the weather
will be settled
for the church
car boot sale
on Saturday.
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0702
206835 waters & Stanton Electronics

Mail Order Code
 Immediate despatch
 24 hour delivery on most items
 Full value carriage insurance
 3 full time service engineers on

ham radio

warranty
 Excellent spares stocks

 10 days to return if not satisfied
 12 months parts and labour

1.4  44$ No grey imports -just
honest prices

 Free after sales help imito
NOBODY BEATS OUR SERVICE!

los41 MFJ Short Wave
Regenerative Receiver

Kit or Ready Built
Mme1J Serad

R..nto

AM/SSB/CW/RTTY Super Sensitive
As reviewed in QST. Amazing value and sensitivity.
Just 10ft of wire will bring in the DX and you can
build it yourself. Kit £71.95 Built £99.95

Ramsey Airband Receiver Kit
As reviewed in Maplin Magazine. You get
everything you need to build this receiver.

Features squelch and loudspeaker output plus
AGC and superhet circuit. All you need to add

is a PP3 battery. Covers 108-136MHz AM.

£29.95 Carriage £2

Wholesale Price
Yupiteru MVT-5000

£229
25-550MHz
800-1300MHz
* 5-30kHz steps
* AM -FM
* 100 memories
* Very sensitive
* LCD readout
* Squelch
* Fast scan
* Ni-cads
* AC charger
* Cigar lead

Your chance to purchase a top range
scanner at a bargain price. We have cut
our margins and are offering this as a
direct deal only. This means lowest
possible prices for a top brand name.
As usual, you get our full ten day
money back offer and the full UK
Yupiteru warranty.

Sangean ATS-803A £128.95
Short Wave Receiver Carnage E6

150kHz-30MHz SSB, CW,
AM. Runs from 6xAA cells
and gives digital frequency
display to 1kHz. 10 memories,
built-in clock and alarm make
this ideal for those who want
to keep in touch with the
world.

On Glass Scanning Aerial
TGSP Scanner Model 30 1200MHz

NEWJust attach to the

aerial we can supply the

this with replacement
special kit to carry out

£32.95
COMPLETE

parts for remounting.

box on the inside
of the window. It's
as simple as that.

provided with
screw connector to
attach to box. If you
ever need to remove the

glass surface of
rear window and
line up the
internal connector

14' of cable is

OPEN DAY 1994!
SUNDAY 22nd MAY

10am - 5pm
HOCKLEY PREMISES

FREE DRINK AND REFRESHMENTS

SPECIAL BARGAINS AND DISCOUNTS

A GREAT DAY OUT - CALL GOPEP ON 2M

FREE! 1994
New Catalogue

0e5er!fv
 64 pages
 Hundreds of items
 Photos and ideas
 Discount vouchers
 Fully indexed
 Technical gen
 New products

Just send two first-class stamps

WATERS & STANTON

Rack.* Cornmunteattons
Catalogue

FREE!

SONY ICF-SW55
£239

This top range portable
gives you a complete
station in a single
package. On -board
computer lets you store
frequency and station
name. You direct dial
your frequency for high
quality SSB or AM
reception. Includes
mains AC supply etc.

11 PA

Po.' ...M.

AOR ABF-125
Airband Receiver Filter
Dramatically cleans up spurious responses
in any scanning receiver when £24.50
operated between 118-137MHz Carriage £2

Magnetical Longwire Balun
MLB £39.95 Carriage f2
1001cliz-30MHz, lets you feed your
long wire receiving antenna with coax
cable. Reduces noise and improves
matching automatically.

Yaesu FRG -100 Receiver

On demonstration. Call in and hear it on a decent aerial.
Let us give you a good PX on your old receiver or a cash
deal. Phone today.

MFJ-1020A £99.95
Indoor Active Aerial 300kHz - 30MHz
Now you'll rival
or exceed the
reception of
outside long
wires with this
tuned indoor ti

,

active aerial. mt. v
World Radio 'IV

mrsionA NUAOWEAMIA.
Handbook says
MFJ-1020 is fine value, fair price, best offering to
date, performs very well indeed. Tuned circuitry
minimises intermodulation, improves selectivity and
reduces band noise. It can also be used as a pre -
selector with an external antenna. Controls comprise
Tune, Band, Gain, On Off/By-Pass and the unit
comes with telescopic whip.

New AOR-3030

Phone "Mark" for our Super Price!
We ghe you a good deal and a meaningful warranty!

Retail and Mail Order: 22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 40S. Tel: (0702) 206835/204965 Fax: (0702) 205843
Retail Only: 12 North Street, Hornchurch, Essex. Tel: (07084) 44765

VISA & ACCESS MAIL ORDER. 24 Hour Answerphone. Open 6 Days a Week 9am-5.30pm
Rail: Liverpool St./Hockley or District Line/Hornchurch
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UK's Centre For Listeners 206835
NRD-535 Short Wave Receiver

£1349 Carnage £6 ge,(,1,c
Vague

This receiver offers exceptional performance and is probably the ultimate sub -
£2000 receiver. We like it a lot and have no hesitation in recommending it to
the serious enthusiast. Features 100kHz - 30MHz, 200 memories, superb
dynamic range, Variable Bandwidth 2.4 kHz - 500Hz, Notch Filter, RS -232
option, I Hz step tuning, IF tuning, Noise Blanker, SSB CW AM FM, Squelch
control, built-in 230V AC supply. Send for colour brochure.

VHF/UHF Scanning
Frequency Guide

* 26MHz - 12GHz
* Full Frequency Info.
* Duplex Info
* Masses of Data
* 160 A4 pages!

£9.95
Carriage £2

THE Vl IF/UHF
SCANNING

FREQUENCY GUIDE

Short Wave International
Frequency Directory
Shoo %se
International

Frequencl Handbook

Aerial Rotator
AR-300XL
VHF Rotator.
£59.95!
Carnage £6

Suits 8 el 2m Yagi etc.
Mast size 28-44mm

Howes Audio

"Best Value & Accurate!"

* 500kHz - 30MHz
* SSB/CW/DATA/FAX
* Military & Civil
* Aviation & Marine
* Call signs & times
* Duplex and Channel Info.
* Editorial & Review
* Station details £9.95
* 192 A4 pages!

Carriage £2

Datong FL -3 AF Filter

MEE
* Auto Notch £149.95
* LP & HP Filters Carriage Free

* Bandwidth 100 - 1750Hz
* 2 Watts Output
* 12V Operation

Filter Kit £15.95
Case £13.95 extra

Carriage £2

- I f () W E S tp).
* CW 300Hz Bandwidth * SSB Low Pass filter
Feed receiver audio into filter and hear the DX. Requires 12V DC

MFJ-956 Passive Preselector
150kHz - 30MHz £49.95
This new item is designed to
improve the front end of your
receiver by greatly increasing
its selectivity. Requires no
power, just connect between
aerial and receiver and adjust
for maximum signal. You'll get
less noise at night, rid yourself
of image problems and hear a
lot more! Matches all short wave receivers.

Carriage £2.50

ILN
ALINCO

DJ-X1D Scanner
200kHz - 1300MHz
AM - NFM - WFM

"A real gem of a receiver -
- fits easily into the pocket"

* No gaps
* 100 Memories
* Battery Saver
* Ni-cads & Charger
* Fully programmable
* Helical whip
* LCD readout
* Rotary tuning knob

hfavlin £50 cash back Pay £349 at any store
between 1/3 and 30/4 and send recipt to us.

£299
Offer ends
30th April

Optdeceronias
33e £169.95

Carriage £4.50
LED's Are Out!

firtoeleot devite91
..docoat emstriecty ecoutamAteou

1MHz - 2.8GHz
Handheld counter with new LCD
readout that can sniff a handheld
transceiver frequency up to 150ft
away! Just switch on and read the
frequency. 6 gate measurement
periods, ultra accurate, ni-cad,
charger and aerial included, display
hold feature, ideal for scanner
owners, service engineers etc.

OFROCLECTITONICS

Wait X=

 .199.11 15-
'

111141.1011110nr I' Realm,' M.O.

LOWE HF-150 Receiver
Short Wave 30kHz - 30MHz AM - SSB - CW

£389
Carriage Free

Inc. AC supply
& Internal
Battery Hod

Yupiteru With UK warranty cards
Plus the proper chargers! J la 111

MVT-7100
SSB-NFM-WFM-AM
530kHz - 1650MHz
12 Month Warranty

£369.95 Carriage £4.50
Factory direct supplies from Japan
mean you get the latest model
from us with our own service
engineers to give you added re-
assurance. We introduced
Yupiteru to the UK as the first
appointed distributor. Nothing
much has changed apart from our
prices!

Offer ends 30th April

MVT-7000
NFM-WFM-AM t,,e,ae
100kHz - 1300MHz 7
12 Month Warranty vague

95£299 . _ Carriage £4.50
A great value receiver that covers the
entire spectrum of HF, VHF and UHF. Its
reliability and sensitivity are outstanding
and at this special offer price you have an
absolute bargain!

Ramsey Kits - USA
SA -7 RF Pre -Amp £19.95

Carriage £1100kHz - 1.3GHz
Superb low noise
performance with up
to 20dB of gain. Ideal
for perking up those
older scanners and ,dc."4
short wave r. 'receivers. Uses 2
stage feedback
design for ultra
stability. Includes 12 page
educational manual

AA -7 Active Aerial £29.95
I.6MHz - 400MHz Carriage £2

A set -top active aerial kit that features dual
amplifiers to meet the differing
needs of HF & UHF. You get a
low noise MOSFET and a
mocrowave bipolar device.
Includes rf gain control,
selector switch, and
telescopic antenna. Needs
9V battery. Matching case CAA
£14.95

AT -1000
SWL ATU
£89.95
Carriage £4.50
The ultimate atu for all
aerial systems 0.5 -
30MHz
* Long Wire * Balanced Feed * Coax feed

MFJ-16010 £49.95
Random Wire Tuner Carriage £4.50

An amazing little atu that
matches any length of wire,
perfectly to your receiver or
transceiver. 1.8 - 30MHz.
Peter Waters, G3OJV
regularly uses one /P running
QRP or 100 Watts!

MFJ-959B £109.95 Carr. £4.50

HF Receiver Pre -selector

Two for the price of one! You get a pre -selector to hot
up your receiver plus an atu! Covers 1.6 - 30MHz.
Requires 9 - I5V DC

Wideband
Scanning Aerials

II D-707 £129.95
en D-505 £99.95

eele' grelt
Va6aC

HX-7000 £20.95
t HX-9000 £32.95tiD
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Protect

COMPUTER -RECEIVER
INTERFACE FOR CW
DECODING
One of the most

popular uses for

home computers by

short wave listeners

seems to be the

decoding of Morse

code and RTTY

transmissions and

it's a task for which

a computer is

highly suitable -

providing you can

find a way to

connect it to your

radio receiver.

Gareth Jones

GW4KJW offers

this simple

interface.

Home computers, be they
humble Sinclair, mighty
IBM, or anything between,
are digital devices,
internally, all of the address
lines, data lines, RAM and
ROM are busy
communicating with each
other in a stream of Ones
and Zeros - ONs and OFFs -
Digital. Morse code is a
form of digital
communication so you
might be forgiven for
thinking it's a simple matter
of plugging a lead between
your receiver and computer
to transfer the Morse code
signals received directly
into it for decoding.

Life is seldom that
straightforward. When you
tune your receiver into a
station transmitting Morse,
with its b.f.o. or carrier
insertion oscillator turned
off, all you hear is a series
of clicks as the carrier wave
is turned on and off by the
Morse key. Just hearing
these clicks isn't much
good, you have to hear the
carrier or rather to hear the
difference between short
periods of carrier - 'dots'
and longer periods of
carrier - 'dashes'. Unless

you're into walking on
water, reading Morse just
by listening to these clicks
isn't practicable, you need
the help of the audio tone
produced by the hetrodyne
effect of the b.f.o. on these
periods of carrier.

So what's needed is a
way to get the information
conveyed by the length of
these audio tones into the
computer - forget the
pattern for now, the
software will handle that -
all the computer needs to
know is if the signal it's
receiving is longer, shorter
or the same as the previous
one.

The Circuit

The circuit for a simple
interface to fit between the
receiver and computer to
achieve this is shown in
Fig. 1. It's a tone -gate
circuit based on the NE567
p.I.I. integrated circuit and is
not particularly difficult to
build. A suggested p.c.b.
design is shown in Fig. 2,
although you could build it
on a piece of Veroboard if
you wish. The component
layout is also shown in Fig.

2. Capacitor C3 is optional,
and may be connected
across the headphone
socket if required.

The unit is powered by a
PP3, or similar, 9V battery,
the battery drain being
acceptably low. The audio
signal from the receiver's
output is applied,
eventually, to the input (pin
3) of the NE567 p.I.I. chip.
The resistance between
pins 5 and 6 on this chip
allows the pitch at which
the tone -gate is activated to
be varied so as to match the
output pitch of the input
signal. When this is
matched, the tone -gate will
switch the base of the
BC477 transistor. The
output from this transistor
powers a small d.i.l.
encapsulated relay which
will operate in time with the
audio tones on the input to
the chip, the 'cold' side of
the relay goes to deck via a
small I.e.d., which flashes in
time with the audio tones as
the relay is powered. The
output from the relay is
used to 'key' a port or line
on the computer. It is this
switching between 'high'
and 'low' states that the

Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the
simple interface.
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computer program reads,
decoding the received
Morse signal.

Decoding

To get it all working turn on
the computer and load a
c.w. decoding program into
the computer. Turn on the
receiver and connect the
interface. Now tune into a
fairly strong Morse signal -
using a strongish station
will help whilst you are
getting used to the
interface. You will find, after
some practice, that the p.I.I.
can cope with surprisingly
weak signals and even sort
out transmissions that are
close together. As long as
you can hear a difference in
pitch between two or more
signals the p.I.I. can be
tuned to distinguish one
from the others. Tune the
interface until the I.e.d.
starts to flash in time with
the audio, run the computer
program and you should
find that the Morse signal is
decoded with the plain
language displayed on the
screen.

When the interface is
connected to the receiver
the receiver's internal loud-
speaker may be muted,
leaving no way to hear the
received signal. For this
reason an additional 3.5mm
socket is provided on the
interface box so that an
external speaker or
headphones may be
attached.

R1TY

The interface may also be
used, with reasonable
success, to decode RTTY
signals. In this case you will
have to tune the interface
(as before) to match either
the 'Mark' or 'Space' tones
you are receiving and match
this with the configuration
of the RTTY computer
program. Purpose built
RTTY terminal -units have
two seperate tone gates one
for each of the 'Mark' and
'Space' audio frequencies.
When correctly adjusted the
received RTTY signal should
be decoded and displayed
as was the cw.

Naturally
the success
you have will
depend on the
decoding
program you
are using.
Good c.w. is
decoded and
displayed with
few if any
errors. Morse
being sent
automatically
or from a
keyboard is a
pleasure to
watch, hand -
sent Morse is
another thing
though most
good c.w.-
decoding
programs have
self-adjusting

Fig. 2: Full
size p.c.b.
track
pattern and
component
placement
for the
interface.

Pinout for the BC477 transistor.

timing/tracking routines
within them so you
shouldn't have to worry
about setting received
speeds etc. The upper
speed limit when receiving
c.w. is about 120 w.p.m. this
is dependant on the
switching speed of the
relay. For RTTY use this
means you will be able to
receive 45.5, 50 and 75 baud
signals. The bits and pieces
you need should cost you
around a tenner - less if
you've got a good 'junk -
box' in your shack. More, if
you decide to put it into a
proper case. But a suitable
and very appropriate box is
one of those flip -top clear
plastics types that hold ten
3.5in computer disks, these
can be unclipped into three
pieces, if you are careful, for
ease of drilling holes, etc.
They are quite sturdy when
re -assembled and as an
added bonus are usually
provided free when you buy
ten new disks. (You can buy
them 'empty' for around
£1.50)

Apart from a plug and
connecting lead to your
receiver's external
loudspeaker socket and the
same for the port on your
computer, there is nothing
else to buy. You can build it
in an evening Go on -
give it a try!

You Will Need
Resistors
Carbon Film (1/3W)
11(0
4.71(11

471(1.2

Potentiometers
Linear
4.7kQ

Capacitors
Polyester
0.1pF
0.22pF

Ceramic disc
0.1pF

Electrolytic
1pF
100pF

Semiconductors
Diodes
1N914
I.e.d.

Transistors
BC477

2

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

Integrated circuits
NE567 1

Miscellaneous

R2, 4
R3
R1

R5

C1, 4, 5, 6
C8

C3 (see text)

C7
C2

D1, 2
D3

Tr1

IC1

Relay s.p. 50011 coil; Jack sockets 3.5mm (3); Min.
toggle switch, s.p.s.t.;
Printed circuit board (see text); Plastics case (see text);
Knob; Battery connector PP3 type.
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TMA it Innovative Radio Communications
Wte New AR3030 and
the VVicler Horizon AR3000A

When the AR3030 was first placed onto the drawing board about
15 months ago, the R&D team at AOR had the dream of producing a
high quality DDS (Direct Digital Synthesizer) receiver with excellent
filtering characteristics offered by the legendary *Collins mechanical
filters. This dream has now come true, a feat rarely achieved by any
manufacturer whether large or small. As a shortwave listener you too
can enjoy the experience of this very special marriage of high
technology and classical styling.

Most receivers employ ceramic filters, such filters offer good
performance and reasonable cost. However the "best" kind of filter
is the mechanical resonator filter, pioneered and still manufactured by
the *Collins Division of Rockwell International. In contrast to
ceramic filters, *Collins mechanical I.F. filters are more expensive
and rarely used in any but the very top of the range and professional
equipment.

Our aim here at AOR has been to produce a general coverage
receiver using the *Collins 6kHz AM mechanical filter fitted as
standard yet at an affordable price for most shortwave listeners
around the World. We believe that only the very best receiver design
deserves the *Collins mechanical filter, and feel our R&D team
have succeeded with this goal. It is very easy to appreciate the true
effectiveness of the *Collins AM mechanical filter on todays' crowded
medium and shortwave bands especially in Europe after dark.

We also believe DDS is the best method available today to produce
the cleanest signals, absolutely essential for high performance receive
capability especially on crowded bands containing many strong
signals. There are two other filters fitted as standard, these being
2.4kHz for SSB/FAX/CW and narrow AM/S.AM & 15kHz for NFM.
Additional filter options include a *Collins 7 resonator mechanical
500Hz filter for narrow CW operation and a *Collins 8 resonator
mechanical 2.5kHz filter for even better selectivity on SSB.

Our "Collins inside" logo and use of name has been fully
approved by Collins Rockwell and we are proud of that
fact. Our pride will be lifted even higher should other
manufacturers be brave enough to follow our example in the
near future.

The AR3030 boasts a wide frequency coverage from 30kHz
to 30MHz and all mode reception 'as standard': AM, S.AM
(synchronous), NFM, USB, LSB, CW & FAX with a minimum
tuning step of 5Hz. Frequency stability and alignment is excellent
featuring a temperature compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO)
fitted as standard.

The AR3030 has a number of unique facilities to offer. In
particular the BFO (Beat Frequency Oscillator) is switchable on
USB/LSB/CW and FAX modes. During 'normal' operation the
AR3030 uses true carrier re-insertion techniques for SSB

reception, this ensures ease of use and good audio quality.
However should adjacent interference be encountered, the BFO
may be switched On so that the main rotary tuning control can be
used to tune away from interference and the BFO used to recover
readable audio thus provide a simple but effective manual form of
passband tuning.

Operation is from a nominal I3.8V DC input or from internally
fitted dry batteries for short duration use to provide greatest
flexibility while operating from a fixed or portable location.
Two optional internally fitted VHF converters are also planned.

AR3030 all mode receiver with *Collins
AM mechanical filter and TCXO, includes

mains power supply

2699.00 Inc V741.
L K carnage free if ordered directly from AOR UK.

With the AR3000A (base -mobile receiver) your listening
horizons are truly extended providing receive coverage from 100
kHz all the way up to 2036 MHz without any gaps in the range.
The AR3000A offers the widest coverage on the market today with
a high level of performance and versatility from long wave through
shortwave, VHF and onward to the upper limits of UHF and SHF.
Not only will the AR3000A cover this extremely wide range it will
allow listening on any mode: NFM, WFM, AM, USB, LSB and
CW. The AR3000A also features an RS232C port for computer
control. £949.00 inc VAT. (UK Carriage free)

AORSC is a powerful DOS program for the IBM PC (and 100%
compatible) computer, which allows you to control an AOR
scanning receiver using a serial port (RS -232 interface) of the
computer. £75.00 plus £2.00 P&P.

SEARCHLIGHT for WINDOWS should be available by the time
this advert is published. There are many new facilities... send for
the descriptive leaflet. Excellent on -screen help and around 50
pages of documentation. Price 'expected' to be £99.00 plus
£3.00 P&P

ACEPAC3A is also available for the AR3000/A receivers.
Features are similar to AORSC but ACEPAC3A has a more
versatile spectrum graph type display. £139.00 plus £2.00 P&P

AOR (UK) Ltd. Please phone or send a large S.A.E.

Adam Bede High Tech Centre, Derby Road, Wirksworth, (36p) for full details. Fast mail order
available for direct orders.

Derbys. DE4 4BG. Tel: 0629 - 825926 Fax: 0629 - 825927
AOR alli9 Ltd is a subsidiary of AOR Ltd Japan. All Trade Marks acknowledged E&OE.

Access
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 Collins is a trade name of Rockwell International
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Theory

FACTS ON
FAX!
Of all the utility or data modes, facsimile

or FAX is the one you can most easily

impress your family and friends with. It is

also one of the least understood. Mike

Richards explains how the system works

and the type of equipment needed to

receive FAX pictures at home.

Early Beginnings
Like many areas of modern
technology, the basic
principles of a working
system have been known
for some considerable time.
In the case of FAX systems,
the first record came with a
British patent that was
registered back in 1843 by
the Scottish inventor and
clock maker Alexander
Bain. Since that time there
have been an amazing
range of developments by
most of the main
communications
manufacturers.

Perhaps the most
unusual was a system
produced by the WideCom
Corporation of Ontario.
They introduced a special
wide-bodied FAX machine
that could handle a

document 0.6m wide by
61m long! The latest office
FAX machines have now
reached exceptional speed
and quality standards such
that they can transmit a
page of A4 high quality text
in a couple of seconds
using BT's ISDN network.

I don't intend to try and
cover all this ground here,
instead I shall concentrate
on the systems that can be
received using a short wave
receiver and suitable
decoding system.

Basic
Principles
At the heart of every FAX
system is a basic operating
principle that has changed
very little over the years.
The easiest way to explain
this is to consider a very

Fig. 1: Basic elements
of a FAX system.

simple FAX system and see
the role of each component.
I've illustrated the main
elements in Fig. 1 so you
will need to refer to that
diagram.

Most FAX systems start
with a revolving drum
around which is wrapped
the document to be sent.
Running alongside this
drum is a motorised stylus
that's used to scan the
document. The stylus can
take many forms, but is
essentially a light sensitive
unit that can detect the
differing shades of the
document to be
transmitted. For simple text
documents of weather
charts, this detector just has
to be able to successfully
detect black or white. When
sending photographs, the
detector has to be able to
accurately interpret the
varying shades of grey. The
output from the stylus can
take many forms, but is
essentially an electrical
signal of which the
extremes represent black
and white respectively. This
signal is fed to the
transmitter and broadcast
using one of the standard
systems that I'll cover later.

At the far end, the FAX
receiver is identical to the
transmitter, except that, the
stylus has to be able to
mark the sheet of blank
paper that's wrapped
around the drum. I know
this all sounds very
straightforward, but it's at
this point we hit our first
problem. If we are to
receive a faithful
reproduction of the original
image, the receiver's drum
speed and stylus must
move at exactly the same
rate as the transmitter.

We also need to think
about what would happen if
the sheet of paper at the

receive end was smaller (or
larger) than the transmitter.
What is needed is a way of
specifying the speed of the
drum and the speed of the
stylus. The drum speed is
easy as we simple quote
the speed in revolutions per
minute r.p.m. The difficult
bit is defining the stylus
speed so that you can
receive the image perfectly
proportioned on any size
sheet of paper.

Index of
Co-operation
The answer is to use what
has become known as the
index of co-operation (IOC).
The name is very
appropriate as it describes
the way in which the stylus
movement must co-operate
with the line length to
reproduce a perfect replica
of the original. This index is
calculated as the length of
each scanned line
multiplied by the number of
line per unit length divided
by it.
The formula for this is:
IOC = L (D/g)
Where L is the scanning line
length or drum circumference.
D is the scan density or lines
per unit length.

To better illustrate this,
let's try a practical example.
If we assume we are
sending an A4 document
that fits exactly around the
circumference of the drum
the length of each scanned
line will be 210mm (width
of A4 paper). Now let's
assume the drum revolves
twice every second, which
is 120r.p.m. Next we need
to know how many times
the drum will turn as the
stylus moves over the
entire document. As I know
the answer I'm trying to get,
I've decided that the drum
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will have turned through
2554 revolutions. We also
know that a sheet of A4
paper is 297mm long, so we
can now calculate the
number of revolutions or
scanning lines per
millimetre. This calculation
is simply the number of
revs (2554) divided by the
length of the paper
(297mm) i.e. 2554/297 = 8.6
lines/mm

To turn this into an IOC
we divide the number of
lines per millimetre by IC

(8.6/3.142 = 2.74) and
multiply the result by the
length of each line
(210mm).

The result being an IOC
of 2.74 x 210 = 575.4. If
you've already tried FAX
reception you will recognise
that this is very close to the
most common IOC standard
of 576.

Just to complete the
picture, let's use the
knowledge gained so far to
work out the parameters of
a FAX unit that will receive
an image from our A4 FAX
mechanism but print it on
A5 210mm (long) x 148mm
(wide). The drum speed of
our smaller machine needs
to stay at 120 r.p.m. but we
need to use the IOC to work
out the number of line per
millimetre that the stylus
must travel.

In this case we need to
rearrange the formula so
we can calculate the scan
density. The new formula
becomes: IOC/L x it. The
final calculation then
becomes 575.4/148 x 3.142
= 12.2 lines per millimetre.
This is a logical result, as
you would expect the stylus
to move slower to cover an
A5 sheet in the same time
as the original took to cover
an A4 sheet. If you're not
too hot on maths, you don't
have to worry about all this
to receive FAX images as
this is all taken care of in
the decoding system. In
practice, all you have to do
is choose between the two
standard 10Cs of 288 or 576.

Typical weather chart from RN
Northwood.

Transmission
Systems
Now we have our raw FAX
signal from the stylus, we
need to consider how we
could apply this to a radio
transmitter to build a useful
communications system.
For an h.f. or I.f. transmitter
the answer is remarkably
simple as we can use the
same technology as that
used for RTTY i.e. frequency
shift keying (f.s.k.) or
frequency modulation
(f.m.).

In basic terms, this is
where the carrier frequency
of the transmitter changes
in synchronisation with the
FAX or RTTY signal. In our
case, the amount of change
or shift is restricted to a
relatively small 1 400Hz on
h.f. and 1 150Hz on I.f.
Receiving this type of
transmission is also very
straightforward using a
standard s.s.b.
communications receiver.
This shift is reproduced
through the audio stages of
the receiver as an audio
tone that varies by the full
1400 or 1150Hz. It is this
audio signal that's passed
to the decoding system and
used to produce the
received FAX image.

The standards used for
satellite FAX images is
much the same as h.f., the
prime difference being the
modulation system. The
use of simple f.s.k. is not
possible because of an
phenomena known as the
Doppler effect. This effects
the frequency of signals
emanating or bouncing off
a moving object (speed
traps rely on this effect!).
When trying to receive FAX
images from a fast moving
satellite the signal will
suffer severe frequency
changes as the satellite
moves overhead and so
changes from approaching
the listener to rapidly
receding. These frequency
changes would cause havoc
with the FAX image. The
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answer lies in a change to
amplitude modulation
(a.m.). In this system the
amplitude of an audio tone
is changed in
synchronisation with the
changing FAX image.

Automatic
Reception
If you've ever tried h.f. FAX
reception, you will know
that a typical weather chart
can take up to 15 minutes to
send.

From a commercial
viewpoint, it's clearly not
viable to have a radio
operator standing by to
monitor the reception of
every image. What's needed
is an automatic reception
system that can identify the
type of image being sent
and synchronise the start
and finish of that image.
The system devised for this
is known fairly obviously as
Automatic Picture
Transmission or APT. The
key elements of this
systems are a start tone,
phasing signal and stop
tone.

The start tone tells the
receiving system the IOC to
use and the current
standards are 300Hz for IOC
576 and 675Hz for an IOC of
288. The 30 second phasing
signal that follows consists
of a full white signal
interrupted at a specific rate
by a black pulse. The

/
interruption rate indicates
the drum speed of the
transmitter as follows: 1Hz
= 60r.p.m., 1.5Hz = 90r.p.m.,
2Hz = 120r.p.m. and 4Hz =
240r.p.m. The final element
is the 450Hz stop tone that
puts the FAX receiver back
into standby mode.
Providing the receive
station has a suitably stable
receiver, the APT system
enables completely
automatic reception over
long periods of time.

Practical Systems
If you've followed me this
far you're probably
wondering how you can
adapt your system to be
able to tap into the
fascinating world of FAX
reception. Fortunately this
is remarkably easy to do
thanks to a wide interest in
FAX over a number of
years. The first decision to
be made is whether you
want to get involved in
using a computer for your
decoding.

If you do, you will find
that there are decoding
systems available for many
of the more popular
computers. You do need to
be careful that the
resolution given by the
package is up to the
standard you require. I
would recommend that you
either see the package
working before you buy or *35
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rCXJLowe Electronic?
LOWE

YOUR FRIEND IN THE BUSINESS!

JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR POPULAR SCANNERS, RECEIVERS AND ACCESSORIES

-ALL THESE AND MORE IN EACH AND EVERY BRANCH

AR3000A
£939.00

PASSPORT

TO WORLD

BAND RADIO
1994 ED.

£1295

WORLD

RADIO

AND TV
HANDBOOK

£18.95

UK

SCANNING

DIRECTORY

£16.95

WIN 108
£139.00

PR/50
£235.00

Operationally the HF1000 has everything the
dedicated listener is ever likely to need and
is made easy to operate thanks to the use of
DSP technology, an uncluttered control
panel and large, easy to read displays. Full
details are contained in a comprehensive
datasheet and user review, which we'll be
happy to provide on request.

Lowe Electronics Ltd
Chesterfield Road, Matlock

Derbyshire, DE4 5LE
Tel 0629 580800 Fax 0629 580020

THE ULTIMATE

RECEIVER ?

WATKINS-JOHNSON

HFI000
£4995

Features:
* 5kHz to 30MHz in 1Hz steps
* High dynamic range - 110dB @ 300Hz bandwidth - +30dBm

3rd order intercept typical
* Digital filtering provides 58 IF bandwidths from 56Hz to

8.0kHz with exceptional shape factors
* AM, FM, CW, USB, LSB, and ISB
* Synchronous AM detection modes as standard
* Fast, flexible scanning with 100 memory channels
* Operator selectable RS232 or CSMA remote control
* Internal switchable pre -amplifier and attenuator
* Noise blanking and passband tuning
* Tunable notch filter
* Fine tuning to 1Hz resolution
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Mr Jan Hasegawa, the Yaesu
President, on a recent visit to
my new super store in London.

11Ih

Almost 16000 customers tell me we're getting it right. Not only offering a "super deal", but after -care
in the unlikely event of something going wrong. The continuing silly prices offered by various so
called competitors may attract your eye - we all like a bargain, but can you really afford to buy that
new rig from anyone who just cannot afford to plough profit back into long-term customer care and
a highly developed personal service! If you think you can take that risk, then do so, in the mean time
we will carry on offering the "BEST PACKAGE DEAL" and our renowned "price promise". Speak to any
of my sales team, (including me), and ask our advice on what we would recommend for your
individual requirements. You'll be surprised at the response, you won't be sold anything until we're
confident you've made the right choice and will be happy with your purchase, (if you're not, we will
gladly change it). Then...we'll quote you the best price! 73 Martin G4HKS

SCANNERS
'"AR-1500EX

Now in the "EX" guise, the little AOR has proved to be the
number one best seller for many stores. Complete with Flexi
antenna, carry case, dry cell case and NiCads, Charger, even
a Shortwave Antenna, the AR -I 500EX with SSB is the
obvious choice.
Deposit from only £39.00 Phone for
todays best price! L!'t

MVT-7100
The alternative to the AR-1500EX, if you

don't mind the extra for a carry case, flexi Antenna etc.,
then this is the one for you. Give me £49.00 now, then
nothing for six months! Beats three cheques any dayl

Icom ICR-1E
Still the smallest pocket scanner. If covert
operation is the name of the game, then
consider the RI E. Available at a very special price.
Price: Unbeatable!

Icom ICR-7100 -
LESS THAN £13 PAN!

If you require constant receive from
25Mhz to 2Ghz, then it's going to
cost you lodsa wonga. But the IC -
7100 with or without our H.F.
coverage is special and so is our
offer.

Deposit only £395.00 with 18
payments of only £55.55. ZERO APR!.

VT 125
For the serious Airband enthusiast. Leaves the "wide
band' scanner brigade standing. Dedicated to Air only,
this one really works!
Deposit only £29.00 then pay the balance of
f160 in SIX MONTHS!!

VT -225
As per the VT -125 but with Millitary Air as well. Our best
selling Airband scanner of 1993.
Deposit £49.00 then pay the balance of
£220.00 in SIX MONTHS!!

RECEIVERS
Yaesu FRG -100
On special offer this month, this fantastic receiver is a must for
those taking the hobby seriously.

 AOR 3030
The latest receiver from Japan, the only set on sale today with
"Collins Filters" inside.

FREE FREQUENCY GUIDE!
Buy on FREE FINANCE and pay over TWELVE MONTHS.
Only £99 deposit with 12 payments of £50.00. Total
£699.00. ZERO APR.

Kenwood R-5000
The best selling receiver available tday. Offered at a best selling
price.

Only £995.00 with FREE Mydel antena Tuner.
Deposit from £199.00

Icom ICR72E
Now even better value, the basic Icom still has that feel of quality
about it.
Only £799.00. Deposit from £99.00

Drake R -8E
The only receiver with all filters fitted as standard. Computer
control is easy with this one.
£995.00. Deposit from £195.00

Icom ICR-9000
Supplied by us to the military and other government
establishments, the R-9000 covers most of what's transmitted on
air.

Deposit £450 and 18 payments of £250.00. ZERO APR.

Lowe HF-150
Buiult in the U.K. to highest standards and now sold in most
countries throughout the world, the HF-150 is a receiver to be
proud of. Offered with FREE NiCads & Telescopic Whip.

Deposit only £50.00 with 12 payments of £28.25.
ZERO APR.

Lowe HF-225
For those who want a little more flexibility over the famous HF-
150, try the HF-225 for size! Offered with FREE frequency guide
and SW antenna

U2311.1111111111
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AND MUCH MORE.
THE "Eavesdropper
from the USA
The ultimate in SHORT WAVE LISTENER
ANTENNAS
Direct from the USA the EAVESDROPPER is a fully developed multi -
band receiving antenna for the dedicated listener. Including 100ft
of 72 ohm transmission line*50ft of 450 -pound test nylon support
rope*Automatic bandswitching by trap circuits*All connections
soldered & enclosed in ultrasonically sealed, weather resistant trap
covers*Heavy 14SWG hard drawn stranded wire*Zap Trapper
Lightning Arrestor*Only 42ft long*Full 12 month warranty & built
like no other wire antenna you've ever seen!

itOD.DO

The U.K. SCANNING DIRECTORY
Compiled by Interproducts and now in it's 3rd edition, this IS the
definitive "bible" for the intrepid scanner enthusiast. Thousands of
frequencies listed between 25 to 1213 mHz, order one today,
before in taken off sale again!

40 (x.90

Outdoor Scanning Antennas
Scanmaster Base (500kHz-1 500MHz)
New high quality wide band scanning antenna.

Scanmaster Mobile (25 - 1000MHz)
High quality wideband mag-mount mobile.

Scanmaster Discone (25 - 1300MHz)
Complete with stainless steel 'N' type connector, mounting pole,
clamps, 8-ele with vertical whip.

4162).®0
Scanmaster Double Discone
100 - 1300MHz giving outstanding performance. Nearly 2.5dB
gain over standard disconel

PR -150

COD.E03

The latest from John Wilson's stable, "Lowe Production" the new
Preselector will work with any good Shortwave receiver. Once
again it's on demo in the London showroom. Call today for your
free info sheet.

4330.00

M DEL
Antenna

TPA Tunable PreAmp

Housed in one neat unit the MyDEL WA is the latest
innovation from the USA. Ever wished you could increase
the input signal just a little bit when the going gets tough?
MyDEL thought so, and for the first time, the TPA offers an
effective ATU for short random wires together with a pre -
amp, and as an alternative a telescopic whip for the
occasional indoor short wave listening. Powered by one 9V
PP3 type battery, it could be the answer to your tuner
problems! Ideal for listeners who only have limited space
for antenna systems.

£69.95 incl. VAT. (9V battery not supplied)

M DEL ATU-1
A more conventional approach to resonating that length of
wire or centre fed dipole for an antenna system is the NEW
MyDEL ATU-1. Built in the U.K. to our own specification,
the ATU-1 is housed in a strong metal case and employs
two good quality tuning capacitors with a tapped coil in
the standard "PP configuration. Almost identical to a similar
Japanese model costing nearly 40% more, isn't it time you
bought British?

£59.95 incl.VAT and patch lead to your
radio.

Attention all Yupiteru
MVT7100 & 7000 owners!
The new Ni DEL
SCAN -251 3

Wide band scanner
antenna
Ideal as a direct replacement to the telescopic antenna
offered with the Yupiteru models, the NEW MyDEL SCAN -
2513 flexi antenna covers 25 - 1300MHz. It's a far more
convenient than the standard unit and a lot safer! Will suit
any hand-held scanner.

£19.95 incl. VAT, plus £2.00 p&p.

THE UNIVERSAL RANGE OF DECODERS

M-400
£399.95 incl. VAT. PSU
extra at £19.95

M-1200
£399.95

M-900
£529.95 incl. VAT
PSU extra At £19.95

M-8000

a :"

£1279 incl. VAT. A 12" VGA
HIGH RES COLOUR
Monitor is available for
only £179.95 incl. VAT 11111110

Datong FL3
With the collection of Audio & Digital Filters that seem to be swamping the market, there is always
one that stands out during demonstration in our showroom - the proven Datong FL3. Like the
antennas, the FL3 was originally manufactured for commercial use. Fortunately, the price embarreses
it's competitors and the performance is truly untouchable. Whether your Shortwave receiver is blessed
with notch and width controls or not (Lowe HFI50/225 owners please note), try the FL3 from
Datong. You'll wonder why you didn't buy one earlier! fl 62).2)3

If you're stuck for space and want the very best from your shortwave receiver, then try
the DATONG AD270 or the AD370 weather proof version. Supplied with mains PSU, the
overall length is only 2 metres and covers the entire 200kHz-30mHz band.

AD370 outdoor MDDO AD270 indoor aoDDo

rer Available NOW...Phone For Latest Details...

Always
Available,,Second

Hand

with
GuaranteesandUPE

FINANCE

Awg diekj
egik PflAfrwu

"Advice given was
excellent - the delivery as
promised. All this in
Christmas week! -
Wonderful!"

"The best advice was
pushing me on to the
FT990 - it's a cracker -
many thanks and it works
like a dream come true."

"The standard of service
on the repairs was
excellent and I will use
your company again."

"Helpful, polite and
efficient, I am very
satisfied with your
service."

"Very pleasant and happy
atmosphere + helpful. Not
found very often
nowadays."

"Good attentive service
and quick despatch, was
received 10.30 next
morning."

'I've been SWLing for 39
years and never have I had
better service from Chris
Taylor in all those years, I
will be back."

"Of my many world wide
QSOs - the name "Martin
Lynch" crops up many
times, with nothing but
highest praise."

"All equipment supplied is
of excellent quality and
value. I forward to
continued good
relationship."

This is just a small selection of
authentic comments from my
satisfied and loyal customers,

siptityl N
KSLYNcii<AU

140.142NORTHFIELD AVENUE,

EALING, LONDON W13 9SB

081 566 1120 Fax: 081 66 1201

SO 81,inCti

CD
110 4



S.R.P. TRADING

WARNING!
Your scanner is only as

good as your antenna
SKY

I SCAN
Magmount
MKII £24.95

SKY SCAN
DESK TOP ANTENNA
MODEL DESK 1300 £49.00

SKY SCAN
TOP PERFORMER IN

INDEPENDENT TEST!
SKY SCAN V1300 Antenna £49.95

THREE OF THE BEST FROM GRUNEDIGA radio to _suit all users.
Yacht boy 500

40 Memory Channels  Signal meter
& carrying case  1.6 - 30MHz  full s.s.b.

£189.99 + £5 p&p
FREE S.W. ANTENNA worth £14.99

Satelitt 700

TOP OF THE RANGE RECEIVER
1.6 - 30MHz complete with P.S.U, RDS

 full s.s.b.  up to 2048 Memory channels

£369.99 + £5 p&p

40 Memory channels with RDS
 1.6 - 30MHz  full s.s.b  complete with

P.S.0 & carrying case

£1 89.95 + £5 p&p

NEW I-IIFR E II -11" CIO NIUK SCA IN NN CDFt 'V C:0 IFelfEssential for all Scanning EnthusiastsPrice"3 6 -9 5 ,.gyp _

IPRO -43
200
Channel
Scanner
10 Monitor
Channels

£199.99
(6 only)

PRO -44
50 Channel
Scanner
66-88, 108-
136.975(AM)
137-174, 380-
512MHz

£119.95
(5 only)

Specifications MVT 7100
 NFM / WFM / AM / LSB / USB  530 kHz -1650 MHz
 1000 memory channels  500 search pass frequencies
 10 search bands  30 channels per sec. scan speed

 12v d.c. or 4 x AA power supply
 Back -lit I.c.d. & buttons

RING FOR VERY SPECIAL PRICE

RING FOR APRIL'S BIG DISCOUNTS

PRO -46
100 Channel
Scanner
66-88, 108-
136.975(AM)

£199.95

Multimode
Scanner
100KHz -
2036MHz
USB, LSB,
C.W, A.M, FM, WFM

AOR 3000A

l'c2mtugr/

SANGEAN ATS 803A
SPECIAL OFFER

£129.95
incl. FREE power supply
worth £15

PRO -2006
25-1300MHz
Mobile & Base Scanner

£249.95
(6 only)

Use your Credit Card for same day despatch

Mail Order: SRP Trading, Unit 20, Nash Works, Forge Lane, Belbroughton,
Nr. Stourbridge, Worcs. Tel: (0562) 730672. Fax: (0562) 731002

Shop: SRP Radio Centre, 1686 Bristol Road South, Rednall, Birmingham B45 9TZ. Tel: 021 460 1581
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Facts On FAX

Re -broadcast Meteosat image. Meteosat 5, 17 November 1993, 1245Z.

30*

at least ask for sight of
some sample images. If you
don't have a local supplier
you can visit, a trip to a
radio rally is a good way to
see and compare a number
of different systems.

Generally the best results
will be obtained from the
more modern computer
systems such as the IBM PC
or Amiga. This improved
performance is due to the
superior graphics handling
capabilities of modern
computers. A look through
the adverts in SWM will
reveal a number of
advertisers that can supply
FAX systems. If you have an
IBM PC or compatible you
could take up my offer to
supply a copy of JVFAX.
This is an excellent
decoding package that
makes an ideal way to try
out FAX reception (see my
'Decode' column for
details).

If you want to keep away
from using computers for
FAX decoding, you will
need to look out for a
standalone FAX unit. There

are several on the market
and again the adverts in
SWM should point you in
the right direction. You will
also find that most of the
stand-alone units use a
standard computer printer
to show the received image.
Whilst this usually provides
a good quality image, you
can use up a lot of paper
whilst searching for a
suitable signal.

My personal preference
lies with the computer
based systems as they
enable extensive storage
capacity and received
images can be tidied -up
after reception.

In addition to a good
quality decoding system,
you also need a decent
receiver. The main qualities
are fine tuning steps and
good long term stability.
This latter feature is
especially important if you
want to make the best of
unattended automatic
reception. When receiving
h.f. FAX signals with a shift
of 1400Hz you may be able
to use a receiver with 100Hz

Re -broadcast Metoesat image. Meteosat 5
Vis. 17 November 1993, 1300Z.

tuning steps, this is
certainly not true when
receiving the popular
German weather stations
on I.f. The 1150Hz shift
means that you really need
10 or 15Hz steps to receive
good quality re -transmitted
weather photographs from
METEOSAT.

Reception
Problems
Because FAX is so different
from the other utility modes
there are some new
problems you may have to
tackle. The most common is
that of multi -path reception
of h.f. signals. A big word,
but it just means that the
signal arrives via more than
one route. The effect on the
received image is very

to the ghosting that
can sometimes occur on
domestic televisions.
Because the signal arrives
via more than one path, the
transmission distance and
therefore transmission time
is different. The end result
varies depending on the
severity of the multi -path
signals.

In a mild case there may
be just a second image
displaced to the right of the
original. In severe cases the
image looks as though the
ink has been badly

smeared. One of the
benefits of the long
transmission times of a FAX
image is that shorts bursts
of interference generally
have very little effect on the
final image.

Those of you using
computer based systems
may find that the received
image is skewed. This
skewing is caused by errors
in the computer's internal
clock. Most computer
decoding systems are able
to correct this very easily
and you should refer to the
operating manual for more
detail. One tip I can offer is
to use the Rugby MSF
standard frequency
transmission on 60kHz to
help align your computer.
To use this, you just set
your decoder to a drum
speed of 120r.p.m. and tune
to 60kHz. when properly
tuned you should see a
black stripe down one side
of the screen with pulses
leading out to the right. All
you have to do is adjust the
internal clock setting so that
the black line remains
parallel with the side of the
screen.

I hope you have enjoyed
this brief look at FAX, if you
have any comments or
questions, please drop me a
line via the 'Decode'
column.

Abbreviations
a.m.
APT
BT
f.m.
f.s.k.
FAX
h.f.
Hz
IOC
ISDN
kHz
I.f.
m
mm
r.p.m.
RTTY

amplitude modulation
Automatic Picture Transmission
British Telecomm
frequency modulation
frequency shift keying
facsimile
high frequency
hertz
Index Of Co-operation
Integrated Services Digital Network
kilohertz
low frequency
metres
millimetres
revolutions per minute
Radio TeleType
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For the best in Shortwave
L® -41k to Lowe Production

Sfriepq a Srreept9, 74e 91444 id, RO
1 atoodeit ultette met eteitzai a?

Probably lying on the ground
after the storms of the winter have passed by, and yes, I know it's a terrible rhyme, but out there
our "WireMatch" aerials are being erected outside many a listener's home, and the letters are
coming in to say how pleased people are with the performance of the system, and how effective it
is in providing a low noise source for the cherished receiver inside.

More bunkum has been written and propagated (sorry, the pun disease is rampant in Spring)
about aerials than almost any other subject under the sun, and more folk have parted with more
money on useless bits of fibreglass and aluminium than one could possibly imagine. As they
used to say in the early days of wireless: -
'The number of stations you can hear will have a direct relationship to the amount of wire you see when
you look out of the window', and it is still true that a good straight wire outside the house will give
you the best results. Verticals? I'm not too keen because they often pick up more noise than
signal: Active aerials? Only if you are compelled to use them by lack of space: The G5RV? Fine
aerial if you are a radio amateur, but has no advantage over a random lump of wire for general
listening. (and incidentally I too worked for the Marconi Company at the same time as Louis
Varney, G5RV, and have great admiration for his work.)

If you are a keen listener to a wide range of frequencies,
you cannot get a better aerial system than the "WireMatch".
If you want low noise performance
you cannot get a better aerial system
than the "WireMatch".
If you want a simple to erect,
inconspicuous wire aerial,
you cannot get a better aerial system
than the "WireMatch".
If you want to know more about the
"WireMatch",
send two first class stamps and ask
for Info. Sheet No. 3

"WireMatch" system ...£89
HF-150 receiver £389
HF-225 receiver £479
HF-Europa £699
HF-235 receiver £1116
PR -150 preselector £235

AO
Lowe Production Limited

Unit 23, Cromford Mill, Cromford, Derbyshire DE4 3RQ
Tel: 0629 826287 Fax: 0629 826263

Send 4 first class stamps to cover postage and we will send your FREE copy of "The
Listener's Guide", our ever -popular aid to LF, MF and HF listening. Ask for my leaflets
(Nol) "ATU or Preselector", (No2) "What makes a Lowe receiver so good", and the new
(No3) "WireMatch Aerial" leaflet and we will include them in the pack. n !Ilnktitti.1741044H

0,40
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Feature

BREAKING THE BANDS
Today's allocations in the radio spectrum

seem most confusing. Tony Hopwood puts

forward some suggestions for sorting out

the chaos.
It was an advert in SWM
that made me think about
writing this article. A hand-
held receiver with
continuous frequency
coverage from 100kHz to
1.2GHz. How sensible, how
logical! Why should we put
up with anything less?
Thanks to the microchip,
the days of fixed
wavebands ruled by
combinations of mechanical
L, C and R are gone for
good.

It's going to be tough to
break the tuning habits of
sixty years. All those
ancient Broadcast
Conventions going back to
the days when the wireless
warmed the living room
and high frequency meant
over three megacycles,
sorry, megahertz! Thanks to
those Conventions, ancient
and modern, we have been
conditioned into believing
that the radio spectrum is
jammed solid with
transmitters duelling for the
last kilohertz.

We were told that this
was why the dear old 'Beeb'
was evicted from its 200kHz
slot, which it had kept warm
since 1928, to make space
for one or two extra long
wave channels, then Radios
Two and Three were
banished from the medium
wave and so on.

All unnecessary. Today's
use of the radio spectrum is
a bit like someone saying
you may be able to see all
the colours of the rainbow,
but the only ones of any
use are the green and blue,
the others are out of order!

It's time to slaughter a
few holy cows!

First for the chop is f.m.
radio, especially the stereo
variety.

What's wrong with f.m.?

It's supposed to better than
a.m. because there is less
interference from static and
it can offer a wider audio
bandwidth than a.m.

Hang on! For a start, what's
static?
Static is interference, short
for static electricity. It was a
big problem in the sparks
era of radio when very long
waves were used with
enormous antennas. In the
20s and 30s it became the
popular name for the mains
borne fizzes and crackles
from tramcars, motors and
switches and, very
occasionally, lightning.

Static
These days there is very
little static because things
are better suppressed and
signals are stronger. But
anyway, as the frequency
goes up, what static there
is, virtually disappears. To
emphasise the point, I have
a wide band a.m. receiver
that gives continuous
coverage from 35 - 250MHz,
and I can confirm that
nearby lightening hardly
registers above 50MHz.

And as for the audio
bandwidth argument, that's
a waste of airwaves - a.m.
wins hands down. If you
take the BBC standard f.m.
signals channel, it has a
deviation of ±75kHz for full
modulation. The ration is
one station per 100kHz.
That's the entire a.m. long
wave band for two and a
half stations.

How does it work out if
you put out a high fidelity
a.m. stereo signal on v.h.f.?
Say two adjacent channels,
each amplitude modulated
to 20kHz for left and right. If
you allow 10kHz sound
channel separation, you are
still only going to need
about 50kHz per station and

much less if you start doing
clever things with the
sidebands or go digital.
That means at least twice as
many hi-fi disco rap
channels between 88 and
108MHz!

How would wide band
a.m. sound on v.h.f.? It was
tried before the war when
BBC TV radiated signals on
Band 1 from Alexandra
Palace. The trade press
reckoned that a.m. TV
sound was so good that
many late 30s domestic
radios sprouted an ultra
short wave band so you
could listen to TV sound
and test card music on the
ten shilling wireless licence!

So far we have doubled
the number of channels in
the 88-108MHz band where
else can we find more spare
ether? Try looking at the
gaps on your radio dial. My
10 -valve RGD (1950) has a
good domestic radio
frequency coverage: Long
Wave 160 - 400kHz; spare
400 - 650kHz (at 9kHz
channel that's another 27
channels!); Medium Wave
650kHz - 1.5MHz - jammed
solid.

Not so the wide open
spaces from 1.5 to 6MHz.
Yes, I do know that there
are some stations and
amateur bands out there,
but you will find most of
that great chunk of ether is
empty - if you've actually
got a set that can tune it!

For a start, why not
allocate 1.5 to 3MHz for
a.m. local and community
radio of less than 1kW
e.r.p.? That would ease the
medium wave logjam and
better still revise the use of
portable radios with
internal ferrite rod antennas
rather than the lethal f.m.
kebbabers that nobody
except the Beeb loves.

Round numbers suggest
there could be another 160
channels between 1.5 and
3MHz, say 100 more if we
leave space for h.f.
amateurs and maritime
users.

The same goes for the
spectrum from 3 to 6MHz.
Not much there either until

you crash into the 49 metre
band ant -heap. Say another
200 spare channels if power
is limited to 20kW.

The next bit, from 6 to
30MHz is well used and
because you can get a long
way on little power if
conditions are right - so
best left alone!

Above 30MHz it's back to
wide open spaces, so how
about some of the new a.m.
stereo rigs to compete with
Band 1 TV signals and
existing East European
users like that well known
hot music station Gdansk?

There's no reason why
some of the spectrum from
30MHz to the existing 88 -
108MHz f.m. band shouldn't
be allocated for
broadcasting with parts
re -zoned to protect
Emergency Services and Air
Traffic Control from
adjacent channel splatter.
There are enough spare
channels to give licensed
amateurs more channels as
well.

Above 108MHz, there's
certainly some tidying up
needed. Here in the West
Midlands, we have
numerous licensed packet
and business comms
stations interfering with
emergency services and
aircraft. Why not ghetto the
pulse code and RTTY traffic
into an exclusive sector to
clear a space for satellite
weather signal downlinks,
radio astronomy and other
less pushy radio services?

Reorganising the radio
spectrum is not going to
happen overnight because
there are international
broadcast conventions
involved and getting them
changed will make the
Maastricht negotiations
look easy.

The important thing is
that technology can now
free radio from its ancient
bands, but nothing will
happen until radiophiles
realise that pollution of
some parts of the ether by
congestion is every bit as
antisocial as light pollution
or acid rain.
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Review

ICS SYNOP III DATA
PLOTTING SOFTWARE
Have you ever

wanted to generate

your own custom

weather charts? If so

this latest version of

the powerful ICS

SYNOP, reviewed

here by Mike

Richards, could be

just what you're

looking for.

Whilst most utility software
is used to decode a variety
of transmission systems
into a string of received
text, this program for the
IBM PC or compatible takes
decoding to another level.

Those who have
ventured into RTTY
reception on the h.f. bands
will no doubt have
encountered the coded
weather transmissions that
comprise a seemingly
endless stream of five digit
number groups. One of the
most popular European
transmissions being
Bracknell Met on 4.489MHz.
These transmissions have
been developed over a long
period of time to provide a
remarkably efficient way of
communicating high
volumes of weather data.

The information
transmitted comprises
detailed weather reports
from a wide variety of
weather stations that range
from aircraft through ships
at sea and dedicated land -
based weather stations. In
simple terms, SYNOP III

takes this coded
information and turns it into
a more usable format. This
could either be a list of
reports or even a detailed
weather map rather like
those used by the TV

weather people. Having
whetted your appetite, let's
take a closer look at how
ICS SYNOP III performs.

New Features
For those of you that
already have an earlier
version of SYNOP there are
a number of interesting
changes built-in to version
III. Perhaps one of the most
powerful is the ability to
create customised maps.
With this facility you can
enter the latitude and
longitude for the bottom
left-hand corner of the
screen and then adjust its
height in whole degrees of
latitude. Once the map has
been defined you can name
and save it for use with any
of the data capture and
display functions. There are
an infinite range of uses for

can take a few minutes with
some computers. The
addition of isolines was a
very powerful enhancement
that made the received
information much easier to
understand. You should find
a copy of a sample chart
with isobars illustrating this
review.

Installation
Before getting too excited
about using SYNOP III, you

need to be sure that your
computer has the hardware
necessary to support the
program's sophisticated
features. The requirements
are comparatively modest
by today's standards
needing just a PC/XT or
80286 processor or higher.
The display adapter needs
to be EGA or VGA and able
to support 640 x 480 pixels

Typical pictorial plot from SYNOP Ill showing the 'cloud' pictures.

these maps.
Just to complete the

picture, this new version
includes the facility to plot
isolines for both pressure
and temperature. The
computations for this are
quite complex and took a
few seconds to complete
even on my 33MHz, 486
computer. The instructions
warn that the calculations

in 16 colours. SYNOP
supports a number of
standard printers including
Epson 9- and 24 -pin plus
Hewlett Packard LaserJet,
DeskJet and PaintJet
systems.

Despite this good cover, I
was surprised to find that
an IBM Proprinter driver
was not included as this
ranks with Epson as one of

the most popular
emulations. However, the
omission was not serious,
as you could export all the
screen images in the
popular PCX format for
printing via other graphics
packages.

Connection to your h.f.
receiver is done using a
special DSD-3 demodulator
that plugs into a spare
serial port on your
computer. This can be
either COM1 or COM2 so
you can still use other serial
devices.

In addition to providing
some demodulation
electronics, the decoder
also contained a hardware
copy protection device. This
prevented the software
running properly if the
demodulator was not in
place. One rather odd point
about this set-up was the
inclusion of a LOCK I.e.d.
and SHIFT slider switch on
the demodulator. Whilst this
was very neatly done, it's
not very practical when you
consider that most
computer serial ports are
tucked away at the back of
the cabinet! In my case the
problem was easily
overcome as I use a four
way switch box connected
to my spare serial port plus
a short length of ribbon
cable to act as a gender
changer. Using this system I
was able to make the
decoder easily accessible
by resting it on top of the
switch box.

The SYNOP software was
supplied on a 3.5in disk
with a simple batch file to
handle installation to the
target disk drive. Once
installed, the program
occupied 1.12Mb of disk
space.

Good Manual
As synoptic weather reports
are something of a black art
to many utility listeners, a
good manual is essential if
the newcomer is to get the
best from the software. The
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manual supplied with the
review version was very
well packaged in a hard-
back A5 ring file that also
had provision for storing
the master disk. The
manual was very well
structured and divided into
some 23 sections. In
addition to covering all the
key operational features of
the program there was a
selection of reference
material designed to help
the operator interpret the
received weather maps.

My only real criticism of
the manual concerned the
fly sheets that had been
added to bring the program
up to the latest version.
Whilst the package was
advertised as SYNOP III,
there seemed to be an
identity problem as the first
sheet was titled - What's
New in SYNOP v5.1! The
confusion was continued in
the first section where the
header indicated version 3
while the text detailed the
new features of version 2.
None of this constituted a
serious problem, it was just
a little irritating.

The details of the manual
was supported by a very
handy on-line help facility
that could be accessed
simply by pressing Fl. This
provided well thought out
guidance on the currently
selected operation. You
could also get help on other
areas of the program by
accessing the help index.
Once I had mastered the
basic program operation, I
found the on-line help was
all I needed to cope with the
vast majority of my
requirements.

Operation
If you've never encountered
Synoptic weather reports
you're probably wondering
just how all this fits
together with your h.f.
receiver!

Once you've installed the
software and connected the
interface to the audio
output of your receiver
you're ready to go. The first
thing you need to do is
gather some weather
reports from a SYNOP
station. Probably the best
way to do this is to tune
into Bracknell Met on
4.489MHz using u.s.b. To
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receive this station you
need to set the bandwidth
slider on the DSD-3
interface to WIDE. To get
accurate results you also
need to ensure the signal is
properly tuned in.

With the SYNOP III
package the correct tuning
point is indicated by the
LOCK I.e.d. on the interface
or the illumination of a
square block in the bottom

automatic saving of
received data in three
hourly segments. This is
important because it is
common practice for
weather readings to be
taken at 0000, 0300, 0600,
0900, etc. The autodump
ensures that all data from
these groups is
automatically saved to disk
three minutes before the
three hour point. This

WEATHER NIP FOR 13-02-94-1280 GMT Pressure in Mb

SYNOP Ill plot with isobars and spot pressures.

END OF DATA

right hand corner of the
screen. In practice this
proved to be a fairly crude
tuning indicator and I found
the best technique was to
swing the receiver right
through the band where the
indicator lit and then back
track to find the mid -point.

With the tuning point set
you can move to the RTTY
option using the neat drop
down menu system. From
this menu you can view the
decoded RTTY live and set
the appropriate baud rate.
You can also disable the
RTTY decoder to allow an
existing RTTY decoder to
feed SYNOP III. A typical
example of this is if you
already have a PK-232 or
similar decoder, you can
connect the ASCII output
direct to the computer's
COM 1 or COM 2 port and
use the information to feed
the SYNOP III program.

Automatic
Reception
A particularly powerful
facility is the AUTODUMP
option. This provides
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means you can leave your
receiver tuned to a Synoptic
station for long periods of
time without having to
manually save the buffer
every three hours. You can
also review and print the
RTTY buffer to examine the
raw data in more detail.

With the receive function
set-up and capturing data
you can choose to plot the
data as it arrives. To do this
you first have to select the
map you want to use.
SYNOP III comes with a
good selection of maps
covering the North Atlantic
and Europe. You can also
choose to present the data
in list form, which can be by
country, station or aircraft.
Next you have the option

of choosing the features
that you want displayed on
the selected map. This
determines which of the
components of the SYNOP
weather reports are
displayed on the map. The
range of available features
is extremely good, covering
from a straightforward
pictorial map with cloud
pictures, through to a plot
of all data.

For those new to weather
monitoring, the pictorial
option gives a very easy to
use display. I've included a
sample to give you a better
idea. However, my image
does not do SYNOP III
justice as the on -screen
display makes very good
use of colour to show the
differing weather
conditions.

If you want to review
previously captured data
you just have to change the
data source from Live to
File. Personally, I found the
live display quite
fascinating as new reports
popped -up onto the display.

Display Options
Once your display of data is
complete you have a
number of options available
to preserve the image. The
simplest of these is to just
hit the Print Screen key,
which will give you a
printout on your printer.

Alternatively, by pressing
Control -X, the image is
saved in the popular PCX
graphic file format. The
great advantage of this is
that files in this format can
be edited and printed using
a wide range of commercial
graphics programs. You can
also take advantage of
SYNOP III's slide show
system to automatically
display a number of
previously stored PCX files.
This is a very effective way
to illustrate changes in
weather systems.

Summary
Of all the weather related decoding systems around SYNOP

III stands out as being the most powerful in terms of clarity of
display. The wide choice in display formats means that it has
strong appeal to both newcomers and the more experienced

listener. SYNOP Ill currently costs £149.95 and is available
from ICS Electronics Ltd., Unit V, Rudford Industrial
Estate, Ford, Arundel, West Sussex BN18 OBD. Tel:

(0903) 731101. My thanks to ICS for the loan of the review
model.
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Data Communication

AMATEUR MO MA TRANSMISSION
ICS was the first company into amateur radio data transmission in the UK and we are now UK main
distributors for AEA, manufacturers of the world's finest range of multimode data controllers. Additional
AEA and ICS products are also available. Free colour brochure on any product upon request.

Software Products for IBM-PC Davis Weather Stations

JSP-2232 Dual Channel Multi -Mode DSP Modem £899.95

DSP-1232

PK-900

Single Channel Multi -Mode DSP Modem

Multi -Mode Terminal Unit

£725.00

£499.95

PK-232MBX Multi -Mode Terminal Unit £385.00

PK-88 HFNHF Packet Radio TNC £159.95

PCB -88 PK-88 on a Plug In Card for IBM-PC £169.95

Weather Satellite Receive Systems for IBM-PC
Met -2a

NOAA-2a

NOM System

Complete Meteosat Receive System

6 Channel NOAH Satellite option

Complete NOM Only System

Antennas and Accessories

£999.95

£599.95

£869.90

SWR-121 Graphic Antenna Performance analyser

Is°Loop 10 - 30

IT -1

HR -1

HR -4

10 -30MHz Loop Antenna

Automate Antenna Tuner for ISO Loop 10 - 30

2 Metre Handheld Antenna

70 cm Handheld Antenna

£369.95

£339.95

£269.95

£17.95

£17.96

Isopole 144

!sonde 440

2 metre Base Station Vertical Antenna

70 cm Base Station Vertical Antenna

£59.95

£89.95

MS -FAX HI Facsimile/Navtex/RTTY/FEC/CW Software, Interface £139.95

ICS-SYNOP RI SYNOP Data Plotting Software with Radio Interface £149.95

ICS-SYNOP HUM( SYNOP Data Plotting Software for AEA Multimode TNCs £99.95

AEA -FAX Wefax Software for PK-900 £69.95

Macratt/FAX AEA Multimode TNC Driver Program for Apple Macintosh £69.95

PAK-WIN AEA Multimode TNC Windows Driver Program for IBM-PC £89.95

PC-Pakratt II AEA Multimode TNC DOS Driver Program for IBM-PC £39.95

PC-Pakratt 88 AEA PK-88 DOS Driver Program for IBM-PC £32.95

7400

7415

Perception II

Weather Wizard II -S

£149.95

£149.95

7425 Weather Wizard III £189.95

7440 Weather Monitor II £369.95

7862 Weatherlink for IBM-PC £169.95

7866 Weathedink for Macintosh £169.95

Morse Keyer Books

MM -3 I Advanced Morse Keyer/Trainer I £189.911 B001 A Guide to Radio Facsimile Stations

13004 Technical Manual for PK-232

B008 Using Radio Weather Facsimile 1

All prices "nclude VAT at 17.5%. Post, Packing extra.
12 months warranty. Visitors by appointment.

£19.95

£85.50

£9.95

NEW PRODUCTS FROM A.E.A. Inc.!
PK-96 9600 Baud Packet Controller.

KK-1 IBM-PC keyboard Keyer.
Log Windows station control software.

ST -1 Satellite Tracket.
Phone for details and prices.

ICS Electronics Ltd. Unit V, Rudford Industrial Estate, Ford
Arundel, West Sussex BN18 OBD

Telephone: 0903 731101 Facsimile: 0903 731105

Access

VISA

C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS

Single Band Receiver

RECEIVER KITS
TRF3 Shortwave Broadcast TRF receiver for AM/SSB/CW, 5.7 to 12.8MHz.

Complete electronics kit plus Hardware Pack: £41.40

DcRx Single Band SSB/CW for 80, 40, 20M amateur bands or 5.45MHz HF Air.
Complete kit with HA8OR Hardware Pack and DCS2 "S Meter": £57.70

DXR10 Three band 10,12 & 15M SSB/CW complete kit with HAI OR Hardware Pack and
DCS2 "S Meter": £64.30

The above items are also available with assembled PCB modules, and as basic electronics kits without the hardware.

ACCESSORY KITS - optional hardware packs also available Kit
Assembled

PCB

AP3 Automatic Speech Processor £16.80 £24.90
DFD4 Add-on Digital Read-out for superhet radios £49.90 £69.90
CTU30 ATU covers all HF bands + 6M for receiving or 30W TX £39.90 £46.90
CTU150 ATU - all HF Bands up to 150W £49.90 £57.90
ST2 Morse Side -tone or practice oscillator £9.80 £15.90
XM 1 Crystal Calibrator for frequency checking £16.90 £22.90

TRANSMITTER KITS - expandible into transceivers with matching receiver and VFO kits

CTX 40 or 80M Band versions very popular QRP TX £15.50 £22.90
MTX20 20M 10W CW TX - work the World! £29.90 £39.90
AT160 Dual Band 80 & 160M AM/DSB/CW .5 to 10W PEP £39.90 £62.90
HTX10 10 & 15M SSB/CW Exciter (matching PA etc. available) £49.90 £79.90

A42 150kHz to 30MHz ACTIVE ANTENNA
The HOWES AA2 is the active antenna for general coverage HF reception. Broad -band
performance that does not tail off at the higher frequencies. The neat compact answer for
those with limited space, holiday use, mobile operation etc. Two selectable gain settings, local
or coax powering (12 to 14V). Good strong signal performance, IP3 +38dBm. Easy to build,
and much liked by customers!
AA2 Kit: £8.90 Assembled PCB Module: £13.90

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants NN11 3PT
Tel: 0327 60178

AA4 ACTIVE ANTENNA FOR SCANNERS
Covers 25 to 1300MHz. Broad -band performance in a neat, compact package. Just over
16 inches long - the answer to space/visibility problems for home or portable use. A low
noise microwave IC gives good performance with a low parts count, making construction
straightforward. Excellent performance in a small space!
AA4 Kit: £19.90 Assembled PCB Modules: £27.90

AB118 AIR -BAND ACTIVE ANTENNA
Optimised for the VHF air -band, 118 to 137MHz. Excellent long range reception with omni-

directional coverage using an end -fed half -wave antenna element with low noise pre-
amplifier, band-pass filter and switchable 10dB attenuator. Fits standard 1.5 inch plastic
water pipe for easy weather-proof installation, or use it "naked" in the loft. Should

transform your air -band reception if you are still using a general purpose antenna!
AB118 Kit: £18.80 Assembled PCB modules: £25.90

CLEAN UP
YOUR

RECEPTION!

DUAL BANDWIDTH AF FILTER: £29.80
 Reduce noise and inteference!  Sharp SSB/Speech filter with faster roll -off than IF crystal
filters!  300Hz bandwidth CW filter  Printed and punched front panel  All aluminium case
 Simply connects between radio and external 'speaker orphones  Suits all general coverage
receivers and transceivers  Excellent receiver upgrade!

ASL5 Filter Kit (£15.90) + HA5OR Hardware (£13.90) = £29.80

PLEASE ADD £1.50 P&Pfor kits or £4.00 P&P if ordering hardware.

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, and technical
advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send a good size SAE for our new
(and bigger) free catalogue and specific product data sheets. We have lots more kits in
the range! Delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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Jim PSU-101

HIGH QUALITY ACCESSORIES

FOR SCANNING MONITOR RECEIVERS

I. JIM PSU-101 MkIV. A high quality
UK manufactured fully regulated
220-240V AC power supply with
RADIO BASE HOLDER combined.
For use with nearly all pocket scanners
in the UK (please state radio type)
2DC output sockets one for radio and
the other for accessories. Separate DC
leads included. A 9 volt version for
Tandy, Comtel, Netset etc available
(PSUlOITA). PRICE £29.95.
2. * NEW JIM PSU-101 Mkt VC. Now
includes fitted coaxial cable assembly
approx 12" long with right angle BNC
plug and BNC socket for base antenna
connection etc.
SPECIAL PRICE £34.95
3. JIM BH-A3. Universal base stand
for handheld scanners -transceivers etc.
convenient, safe support of radio.
Adjustable front stop. Heavy duty
chromed base. Bracket for BNC socket for base antenna connection.
PRICE £10.95.
*4. JIM BH-A3C. Now fitted as standard with approx. 30cm (12.in.) high
quality low loss 50 ohm RG58A/CU cable with professional right angle BNC
plug and BNC bulkhead socket. Ideal for RX and TX up to 4GHz (no S0239
socket). PRICE £13.95.
5. JIM CH -A4. Car mounting holder for handheld scanners- transceivers
with BELT CLIP support. Safe and convenient use of scanner etc. in car,
truck, boat etc. PRICE £7.95.
6. JIM BC -4H. Unique FAST Universal 4 hour + 14 hour Ni-cad charger.
"auto -switch -off" timer (no more guessing). Ideal Fairmate, AOR, Yupiteru
etc. Leads + 4 sizes of AA holders supplied. PRICE £19.50.
7. JIM SM-Al High quality S meter for scanners CB. PRICE £26.95.
Payment by postal order or cheque.
Further information on SSE products, send A4 SAE to:

SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS (UK
6 The Orchard, Bassett Green Village,
Southampton SO2 3NA

(0703) 769598

The UK Scanning Directory
3rd Edition - lists over 12,000 spot frequencies
Here is the book every scanner owner has been waiting
for! It has been completely revised, thoroughly updated,
and its comprehensive coverage and detail continues to
amaze readers. Listing over 12,000 spot frequencies
25MHz - 1.215 GHz, remains the biggest and best guide
on  the market, and covers public utilities, security.

telephone military and lots more we dare not mention!

Price £16.95 including UK post. Overseas post add £2 Europe and sea, or £5 airmail.

CA Monitoring the Yugoslav Conflict
New 2nd Edition

CFollowing the success of the first edition this new one lists even

O more frequencies, telex circuits, UNHCR, Red Cross, French forces.
amateurs and much more. The book shows you how to tune into the
war and be into the thick of the action.

Price £4.95 including UK post. Airmail add £1 for Europe and £1.50 for all
Cother countries.

Intercepting Number Stations
By Langley Pierce

Unlike any other publication this book shows how Spy Number
gStations operate, detailing frequencies, languages, times, describes
the activities of CIA, MI6, KGB, MOSSAD etc. It unlocks the secrets
of codes, who is behind them and a comprehensive frequency list.

10' Price £9.95 including UK post. Overseas post add £1.25.

Ask for FREE catalogue of all booksZ Al110 days for delivery

I NTERPRODUCTS
(S44) 8 Abbot Street, Perth, PH2 OEB

Telephone and facsimile

0738-441199 VISA

The Company your can "trust

YUPITERU
MVT-7000
Hand-held.

Probably the

UK's most

popular

hand-held

scanner!

FAIRMATE
HP -2000

One of the

most

popular

scanners

on the market.

YAESU FRG -100
Communications Receiver

50kHz - 30MHz

52 Memory Channels

u.s.b., i.s.b., c.w.

a.m. & f.m. optional

YUPITERU
MVT-7100
Hand-held.

Covers

530kHz

to 1650MHz

-117T1P

le 09 CI

AR -3000A
Multimode scanner -covers 100kHz-2036MHz.

Modes.

USB, LSB

CW, MA,

FM, WFM

YUPITERU
MVT-8000

Mobile or base wide
band scanner

NMI
AR -2000
Hand-held

wide band

scanning

receiver 1000

memories.

jr

Commtel

204
200 channel memory

68-88MHz 118-174MHz.

Selectable AM/FM

ICR1
Wide band

receiver. Coven

100kHz to

1300MHz 0
receiving \
AM/FM with

100 memories.

AR -1500
Hand-held.

Covers 500kHz

to 1300MHz

receiving N FM,

WFM, AM

and SSB. f5

LC TO

Nevada MS1000
Base/mobile scanner receives

500kHz-600kHz, 805-1300MHz.

71111111111111111111111W

411it 4111 GO GO

ICOM IC -7100
25MHz - 2GHz

900 Memor ch r nnels

DJX1E ...,.:.,

Hand-held scanner.
:i.

Covers 500kHz to

1300MHz, receiving

AM/FM/

WFM isith 100 g

memories/U

. .,

. :f
-

;

ALAN HOOKER
42 NETHER HALL ROAD, DONCASTER, SOUTH YORKSHIRE, DN1 2PZ
TEUFAX: (0302) 325690 Open: Mon -Sat 10-5pm Closed Thurs Due to imminent price rises the above prices are held only while stocks last
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By Ron Ham, Faraday, Greyfriars, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4HE

Pro DOC

--g g his has been a most 'tiresome'
period, activity has been very
sparse," wrote Em Warwick

(Plymouth) at the end of January. Ern
summed up the general feeling among
the 28MHz beacon watchers.

At opposite ends of the UK, Ian
McDermid (Comrie) and Cmdr
Henry Hatfield (Sevenoaks) found
only the occasional beacon signal, but
this is not unusual during the low part
of the sunspot cycle. "The m.u.f.
(maximum usable frequency) rarely
above 23MHz up here", remarked Ian
on his log covering the period shown
in Fig. 3. Nevertheless, the consistent
monitoring of the 28MHz beacon
signals is important because it tells us,
at what time and in which direction a
path was open through the upper
regions of the ionosphere. Such infor-
mation can then be compared with any
auroral, magnetic and solar activity
that occurred around the same time.

Good Reading

Most of the post-war, co-ordinated
observational work, by members of the
amateur radio fraternity, dates back to
the International Geophysical Year
(IGY -1 July 1957 to 31 December
1958). Although much more can be
said about this work, there are two
books that you may find of great help
to better understand the value of
regular observations on related
subjects. One, published by Hodder
and Stoughton in the 1960s, is Assault
on the Unknown by Walter
Sullivan and the other,
published by the RSGB in
1991, is Radio Auroras by
Charlie Newton, ISBN
1-872309-03-8.

Solar

During December, Ron
Livesey (Edinburgh), using
a 2.5in refractor telescope
and a 4.0in projection screen,
located one active area on
the sun's disc on most days,
two on the 2nd and 4th and
three on the 30th. From his
observatory in Selsey,
Patrick Moore kindly sent
drawings of the groups of
sunspots that he projected at
1150 on January 1, Fig. I
and at 1130 on the 25th,
Fig. 2.

Auroral

The auroral co-ordinator for
the British Astronomical

C Lion
Association, Ron Livesey, received
reports of auroral 'glow' for the
overnight period on December 9/10,
17/18 & 29/30, 'arc' on 7/8, 'rayed arc
or band' on 7/8, 'active' on 2/3, 7/8 &
21/22 and 'corona' on 7/8 from
observers in North America, Canada
and Scotland.

In Portland, Ford White heard
the German beacon DKOWCY on
10.144MHz transmitting a weak
auroral warning at 1000 on January
23 and Em Warwick tells me that this
beacon sends solar data once every
five minutes.

Magnetic

The various types of magnetometer
used by John Fletcher (Tuffley),
Andy Hollis (Winsford), Tony
Hopwood (Upton -on -Severn), Karl
Lewis (Saltash), Ron Livesey, David
Pettitt (Carlisle) and Tom
Rackham (Goostrey) between them,
recorded strong disturbances to the
earth's magnetic field on December
1-3, 7, 8, 16, 19, 21, 23, 24 & 31.

Propagation Beacons

First, my thanks are due to Gordon
Foote (Bristol), Cmdr Henry Hatfield,
Ian McDermid, Ted Owen (Maldon),
Ern Warwick and Ford White, for their
28MHz beacon reports from which I
compiled the chart in Fig. 3. Ern,
Ford and Ted added the South

African beacon ZS1J to our list this
time and Ford logged AB8Z and
WJ9Z on the days indicated in
Fig. 3.

Gordon has the opinion that the
Cyprus beacon, 5B4CY continues to
keep things 'afloat' and adds that
OH9TEN was very loud and clear on
[January] 24th and 25th. Both Ern
and Ford reported very strong signals
from EA3JA at 1735 on the 12th and
Ford found the same for OH9TEN at
1205 on the 23rd. This sounds like a
touch of winter Sporadic -E. At
present, Gordon is using an active
Diamond antenna on the apex of his
roof and plans to erect a long-wire in
due course.

Band II

At anytime when you
suspect that conditions
are right for Sporadic -E,
especially in June and
July, then carefully tune
through Band II, on a
good domestic portable
with its own rod antenna

and listen for a number of
French, Italian and/or

Spanish stations at both
ends of the band. Also check

for Eastern European or
Russian television sound on

91.75MHz (Ch. R4) and 99.75MHz
(Ch. R5) and the 'buzz' of the 'R5'
vision pulses on 93.25MHz.

It's amazing how strong these
signals can be and their reception
means that an extensive Sporadic -E is
in progress. Then is the time to check
the strength of the signals from the
28MHz propagation beacons in
Germany (DFOAAB, DFOTHD,
DKOTEN, DLOIGI), Italy (IY4M) and
Spain (EA3JA).

Tropospheric

The variations in atmospheric pressure
for the period December 26 to January
25 are shown in my 'Television' column
elsewhere in this issue.

Fig. 3. 28MHz beacon chart.
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Roger Bunney, 33 Cherville Street, Romsey, Hants S051 8FB

Sate ite TV \ews
The Latest from the Carke Belt

IVs always good to hear from
readers and John
Hockenhull (Cheshire) has

written to expand on
photographs in the January '94
column. (THE) Arthur C. Clarke
shown in Fig. 4 was a live feed
from his home in Sri Lanka to
Hastings, UK in celebration of
the 60th anniversary of the
British Interplanetary Society -
apparently Arthur was secretary
of the society in 1945 when he
published his thoughts on
satellite communication. The
hook-up was sponsored by BT,
Intelsat and Eutelsat and took
place on 17 October 1993 from
1230-1330BST.

John details the signal path -
the uplink out of Sri Lanka was
organised by the SRLC onto
Intelsat 604 at 57°W in C Band.
Downloading of the feed was at
BT Madeley, UK and then up
again onto Eutelsat I F5 at 21°E.
In Hastings, a 2.4m
transportable link dish was in
use. The Fig. 3 'Sports 21'
appeared on Eutelsat II Fl and is
usually seen on France Telecom
transponders. John says that this
card is usually been followed
with Spanish language feeds
such as Spain's TV3, Canal Sur,
etc.

And to another John - John
Locker in the Wirral. After the
delayed launch of Ariane V63
from Kourou January 20, the
flight finally lifted off on January
24. John monitored Eutelsat I F5
21°E that carried the whole event
with an English sound track,
most others watch an Eastbound
feed from Intelsat K 21°W that
only had a Turkish language
commentary. On board the
rocket were two important
satellites carrying considerable
Ku band transponder loading,
Eutelsat II F5 destined for 36°E
to expand the Eutelsat Network
into Central Russia, and the
Turkish Turksat 1.

The whole launch was to be a
PR fanfare for Ariene but as the
rocket lifted off and into flight
John noticed a change in the
faces of the controllers. Though
the upbeat commentary
continued, at about nine minutes
into the mission the launch track
on monitor screens showed a
dip and at 210km height Kourou
lost acquisition of the launcher.
Though problems were obvious
the commentary still maintained
'everything is progressing
normally' - eventually, of course,
Charles Bigot, chairman of

Arianspace spoke to the press
and announced the loss of the
rocket and load. For Turksat 1
the delay in an orbiting bird is
temporary since Turksat 2 is on -
stream to launch later this year,
Eutelsat however has a major
problem since the loss will set
back their expansion programme
considerably. Their series II F6
will, of course, launch on
schedule (subject to Arianspace
delays following the rocket
malfunction).

The mystery of the Ku
Telecom band TV (signals seen
from Canada/USA) that have
been received from about 50°W
have now been solved. Various
theories suggested a rogue and
drifting Telecom 1A satellite,
another Intelsat at 50°W but
research has now proven that
Intelsat 513 at 53°W does have
Telecom band transponders
together with Intelsat 515 (18°W)
- 514 failed on launch. The two
active birds have three Telecom
transponders at 12.54, 12.63
and 12.71GHz all vertical. Later
series 6 Intelsats do not carry
Telecom band transponders.

UK company Starbird was
very active on Eut. II F3 at 16°E
with their UKI84 unit. With Serbia
having their own bizarre Winter
Olympics - having been banned
from the official Norwegian
version - an odd 'coals to
Newcastle' circuit was witnessed
night of February 16 with a 'CBS
Sarajevo to London + Norway'
news item. The item featured the
former Olympic stadium in
Sarajevo but now filled with UN
military armour! This was another
Telecom feed at 12.53GHz
vertical via Eut. II F3 at 16°E. The
Telecom band on this satellite is
well worth checking out as it's
been much more active in recent
weeks.

Far from our winter snow (4in
here in South Hampshire) to our
Thailand reader Alan Smith. A
SWM Ku band LNB has been
fitted onto his dual band C/Ku
feed though the main problem is
locating any Ku signal in his
area, TV signals generally are C
Band in the Far East. Weak
signals have though been
sighted though to originate from
the new Thaicom 1 bird at 78°E.
Signals seen at about 125-127°E
recently look as though Alan's
seen the first C Band
manifestations from the APStar 1
satellite. Lillehammer too has
been sighted with Intelsat 66°E
'lit up like a Christmas tree with

two feeds from NHK in Norway
and one from Paris, all feeds in C
Band'!

Still in the warm and Bindu
Padaki, Bangalore, India
reports that Doordarshan has
again re -organised her satellite -
born TV services, from the five
original channels now down to
three main services. On Insat 2B
93°E we have the national
terrestrial channel - DD1; Metro
Entertainment channel - DD2; a
music, documentaries and
information channel - DD3.
Regional languages in some 10
dialects are carried on 4170,
3905 and 3825MHz. (NB Alan's
SWM Ku Band LNB is not a Short
Wave Magazine offering, it's one
made by Swedish Microwave!)

As ever a very busy period
and the above is just a snapshot
of life in the Clarke Belt!

Orbital News

RTL-TV is changing to
Smartcrypt encryption
(Schlumberger) - another cut
and rotate system but requiring
two cards, one with the access
code and the other with the
algorithm coding. Cost is
estimated at £100 with a three-
year 'free' access to RTL-TV
programmes.

Red Hot Television, the well
known, though intermittently
seen, English language porn
channel has dropped plans for a
'Gay' segment, though at the
time of writing the station is off
the air once more. Rumours
suggest that it may return end
February this time beamed up
from Zagreb.

Finally the 'Class' cattle
auctions are still being carried
on satellite from around the UK
markets. The livestock auctions
have been recently carried on
Eutelsat II F3 at 16°E using PAL
and unscrambled. The auctions
seem to be aired at no fixed
time, having been monitored
both mornings and afternoons.
Check out 10.986GHz horizontal
with audio carried 7.02MHz.

Fig. 6: John Locker shot this
pile of $100 bills, this being

part of the loot from a
Russian hijack attempt that
failed. Seen via Gorizont at

14°W out of Moscow.

IllaiAtilt/ER
Fig. 1: Many sports feeds were
carried midFebruary from the
Winter Olympics, this via
Telecom in SECAM. (Keith
Marriott, Notts)

Fig. 2: Intelsat K 21°W carried a
live Michael Jackson statement
over his recent problems.
(John Locker, Liverpool)

Fig. 3: And a Happy New Year to
you too!

REUTERS NATO

Fig. 4: Another news feed from
Nato HQ concerning the
Yugoslav problems.

Fig. 5: CNN often feeds back to
Atlanta news material both live
and edited packages, check out
Intelsat K.
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Peter Shore, c/o SWM Editorial Offices, Broadstone
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Europe

scan
Iwill start this month's Bandscan
here in Britain where, since the
beginning of February, the BBC

has been using the popular Astra
satellite to carry all five domestic
national radio channels, Radios 1,
2, 3, 4 and the revamped Radio 5
Live (what a ridiculous name for a
radio station - as one columnist
wrote, it could hardly be Radio 5
Dead).

The classical music station
Radio 3 has gone on to
transponder 34, UK Living TV, in
stereo on the audio sub -carriers at
7.74 and 7.92MHz, and Radio 1
has moved to this transponder
where it is also in stereo on the
audio sub -carriers at 7.38 and
7.56MHz. Radio 2 is available on
satellite for the first time, but in
mono, on transponder 23, UK Gold
TV, with the audio at 7.74MHz.
Radio 4 is also on UK Gold at
7.56MHz and Radio 5 Live is at
7.92MHz. BBC World Service
continues on UK Gold at 7.38MHz.

Whether the availability of Radio
1 on satellite will stem the flow of
listeners away from the station
following the shake up of schedules
in the autumn is debatable. Maybe
people on the Spanish Costas will
be included in the audience figures
in future.

With the release of the f.m. band
between 104 and 108MHz to
broadcasting in 1996, the UK's
Radio Authority is now advertising
for applicants to run three national
commercial stations. It is likely that
Richard Branson will want to try
and secure one of the channels to
move Virgin 1215 AM to the higher
quality f.m. band and increase the
station's audience share. Satellite
owners can find the Virgin radio
station on the Sky News TV channel
on Astra and the audio sub -carriers
at 7.38 and 7.56MHz.

Digital Audio Broadcasting - or
DAB - is likely to go in to service in
a number of European countries
next summer including Britain,
France, the Netherlands and parts
of Scandinavia. Already receiver
manufacturers are being wooed by
broadcasters to ensure that sets
are available, at least for cars
initially, when services go live. I'll

bring you news of developments in
this exciting area as they occur.

The BBC World Service is
currently going through a period of
reorganisation on so-called
regional lines. It seems that the
BBC has divided the world into six
separate regions, and will be

tailoring programmes and
schedules specifically for those
areas. Will this mean the end of a
global World Service broadcasting
in English when you knew that
wherever you happened to be on
the planet, Dave Lee Travis would
pop out from your radio set with A
Jolly Good Show each Saturday at
0815UTC?

The European Scene

Over The Channel in France, Radio
France International is working on
plans to develop a separate French
service for Europe, during the peak
evening listening hours. This will be
on the air for up to five hours every
day, in addition to the 24 hour -a -
day French channel beamed world-
wide.

Radio Netherlands is another
station affected, or about to be
affected, by a major reorganisation.
It has been rumoured - although I
have to say that I have been unable
to get reliable confirmation - that
even the English service has been
under threat. A report on the
station's future has been prepared
and new senior management are
working out the best way to take
the broadcaster through into the
next century. There is likely to be
more emphasis on both Europe and
the parts of developing world that
have the largest audiences at
present. Full details will be known
during the Spring, details that you
will find covered extensively in the
pages of Short Wave Magazine. In
the meantime, tune in to the
Hilversum based station in English
at 113OUTC each day on the
relatively reliable 49m band
channel of 5.955MHz.

Radio Vlaanderen International
in Brussels is now on Astra. You
can tune in to the FilmNet TV on
Astra 1C at 10.92075GHz and the
audio sub -carrier at 7.38MHz.

Unheard since late last summer
has been Estonian Radio. In early
February, though, the station
appeared back on its old channel
of 5.925MHz, with English at
2000UTC for half an hour, followed
by Finnish and Swedish. There is
also a half hour broadcast at 1600
UTC in Finnish, German and
English.

Fellow Baltic state Lithuania
seems to have settled, for the time
being at least, on a schedule that
includes English to Europe at 2000
on 9.71MHz, as well as 9.40MHz in

lower side band, and
2230 on 9.71MHz. On
Sunday and Monday,
listeners in North America
can tune to 7.15MHz at
0000 for a half-hour
programme but Tuesday
to Saturday there is just a
five minute English news
bulletin at this time,
followed by 25 minutes of
Lithuanian. The 7MHz
transmission is beamed
from a site in Russia.

New Services
A Radio Netherlands outside broadcast
van on location; but will it be needed in
the future?

A new broadcaster in
central Europe started
transmissions over the Italian Radio
Relay Service, IRRS, based in
Milan. Short Wave Radio
Switzerland will have two hour-long
programmes each month at
1300UTC on the second and fourth
Saturday on the regular IRRS
frequency of 7.125MHz. The Swiss
station is a project of a group of
enthusiastic DXers who got
together last year to found a non-
profit making association. The
programmes appear to be of the
type more usually heard on the 48m
'pirate' band on Sunday mornings,
with the Voice of Basel one of the
identifications being used.

It seems that by hiring time on
IRRS, the Swiss DXers are
circumventing the usual restrictions
placed on small groups who want
access to the airwaves. The owners
of IRRS, Milan based Nexus- IBA,
say they, "do not endorse the
principle or right of free -radio
producers to air via unregulated,
unlicensed media, but intends to
offer IRRS as a legal media and an
excellent arena to be heard and
judged for the value of their
productions". In other words, I
suppose, they don't really care. I

wonder what other organisations
whose programmes are aired on
IRRS, including the United Nations,
feel?

Radio Free Europe has started
broadcasting a Balkan service in
Serbo-Croatian to the former
Yugoslavia. This is in addition to the
service provided to the region by
the Voice of America. The new
programme stream began at the
end of January, and eight staff, all
veteran journalists from Serbia,
Croatia and Bosnia, are putting
together two hours of broadcasts
every day. Tune in at 1800 and

2200 on 5.985, 7.115, 7.145, 9.695,
11.815 and 15.37MHz. RFE's new
Balkan service is budgeted to cost
US$1.2 million each year, out of a
current total budget for both RFE
and Radio Liberty of US$208
million. That will fall to an estimated
$75 million by October next year.

At the beginning of the year, a
new station was formed in Germany
- DeutschlandRadio. It was formed
from three existing stations: DS-
Kultur, a former East German
station, RIAS Berlin (Radio in the
American Sector) and part of
Deutschlandfunk's operations. DLF
now calls itself the news station of
DeutschlandRadio. You can tune to
the new station on the short wave
frequency of 6.005MHz or on long
wave on 177kHz.

Vatican Radio is moving to new
delivery methods, concentrating
resources on satellite delivery while
closing down medium wave outlets.
The transmitters in the Vatican City
on 527 and 1611kHz have been
dismantled, although it is thought
that 1611kHz will be used in the
future when a new transmitter and
antenna are installed at the Santa
Maria di Galeria transmitting site.
The transmitter will beam towards
the Balkans and the Middle East.

That is all I have room for this
quarter. Do drop me a line if you
learn anything interesting about the
European broadcast scene, or want
me to investigate something. All
letters gratefully received at the
SWM Editorial Offices in
Broadstone. Until the July edition,
good listening!

3
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Ron Ham, Faraday, Greyfriars, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4HE

XIV Rounc
By the time you read this, we
should be seeing the first signs
of the 1994 Sporadic -E season,

a period when Band 1(45 to 68MHz)
is an attractive area for both the new
and experienced DXer.

Briefly, a Sporadic -E opening,
caused by sudden changes in the 'E'
region of the ionosphere, may last a
few minutes or several hours. Such an
event can deflect radio and television
signals, between about 20 and
200MHz, over 1600km. This means
that under extreme conditions,
extraordinary DXing is possible in the
28, 50, 70 and 144MHz amateur
bands, the broadcast bands between
68 and 106MHz and most television
channels in Bands I and III.

The most vulnerable frequencies
to be affected, by even a mild
disturbance, are around 50MHz
where signals from Russia to
Scandinavia are 'bounced' into most
parts of the UK. For example, 625 -line
television transmitters in
Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Russia
use Chs. R1 and R2, Fig. 1, and
such countries as Norway, Portugal
and Spain are among those using
Chs. E2, E3 and E4. This alone shows
that Band I can be a TVDXer's
heaven, especially during the peak
months of June and July when 12 and
18 hour openings are possible. The
upper and lower frequencies shown in
Fig. 1 are for the vision and sound
channels respectively. Signals at the
beginning and shortly before the end
of an opening are often subject to
deep and sharp fading and this
means from just above the receiver
noise to ear -blasting.

If a disturbance creates a
northerly path, with a modest dipole
antenna you can expect to receive
pictures from a variety of Norwegian
regionals, identified on their test -
cards, on all the 'E' channels and
possibly Iceland on 'E4'. If a change
of path -direction occurs, pictures on
the 'R' channels are seen. The fun

Fig. 1.

-U

comes when the signals mix together
and you may only catch a glimpse of
a station's identity. That's when it helps
to have a copy of the latest edition of
World Radio TV Handbook by
Billboard and Edition 3 of Guide To
World -Wide Television Test Cards by
Keith Hamer and Garry Smith, near to
hand. Both titles are available from the
Short Wave Magazine Book Service.

Identity

Experienced DXers like Bob Brooks
(Great Sutton), George Garden
(Edinburgh) and Simon Hamer
(New Radnor) usually watch for 'local'
adverts, logos above, or to one side
of, news and weather captions and
test -cards that usually carry some
form of identity at the top such as
ARD (Germany), BRT (Belgium), DR
(Denmark) Canal+ (France), JRT
(Yugoslavia), NED-1 (Holland), RAI
(Italy), RTP (Portugal), RUV (Iceland),
NE (Spain), NP (Poland), TVR
(Romania) and YLE Finland.

Vision Pulses

Obviously, it's not practical to watch a
screen full of receiver noise for long
periods. However, there is another
way that permits you to do other
things while waiting for a Sporadic -E
to develop. If you have a scanner, or a
communications receiver, that covers
the 50MHz region then set it to
48.25MHz and/or 49.75MHz and
leave it running with the 'hiss' of the
receiver noise just audible. At the first
hint of a disturbance, random bursts
of television synchronising pulses (a
fluctuating 'buzzing') should be
heard. When these get stronger and
more prolonged, switch on the N and
see what's about.

During the 1978 'season', my
sync -pulse monitor (a Hallicrafters
'S36'), had been emitting background

noise, on Ch. R1,
for most of the
day, then
suddenly, just
before 1900BST,
the room was filled
with a deafening
'buzz' of sync. On
went the N and
there was a clock,
Fig. 2, on the
screen with CCCP
behind the upper
centre of the
hands. It was
showing 2059,
three hours ahead
of GMT. This was
followed at 2100
with their news -caption, Fig. 3, from
the (then) USSR (now CIS). The event
lasted for about 30 minutes, during
which time I watched the bulk of their
news. The pictures were rock solid
because it was the only path open
and no other stations using Ch. R1
appeared. Don't forget to set your
scanner, or communications receiver,
to one of the sound channels. For
instance, it's possible to watch a
programme on say Ch. E2
(48.25MHz) and hear the sound on
another set tuned to 53.75MHz.

Satellite TV

In January, John Scott (Glasgow)
received test -cards from Germany
and Poland Fig. 4 and a weather
report from the Middle East
Broadcasting Centre (MBC), Fig. 5,
via satellite. In Holland, Peter de
Jong (Leiden) produced
photographs from his archives of a
German test -card, Fig. 6 and a
programme caption from Turkey, Fig.
7, that he received, via Eutelsat II, Fl
and F4 respectively, around the 21
December 1992. Peter tells me that
'Yerli Dizi' on Fig. 7 means 'Local
Series'.

48.25 49.75 49.75 53.75 55.25 59.25 62.25 62.25

Ch.E2 Ch. Eta Ch. R1 Ch. is Ch. E3 Ch. R2 Ch. E4 Ch.I b

Belgium Austria Czech Italy Belgium Czech Austria Italy
Germany Hungary Denmark Hungary Denmark
Norway Poland Finland Poland Finland
Portugal Russia Germany Romania Germany
Spain Greece Russia Iceland
Sweden Iceland Nederland
Switzerland Norway Norway

Portugal Spain
Spain Sweden
Sweden
Switzerland

Switzerland
Yugoslavia

53.75 55.25
i

56.25 59.25
IL

60.75 65.75 67.75 67.75

Weather

"Very wet and stormy winter," wrote
Simon Hamer early in February. How
right you are Simon, in addition to the
heavy rain falls toward the end of
1993, I recorded a further 6.33in of
rain in January with more than 0.5in
falling on days 2, 4-6, 10, 12 & 15 with
lesser amounts on the 3rd, 9th, 11th,
13th, 19th, 23rd, 24th & 26 -29th.
However, this lot is only 0.73in up on
the same period in 1993. Early
morning frosts were seen on days 1, 8
& 18, light snow fell on the 6th & 17th
and my relative humidity dial was over
80% on days 10, 12 & 22-24.

The variations in atmospheric

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.
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DX -V confinuec

pressure from December 26 to
January 25, shown in Fig. 13, were
taken at noon and midnight from my
own barograph.

Tropospheric

"What an obstinate start to the New
Year," remarked Simon Hamer with his
January log. The only stations that he
found 'viewable' were Germany's
MDR -1 on Ch. E6 in the v.h.f. Band III
and a few in the u.h.f. band from
Belgium, Denmark (1V2), Eire (RTE),
France, Germany (ZDF) and Holland.
Simon pointed out in his letter that
DXTV is a hobby and requires
patience.

SSTV

Referring to the slow -scan television
spot 14.230MHz, John Scott
(Glasgow) told me that, "the
European stations come on mostly at
regular times and again give many
hours of enjoyable receiving". In
January, John received captions from
England, Finland Fig. 8, Germany
Fig. 9, Spain, Sweden, Fig.10 -
showing the operator with his gear -
and one similar from a station in
Switzerland.

"The advances in the computer
related equipment is moving at a fast
rate, regarding even the SSTV side of
things, now I have found that colour
pictures can be viewed using the
computer and an audio interface,"
said John. He recently changed his
computer base -unit to an Intertan DT -

Fig. 13.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 11.

286. He has a new Trident 1Mb RAM,
256 colours, graphics card via which
he now displays full colour, high
resolution, slow -scan pictures.

Photo CD

Last month I raised the subject of
keeping DXTV photographs on a
compact disc. These, like any other
35mm negative that is processed this
way, can be reproduced, via a Kodak
Photo CD player, on your TV screen or
via a compatible CD-ROM drive fitted
to your computer. The Panasonic 562
unit fitted in the 'spare' 5.25in drive
bay on my Packard Bell can be seen
in Fig. 11. The CD tray is motorised
and opens by a touch of the 'eject'
button, seen on the right of the unit in
Fig. 11. After the disc is laid in the
tray another touch on the front of the
tray and the motor takes it back in.

I agree with John, computer
related equipment is moving at a very
fast rate, you only have to look at any
of the multitude of computer
magazines to see that this is true.
Most have a free 3.5in disc of
software attached to the cover and, at

present, PC Home, has a CD-ROM
issue. No doubt, others will follow.
One of their CDs is shown on my
open drive -tray in Fig. 12.

Kodak Leaflets

I obtained two Kodak leaflets, both
called Your Photos On TV. One, A4
size, describes their three players,
PCD 265, 865 and 5865 and the
other, much smaller, explains the
procedure, in simple terms, to transfer
your negatives to Photo CD. "The
resolution available with Kodak Photo
CD technology far exceeds the
capabilities of current TVs, so the
picture will only get better as
televisions continue to improve," says
Kodak.

I saw one of their PCDs working
through a TV and the pictures and the
cropping, turning and zooming
facilities on the player were very
impressive. Obviously there is much
more on this subject so, before you
purchase either the computer or
direct -to -TV system, talk to a good
computer and/or Kodak dealer and
do let me know how you get on.

December 93 January 94
26 27 28 29 30 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 11 2 3 14 5 16 7 18 9 20 21 22 23 24 25
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NEW PRODUCTS

KANSAI TVR51K 21"
Multisystem Colour TV
main features
 "Personal Preference" memory

function - (Volume, Colour,
Brightness, Contrast and Hue)
5 -System: PAL-B/G, PAL-D/K,
PAL -1, SECAM B/G, SECAM
D/K and NTSC 3.58/4.43

 Infrared Remote Control
 90 Preset Channels
 Automatic Tuning
 On Screen Display - Volume,

Colour, Brightness, Contrast,
Hue and Channel

 EURO-AV (SCART) Socket
 Sound Muting Function
 Presettable Off Timer

(15-120 minutes)
 Automatic Power Off Function -

when no broadcasting signal is
received within 10 minutes

 Full VHF/UHF Coverage
 Cable Tuner
 Single or Dual Digital Control

£269.00

AKAI VS X475EGN
Multi -system VCR
Multi -system 10 standard
compatibility. Covers VHF (Bands
1, 2 and 3), UHF, plus in between
cable channels. Records, plays back
and receives: PAL System I (for UK);
PAL System B/G (for Europe); PAL
System D (for China); SECAM System
L (for France); SECAM D/K (Eastern
Bloc); SECAM B/G (Middle East etc.);
also NTSC 3.58 and 4.43MHz.
> NTSC playback on PAL TV
> Quick response system:

Quick start
Quick index search
Quick intro scan

> IMS
> DX4 head
> Long play
> Remote handset
> On -screen programming
> Dual -mode digital tracking
> Mufti -speed play
> 8 -event -1 -year automatic timer
> Next function memory
> Auto voltage selector
> 45 -channel synthesizer tuner
> Child -lock system
> Various auto functions
> DImensions:425Wx92Hx315Dmm

£499.00

COMING SHORTLY
Exclusive to Aerial Techniques, new enthusiasts manually tuned

Dxing satellite receiver. Features variable video bandwidth 8-26 MHz
via front control, for extreme weak signal work. SAE for details.

(All prices are inclusive of Vat, Carriage & Insurance delivery
£9.00).
Our CATALOGUE at £1 samples some but not all that we can
supply, send for your copy today. UK & overseas despatch
normally ex stock within 24 hours, we'll accept the usual credit
cards, cash, cheques, POs - as convenient Ring daytime with you
query or late on our 24 hr 'phone or send in your fax and we'll get

11 Kent Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset BH12 2EH
Tel: 0202 738232 Fax: 0202 716951

Clayton Wood Close

DA TONG est Park
LWeeds LS16 6QE

ELECTRONICS LIMITED Tel: 0532 744822
Fax: 0532 742872

111 For products you can rely

III upon to give amazing results
For information on Active
Antennas, RF Amplifiers,
Converters, Audio Filters, the
Morse Tutor and Speech

Processors send or telephone

for a free catalogue and

selective data sheets as

required.

All our products are designed
and made in Britain.

Orders can be despatched

within 48 hours subject to

availability.

1=4 - VISA AND ACCESS WELCOME -In

\/
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WINTER 1993/94
CATALOGUE

The new enlarged
Catalogue is out now!

 New direct phone lines for prompt service

 16 more pages

 Eff's worth of discount vouchers

 100's new products

 240 pages, 26 sections, over 4000 products

 New section of entertainment and accessories
including disco equipment, audio mixers, car
amplifiers, crossovers, speakers and boosters

 Complete range of Velleman kits now stocked

 The latest scanning receivers and accessories

)- New Ni-cad batteries and chargers

 New range of telephone equipment and accessories

 Published December 1993

 Available from most large newsagents
or direct from Cirkit

> Send for your
copy today!

C-ICIRKIT DISTRIBUTION LT
Cirkit Access

VISA

Park Lane  Broxbourne  Hertfordshire  EN10 7NQ
Telephone (0992) 448899  Fax (0992) 471314
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SOLE U.K. IMPORTER FOR VARGARDA
HIGH PERFORMANCE - HIGH QUALITY

VHF/UHF ANTENNAE
AVAILABLE NOW AT THESE RADIO OUTLETS:

MARTIN LYNCH LOWE ELECTRONICS
BREDHURST ELECTRONICS SKYWAVE
ALAN FOUL'S JAYCEE ELECTRONICS
PHOTO ACOUSTICS ICOM RADIO HAMSTORES

If your local dealer doesn't have stock - ask why.

Toroidal Transformers for
13.8V DC Power Supplies

9T845 16.1 VOLT AT 42 AMPS (PW MARCHWOOD PSU)
8C267 18 VOLT AT 27.8 AMPS (500VA)

Complete standard range of 107 types of ILP Toroidal
Transformers and the full range of ILP Audio Amplifier Products

Write, phone or fax
UK DISTRIBUTORS FOR  K. for free Data Pack

Jaytee Electronic Services
Unit 171/172, John Wilson Business Park,

Whitstable, Kent CT5 3RB. U.K.
Telephone: (0227) 265333 Fax: (0227) 265331

RADIO AMATEURS EXAM?
PASS FIRST TIME!

Before you enrol check the benefits of
RRC'S unique Home Tuition Service

RRC has helped thousands of students to success in their
examinations with this unique system of postal tuition, one
which guides you, step-by-step, to qualify in the shortest

possible time. Only The Rapid Results College offers you all
these advantages:

El A qualified personal tutor

0 Study material prepared by specialists

0 Completely self-contained courses

0 Handy pocket-size booklets

2 Personal study programme

0 Regular marked tests

Courses regularly updated

0 48 hour despatch

O Free advice before you enrol

0 Telephone Helpline

0 Free 'How to Study' Guide

0 Instalment Plan

0 Free Postage on course material

El Worldwide Airmail Service

O Extra tuition free if you don't pass first time

POST COUPON TODAY FOR FREE
RADIO AMATEURS PROSPECTUS
Please send me my prospectus as quickly as possible.

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

Address

Postcode

IIIII II The Rapid Results College .crer
R RC Dept. 1V146, Tuition House, London SW l9 4DS. FREE ADVICE: 081 947 7272 (94m-5pm)

PROSPECTUS: 08I 946 1102 (24 hour Recordacall Service quoting Dept. No. above).

11 -IF -150
4\ v

Compact
Communications
Receiver
£359 Inc VAT

Designed as a logical alternative to the Japanese 'push button portables',
the HF-150 places a 'real radio' within your price reach. Whilst reflecting
the Lowe approach to simplicity of operation, the HF-150 nevertheless
has all the features and facilities you need. This truly is 'Real Radio'.
Frequency coverage: 30kHz-30MHz.
Modes: USB/LSB/AM/Sync. AM (selectable S'band).
F Bandwidths: 2.5kHz & 7kHz.

Tuning: 8Hz steps with variable speed.
Memories: 60 holding frequency & mode.
Aerial inputs: 600 ohms, 50 ohms & Hi -Z Whip.
Power: 1 2Vdc from mains adaptor (supplied).
Case: All metal light alloy case.
Size: 185mm(W) x 80mm(H) x 160mm(D).
Weight: 1.3kg (less batteries).

The
AR2000
500kHz-1300MHz

with better sensitivity
than the original

2000

£309

We are a main dealer

for all popular makes of
receivers,transceivers,

scanners, ie. YAESU, ICOM,

KENWOOD,

ALINCO & LOWE.

Prices are correct

at time of going

to press.

AR3000A
The AR3000A is a follow on from the highly
acclaimed AR3000. Many major improve-
ments have been implemented at the
request of enthusiasts. The tuning
control is now 'free running' to provide
a smooth feel for SSB/CW, x10 buttons
have been added to make step size faster
and more convenient. All information is contained on
the LCD instead of a separate status LED indication. The RS232 facility has a
switch on the rear panel to enable/disable operation. Memory clear and full

microprocessor reset functions are available from the front panel. The re-
writing of microprocessor firmware using an even more efficient language
has further increased scan and search speeds.

£949

HF-225
Gateway to
the world

£479 inc VAT
Frequencies: 30kHz-30MHz.
Tuning: 8Hz steps. Memories: 30 channels.
Filters: IF filters for all modes fitted.
Tuning: Keypad & spin -wheel.
AM/FM Sync. Detector (optional).
Keypad for remote entry (optional).

\..EXCELLENT QUALITY at a REASONABLE COST

CARI500
100kHz-1300
MHz and
same modes
as the
AR2000. Price
to be
confirmed
Approx.

f349

NORMAN
G4THJ

Lee Electronics
400 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2 Telephone: 071-723 5521 Fax: 071-402 9305

OPENING TIMES: 9.30am-5.30pm Mon -Fri. 10am-4.30pm Sat. Normally 24hr despatch but please allow 7 days for delivery
VISA
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Graham Tanner, 42 David Close, Harlington, Middlesex UB3 5EA

SS3
HF Sideband

Following my appeal for more
letters and logs, I am pleased to
say that I have been snowed

under with correspondence. Thank
you to everyone who wrote. Your
questions will be answered over the
next few issues. I hope that I can
count on your letters in the coming
months. Your logs have also allowed
me to continue with the Traffic Log.

ATC

The Air Training Corps (ATC) is a
national voluntary organisation aimed
at encouraging a practical interest in
aviation, adventure and sport. The UK
is divided into Regions, each of which
is responsible for a number of Wings.
Each Wing covers a number of
Counties, and are responsible for the
ATC Squadrons and ATC Flights within
those counties. There are nearly 1000
ATC Squadrons, and about 100
Flights. ATC cadets can take part in a
vast selection of activities, including
radio. Many ATC units have converted
p.m.r. equipment used for v.h.f., but a
number have the ability to use h.f.
s.s.b. equipment. The radios are use
to train cadets in radio -procedure, and
they are also used for communication
with other ATC units. The best time to
hear these stations is during weekday
evenings after 7pm or at weekends.

A number of frequencies have
been identified, as a result of patient
monitoring. Each frequency is
assigned a channel number, which
comprises a letter/ number
combination.

Al 4.610MHz B1 4.925MHz
A2 5.770MHz B3 3.236MHz
A4 7.740MHz B4 7.740MHz
A5 7.450MHz B6 3.715MHz
A6 3.678MHz B7 3.615MHz
A7 3.615MHz

C1 5.245MHz
C2 5.770MHz
C4 5.795MHz
C6 3.752MHz

Callsigns used by the ATC are all
five characters long and start with 'M',
and consist of three letters followed by
two numbers. As an example, the
callsign 'MRV92' was used at the 1992
Royal Tournament in London, but other
callsigns have been heard in the
'MSL..' and 'MVX..' ranges. Finding out
exactly which ATC unit uses which
callsign is almost impossible, I do not
know of any publicly available listing of
callsigns - but maybe somebody can
help?

There is a similar organisation
based upon the Royal Navy, known as
the Sea Cadet Corps (SCC). I have
been told that they also make use of

I

ListenInc
h.f. s.s.b., but I have been unable to
find any of their frequencies - does
anyone know of any?

Your Letters

Phillip Murphy from Eire listens
regularly to the African ATC
frequencies, including Algiers on
8.894MHz and Brazzaville on
8.903MHz. He says that the controllers
and aircraft pass position reports as
'sectors', not geographical co-
ordinates; he wants to know if there is
any way of finding where each 'sector'
is located. Unfortunately, Phillip did not
list any of the 'sectors' in his letter, but
I believe that the 'sectors' are actually
VOR, DME or NDB reporting points,
just like those in the UK and the rest of
Europe. The only suggestion that I
have for finding out exactly where
these are located is to try to get hold
of some old aircraft navigation charts
for the area concerned, These may be
available from British Airways; the
'Airband' column mentions the

address quite often, so check your
back issues.

Roderick McKenzie from
Anglia mentions the usual 'mystery'
station that many people still manage
to mis-identify. This concerns the
female voice on 6.745MHz that reads
coded messages, and the
unconfirmed HM Customs & Excise
frequency of 6.746MHz. The two are
not connected. The female voice is
almost certainly associated with
MOSSAD (the Israeli secret service), it
has been 'd.f.ed' to Israel, while the
slightly higher frequency has been
regularly reported (but never
confirmed) as the UK C&E. On the
subject of the MOSSAD frequency, it
operates at 45 minutes past each hour
during the day; each transmission
lasts for five minutes, and usually
consists of the sequence '0...1...a or
'V...L...B' continually repeated. The
number that follows the letters is
thought to signify whether the
'message' is a real message or a
dummy message.

Lee Williams asks about a flight

that he heard on 11.176MHz. 'Barrel
25' was heard receiving weather
details for and wants to
know some more about what he
heard. Well Lee, what you heard was a
small part of a standard arrival
message passed by a USAF aircraft;
similar transmissions occur hundreds
of times each day, mainly by military
aircraft. The first part is where the
aircraft talks with its destination
airfield, and advises them of their
arrival time and cargo or passenger
load. The second part is where the
aircraft talks with a Meteorological
Office ('Metro') to find out the weather
at their destination; for this, the Met
Office need to know the destination
and time; the time is always given as a
Zulu time (UTC), and the destination is
given as a four-letter code. A full list of
these four-letter airfield codes can be
found in the Klingenfuss Air & Meteo
Codes Manual. In the example
mentioned above, 'LIRP' is the airport
at Pisa in Italy.

Traffic Log (frequency in MHz, all u.s.b. unless indicated)

1.906 Marseilles Radio calling ship Lago IV.
2.596 Douglas Lifeboat talking to Liverpool Coast guard, with the lifeboat passing their ETA for Douglas Harbour. Liverpool

Coast guard referred to this as a 'new' frequency.
2.700 Cyprus Radio long-distance maritime service. Transmitting on 2.700MHz and listening on 2.182 & 4.079MHz.
2.702 GT working Coastal Control. GT said they were c/s GBBE -which is HMS Edinburgh (D97).
4.645 VOLMET broadcast by TALLINN INFORMATION in English, at 0820Z.
4.713 Possible UN Yugoslavia blockade traffic. American stations 6HM, TOE, 7YL, R3D & 28E, British stations MS, 4UC, W5H &

E3Y, and Spanish/Italian stations Y6A & 81Y. Aircraft mentioned were 1VG, Talon 410 & Talon 711.
4.739 RAF Neatishead ADRU working stations 4IV, 4DF & FOM, passing coded messages.
4.775 RN Culdrose Ops calling Navy 803 (750 Sqdn Jetstream a/c). Culdrose reported that a dead bird was found on the

runway after their take -off, and '803 should 'proceed with caution'.
4.775 Fishery Protection vessel GUYY/HMS Orkney (P299) requesting a radio -check with RN Culdrose, but got no reply.
5.180 Cape Radio working DoD Cape, Cape Osbourne, King 01/02/03, USS McInerney (FFG-8) and CGC Legare (WMEC-912)

preparing for the launch of Space Shuttle mission STS -61 in early December. The launch was delayed for 24 hours due to
bad weather.

24 hours later: DoD Cape talking to King 01 about imminent Space Shuttle launch. Cape asked '01 In the event of a
catastrophic breakdown of the vehicle, which direction do you intend to flee towards?", '01 said they would head 180
degrees. Just to prove that you can hear 'NASA' stuff' on h. f

5.538 'Gulf Air' flight ops talking to an unidentified aircraft.
5.610 An Air New Zealand flight working Portishead, with a phone patch to their company ops in Auckland. The aircraft was one

hour out of Gatwick, going to Los Angeles, and reported trouble with three engines. The aircraft, a Boeing 747, returned
to Gatwick.

5.616 Air Force 1 working Shanwick, returning to the USA after visiting Europe. Position 49°N 15°W at 18.57 at FL 280, 48°N
20°W at 19.22 and 46°N 30°W next; Selcal check on AE -MP.

5.680 Stavanger RCC calling Edinburgh RCC to wish them a 'happy new year'.
6.730 Broadway 20 working S1M. A new frequency for 'Grove Control', or have they moved from 6.719?
6.749 German Air Force 6DI requesting weather for EDCG (Eggebek, N. Germany).
8.171 RAFAIR 11M3 calling Portishead for a phone -patch. No reply from Portishead.
8.240 HMS Sheffield with several crew phone -patches via BT Portishead. 8.240 is the 'ship' frequency, and is paired with the

'shore' frequency of 8.764MHz.
8.768 Norddeich Radio with traffic lists in English and German.
8.930 A LAN -Chile Boeing 707 on the ground at Seville with a phone -patch to Santiago, Chile via Stockholm, complaining about

the delay in off-loading their cargo.
8.964 SAM 26000 working US State Dept. via Lajes GHFS. Not a 'Mystic Star' channel, just a discreet frequency used by Lajes.

11.176 MacDill and Offutt GHFS's making 'all frequency calls' for "Ace 01". "Ace 01" was the delivery flight of the first of the
USAF's new B -2A bomber from California to Missouri.

11.397 Sydney VOLMET reporting heavy smoke and flames during the bush -fires in early January.
13.089 WOM/Miami Radio from Fort Lauderdale, Florida with weather forecast and navigation warnings for the Caribbean.
13.291 Italian radio ham IKOYGL well out of band! Probably thought he was on 14.291.
19.800 (I.s.b.) `Amiri 3' calling A7A211, reporting departure from Heathrow at 1405Z, estimating Doha, Qatar at 2025Z
23.035 AirForce 1, SAM 28000 and various other SAM aircraft, en -route from Moscow to Geneva.
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RAMS IV
MULTIMODE Rx PROGRAM FOR YOUR SPECTRUM

RTTY 5 Baud rates
AMTOR (SITOR)
MORSE To 250 wpm or more
SSTV Large picture and multi speed

All this with generous
OSO Review and picture store £25.00

RMS III users upgrade for £12.50
Please add £1.50 post & packing

Send large SAE (33p stamp) for details of all our products.

ELEETACIFICS LTD.
Unit 45, Meadowmill Estate, Dixon Street,

1E3 Kidderminster DY10 1HH Tel: (0562) 753893

RADIO
REVIEW

Your regular, in depth, 10 page,
newsletter with news of Radio Caroline,
UK Radio, Dutch Radio, Satellite Radio,
Irish Radio, pirate stations and more!!!

For a trial 'four issue' subscription send f5 plus four SAE's
or 16.50 without SAE's to

CM Leisure Sales, Dept SW, P.O. Box 46, Rom ford RM1 20E.
You can pay by cheque (payable to CM Leisure Sales), uncrossed

postal order or bank note (if you are providing the SAE's)

SCANNER OWNERS
TURN YOUR 'SNACK' INTO A MONITORING STATION!

Connect to any receiver with a squelch control and the AUTO -VOX will automatically switch your
tape recorder on and off as signals are detected. A must for all scanner owners. 'Return to a neatly
compressed tape of all the action'. Supplied as a kit with full instructions or ready built and tested.

Kit £12.50 AUTO -VOX Built £25.00
Send large SAE for details of all our scanner upgrades

Radio Research, SWM4, 3 Pasture Close, Whitmore, Staffs, STS

At Last, Microsoft& WindowsTm RS -232 control software
for your ICOM R-7100 scanner!

4.u.

0
icon
Imo! Ian Quicksilver

 101.700
 50.111 £99.00 (inc. VAT)

Genuine microsolP winclowim program
Digital sound recording onto hard disk with
optional hardware (not supplied)

1..118

1==1 lily
M104111,204.6.11.01.I

0
os.

Cue NO

in-,01,117; 111111111111111MIMI
On-line context sensitive help at your finger lips
Memory and Programmable Band Scan. Ngh-$101 MA. We

MAW MI

1.111
Row 1/..1011 speed local scans

Single Frequency Watch and Offset Simplex
Reconstruction functions
Spectrum Analysis display
Transfer memories with vMdows. apboard

111 PAO FaNiVAN 14M - -
MI

Includes 57 page high quality manual and 3.5.
distribution disk

Requires MicrosofP Windows,. v3.I and 486 PC compatible. Send SAE for further details.
Demonstration disk £2.00, fully functioning program runs for 10 minutes at a time.

Available from: Simon Collings, G4SGI, 46 St. Michaels Road, Cheltenham, Glos. GL51 5RR

SUREDATA
AMSTRAD REPAIRS AND SECOND USER SALES

Tel/Fax: 081-902 5218
OFFICE & AFTER HOURS

Tel/Fax: 081 905 7488

NEW! NEW! NEWT
Badger 386SX40 and 486DX33 base units with keyboard, 2 Mb ram, 1.44 Mb floppy drive,
vga card, ide controller, 2 serial, 1 parallel port and one games port. Ideal to replace your
ailing Amstrad 2000 or 3000 base. Fit your own hard drive or we can supply one fitted.
Prices are £335 and £610 delivered to your door. Phone for a price on part exchange or
other machine configurations. 73's John G3TLU

UNIT 5, STANLEY HOUSE, STANLEY AVENUE, WEMBLEY, MIDDX HAD 4JB

Advertisements are expected to conform to rules and standardslaid down by the Advertising Standards ikutnority. Most do.The few that don't we'd !the you to write in about.And IF you'd lihe a copy of tnese rules for press
I

poster andcinema advertisements. please send for our booklet.Its free.
Inhufs. Act wer,fritisirirrkiig SitaurtclUsurciga Pktaitkaorienlity-vor

We're, *moire to pout it lrigallt.
ASP. Ltd.. dept. V. krook nouse,-rerrIngton Place. London VVC IS /1-4 N.

DOES YOUR RECEIVER MATCH UP
TO THESE TWO? - COME AND TRY
WE INVITE YOU TO BRING YOUR RECEIVER ALONG TO ANY RADIO HAMSTORE

AND COMPARE IT'S PERFORMANCE AGAINST THESE TWO BEAUTIES

IC-R.71E HF
ICOM's IC-R71E is a superior shortwave receiver with these
excellent features: all -mode and general coverage DFM
circuitry to ensure higher intermodulation and cross -modulation
rejections 32 memory channels notch -filter system direct

ICOMfrequency entry remote -control  3 scan functions.

.1130.4/1 uSe PITYY

MI 113 PP PR

AOR's AR3030 is also a general coverage receiver with a Collins
8 resonator mechanical filter fitted as standard and fully
equipped for SSB/FAX/CW and NFM. Frequency coverage is
from 30kHz to 30MHz with all -mode reception and a 3 watt
forward facing loudspeaker for audio clarity.

RSGB visa 5,, -C

2 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL NEW ICOM HAM RADIOS

BIRMINGHAM: (JUST OFF M5 MOTORWAY JUNCTION 2) - GORDON & JOHN - International House,
963 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury, West Midlands B69 4RJ. Tel: 021 552 0073 Fax: 021 552 0051.
LONDON: - PAUL - 11 Watford Way, Hendon, London NW4 3JL. Tel: 081 202 0073 Fax: 081 202 8873.
HERNE BAY: - CHRIS - Unit 8, Herne Bay West Industrial Estate, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD.
Tel: 0227 741555 Fax: 0227 741742. OPENING TIMES: Tuesday to Friday: 09:00-17:00 & Saturday: 09:00-16:00.

N.B. Herne Bay Store closes for lunch 7-2pm.
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Paul Essery GW3KFE, PO Box 4, Newtown, Powys SY16 1ZZ

A Tafeur
Lisfeninc to the A Tafeurs

This time we start by trying to
resolve the confusion in some
readers' minds as to the

relationship between an attenuator
and an antenna tuning unit.

Any a.t.u. is essentially in the form
of a tuned circuit, to transform
whatever odd impedance the station
antenna might offer it, into 500 pure
resistive. In listening terms, to
squeeze that bit of wire dry of signals!
The tuned circuit aspect has the
effect of reducing to some extent the
amplitude of off -frequency signals the
antenna picks up but which upset our
operation. In a practical case a good
a.t.u. will make hearable signals that
previously were too weak to over-
come the receiver's inherent noise

In a perfect receiver we wouldn't
need an attenuator. Alas no receiver
is immune to the effects of big signals
spaced more or less away from the
weaker one we want. Both the a.t.u.
and the input to the receiver are low -
Q circuits, simply because they have
our 50Q to damp them. Hence they
are very broadband. Now, imagine a
very big signal, several kilohertz away
from ours, and big enough to drive
the first mixer (usually) out of its
normal operating conditions. The
mixer is now totally non-linear, so
every signal on the mixer input beats
with every other signal; the result is
noise as well as signals. The signal
we wish to hear has been swamped
by the noise arising.

Now our attenuator (or even r.f.
gain control) comes into play. An
attenuator is essentially not frequency
conscious; a 20dB attenuator
between the antenna terminals
knocks everything down by 20dB.
Hence if we gradually increase the
attenuation we will eventually reduce
the biggest unwanted signal to the
point where it stops causing overload.
Suddenly, the overload noise
vanishes, and signals can be heard.

It's a compromise; obviously if
your man is say 10dB above the
noise of the receiver in the absence of
overload, and you need 20dB to stop
the mixer overload, hard luck, you've
lost him anyway! On the other hand,
lots of others will have poked up out
of the noise, so on balance you win.

In an ideal world, we would have
a perfect receiver of zero noise and
immune to overload, coupled to a
perfect antenna which would only
respond to whatever signal you want
to hear. With a practical receiver and
practical antenna, both a.t.u. and
attenuator are needed in order to get
the best from the receiver.

It follows that, given only that the
receiver is not out of kilter, to put a
pre -amplifier between a.t.0 and
receiver can only reduce the ability of

3a
the receiver to resist mixer overload,
by exactly the gain of the pre -amp. If
the receiver is out of kilter - mend it.

End of sermon!

Letters

Welcome back Philip Ford, from
Gloucester after an eight -year lay-off.
In those distant days Philip used to
chase the prefixes, and he has gone
back to the sport again. However, he
obviously has a copy of the old HPX
Rules, as he asks about what to
count, say, SV/P/WY3Y. When the
rules were drawn up, such a call
would have been WY3Y/SV/P, but the
fashion has changed and many such
calls now have the 'suffix' tacked on
the front. The station is still WY3Y
operating portable in Greece. The
modern way is probably best insofar
as you know straight away where the
station is located. Philip doesn't say
what he has up in the air, but he still
sticks to his old FR101 receiver.

A first letter comes in from
F. Lennon of Hyde, Cheshire, who
has a Lowe HF150 coupled either to a
G5RV in the loft or about ten metres of
wire outside but lower than the G5RV.
Behind the receiver there is a Datong
filter. On Top Band, one evening,
around 2100, he noted ON and OZ,
while on 3.5MHz we see KO1P and
W2HCR as early as around 2200,
UTC of course. plus C31LU, for
Andorra, VO1PG, EA9KQ, 9K2MUP,
KO4KS, 5B4OBA, N8ATQ, K1JJ,
VO1MZ, and WOLVI in New
Hampshire. Up to 7MHz where HV3SJ
was logged, and on to 14MHz one
morning for ZL3ZZZ, and VK7AZ in
Hobart. 18MHz saw KO4AI and
WORQW while 21MHz yielded VP2EY
and W5QWP. Finally, a lunchtime spin
round 28MHz gave ZC4ML and
WP4WJJ for Puerto Rico, plus f.m.
from 9H4AC and EA8/DJ3OS, both by
slope -detection.

What, you may ask, the blazes is
slope detection? Well now, if your i.f.
has a suitable characteristic, a
narrow -band f.m. signal, such as we
amateurs use, can be resolved in the
receiver's am. mode by careful
tuning. The receiver i.f. has turned the
f.m. into am. Obviously, not all
receivers are equally good at this, nor
all f.m. signals right for a particular
receiver; but the recovered audio is
usually good enough on a clear
channel. Back in the old days of 405 -
line Band 1 TV, narrow -band f.m. was
a possible way to use 'phone in TV
hours; the amount of deviation used
would be adjusted when the guy at
the other end told you what receiver
he had - so much for an HRO, so
much for an AR88D and so on.

5 Rounc
Logging Program

Matt Spencer of Redhill, it will be
recalled, asked about this one, and
here comes at least one answer.
Keith Goodchild, who lives in the
Tring area, mentions that he got an
'AM191 SWL LOG' program from
Venus Electronics Shareware. Keith
says he finds this program easy to
work and easy to run.

Next we have Mark Borthwick
from Hawick in the Scottish Borders.
Mark says he now has a Trio R-1000,
with which he heard, on 21MHz W1-2-
3-4-5-9, YV5ENI, 7X2WAK, PY2HY,
PT7YS, Z22JE, TI2CC, EC6QY,
5N7WFU, ZS6AMX, A43YY, ZB2J0,
7X2VZK, SV1BRL/P8, on IOTA EU 52,
and a Portuguese special in CQ7GBI.
on 18MHz W1 and W4, plus
WB2CWO/MM in the Mediterranean,
VO1NE V011A, and VO1XC, VE3YJ,
9X5DX, 4Z5DG, OD5ZZ, CO2QQ,
7Z2AB and VK6APH. Down on Twenty,
Mark noted WZ1Y, K3KED, KQ4NW,
WB4WUK, K9PPY, VY2RO, 4X6ES,
CU2YA, and EA6ABM. At 7MHz the
score was CX2TL, LU1FCJ, 9K2MU,
and FM5FE, leaving us to note eighty -
metre catches by way of KC1PY,
AKIN, WB1J, WB2EBS, W3KDD,
W3MFW, N3BQW, WB4DBB, KD9EEV,
W8TJQ, W8MMC, VE1PZ, VE2ZV,
VE2HQ, VE3YJ, EA6WX, SV8CS, and
JA6XMM.

Another new reporter is Steven
Sawyer from Ashington in Northum-
berland, who has built an MFJ8100 kit
receiver up and hooked it to a random
wire antenna. On 3.5MHz he logged
T94ON K4PJD, PAOVRN, T93M,
HB9VW, and F5QM, while on 7MHz
there were a string of Fs plus ER2OZ
and GU2FRO. On 14MHz the receiver
had to cope with LA1CI working
G4VYX a few doors away, 9A1KDE,
ZA1B, PA3CJQ, 4N7DW, ES2WX,
LZ1KOZ, 5B4ES for a school club
station, and F5JOE/ER1WW. For
21MHz there were TA1BY, W1J1, and
LZ2RS. Finally, some specials and club
stations: GB2HVS for Hartlepool
Venture Scouts, and GB4CST for
Oxford Scouts. GBOTOV was the Astro-
nomy station Carhouse, and GB2SEG
was the Scottish Expedition Group on
the Isle of Mull. GB8SR was for 25
years of Solihull RS, and GXOWRS for
William Roberts School, while GX4SKE
was for a King Edward's School.

There is always a bumper list from
Gerald Bramwell of Swinton; not
only is he keen enough to put the
hours in, but he listens also on c.w.
and RTTY. On Top Band c.w. W4MYA
was logged, along with sideband from
HH7PV, VE1ZZ, K1PE, and RA9FMA.
3.5MHz yielded the r.t.t.y ofUZ9LWA
and UXOKC, but c.w. was not used.
Sideband showed W1-3-4-0, VE1-2-9,

-U

9V1XQ, 9M2DM, EA8BYR, TL8MS,
JH7SMJ, EY8MM, ZL4AB, VOs,
WB3KBZNP9, UAOAPA, 5NOMVE,
9K2MU, 5B4ADA, 5T5JC, EARLS,
D2SA, V85PB, EA9PY, SU2MT,
VK5MS, TI4CF, HH7PV, TU5DX,
TA2BK, 9M8DB,CN8HR, and UN7JHI.
For 7MHz we see RTTY from EROQ
and UROHQ, plus an assortment of
sideband, mainly S America and W
Africa. On 14MHz the pile is
enormous, so we must prune Teletype
from 14 stations, mainly N American
plus A22MN, and phone from
worldwide, though we must express a
doubt as to YI1EYT. On 18MHz c.w.
comes back into play for K3PV,
K8WSF, K5ESW, plus sideband from
UXOZZ, UXOFF, PJ8AD, 4X6DK,
VE3SGU, EA8AMT, V47N, EA9JL,
ZF1CQ, AP2JZB, 7X2BK, 7X2DG,
EA8BYR, and shoals of N Americans.
The story repeats on 21MHz though
here the Teletype is much more prom-
inent in the list, with 35 stations over N
and S America, Africa and Asia, while
on sideband CN8US, VP9KK, several
ZSs, UXOZZ, UXOFF, HZ1AB, 5NOMVE,
ET3YU, and the usual N Americans.
W1PXA came up on 24MHz c.w., and
telephony from Ws, 9X5DX, ZD8M,
YV5CMI, 4X1M0, V47N, 9G1SD,
KP2AD, HT1T, V51P, TA2ZA, TA2P0,
PYOFF, CT3FT and a shoal of WNEs.
There was even time to find pay -dirt on
28MHz s.s.b., where EA8AB and
WP4LWN were noted.

IOTA Contest

The 24 hours, noon UTC to noon, July
30-31, are slated for the IOTA Contest.
There is an s.w.l. section. Separate
logs for each band, marked date, time,
call of station heard, RST/serial
number/IOTA reference sent, call of
station being worked, multiplier
claimed and QS° points claimed.
Under 'callsign being worked' there
must be at least two other callsigns
before a call re -appears. Add the
usual summary sheet and signed
declaration. IOTA means 'Islands On
the Air', so stations in places having an
IOTA reference will use that (mainland
G/GW/GM is E0005, mainland GI/El is
EU015), while others will send a serial
number. Each hearing of an IOTA
island counts 15 points, others five
points, own country or IOTA reference
two points. The multiplier is the total of
different IOTA references for each
band on c.w., plus the same for
sideband, so the total score is QSO
points times multiplier points for each
band added together. Entries, and
check logs, to S. Knowles, G3UFY,
77Bensham Manor Road,
Thornton Heath, Surrey CR7
7AF, postmarked before August 26.
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Alan Gardner, PO Box 1000, Eastleigh, Hants 505 5HB

Scanninc
As I first mentioned in the
January column, AOR have
been very busy finalising the

design of their new hand-held. When
I first mentioned the model I had only
a few snippets of information
regarding the features likely to be
included in the final production
version.

Well, by the time this issue of
SWM hits the news-stands the new
AR -8000 should have made its
public debut at the Pickens Lock
Amateur Radio Show in London. Just
one look at the receiver specification
is enough to tell me that AOR have
come up with a winner. As well as
features such as the 100kHz to 2GHz
frequency coverage I previously
mentioned, there are a whole host of
other innovations that I'm sure will be
appreciated by experienced users
as well as those new to the hobby.
Because of this AOR have designed
the receiver to have two operating
modes that they have termed
'Expert' or 'Newuser'.

The 'Newuser' function restricts
the number of ways in which the
receiver can be programmed in
order to simplify operation for less
experienced operators. Once the
basics have been learnt the 'Expert'
mode can be enabled to permit
access to the whole range of
commands. It is hoped that this will
help owners to work their way
through all the features without
becoming too bewildered by the
choice of options available to them.

Alphanumeric Display

The most noticeable feature of the
new model is the large
alphanumeric dot matrix display.
This indicates the status of the twin
v.f.o.s that can be configured as
primary and secondary receive
frequencies as well as other
information relating to operation
such as mode and signal strength.
In addition, comments can be
added to memory contents if the unit
has been programmed externally
(more on this later). The memory
and search groups are arranged in
20 banks of 50 giving 1000 channels
that can be whisked through at
speeds of up to 30 steps per
second. Various modes can be
selected including delay; audio;
free; signal level or manual
search/scan. Auto memory store
during a search is also available to
help you find those elusive signals
as well as a novel 'Bandscope'
function that produces a simple
spectrum type display of band
occupancy on the I.c.d. screen.

Serial Data Port

Memory information is
stored in EEPROM,
which should mean that
the contents will remain
intact even if the
batteries are left
discharged for a long
period. Additionally, the
ability to add password
protection will also help
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to prevent anyone else
from examining or changing them.

If you want to exchange
information with another AR -8000
owner, you can connect them
together and 'clone' the contents
from one to the other. This also offers
the facility for computer control,
although a small interface is required
if you want to use your PC's RS232
comms port to upload and download
memory contents.

The receiver comes supplied with
NiCad batteries and a mains charger
as well as a wideband helical whip
antenna. This is required on most
frequencies but an additional internal
ferrite rod antenna gives exceptional
performance on the long and
medium wavebands. Short wave
reception of s.s.b. amateur and utility
stations is also enhanced by the
inclusion of a good quality 2.4kHz i.f.
filter and the availability of 50Hz
tuning steps.

By now you must be thinking
Great but how much does it cost?
Well AOR are aiming to beat the
price of their main competitors, so if
you are thinking of buying a new
model why not ask AOR for more
information.

Shine A Light

Whilst we are on the subject of AOR
products if you own an AR -3000 and
run Windows on your PC then a new
software package should be of
interest to you.

Called 'AOR Searchlight' the new
program has been written by Simon
Collings and is a logical development
of 'AORSC' that was also produced
by him. The software takes
advantage of the Graphical User
Interface provided by Windows and
allows you to display several different
screens at any time, as well as the
ability to export data to other
programmes by use of the clipboard
facility.

The main purpose of the program
is to enable the operator to receive,
identify and log radio transmissions
and to simplify the management of
stored information and frequencies.
You can create an unlimited number

of disk based memory banks each of
which can contain up to 400
individual frequencies. These can be
up or downloaded to the receiver and
moved around within the programme.

I found one of the best parts of
the program to be the programmable
search function. This permits
unattended operation of the receiver
and PC and saves literally hours of
monitoring for new signals without
having to remain within earshot of the
radio. You simply set the software
running and upon your return it has
neatly logged all the signals
detected within the search band and
sorted them into order for you to
examine at your leisure.

Digital Storage

But the best bit is yet to come. If you
have a sound card fitted in your PC
you are in for a real treat - the
program can digitally record any
signals detected during the search
period. This really speeds up the
process of identifying signals. As an
example, I left the software running
for a day whilst I was at work, when I
checked the log in the evening I was
able to identify the use of 150
different frequencies by playing back
short snatches of speech stored
during the day. It also allowed me to
sort out which signals were genuine
and not just bursts of noise or
interference. I would estimate that
prior to using the software such an
exercise would probably have taken
me several months to complete as I
would have to use a cassette
recorder to monitor just one
frequency at a time.

Once you have identified active
channels you can also use the single
frequency watch facility to produce
occupancy statistics or alternatively
use the spectrum analysis function to
spot other active frequencies on
adjacent channels. I had great fun
using the software and found the
Windows format made operation
much more user friendly than the
previous 'AORSC' package. The only
slight disadvantage is that you need
a fairly powerful PC to run the

software. The minimum requirement
is a 25MHz 386 machine with at least
4Mb of memory, a mouse, a free
serial port, Windows 3.1 software
and 2Mb of empty hard disk space.

If you want to use the audio
recording function, and I think you
will, you also need a multimedia
compatible sound card such as
Creative Labs 'Sound Blaster' and a
lot of free disk space. This is
because even at the lowest sampling
rate 'each second of recording time
uses up 8Kb of memory.

For further information on 'AOR
Searchlight' or the new AR -8000 new
hand-held receiver contact:- AOR
(UK) Ltd, Adam Bede High
Tech Centre, Derby Road,
Wirksworth, Derbyshire DE4
4BG or Tel: (0629) 825926.

Rubber Ducks

I had an intriguing letter from Peter
Lepino of Surrey who has been
interested in radio for a number of
years. During that period he has
collected a number of helically
wound antennas or 'Rubber Ducks'
as they are commonly nicknamed.
He wonders if there is an easy way of
determining their operating
frequencies.

Providing the construction of the
antenna follows standard design
techniques it should be possible to
calculate the operating frequency
from parameters such as the length
and diameter of the coiled element,
the total number of turns and the
spacing between them.

This was detailed in an article
written by Dr D.A. Tong (of Datong
fame) in the July 1974 issue of the
RSGB magazine Radio
Communication. The article is titled
'The Normal Mode helical antenna'
and contains design formulae and
practical examples of helical antenna
based on calculated values.
However, it does take a fair amount
of effort to work back through the
examples before you can determine
the operating frequency of an
existing design. This may not always
be 100% accurate as the
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construction of the antenna and the
type of material it is made from can
alter the design frequency slightly.

Measured Values

Some time ago I acquired a box of
helical antennas that were marked as
operating at around 70MHz.
Fortunately, I had access to some
professional impedance measuring
equipment and so was able to
perform some experiments with
them.

I set up one of the antennas to
operate over a small ground plane
made from a sheet of aluminium and
connected the test gear to it. I then
shortened the antenna a few turns at
a time and made a note of the
change in resonant frequency. The
next step was to plot the results onto
some graph paper, which luckily
gave a smooth curve indicating that
the values I had obtained were fairly
consistent. By examining the graph I
can now tell how many turns are
needed if I want to modify one of the
antennas to operate on a different
frequency.

Most commercial helical
antennas tend to be constructed in
the same way utilising similar
materials. Usually this is a copper -
plated steel spring with fairly widely
spaced turns attached to some form
of coaxial connector and covered in
heat shrink sleeving. If this is the

case, the graph will probably give a
good indication of the operating
frequency - but beware. A lot of the
helical antennas supplied with
Japanese equipment tend to use
much more tightly spaced turns in
order to make the antenna more
flexible and this can change the
results slightly.

My advice would be to use the
graph as a rough guide and try to
compare the performance of the
antenna with that of a known one at
frequencies above and below those
obtained from the graph. This should
give you an indication of the true
centre frequency.

If you intend to use it for transmit
as well as receive, a v.s.w.r. bridge
will give you a more accurate result.
Try transmitting on different
frequencies to see if the antenna is of
the correct length or if it needs
adjusting slightly. The graph will help
you judge how many turns need
adding or removing to alter the
resonant frequency. I hope this
answers the question Peter and
thank you for your letter.

Satellite Reception

A few readers have replied to my
request for information on the subject
of telephone links via geostationary
communication satellites. As I
originally thought, it would seem that
many of these circuits now use
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Graph showing Turns vs Frequency for typical helical antennas.

digital techniques such as Time
Division Multiple Access to convey
speech information.

This type of transmission cannot
be demodulated by the method I
described in the January column.
However, after looking through some
of the publications you suggested to
me, there may be the possibility of
Frequency Division Multiple Access
transmissions being carried on
satellites located at 21.5 and 34°
West. These signals should be in the
frequency band of 10.950 to
11.7GHz that is within the tuning
range of most domestic satellite
receive systems. Unfortunately at my

location the western segment of the
geostationary arc is obscured by
nearby houses, so I haven't been
able to confirm the presence of any
likely transmissions - but I would be
pleased to hear from anyone who
has.

Until next month - Good
Listening.

HEAR THE ACTION!

YUPITERU MVT7100
* FREE Desk Stand

* FREE Rubber Antenna

ONLY £389.00
REFURBISHED SCANNERS

VHF Airband + VHF & UHF FM £99.00
As Above + 900MHz £129.00

For all your Shortwave & Scanner Bits

CALL NOW
(0234) 364004
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0850 434050
Sam - 7pm Sun - Sat
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Godfrey Manning G4GLM, c/o The Godfrey Manning Aircraft Museum, 63 The Drive Edgware, Middlesex HA8 8P5

Air DC nc
Christmas seems so long ago.
It takes this long for me to
print the results of the

Christmas Quiz (see January
'Airband') because I have to allow a
fair chance for overseas readers to
get their entries in.

Yes, it was an Antonov An -26
(NATO codename 'Curl') and the
following got it right: D.R.
B onfield (Northampton), Darren
B ruton (Birmingham), A. Clarke
(Loughborough, Robert Golds
(Copthorne), R. McKenzie (King's
Lynn), Andrew Medcalf G1IPE
(Pershore), R.L. Michelin
(Cheltenham), Aidan Murphy
EI5HW (Eire), Colin Nixon
(Stornoway), Gordon Partridge
G3RJD (Willenhall), Curtis Smith
(Oldham), Graham Tanner
(Harlington) and David Webb
(Cheadle Hume). I'm disqualifying
Steve Blanchard (Rugby) for
hedging his bets and putting An -24
as an optional alternative - hard
luck. Wrong answers were from L.J.
Shaw (Basildon); the An -32 is
similar but look more closely at the
engines. Also, H.T. Turner
(Plymouth) was wider off the mark
with Fokker F.27; although similar in
configuration, there are many
differences in detail. Well, that was
a record number of entrants!

With so many correct answers to
choose from, I must narrow the field
with some hard decisions. First, I

am disqualifying all those who didn't
conform to the postcard -sized entry
requirement. This was imposed to
prevent excessively long tie -break
answers. Tough luck - but with so
many correct responses, you've got
to stick to the rules to stand a
chance! The entry on the back of a
picture postcard depicting a DC -3
is very nostalgic but I won't let my
admiration for this aircraft bias my
judgement - nice try. Some entrants
gave extraneous information (one
clever person, who'll doubtless get
his own back when we next meet on
the SWM stand at a rally, even told
me which way the camera was
pointing!). Again, very interesting,
but I won't let this sway my decision
as the information is gratuitous.

Of the nine acceptable entries,
one has to be chosen by the tie -
break. I've selected that from D.R.
Benfield as being the most practical
and in keeping with the aims of this
column. That is: more explanations
of air traffic control procedures and
how to interpret navigation charts.
Now, here I need the help of you,
the reader. I can't turn 'Airband' into
a systematic textbook covering all
aspects, but I can try to answer the
problem that's troubling you

currently. I need all of you to write in
and tell me what aspects of air
traffic control, etc. you are having
difficulty with. Other (non -entrant)
readers, such as Terence
Thomas (Great Barr), also agree
that they would find this helpful.

It's a hard life being a columnist.
Only one entrant can win. I do hope
that the rest of you will take the
competition in the fun spirit in which
it is intended, won't be too
disappointed, and will continue to
read - and participate in - 'Airband.'
One gratifying outcome was the
number of readers who are pleased
with the column.

Future Ideas

All of your tie -break suggestions as
to future ideas for this column have
been looked at and many will
appear in forthcoming issues. A
popular one was a description of the
types of airborne equipment and
this was also requested by Anton
Lillis (Medway) although he didn't
enter the competition.

Readers' help is also needed to
bring in information from distant
parts and one request was about
aviation in the CIS. I suspect this is
a minority interest, but would
include short extracts from any
significant foreign experiences you
send me.

Many suggestions are not
practical for application to this
column. In particular, readers wanted
airshow reports, fleet lists, aircraft
movements, and air show dates.
Most of this can't be fitted into a
short monthly column and my lead
time is also too great (rarely does
any submission appear in print less
than six weeks later). So I'm going to
recommend that this sort of
information be obtained from
specialist sources that devote
themselves to nothing else.

Start by sending off for
membership details from Air -Britain:
write to Barry Coltman (1 Rose
Cottages, 179 Penn Road,
Haziemere, Buckinghamshire
HP15 7NE). Local branches of Air -
Britain might also be of interest. You
can join Luton Branch by sending
£6.50 (UK members) to Dennis
Russell (29 Barnfield Road,
Harpenden, Hertfordshire AL5
5TH). The Midlands also have their
own branch, you can join by sending
£15.00 to John Withers (7
Nailers Drive, Burntwood,
Staffordshire WS7 OES).

In all three cases, members
receive detailed monthly magazines
giving the sort of information

Jetstream 41 (41010) G-WAWR of Manx. (Christine Mlynek)

referred to above. Air -Britain
publishes its Airline Fleets listing
each year and when you see the
size of it you'll realise why I can't
print that sort of detail here.
Remember to send a
stamped/addressed envelope with
any enquiry.

Here are some more practical
ideas. How about a true or funny
aviation story? Submit your
experiences for this one please!
Details of oceanic tracks were
asked for. Yes, I'll cover the basics -
but the actual tracks themselves
change twice a day and won't
appear here. Search and rescue is
another topic.

I was a bit worried that some
readers wanted news of frequency
changes, etc. I've been giving this
nearly every month in the
'Frequency and Operational News'
feature in this column! Then, some
requests are for information that may
not be released. The CAA have
made it clear that detailed
frequency/location tie-ups for
LATCC relay transmitters are a no-
go area, but I'll be listing the
locations only. Likewise, military
topics can run into trouble, although
requests for this sort of thing are in
the minority.

All I can say is: if
asking/mentioning about
military/u.h.f. first make sure that the
information is allowed in the public
domain. Similar comments apply to
stations heard/logged: I can't print
these unless the submitter is
authorised to both hear and also
disclose the information. As to air-to-
air refuelling areas, I will at least be
disclosing where they are.

This has been a revealing
exercise, so thanks to all who took
part. I'm sorry I can't provide
everything you asked for, but I hope
you'll see the reasons why this is
and won't be disappointed if your
particular aspect doesn't come up.
Future suggestions are welcome at
any time. Don't wait until next
Christmas!

Frequency and
Operational News

Let's look at what's new in the

January GASIL from the CM. At
Cardiff, Radar 120.05 is replaced
by 124.1; at Luton, Radar 127.3 is
replaced by 126.725; and at
Norwich, Radar 118.475 is replaced
by 128.325MHz. Pilots: you do
remember to check all this in your
NOTAMs, don't you? Readers with
no direct access to NOTAMs could
try asking nicely at their local flying
club.

Sumburgh once had its own
a.t.i.s. (125.85) but this has now
ceased. The same information can
be heard, though, over the SUM
v.o.r. on 117.35MHz. Some readers
query why they need to know
beacon frequencies, and some
manufacturers presume to offer
airband receivers that omit the
beacon segment (108-117.95MHz).
Now you know one reason why
beacons really do matter!

A new a.t.i.s. is reported on
128.225MHz at East Midlands by
Fred Clarke (290C 17nm from the
airport). Graham Tanner passes on
unattributed Scottish information
originally submitted to his 'SSB
Utility' column: ScATCC 126.25 has
been replaced by 125.675 and
124.04 by 133.675MHz. The
replacements seem to be new
allocations for that Centre. Bristol
(Lulsgate) Airport had their
Approach moved to 132.4 but now
George Nichols (Bristol) expects
this to change again to 120.6MHz.

A familiar sight in the south-east
is G -HEMS. To an injured victim, this
medical evacuation helicopter from
the London Hospital is a welcome
sight! Calling 'Mike Sierra' unless
actually on task, in which case it
calls 'Medevac,' the originally white
Dauphin was resprayed fluorescent
red/orange. This faded rapidly and
now it has been repainted yellow.
Ron Galliers (Islington) asks if
Depcom, 122.95MHz, is available
nationally for these operations (e.g.
air-to-air or talk -back to the
hospital). The official answer (see
March 'Airband') is NO! Definite
restrictions have been placed on
this frequency to prevent
interference and air-to-air is
forbidden. Ron: you ask about a
London frequency but I'm not
sure if you mean Heathrow or
Airways, could you write back and
confirm?
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Information Sources
Please note, as ever, that I am
unable to reply directly to individual
readers. Answers appear here for all
to share. One of the commonest
requests is for sources of frequency
lists and charts. I've put the
addresses of suppliers on my
Airband Factsheet, which is yours
for the asking if you simply send a
stamped/addressed envelope to the
Editorial Office in Broadstone. The
Factsheet is a single A4 page.
Newcomers such as E. Hinchliffe
(King's Lynn) will find this especially
useful.

More specialised documentation
comes direct from the CAA,
Printing and Publication
Services, Greville House, 37
Gratton Road, Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire GL50 2BN.
Their latest (1994) Publications
Catalogue is now available, but you
have to pay postage: £1.90 inland,
£2.40 overseas. While you're at it,
you might like to order item 0850:
the complete set of 16 General
Aviation Safety Sense Leaflets.
Ordered with the catalogue, they
won't cost you any extra.

Follow -Up

In February, I gave hints as to what
you as a passenger can do if
involved in an emergency. Contrary

to the advice on some flight safety
cards, I suggested that plug -type
emergency exit hatches should be
thrown clear through their aperture.
Many airlines ask you to leave the
hatch on the seat in the aircraft. The
thinking behind this is that, when left
on the seat, the hatch will impede
egress and even cause injury.
However, you need to be careful
when throwing the hatch outwards,
especially over the wing. Other
passengers might be in your firing
line, particularly if they've just
popped out of the other, adjacent,
over -wing exit. There's no hard and
fast rule. Only you can judge
correctly if you're the one on the
spot at the time. Anyway, it's soon
time to book those summer hols so
let's be prepared but fly off to the
sun knowing how unlikely an
untoward incident really is.

The next three deadlines (for
topical information) are April 15,
May 13 and June 17. Replies always
appear in this column and it is
regretted that no direct
correspondence is possible. All
letters to 'Airband,' c/o The Godfrey
Manning Aircraft Museum, 63 The
Drive, Edgware, Middlesex HAS
8PS. Genuinely urgent
information/enquiries: 081-958 5113
(before 21:30 local please).

Irish military Gazelle helicopter at Waterford. (Chnstme Mlynek)

Abbreviations
a.t.i.s.
CM
DC-
GASIL
LATCC
MHz
NATO
nm
NOTAM
ScATCC
s.s.b.
u.h.f.
v.o.r.

automatic terminal information service
Civil Aviation Authority
Douglas Commercial
General Aviation Safety Information Leaflet
London Air Traffic Control Centre
megahertz
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
nautical miles
NOTice to AirMen (& AirWomen!)
Scottish Air Traffic Control Centre
single sideband
ultra high frequency
very high frequency omni-directional radio range

THE AVIATION HOBBY CENTRE
1st FLOOR, MAIN TERMINAL BUILDING,
IRMINGHAM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

BIRMINGHAM B26 3QJ
ne: 021 782 2112* 021 782

PEN7DAYS A Vif
(including bank holidays)

AVAILABLE NOW
EDITION 4 OF THE POCKET UK
AIRBAND FREQUENCY GUIDE

ISSUE 4 OF OUR BEST SELLING
FREQUENCY BOOK IS NOW AVAILABLE

FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH.
INCORPORATES ALL THE VERY LATEST

VHF/UHF FREQUENCIES.
IF YOU'VE GOT AN AIRBAND RADIO IT'S
MISSING A VITAL COMPANION UNLESS

YOU'VE GOT A COPY OF THIS
EXCELLENT PUBLICATION - AND YES

IT'S TRULY POCKET SIZE!!
ORDER NOW,- ONLY E3.95+40p p&p.

ALSO AVAILABLE EARLY SPRING, THE
ALL NEW AIRBAND JARGON GUIDE. TO
COIN A PHRASE `IT'S BACK TO BASICS'

WITH THIS EASY TO FOLLOW GUIDE.
ONLY £5.95+50p p&p.

021 782 2112 or Fax: 021 782 6423
We accept all major Credit Cards and Cheques with Bankers

Card Number (up to £500 for Personal Callers with I.D.)

Let Your Computer Control Your Radio! ...with SCANCAT
Once you use the SCANCAT computer program with your radio, you will never operate

your radio again without it! SCANCAT Version 5.0 controls the following radios:
* AOR 2500, 3000 * KEN1NOOD R-5000, TS -440, TS -450, TS -711, TS -950
* DRAKE R-8 * YAESU FT-757GX, FRG -9600 - FRG -100 New 01;
* ICOM R-7000, R-9000, R-7100 * JRC, NRD-525, NRD-535 ce'46

For other ICOM and Kem000d radios please write. -vioui°
SCANCAT 5.0 UNIVERSAL FEATURES

* Create Frequency Databases * Scan between ANY Frequencies
* Up to 400 Frequencies/File * Scan by ANY increment and delay
* Built in TNC comm program * Share ANY radio's file

* Import text files

EXTRA SCANCAT-PRO FEATURES
* DBase support * UNLIMITED file sizes
* Multiple Scanning banks (up to 15) * Dual simultaneous scanning of TWO Icom radios

AOR-3000, ICOM, NRD-535 FRG -9600 & FRG -100 FEATURES
* Auto logging to disk files * Spectrum analysis with spectacular graphics
* Auto signal detection/scan stop * Save/Load radio's memories to disk
Optional squelch detect cable - Specify Icom or Yaesu $24.95
Scancat-Pro $79.95 Scancat 5.0 $49.95
Upgrade $24.95 Upgrade $14.95

Charge Cards welcome J & J Enterprises Please odd $7.501VP per order
 Please cell P.O. Box 18292, Shreveport, LA 71138
1E3 Phone. 318-636 1234 (8-5 CST) or FAX 318-686 0449(24 hours)

BMK-MULTY for IBM PC
Amtor CW Fax Pactor RTTY SSTV Tuner

From SWL to Novice to experienced Amateur Radio Operator

Your selection of modes in one convenient integrated program.
AMTOR: Fast reliable synchronising in ARQ or FEC, Sitor Navtex etc.

FACTOR: The new high performance HF digital mode.

RTTY & CW: Advanced digital autoprint responds to valid signals only.
TUNER: Real time signal analysis display.
SSTV/FAX Reception of B/W HF signals.

Complete 7 -mode system with matching modem £169 + £2 p&p.
Individual priced from £15. PK-232 interface £39 + software.

Atari ST/STE - Amtor, CW and RTTY avaliable.
Send SAE for full details.

Grosvenor Software (G4BMK) 2 Beacon Close, Seaford
Tel: (0323) 893378 East Sussex BN25 2.12
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Mike Richards G4WNC, PO Box 1863, Ringwood, Hants BH24 3XD

Decoc
All the Data Modes

As promised last month, I'm including
a wide selection of readers stations as
a way of helping newcomers see the
type of equipment currently in use.
Let's start with Steve Walker of
Aylesbury who's sent me a very full
description not only of his current set-
up but also most of his previous gear
as well.

His serious listening began with a
Yaesu FRG -7700 receiver and a Tono-
550 decoder. Although this got him
started, he soon became frustrated
with the decoder and started to look
for something a little more
sophisticated. After some detailed
research he settled on an Info Tech M-
6000, which was the predecessor of
the Universal M-8000 system I
reviewed last year. Next change was
to upgrade the receiver to a new acorn
IC-R71E, which worked very well in
combination with the M-6000. With
this very competent station Steve was
still finding modes that were outside
the decoding capabilities of the M-
6000.

A search around the adverts at the
time showed the Hoka Code -3 to be
the next move. This also linked well
with his desire to get himself a
computer to help with his logging. By
now, Steve was well and truly hooked
and was looking to build the ultimate
decoding station. He looked at a
number of the top receivers available
on the amateur market and decided
that he wanted more. After talking to a
professional radio engineer he was
directed towards the Racal RA1792
receiver. This is a very stable
commercial receiver with 1Hz tuning
steps and filters from 300Hz through
to 16kHz.

He has now acquired two of these
impressive receivers, both of which
are fed by a 33m long wire antenna
with a magnetic long wire balun. The
final upgrade was to change to the
Hoka Code -30 decoder which is
professional equivalent of Code -3. So
to summarise, his station now
comprises: 2 x Racal RA1792 receiver,
Code -30 decoder, IBM 486DX2
66MHz PC, HP Laserjet 4 printer and

Ouy Denman's RTTY equipment.

e
the evergreen Datong FL3 audio filter.

Alex Tulloch of Edinburgh is
just getting started have recently
received a copy of JVFAX. His station
comprises a Lowe HF-225 receiver
combined with a Datong FL -3 audio
filter. The antenna is around llm of
wire and a'home-made balun. Alex
reports that the FL -3 'doesn't do much'
I think he must be doing something
wrong as the FL -3 is a very effective
filter and is especially useful for utility
work.

The trick is perhaps in the way it's
set up. The best mode to use is
CW(2) where the middle knob sets the
centre of the pass band and the right-
hand know adjusts the bandwidth. To
tune a utility signal, you start with the
right-hand knob fully clockwise to give
the widest bandwidth. Once you've
found the correct tuning point
according to your decoding system,
you then slowly turn the right-hand
knob to give the lowest error rate. One
of the most common problems with
new users is setting the bandwidth too
narrow.

RG.ler of Nottingham has
based his decoding around an IBM
compatible PC using a 386 processor.
The current software comprises the
ICS FAX III and SYNOP III (see review
in this issue) plus a recently received
version of JVFAX. The receiver is a
trusty Icom IC -R70 which is fed by
both an active antenna and a long
wire.

Laurance Jamieson from
Shetland is an experienced listener
who has comparatively recently
become interested in utility monitoring.
His favourite antenna is a random
length wire fed to the receiver via a
magnetic longwire balun. The receiver
is the Lowe HF-225 with a Datong FL -
2 adjustable audio filter. For decoding
he uses a Ness 386DX 33MHz PC
running PC HFFAX, JVFAX 5.2 and
Hoka Code -3 v4.13. The set-up works
very well and Laurance has been
regularly receiving TORG 11
transmissions on 18.489MHz.

Les Crossan is a regular
contributor to the column and takes

Steve Walker's station.

great pride in customising received
FAX charts. He does this by saving
the FAX charts in GIF or PCX file
format and then processing them
using standard graphics packages
such as CoreiDraw.

One recent image had been
enhanced to full colour and was really
very impressive - perhaps it'll make
the front cover one day! Les manages
to achieve these excellent results
using fairly modest receiving
equipment. The receiver is a Sangean
ATS-803A that is fed by a 10m long
wire and a.t.u. The decoder is the
Lowe Modemaster which runs on his
486DX33 PC with 8Mb RAM and
Super VGA. Les did suffer a few
problems with interference, but has
found a neat, but perhaps
unconventional, way to cure this. He
cut the lead between the receiver and
decoder, left the screen disconnected
and inserted a low value resistor in the
centre conductor.

Moving away from IBM PC based
systems for a while, Derek Brooks
of Bridgnorth has been listening for
around thirty-five years and is
currently using the Technical Software
RX4 plus Commodore C64 computer.
The receiver is a Yaesu FRG -8800 and
is fed with a Datong active antenna.

Malcolm Jennings of Stoke-on-
Trent has a Tatung -7602 working with
an old Codemaster RTTY/c.w.
decoder. This has provided good
service over the years but he is now
hoping to upgrade to a PC based
system using JVFAX.

Whilst my mailbox seems to be
dominated by readers using PC
based decoding systems, I know
there are many of you using self-
contained compact units such as the
excellent Microreader from ERA or the

Guy Denman's Radio equipment in 1965.

Easy Reader from Momentum. There
are also some excellent sophisticated
decoders such as the Wavecom
4010/4100 series and the Universal M-
8000. Just to provide some balance,
how about writing with details of your
non -PC systems explaining the pros
and cons.

Satellite Utilities

I'm still gathering data on this aspect
of the hobby but Peter Thompson
of Crewe has written with a few
snippets. Peter uses a satellite receive
system much like my own from Aerial
Techniques in Parkstone (look for their
ad in SWM). This comprises a 900mm
steerable dish, LNB and polariser plus
the Echostar SR -50 receiver and an
Alba positioner. Whilst searching
around the satellites Peter has found
the following potential utilities:
Eutelsat II Fl 13 E (10,987MHz vert)
Superchannel 7.75MHz fast but weak
data signal.
Eutelsat II Fl 13 E (11,163MHz vert)
Worldnet 8MHz Morse code from US
Information Agency?
Eutelsat II F2 10 E (11,149MHz horiz)
TVE International 7.93MHz fast weak
data.
Intelsat K 21.5W (11,532MHz vert) TV
feed - 7.43MHz what sounded like fast
Morse Code.

For any of you who'd like to try this
but missed my earlier write-up, here's
a quick resume of how to link your
satellite receiver to your h.f. receiver.

First you need to locate the
Baseband output on the rear of the
satellite receiver. This can then be
connected to the antenna socket of
your receiver, preferably via a 10-
20dB attenuator to prevent overload
from strong signals. Once the
connection is made, you just tune
across the various satellite
transponders using your satellite
receiver and then use your h.f.
receiver to tune between about 6MHz
and 8MHz to search for utilities. If you
only have a fixed dish set to the
popular Astra satellite you probably
won't find any utilities. For best results
you really need to be able to steer
your dish to the satellites that are used
to carry international feeds. As soon
as I've acquired sufficient data, I'll be
putting together a full feature on how
to receive and decode these signals.
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1965 RTTY with a Creed 7B.

Experts Needed!

I know I spend a lot of time dealing
with the basics of decoding, but now
there's a chance for the experts to do
some investigative work. Dr Martin
Th A. van Duinen of Holland has a
very advanced decoding system with
a Hoka Code -30 and the latest
Wavecom 4100. These decoders
being driven by the impressive lcom
IC -R9000 receiver. Whilst tuning
around recently he came across an
unusual multi -frequency signal on
12.101 and 14.397MHz at around
095OUTC. The format appears to be 1
x 10 + 2 x 11 tones. Can anyone out
there provide any further details? Just
to help with the analysis, I've included
a spectrum analysis print from the
Wavecom 4100.

Black Holes!

Robert Hall of Capetown, South
Africa asks just what are all those
indecipherable RTTY like signals that
are found throughout the marine
bands. I'm sure we've all been fooled
by these signals at some time or other
as they sound just like a standard
RTTY signal.

If you're lucky enough to own a
decoder with speed and shift analysis
you will usually find these signals give
a reading of 75 baud and 850Hz shift.
As you can imagine, I've received
many queries over the years and the
answer given by those who should
know is that these are NATO signals
using a pseudo random code. The
problem with this type of signal is that
even if you are correctly tuned and
decoding perfectly you will still only
receive garbage because of the
encryption! I'm afraid you just have to
accept that they cannot be received.
The only plus point is that if your
decoder tells you the signal is 75
baud 850Hz shift you needn't waste
any time trying to resolve it!

Pioneering RTTY

As I spend most of my time trying to
get my hands on the latest equipment
for review, I thought it might make a
change to take a look back at the good
old days! This idea was prompted by
Guy Denman of Portsmouth who
wrote with details of his early days of
listening.

Although he now runs a
sophisticated all mode station using
Code -3 and a Yaesu FRG -100 receiver,
things were quite different back in the
early sixties. Guy started listening to
RTTY in 1962 when some ex -

government equipment came up for
sale. To build a station you had to have
a stable receiver some form of printer
and a terminal unit. This terminal unit
was required to convert the audio
signal from the receiver in to ±80V to
drive the printer magnet.

The terminal unit in Guy's case was
an ex -RAF AP66862 and his first
printer was an ex -GPO Creed 3X. This
printer produced the characters on
tape using an ink roller. As time went
by, Guy was able to upgrade to the
popular Creed 7B teleprinter which
gave a more conventional page of text
on a continuous roll of paper. Although
the Creeds were wonderful mechanical
devices, they did make an awful lot of
noise and the carriage return could
move a table across the floor! To
illustrate the type of station used in the
sixties, Guy has sent me a couple of
photos of his 1965 set-up.

The 19in rack houses from top to
bottom: Heathkit monitor scope,
AP66863 p.s.u., AP66862 terminal unit,
80-0-80V p.s.u. for the printer and
tuning scope. The table on the right
carries two Creed 7B teleprinters. The
second photograph shows the radio
equipment in use at the time which
was: KW Vanguard 3.5MHz to 28MHz
am. and c.w. transmitter, Hallicrafters
SX110 receiver and KW -16010W am.
transmitter for 1.8-2.0MHz. Just to
complete the picture, I've also
included sample prints from the Creed
3x tape printer and the 7B teleprinter.

Special Offers

I can offer a number of
services that are designed
to make life easier for the
utility listener.

Perhaps one of the most
popular is JVFAX v6.0. This
software package for IBM
PCs and compatibles gives
access to the world of FAX
and SSTV for very little out-
lay. For your copy, just send
me a blank, formatted 3.5in
disk (720Kb or 1.44Mb),
sticky return address label
and three first class stamps.

Next in line comes the
Day Watson Beginners
frequency list that has just
been updated to version
1.94. I can also offer the
latest Decode list of stations
reported by regular readers.
For either of these list just
send three first or second
class stamps and a sticky
return address label to the
address at the head of the
column. I'm currently
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Sample print from Creed 3X printer.

working on a series factsheets, so
watch this space for more information.

If you recently sent for a copy of
JVFAX and haven't had a reply, please
contact me again. We've got a left-
over disk after bashing through the
lastest batch (about 40 copies of the
program). This reminds me if you
could possibly put your name and
address on the disk - a sticky label is
ideal - it will prevent this happening
again. Mind you one lost disk in over
450 copies isn't that bad.

Frequency List

Now for this month's selection of
frequencies as supplied by Decode

readers. As all the reports have been
logged within the past few months
they should be receivable by most.
The only point to watch is that you
should listen at around the times
specified. This is because many
stations, especially press broadcasts
operate to a strict schedule. The list is
totally dependant on contributions
from readers, so please keep those
letters coming. If you can supply the
information in the same order as my
list, e.g. freq, mode, speed, shift, etc.
it makes life easier for me. Don't worry
if your loggings don't contain any
exotic stations - it's repeatability that's
really needed.

Freq Mode Speed Shift Call Time Notes
(MHz)

0.518 FEC 100 170 G 848 Cullercoats (NAVTEX)
0.518 FEC 100 170 L 0148 Rogaland (NAVTEX)
0.518 FEC 100 170 J 1930 Stockholm (NAVTEX)
2.374 FAX 120 576 GYA 0300 RN Northwood
2.4601 ARQ625 100 170 UDH 1820 UDH RIGA Lithuania
2.5258 RTTY 100 400 1840 Ships telex
2.8211 RTTY 100 400 DHN37 1925 Grengel Met
3.196 RTTY 50 400 0120 Prague Met
4.365 FAX 60 576 2105 Tashkent Met
5.234 RTTY 50 400 2320 TANJUG Press
6.4185 ARQ 100 170 1950 Hamburg Press
7.52 RTTY 75 400 0115 Xinhua Press
7.613 ARQ-E 72 170 RFFH 1650 Marseille
8.1224 TDM342 96 400 2050 TNL Brazzaville Met
8.165 RTTY 50 400 5YD 2100 Nairobi Air

10.634 RTTY 50 400 1610 MAP Press Morocco
16.806 FEC 100 170 NMF 1615 Boston wx/tfc
11.270 RTTY 75 850 1440 USAF/AWACS coded
14.405 ARQ 100 170 1450 UN HCR
13.399 RTTY 75 425 DFZG 1525 MFA Belgrade news
11.139 RTTY 75 425 DFZG 1525 MFA Belgrade news
9.057 RTTY 75 425 DFZG 1525 MFA Belgrade news
7.621 RTTY 75 850 EGWR 1555 USAF wx
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Lawrence Harris, 5 Burnham Park Road, Peverell, Plymouth, Devon PL3

nfo n

It seems that everyone is
wanting to learn about Kepler
elements! Within one day of

publication of the February SWM,
disks started to arrive with
requests for copies of the Kepler
teaching program that I offered in
that edition. Within five days I
received forty requests, with more
in each post. I hope that everyone
has enjoyed running it - I know I
did. This month we have a unique
opportunity to inform NOAA about
what we want from their WXSATs!
Read on.

Current WXSATS

The new CIS WXSAT METEOR 3-6
spent the first few days of its life in
an off -on state. Following the
launch around 0025UTC on
January 25, METEOR 3-6 came
over my horizon at 1134UTC on
the eastern side, transmitting good
quality infra -red - typical reversed -
grey -scale video, on 137.30MHz. It
remained operational for at least
24 hours, but then apparently
ceased transmissions. After a
day's absence, I started to receive
queries about a new signal, and
found METEOR 3-6 was again
transmitting, but in sunlight only -
so no overnight infra -red. After
further spells of on -off operations, I
failed to pick up any more signals
until February 16. Its transmissions
then showed an apparent fault with
the infra -red - occasional missing
sync bars.

I have seen variable early -
orbit behaviour with previous CIS
launches, but I had expected 3-6
to continue transmissions, noting
that it was in full sunlight, so
unlikely to suffer from power
constraints. In addition, there
was only one other METEOR
operating - METEOR 2-21 on
137.85MHz, so the
Commonwealth of Independent
States is running low on active
WXSATs.

In early February, the signal
from NOAA 9 was sounding
distinctly different. Noise levels in
the channels were affecting the
data, so controllers de -activate the
infra -red channels and switched on
the cooler's heater. This vaporises
(or outgasses) impurities. The .

process is continued for about
nine days.

During outgassing, only one
visible image is transmitted. The
other frame is blank so the a.p.t.
audio has a distinctly `hollow' tone,
normally associated with images of
evening landscapes.

Or
METEOSAT-4

pit

Severe image corruption of
METEOSAT-4 data occurred around
February 4 so the controllers made
an immediate swap of all operations
to METEOSAT-5. Because of
manoeuvring, METEOSAT-5 was
then at 2°W so administration
messages warned of the possible
need to adjust dishes temporarily
while the satellite was moved
eastwards. The impact on WEFAX
users was minimal.

This new situation may affect
plans to replace METEOSAT-3,
currently part of the American
WXSAT system, pending launch of
the next GOES.

Pictures

Some of the pictures that I receive
have been enhanced with artificial
colour, and, in my view, are
stunning! SWM is not yet able to
print such pictures in their original
colour, but I am including them
where it is likely that they will
reproduce well in black -and -white.

Roger Ray of Telford sent me
a selection of which I have chosen
a METEOSAT 4 whole -disc visible
light image - see Fig. 1. Roger has
used some software called Joinpix
that allows adjacent METEOSAT
images to be stitched together.

Brian Dudman sent a whole -
disc METEOSAT-3 image, taken
with his PDUS system - see Fig. 2.
The large-scale storm activity near
the west coast of America can be
seen.

Hilda and Jim Richardson
of Fife use their 386SX for WXSAT
operations and have sent me a
selection of prints, Fig. 3 is a
METEOR 3-4 image that illustrates
the manner in which CIS WXSATs
show greater sensitivity to snow
and cloud spectral ranges than the
NOAAs. With so much of Russia in
northerly latitudes this seems to be
a reasonable choice. The manner in
which clouds stay within the area of
the Gulf of Bothnia is seen in other
regions - perhaps meteorologists
can explain this effect?

Les Sherlock of Bridgnorth
sent Fig. 4 - a NOM evening
picture taken using the JVFAX
program. I hope to include notes on
the WXSAT use of JVFAX version
6.0 next month.

Non -IBM Computers

I get regular requests from
correspondents wanting information

Fig. 1:
METEOSAT 4
from Roger
Ray.

Fig. 2:
METEOSAT 3
from Brian
Dudman.

on software for Commodore, BBC,
Mac and other computers. One
letter came from a reader in Solihull
who has an Amiga 1200 being used
to run an old satellite tracking
program called SatTrack. He asks
whether anyone knows of more
recent Public Domain or Shareware
programs for this machine? If
anyone knows of WXSAT software
for non -IBM computers I will be
happy to pass on details.

For anyone contemplating
purchasing a new computer for
WXSAT operations, I would always
recommend giving serious
consideration to IBM-compatible
computers. It is not a matter of
these being (or not being) the best,
because of the enormous range of
software that is available.

Other Satellites

From my log of satellites heard near
the 137MHz band, X3 (PROSPERO)
remains active on 137.56MHz; the
MIR cosmonauts are heard regularly
on their voice communications
frequency of 143.625MHz; MAGION
3 sometimes interferes with NOAAs
10 and 12 because it also uses
137.50MHz - though fortunately its
orbit is so different that such
interference is rare. TEMISAT
transmits a powerful but intermittent
signal on 137.72MHz.

Digital APT - the Future

I have received more than one call
from concerned users and potential
users of a.p.t. transmissions from
the polar orbiters. They have heard
that digital transmissions are around
the corner and wonder whether
expensive equipment is about to be
rendered obsolete. In a word - no.

Proposals for the change -over
from analogue (a.p.t.) to digital
transmissions are currently
scheduled for implementation in the
year 2002. The lifetime of electronic
boards, receiver components and
computer parts is normally several
years, so I personally would not be
concerned about upgrading

hardware for some years yet.
The new digital service will be

called Low Resolution Picture
Transmission (I.r.p.t.), and there will
be a period of overlap between the
digital and analogue service. The
change could be implemented
earlier on the new European
satellites. The transmissions will
provide more information to users
than the a.p.t. images currently
received.

It is important to realise that
despite the enormous strides made
in electronic engineering, the a.p.t.
format used by WXSATs has not
materially changed since its
inception over 30 years ago!

The National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
is now embarking on a process of
consultation with a.p.t. users to
identify those aspects of imagery
which users wish to maintain. This is
an exceptional opportunity in which
readers of this column can
participate. I am therefore summ-
arising a fairly lengthy document to
enable readers to take part.

An Important
Opportunity

You are invited to rate, on a scale of
one to five, the importance that you
attach to each of the following:
1: How important is it to obtain

higher resolution (1-3km) images
with constant resolution across
the scan?

2: How important is it to obtain
more channels in the I.r.p.t. data
stream?

3: How important is it to obtain an
increased number of channels
and/or resolution by
implementing a data
compression scheme?

4: How important is it to have
coverage below 25° elevation
with acceptable signal-to-noise
ratios, using non-steerable
antennas?

5: How important is it to have data
from other instruments?

NOAA request that the above five
items are ranked in importance,
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The Airband Shop
THE NORTH'S PREMIER AVIATION STORE
- ALL types of Airband Radios - Civil, Mil, HF

* Nay Charts * Aerials * Videos * Books *
* Display Models * Telescopes/Binoculars *

For catalogue send 50p or 2 I.R.C. to Dept. SW5
192 Wilmslow Road., Heald Green, Cheadle,

Cheshire SK8 3BH, -3 miles from MAN Airport.
Telephone: 061-499 9350 Fax: 061-499 9349

RUN BY ENTHUSIASTS, FOR ENTHUSIASTS
Open Monday to Saturday, 9:30 am to 5:30 pm Note: Closed Wednesdays

RING FOR STOCKTAKE PRICES

PRO 2006
25-520 & 760-1300MHz

ONLY £? (WAS £299.95)

PRO 39 66-88 108-174 380-512 806-960 200th H/H
PRO 43 66-88 108-174 220-512 806-999 AM/FM 200th
PRO 44 66-88 108-174 380-512 50th H/H
PRO 46 66-88 108-174 406-512 806-956 100th H/H
PRO 50 66-88 136-174 406.512 NEW! 20th H/H
PRO 2032 66-88 108-174 380-512 806-960 200th BASE

We also stock Realistic Scanner Workshop Manuals

GOCVZ All scanners include FREE p&p in the U.K. 12 months warranty G6YTI

LINK ELECTRONICS
216 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE1 2NE Tel: (0733) 345731

Send large S.A.E. for details
VISA

THE FLYING SHOP
BIGGIN HILL AIRPORT

as as as®

THE NEW!!!
YUPITERU MVT-7100

1000 Channels
 All Mode AM/FM/

MW/LSB/USB
 500kHz-

1650MHz
 SSB tuning in

10Hz steps

YUPITERU MVT-7000
1MHz-1300MHz
 AM-NBFM-WBFM  Multiple steps
 Better than 0.5pV  200 memories
 Rotary dial  S -meter  Fast scan
speed  Lockout/priority  Ni-cads
 Charger/AC PSU  12V lead
The MVT-7000 from Yupiteru provides
unbroken coverage throughout the spectrum.
Each one is carefully tested by us and supplied
with a unique power supply that will not only
recharge the ni-cads, but also run the set
directly from the mains. Its beautifully styled
lines and superb engineering make it the best
buy for the customer who wants the widest
frequency range possible. £310, inc. VAT

YUPITERU VT -125 MkII
 Excellent reception  108-142MHz
 30 memory channels
 Illuminated LCD display! 25, 150 or
100kHz steps  Search, scan or direct
frequency entry  Keylock  Keyboard
beep tone  LCD signal meter

£179 Inc. VAT

Complete with 3 AA size ni-cad batteries,
240V mains adaptor 12V d.c. cigar plug &
carry strap

YUPITERU VT -225
£235 inc. VAT

The Flying Shop, Biggin Hill Airport,Westerhani, Kent TN/6 3BN
24 hr delis ery £7.50 48 hr delivery £5.00

Prices are subject to change with out prior notification

Tel: (0959) 576370 0900 - 18.00 (Mon -Sun)
(0959) 572352 0700-0900 & 1800-2000

Fax: (0959) 576711 24 Hour.
VISA

MOMENTUM COMMUNICATIONS

1111111V-

Monitor shown optional

PHONE EASYREADEREASYREADER
HOT-LINE FOR SPECIAL
STARTER PACK DETAILS

-77 0384 896879
Pri

MCL 1100
DATA DECODER

The MCL 1100 Easyreader Data Decoder will automatically
make sense of some of the strange noises that you can hear
on your H.F. Radio Receiver enabling you to make FULL use
of your equipment. The MCL-1100 processes data
transmissions without the need of a separate computer and
displays a full screen of text on your video monitor.
Why make -do with one or two lines of information as offered by
other manufacturers. And it's designed and manufactured in
the U.K.
STANDARD FEATURES:
 SMARTLOCK system for easy tuning.
 Full screen of readable text with on -screen tuning indication.
 Automatic decoding of RTTY, OW, FEC (NAVTEX)

and ARO.
 Auto or manual selection of transmission speeds.
 Extremely rapid lock onto signal.
 Connection for a parallel type printer.
 Made in the U.K.

EASYREADER STILL ONLY
£255.00 inc. VAT + Postage

Authorised Dealers Martin Lynch Lowe Electronics ARC VISA

6 & 7 Clarkson Place, Dudley Road, Lye, West Midlands DY9 8EL
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Fig. 3: METEOR 3.4 from Hilda and Jim Richardson

e.g., perhaps you grade item four as
five, down to perhaps item three
ranking as one.

To help with an appreciation of
the significance of these questions, I
am including some edited notes
provided by NOM.

Question 'I
The current resolution (the smallest
distinguishable part) of a.p.t.
images is 4km at nadir and grows to
approximately 6.5km toward the
limb (at the extreme scan angles).

Question 2
The number of different channels
transmitted in the I.r.p.t. data stream
will have a significant impact on the
design of the transmission scheme.
Current a.p.t. can transmit only two
channels. Some examples of the
types of products produced from
each of the seven imagery channels
are:
Channel 1 (0.6pm): clouds/aerosol/

surface, vegetation index.
Channel 2 (0.8pm): clouds/aerosol/

surface, vegetation index.
Channel 3 (1.5pm): clouds/aerosol/

snow/ice properties, vegetation
stress.

Channel 4 (3.7pm): surface temp,
cloud properties, fire detection.

Channel 5 (8.5pm): surface temp,
desert mapping, cloud/aerosols.

Channel 6 (11pm): surface temp,
day/night clouds, water vapour.

Channel 7(12pm): surface temp,
day/night clouds, water vapour.
[note pm = micrometres]

The more channels transmitted, the
greater the bandwidth required, and
schemes such as data compression
must be utilised.

Question 3
As has been discussed previously
in this column, current a.p.t. imagery
is a reduced resolution subset of the
scene provided by the satellite's
Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR). The AVHRR
has an Instantaneous Geometric
Field of View (IGFOV) of 1.3 milli -
radians (0.074°), which provides a
basic resolution of 1.1km directly
below the satellite.

Because of the earth's curvature
and the greater slant distance, the
AVHRR's field -of -view increases
considerably near the earth's edge.
At a point 1400km from the
satellite's ground track, the field -of -
view has enlarged to an ellipse
2.2km by 5.9km. For a.p.t., every
third scan of the AVHRR is used to
produce an along -track resolution
(line -to -line) of approximately 3.3km.
In the cross -track direction (left -to -
right) some AVHRR picture elements

are averaged over the scan to
produce a roughly constant
resolution across the picture. The
a.p.t. resolution in the cross -track
direction varies between 3.6 (below
the satellite) to about 6km (at the
extreme left and right sides).

Higher Resolution -
Higher Cost

For I.r.p.t. it is possible to consider
transmitting more picture elements,
thus providing a greater resolution,
so enabling the user to discern
smaller features. Unfortunately, the
amount of data to be transmitted
increases with the square of the
resolution; for example, a 2km
resolution picture would require
approximately 2.72 times more
picture elements than the current
3.3km resolution scene.

Because the frequencies
available for transmitting from the
satellite are limited, this increased
amount of data would necessitate
that fewer spectral bands from the
AVHRR could be transmitted at the
same time.

As noted above, near the limb of
the earth (left and right edges of the
scan) the basic resolution of the
AVHRR is limited, so that a
significantly higher resolution could
not actually be obtained over the
entire area scanned. At least for the
areas near the satellite's ground
track, higher or lower resolutions
than the 2 or 3.3km values
mentioned above are possible.

Data compression techniques
can increase the effective data
volume dramatically (from 3 to 10
times) but will add slightly to the
complexity of the receive system,
(and therefore its cost,) and could
add some noise to the individual
picture elements. This additional
noise could affect numerical uses
for the data, but not pictorial (visual)
applications.

Instrumentation

In addition, NOAA are providing us
with an opportunity to give
preferences for instrumentation data
for possible inclusion in the I.r.p.t.
data stream!
Question 5
Which of the following instrument
data would you prefer to have
included, if they could be
transmitted in the I.r.p.t. data
stream? Please rank the instruments
in priority order 1-8 (with 1 being the
highest in rating), according to your
needs:

Fig. 4: NOAA from Les Sherlock

AMSU-A MHS
H I RS/3 SBUV
TOMS SEM
LEFI DCS/ARGOS

Background Information

In addition to the AVHRR imager
data that will be provided in the
I.r.p.t. downlink, data from all or
some of the following instruments
may be included in the data
transmission.

Advanced Microwave
Sounding Unit (AMSUA): The
AMSU-A is a 15 -channel, total
power microwave radiometer that
measures scene radiances to permit
the calculation of the vertical
temperature profile from the earth's
surface, to about 1 millibar pressure
altitude.

Microwave Humidity
Sounder (MHS): The MHS is a 5 -
channel, total power microwave
radiometer that measures scene
radiances to permit, in conjunction
with the AMSU-A data, calculation of
atmospheric humidity profiles.

High Resolution Infrared
Sounder/3 (HIRS/3): The HIRS/3
is a scanning instrument used to
measure radiant energy emitted by
the atmosphere in 19 infra -red
spectrum channels. A 20th channel
measures solar irradiance. The data
acquired allows a profile of the
earth's atmosphere to be generated
to an altitude of about 40km.

Solar Backscatter
Ultraviolet Radiometer
(SBUV): The SBUV, a nadir viewing
instrument, measures the spectral
radiance of the ultraviolet radiation
backscattered from the earth, and
the direct solar spectral radiance at
12 discrete wavelength bands. This
provides measurement, on a global
scale, of total ozone concentrations
and the vertical distribution of ozone
in the earth's atmosphere.

Total Ozone Mapping
System (TOMS): The TOMS, a
scanning instrument, measures the
earth albedo, i.e., the ratio of the
ultraviolet radiation backscattered
from the earth, to the direct solar
spectral radiance, at six discrete
wavelength bands. The instrument
provides a two-dimensional map of
the global total ozone distribution.

Space Environment
Monitor (SEM): The SEM is a
multi -channel, charged particle
spectrometer. It provides
measurements indicative of the
population of the earth's radiation
belts, and of particle precipitation
phenomena resulting from solar
activity.

Local Electric Field
Instrument (LEFI): The LEFI
measurements are used to
determine the magnitudes of the
directional components of the
ambient electric field. The data will
be used to do Joule heating
analysis on the upper atmosphere,
to study the connective drifts and
flow patterns, to study the aurora,
and to study the solar -terrestrial
interaction.

Platform Location & Data
Collection System
(DCS/ARGOS): The DCS/ARGOS
receives uplink data from remote,
autonomous data collection
platforms. The DCS measures both
the frequency and relative time of
occurrence of each transmission, to
determine platform position. Both
the platform data and position are
included in the spacecraft downlink
data transmissions.

Summary

NOAA point out that inclusion of
these instruments' data will affect
the implementation of the imager
data transmission. Information from
users will assist in performing trade-
off analyses to determine which
instruments are included in the
I.r.p.t. downlink, and to lessen the
impact on the imager data
transmission.
Send your ratings to:
Mary Hughes, APT/HRPT Co
ordinator,
NOAAJNESDIS/DCDB,
NOAA Science Center,
5200 Auth Road, Room 806,
Camp Springs, MD 20746,
USA

The most economical method to
use is probably an Aerogramme.

Kepler Elements

I will send a print-out of the latest
elements upon receiving an s.a.e.
and extra stamp. All known weather
satellites plus MIR can be included,
together with their transmission
frequencies if operating. This data
originates from NASA.

I also maintain a massive datafile
containing Kepler elements for over
200 satellites, not all being
operational. A disk copy of this file is
available by sending a
cheque/postal order for £3, plus a
disk with a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The costs of obtaining
this data are not minimal; this is
offered as a service to the
readership of this column. On
occasions many years ago, I was
desperate to obtain Kepler elements
when trying to identify satellites
heard in the various bands.

Frequencies

NOAAs 9, 11 a.p.t. on 137.62MHz;
NOAAs 10, 12 on 137.50MHz;
METEOR 2-21 on 137.85MHz;
METEOR 3-5 or 3-6 on 137.30MHz
and FENGYUN 1-3 monitor 137.06 &
137 80MHz
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Timestep
PROsat II is used by most leading
Weather Satellite enthusiasts.
Lawrence Harris, Roger Ray and
Brian Dudman are just a few who
have come to rely on the vastly
superior features of PROsat
Features such as 1,000 frame full
screen full colour animate, 3D,
direct temperature readout and
Windows export make Timestep
products preferred by most users.
All satellites are catered for
including the awkward Japanese
GMS and the very infrequent
Soviet Okean series. All current
SVGA cards are supported. NOAA
images contain full resolution
visible and infrared data in a
stunning 2.4Mb file!

If you really are serious about
Weather Satellites, phone or write
us now for a colour catalogue and
find out why the world's experts
including Arthur C. Clarke use and
recommend our equipment.

Timestep PO Box 2001 Newmarket CB8 8QA
Tel: 0440 820040 Fax: 0440 820281

Advanced Weather Satellite users
will by now have read about our

new TRACK II prediction
software. Full screen colour

graphics and 6 simultaneous
satellites are just some of the

amazing features. For the ultimate
in detail we offer HRPT digital
systems with five Ulan ground

sensors, towns and rivers are
clearly visible. For everyday use

we also have the PDUS digital
Meteosat system that takes 2.5km

data every 30 minutes. Timestep
PDUS colour animate is used
several times a day by Anglia

Television because of its very high
resolution combined with

spectacular colour. Forecasters will
appreciate temperature calibrated

30 minute interval images.

A full range of separate Antennas,
Preamplifiers, Cables, Receivers
and accessories are held in stock.

England

JV FAX - HAMCOMM - PC HF FAX
and PKTMON12

Demodulator for these popular programmes - connect to audio
output and plug the 25 way connector into your PC then monitor

Fax RTTY Morse and Packet at an AFFORDABLE Price
UK/Eire £16.99 inc VAT and P&P - Overseas £19.99.

25 way to 9 way Adaptor UK/Eire £3.00 inc. Overseas £5.00.
Read Mike Richards' review in SWM DECODE March '94
TS440/R5000 family interface with free QB45 software to run
on any PC. Supplied with ICs for radio. Fitted with 25 way cable
to connect to PC and 6 pin plug to fit radio. UK/Eire £49.99 inc.
Overseas £54.99. All products carry full money back guarantee.

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe, Bucks.
HP13 5DR. Tel (0494) 443033 Fax (0494) 448236

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS BOOK LI TING
Published approx every lour months. List Number 8 available February. Containing 100s of out of print, old and collectable
wireless and amateur radio books. magazines etc. Send six tirst class stamps tar catalogue or f3.75 lo r next lour issues

NEW BOOKS
JANES MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS 1989. 10th Edition. A vast volume (862 pages). Large
format wraps. Contains descriptions, photographs and basic technical details of The worlds military
communications squipment. Brand new in carton. Published at £50. Special Offer E45 including
postage U.K. Foreign postage extra.

RADAR DEVELOPMENT TO 1945. A remarkable work published for the I.E.E. edited by R. Burns.
A hefty volume 12" x W. By former/present radar experts 528 pages. Progresses from the 1930's
to 1945. Includes the various systems used by UK, Germany, Italy, Japan, USSR, USA and France.
Compiled by professional historians containing many historical photographs, drawings and
technical information hitherto inaccessible. The most authorative early radar book to date.
Originally £69. Our price £39.95 including U.K postage. Foreign postage extra.

EARLY WIRELESS. By Anthony Cowstable. This excellent book retraces the historical development
of the wireless set. Many early sets illustrated. Much information for the wireless historian. 167
pages. Laminated boards. Brand New. £8.50. p+p £2.25.

WANTED FOR CASH. Pre 1975 Amateur Radio and Wireless and T.V. books, magazines. Also valve
communication receivers and domestic sets, working or not. Government surplus items and
obsolete test equipment and valves.

(Dept S) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.
10157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU

Tel: (0253) 751858. Fax: (0253) 302979. Telephone orders accepted. 21:1

ASSISTANT EDITOR
ARE YOU ORGANISED? CAN YOU COPE IN A CRISIS?

Britain's leading monthly magazine for the radio listener,
Short Wave Magazine, is looking for an Assistant Editor.

You will need to work to monthly deadlines that include feature writing, product and news reporting,
subbing freelance authors' work, answering readers' letters and generally keeping the magazine on

an even keel, as well as organising the Editor!
An enthusiastic knowledge of radio, together with Apple Macintosh experience, would be advantageous.

If you think that this job is for you and can start yesterday, send your CV to
Dick Ganderton, PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,

Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (0202) 659910. FAX: (0202) 659950
PW Publishing Ltd. is an equal opportunities employer.
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By Brian Oddy G3FEX, Three Corners, Merryfield Way, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4NS

Mec iu anc

Musical signature tunes or other
jingles are used by many short
wave broadcasters to help

listeners identify their station. They are
often played just before the start of a
broadcast. A useful aid to station
identification can be made by recording
them. If a gap is left between each
recording it will be possible to add a
verbal ident later.

Short Waves

Long Wave Reports

Note: I.w. & m.w. frequencies in kHz; s.w.
in MHz; Time in UTC (= GMT). Unless
stated, logs compiled in the four week
period ending January 30.

The RAI 10kW outlet in Caltanisseta,
Italy on 189kHz was heard by Ted
Bardy in N.London at 2029UTC on
January 9. At best, it was SINPO 23243.
On January 11 he heard their time signal
(pips) at 2100, followed by a news
bulletin.

While checking the band on January
30, Roy Marra!! (Dunstable) found that
Atlantic 252 was inaudible at 0200.
Instead he heard a broadcast in Russian!
It peaked SI0243 and he suspected it
was coming from Kazan (150kW). He
confirmed this by listening to parallels on
234 and 4.055MHz.

Medium Wave Reports

An impressive list of m.w. transatlantic DX
was complied during January by Paul
Logan in Lisnaskea, Co.Fermanagh.
Most were logged with his trusty Silver
XF900 portable and a 1.5m square loop
but he also used a new Yaesu FRG -8800
receiver plus rw. antenna. Reception was
between 2300 and 0200.

Four stations in the USA and two in
Canada were logged by Ted Bardy on
January 11. He used a large fixed loop
(NW/SE) ahead of his NRD-535 receiver.
CJYQ in St.John's on 930, often used by
DXers as a guide to conditions, rated
33232 at 0210.

Good signals from CJYQ on 930
were also heard on January 16 by Ron
Damp in E.Worthing. They rated 33333
at 0138. Later, he logged WSSH in
Boston on 1510 as 32222 at 0213.
Despite further checks, no other signals
were heard.

Very favourable conditions were
noticed by Gerry Haynes (Bushey
Heath) on January 26. It was not only the
number of stations but also the signal
strengths hat amazed him. The first to
reach him came from VOCM in St.John's,
on 590 - it was 34222 at 0130 with the
attenuator on his Kenwood R5000 set to -
10dB!

While searching the band on January
30, Roy Merrall picked up the broadcasts
from four stations, see chart. He says,
"That practically doubted my usual
transatlantic score!"

The sky wave signals from some
N.Africa and Middle East stations also
reached here after dark, see chart.
Somewhat unusual daylight conditions
were noticed by George Millmore in
Wootton, loW. Between 0900 & 1000 on

January 5 he logged 68 stations outside
the UK! They included Sidi-Bennour,
Morocco on 540, SI0211 at 0900 and
Les Trembles, Algeria on 549, SI0222 at
0908.

Although Westdeutscher Rundfunk
(WDR) have now left 1593, the promised
closure of the Deutsche Welle (DW)
outlets on 1269 and 1539 has not
occurred. The English programmes from
DW are carried by the Astra satellite.
Vatican Radio was said to be leaving
1611, but several listeners have logged
their signals.

Virgin Radio are now using an
additional transmitter at Pirbright, Surrey
on 1260kHz. John Wells (E.Grinstead)
suspects it will make his reception of co -
channel Brunel Radio quite difficult in
future. He says the Midlands' outlet of
Sunshine Radio, which is also on 1260,
has always been a difficult catch for him.

Whilst visiting Broxbourne (Herts)
and Cannock (Staffs), Ross Lockley
logged some local radio outlets that he
cannot hear at his home in Stirling -
Spectrum R, London Talkback R, Capitol
R, CD603 and Sunshine R. He says, "I
was a little surprised to hear Max AM
whilst in Cannock, as it's one of my locals
up here. I couldn't hear County Sound
1521/1476 at either location, despite it
being a very easy catch up here".

Short Wave Reports

Effects of solar flares resulted in a
number of sudden ionospheric
disturbances (s.i.d) in January. Most
lasted only a short while, but a prolonged
fade-out occurred on January 29.

Four broadcasters are still using the
25MHz (11m) band to reach Africa.
Reception there may be unreliable, but
there were no reports confirming this. At
times they were heard in the UK via back
scatter and other modes. R.Norway Int,
Oslo 25.730 (Norw 1300-1329) was
15241 at 1300 by Eric Shaw in
Chester; R.Denmark via RNI 25.730 (Da
1330-1355) S10242 at 1330 by
Kenneth Buck in Edinburgh; RFI via
Allouis 25.820 (Fr 0900-1555) 25232 at
0918 by Harry Richards in Barton -on -
Humber; R.Nederlands via Flevo 25.970
(Du 1030-1125, Sun only) 45243 at 1030
by Eddie McKeown in Newry.

Propagation in the 21MHz (13m)
band has been more favourable.
R.Australia's Asia signals often reached
here in the morning: 21.595 from
Carnarvon (Eng 0100-0900) was 24222
at 0851 in Bushey Heath; 21.725 from
Darwin (Eng 0630-1100) 35553 at 1020
by David Edwardson in Wallsend.

Also heard here in the morning were
UAE R, Abu Dhabi 21.735 (Ar to Eu
0800-1300) 45554 at 0820 by John
Parry in Northwich and 21.605 (Eng to
Eu 1030-1055) S10455 at 1030 in
Edinburgh; R.Japan via Moyabi 21.575
(Eng, Jap to Eu, M.East, Africa 0700-
0900) 33333 at 0850 by Robert
Connolly in Kilkeel; BBC via Limassol,
21.470 (Eng to E.Africa 0430-1615)
33333 at 0952 by Bill Clark in
Rotherham and via Kranji 21.715 (Eng to
SE.Asia 0900-1030) 24222 at 1023 in

Long Wave Chart
Freq Station Country Power Listener
kHz lkW)

153 Bechar Algeria 1000 A,D*,Q*
153 Donebach Germany 500 A,B,C,D*,E,F,G*,1,J*,L,N,0*,P*,Q,R,S,P,U
153 Brasov Romania 1200 Err,*
162 Allouis France 2000 A,B,C,E,F,6*,J,L,N,0*,P*,Q,R,S,T*,U
171 Kaliningrad Russia 1000 A,F,G*,L*,N,P*,Q*U
171 Medi 1-Nador Morocco 2000 p,r,a*
177 Oranienburg Germany 750 A,B,F,V,I,L,N,0*,1,(1*,U
183 Saarlouis Germany 2000 A,B,C,E,F,G*,J,L,N,0*,P*,CLR,S,T*,U
189 Caltanissetta Italy 10 A*
189 Tbilisi Georgia 500 P*
198 BBC Droitwich UK 500 A,B,E,L,N,0,1",R,S,P,U
198 St.Petersburg Russia 150 L''',P*
207 Munich Germany 500 A,C,P,G*,1*,..1*,1-61,0*,P,CLR,S,U
216 RMC Roumoules S.France 1400 A,E,G*,L,N,0*,P*,(1,R,S,P,U
216 Oslo Norway 200 P,G,..1.,L*,11
225 Raszyn Resv TX Poland ? A,G,Iter,N,0*,P*,Q,P,U
234 Beidweiler Luxembourg 2000 A,B,E,F*,G,L*,N,0`,P*,Q,R,S,T*,U
234 St.Petersburg Russia 1000 L*,0*
243 Kalundborg Denmark 300 A,C,G,1*,er,N,0*,Q,R,T*,U
243 Alma-Ata Kazakhstan 500 M*
252 Tipaza Algeria 1500 B*,P,J*,L*,N*,T*,U*
252 Atlantic 252 S.Ireland 500 A,B,C,E,H,I,J*,K,L,N,O,P*,Q,R,S,T,U
252 Kazan Russia 150 SP
261 Burg Germany 200 A,B,G,1*,N,0*,(.1,T*,U
261 TaldornlMoscowl Russia 2000 13*,F*,L,P*,Q*,R
270 Topolna Slovak Rep. 1500 A,G,1*,e,L,N,0*,1,R,T*,U
279 Minsk Belarus 500 A,13*,F*,G,1*,N*,0*,P*,0.*,R

Note: Entries marked * were logged during darkness. All other entries were logged during daylight or
at dawn/dusk.

Listeners:
A: Ted Bardy, N.London.
B: Clive Boutell, Dovercourt.
C: Vera Brindley, Woodhall Spa.

Tim Bucknall, Congleton.
E: Martin Dale, Stockport.
F: John Eaton, Woking.
G: Ron Galliers, Islington.
H: Alec Griffiths, Inverness.

Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
J: Sheila Hughes, Morden.
K: Ronald Kilgore, Clondonderry.

L Eddie McKeown, Newry.
M: Roy Merrell, Dunstable.
N: George Millmore, Wootton, loW.
0: Sid Morris, Rowley Regis.
P: John O'Halloran, Harrogate.
Q: Fred Patient, Storrington.
R: Martin Price, Shrewsbury.
S: Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.
T: Andrew Stokes, Leicester.
U: Phil Townsend, E.London.

Barton -on -Humber; R.Vlaanderen Int,
Belgium 21.815 (Eng to Africa 1000-
1025) 45333 at 1011 by Darren
Beasley in Bridgwater; R.Moscow Int
21.450 (Eng WS 0800-1300) 25443 at
1100 in Chester; BSKSA Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia 21.670 (Ind to SE.Asia 1000-
1200) 44444 at 1130 by Rhoderick
!limn in Oxted.

After mid -day, RFPI, Costa Rica
21.465 (u.s.b. + p.c. 1200-0000) was
S10342 at 1320 in Dunstable; HCJB,
Quito 21.455 (Eng, u.s.b. + p.c.) S10244
at 1520 by Phil Townsend in
E.London; R.Portugal Int via Sines
21.515 (Eng to India, M.East 1530-1600)
35122 in Newry; BBC via Ascension Is
21.660 (Eng to Africa 0730-1745) 33333
at 1609 by Charles Beanland in
Gibraltar; WYFR via Okeechobee 21.525
(Eng to Eu, Africa 1600-1700) S10333 at
1625 by Sid Morris in Rowley Regis;
also 21.500 (Eng to Eu, Africa 1700-
1900) SI0212 at 1700 by Tom Smyth
in Co.Fermanagh; R.Nederlands via
Bonaire 21.515 (Eng to Africa 1730-
1925) 35222 at 1740 by Ronald
Kilgore in Co. Londonderry also 21.590
(Eng to Africa 1730-2025) 24342 at 1751
by Tim Allison in Middlesbrough;
Monitor R.Int via WCSN 21.640 (Eng to
S.Africa 1800-2000) 33333 at 1815 by
Bernard Curtis in Stalbridge.

Two of R.Australia's 17MHz (16m)
Asia broadcasts have also been heard
here quite well: 17.695 from Darwin (Eng
to S.Asia 0700-0900) was 34233 at 0834
in Newry; 17.750 from Carnarvon (Eng
to Asia 0700-0900) 44333 at 0850 in
Bushey Heath.

Morning occupants of this band
include AIR Delhi 17.387 (Ind to
Indonesia 0845-0945) 33233 at 0850 by
Ron Galliers in Islington; R.Japan via
Yamata 17.860 (Eng to Oceania 0900-
1000) 43333 at 0900 in Kilkeel; R.Tunisia
Int via Sfax 17.500 (Ar 0700-1800)
34332 at 0920 in Oxted; Voice of
Greece, Athens 17.525 (Gr, Eng to Aust
0850-0950, to Japan 1000-1050)

S10433 at 0948 in Rotherham; RFI via
Issoudun 17.620 (Fr to M.East, Africa
0800-1230) 44444 at 1103 in Gibraltar;
R.Pakistan, Islamabad 17.900 (Eng to
Eu 1100-1120) 44444 at 1107 by Vera
Brindley in Woodhall Spa.

Those noted in the afternoon were
R.Tashkent, Uzbekistan 17.745 (Eng to
Eu 1200-1228) 41133 in Stirling; HCJB
Quito 17.490 (Eng, u.s.b.+ p.c.) SI0455
at 1230 in Edinburgh; BBC via
Ascension Is 17.880 (Eng to Africa
1400-2030) 23322 at 1512 in
E.Worthing; Africa No.1, Gabon 17.630
(Fr, Eng to W.Africa 0700-1600) 55555 at
1550 by Chris Shorten in Norwich;
VOA via Morocco? 17.790 (Eng to Africa
1630-1730) 45334 at 1609 by John
Eaton in Woking; WEWN, Birmingham
17.510 (Eng to Eu 1600-1700) 44333 at
1630 by Sheila Hughes in Morden.

Later, RAI via Prato Smeralto 17.780
(It to USA 1830-1905) was 25333 at
1840 in Chester; HCJB Quito 17.790
(Eng to Eu 1900-2000) 45434 at 1930 by
Michael Griffin in Ross -on -Wye;
R.Nederlands via Bonaire, 17.605 (Eng
to Africa 1930-2025) 45444 at 1935 in
Bridgwater.

Good reception from many areas
was noted in the 15MHz (19m) band.
R.Australia via Carnarvon on 15.170
(Eng, Chin, Cant to China, Korea 0900-
1400) was a potent 44444 at 0925 in
Kilkeel! Their signal to S.Asia on 15.565
(Eng 1100-1300) was 35543 at 1210 in
Wallsend.

In the morning the BBC via Limassol
15.575 (Eng to M.East, India 0400-1500)
was SI0333 at 0954 in Rotherham and
via Antigua 15.220 (Eng to N/S.Am
1100-1400) 43333 at 1132 in
Co.Londonderry; Israel R, Jerusalem
15.640 (Eng to Eu, USA 1100-1130)
55555 at 1100 by Clam Pinder in
Appleby also 15.615 (Heb to Eur, USA
0400-2300) 55545 at 1115 by Alec
Griffiths in Inverness; R.Norway Int,
Oslo 15.160 (Norw to S.Am 1100-1200)
33333 at 1117 in Gibraltar; VOA via
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Medium Wave Chart
Freq Station Country Power Listener 1 Freq Station Country Power Listener Freq Station Country Power Listener
(kHz) (kW) (kHz) (kW) (kHz) (kW)

520 Hof/Hurzburg (BR) Germany 0.2 A'',C" : 828 Hannover (NOR) Germany 100/5 H'',O,S* 1191 Vitoria (El) Spain 5 J'
531 Ain Beida Algeria 600 0,1*,U* ' 828 Barcelona (SER) Spain 50 U' 1197 Virgin vie? UK ? A,C,M*,0*,Q,U,V
531 Torshavn Faroe Is. 100 KU* ' 831 Nancy France 200 C,H,0,0",S*,L1* 1191 Cheltenham (V) UK 1 K

531 Leipzig Germany 100 A,C,J.,0,L1,13`,S*,U , 837 COPE via ? Spain ? 1-1*,e,O,Q,U* 1191 Chesterton Fen (V) UK 0.2 R

531 RNE5 via ? Spain ? P,ItJ`,0*,El 837 Kharkov Ukraine 150 U' 1197 Wallasey (V) UK 2 B'
531 Beromunster Switzerland 500 'J",X* 846 Ostrava Czech. Rep. 30 .1* 1206 Bordeaux France 100 U

540 Wavre Belgium 150/50 A,C,F,0,11,Fr,S*,U ' 846 Rome Italy 540 C,H*,J*,0,R*,U* 1206 Wroclaw Poland 200 H',0',0
540 Sort Hungary 2000 H,J*,0*,S*,1.1* , 855 Berlin Germany 103 fl`,0* 1215 COPE via? Spain ? 0*
540 Sidi Bennour Morocco 600 H',Q,U' 855 RNE1 via ? Spain ? H",,P,O,C1*,fr,S*, 1215 Virgin via? UK ? C,F,I*,M*,N,Q,U,V,W

540 Vitoria (EI) Spain 10 1%0* Lffi,W* 1215 Droitwich (V) UK 105 R

549 Les Trembles Algeria 600 E-',:J4,1.*XLS*,U* I 864 Paris France 300 A,C,D,F,O,CLU* '1215 Lisnagarvey IVI UK 16

549 Thurmau IDLE) Germany 200 A,C,D,F,H2O,Q,13*,S* I 864 Socuellamos (RNE1) Spain 2 fl*,r,C1* 1224 Vidin Bulgaria 500 0*,W
549 St.Petersburg Russia 1000 J`,X* 873 Frankfu (AFN)Frankfurt )AFN) Germany 150 13*,C*,F*,F1*,0*, 1224 COPE via? Spain ? LI*

558 Espoo Finland 100 B' fr,R*,U* 1233 Liege Belgium 5 0`,U
558 Rostock (NOR) Germany . 20 0",S* ZaragotaISER) Spain 20 0,0!,0*,1.1. 1233 Nitra Slovakia 40 0'
558

_ _

RNE5 via ? Spain ?

1873
J",0*,11*,S*,U 8132 COPE via? Spain H",r,C1,0*,U.,W* 1233 Virgin via? UK 7 AM'

567 Berlin Germany 100 J",1*,0*,Q,S*,t1",X* 882 Washford IBBC) UK 100 C,M*,0,Q,R,U* 1242 Marseille France 150 0",11"

567 Tullamore (RTE1) Ireland IS) 500 C,D,F,G,H,..1*,Q,R, 891 Algiers Algeria 600/300 E*,F1*,1*,0*,R*,U* 1242 Virgin via? UK ? C*,K

S',U,W j 891 Huisberg Netherlands 20 C,0*,(1 1251 Marceli Hungary 500 J*,0*,0*,U
567 RNE5 via ? Spain ? J*0* , 900 Milan Italy 600 C,P,H*,J*,0*,(1*,L1 1251 Huisberg - Netherlands 10 0*,0
576 Muhlacker ISOR) Germany 500 A,H,QS* r 900 COPE via? Spain J*,0*,Q",U" 1260 SER via? Spain ? 0`,0*
576 Riga Latvia 500 J",1.1* ' 900 Qurayyat Saudi Arabia 1000 CI* 1260 Virgin R, Pirbright UK 1 A,Y

516 Barcelona (ROES) Spain 50 A,H*,r,0*,11*,U* 909 Mallorca (RNE5) Spain 10 1269 Neumunster (ELF) Germany 600 C,F,11*,0,Q,F1*,U,W

585 Orf Wien Austria 600 CLU 909 B'mans Pk (BBC2) UK 140 C,Q,R,U,W 1269 COPE via? Spain ? J'
585 Paris (FIP). France 8 C,G,H,0*,(1,5* 918 R.Ljubhana Slovenia 600/100 0,6' 1218 Strasbourg France 300 U

585 Madrid (RNE1) Spain 200
r.

A,C*,P,G*,H*,J*,0*, 918 Madrid (R.Int) Spain 20 J*,0*,(1`,11* 1278 Dublin/Cork IRTE21 Ireland (S) 10 C`,H*,0,R,U
Q,R*,S*,U*,W* 921 Wolvertem Belgium 300 kC,H*,0,11,11*,U 1287 Melnik Czech Rep. 400 A,C,11.,J*,0",Q*,U

585 Dumfries (BBC Scot) UK 2 U 927 Velke Kostolany Slovakia 40 0 1287 Lerida (SERI Spain 10 J*,C1*,U*

594 Frankfurt (HR) Germany 1000/400 A,C,D,F,F1*,0,0,5*,U 936 Bremen Germany 100 C,H*,0,0*,U,W* 1296 Valencia (COPE) Spain 10 EH' ir 0" Q*
594 Oujda -1 Morocco 100 J*,Q* 936 Venezia Italy 20 0* 1296 Orfordness (BBC) UK 500 C,G,0*

594 Muge Portugal 100 Or 936 Agadir Morocco 600 J" 1305 Marche Belgium 10/5 U',U'
594 Duba Saudi Arabia 2000 ll* 936 RNE5 via ? Spain 1 H',11* 1305 Rzeszow Poland 100 Fl*,0*,Q,U*
603 Sevilla (RNE5) Spain 50 Fl*,1`,11*,S* 936 Lvov Ukraine 500 C*,1J. 1305 RNE5 via ? Spain ? J*,11",1.1*

603 Newcastle (BBC4) UK 2 OW' 945 Toulouse France 300 H,0*,Q,U. 1314 Kvitsoy Norway 1200 A,V,C,F,G,H*,0,C1,

612 Athlone IRTE2) Ireland (S) 100 A,F,G 1K, R,U,W 954 Brno (Dobrochov) Czech Rep. 200 0*,U* Fr' U VW
612 RNE1 via? Spain 10 Fl*,0,0 954 Madrid (CI) Spain 20 H*,J*,0*,0*,U* 1314 RNE5 via ? Spain ? J*,0*
621 Wavre Belgium 80 A,C,G,F1*,(3,0,R*,S*,U 963 Sofia Bulgaria 150 0' 1323 Shkoder Albania 15 0'
621 RNE1 via? Spain 10 J" 963 Pori Finland 600 A,C,H*,K*,13*,Q,R*,U" 1323 Wachenbrunn (RMWS) Germany 1000/150 A,G,H*,L,0*,U

621 Barcelona (OCR) Spain 50 [J",0*,Q* 963 Paris France 8 0' 1332 Rome Italy 300 ii*,J*,13*,Q,U*
630 Vigra Norway 100 0,11*,P,U* 912 Hambui INDIO Germany 300 AiCPX.OLEI_ 1341 Lakifiggy Hungary --300 0",,L1*

630 Tunis-Djedeida Tunisia 600 J' 972 RNE1 via? Spain 1341 Lisnagarvey (BBC) Ireland IN) 100 C,F,H*,I*,K,Q,R,U,W

639 Praha (Liblice) Czech 1500 1-1*,0,0*,1.1*,X* 972 Nikolayev Ukraine 500 J',U' 1341 Tarrasa (SER) Spain 2 ?SI
639 RNE1 via ? Spain ? A,F*,F1*,J*,0*,Q, 981 Alger Algeria 600/303 Fr,J*,(1*,Ft*,U 1350 Nancy/Nice France 100 A,F1*,0,13,R*,U*,W

R*,S.,11* 961 Megara Greece 200 1350 Cesvaine/Kuldiga Latvia 50 J'
648 RNE1 via? Spain 10 J*,1.1* 981 Coimbra. Portugal. 10 J*,Q 1359 Melilla Morocco 5 fl*A1*
648 Orfordness (BBC) UK 500 C,G*,K,O,Q,R,U* 990 Berlin Germany 300 H*,1,0`,U* 1359 Arganda IRNE-FS) Spain 600 J',U'
651 Neubrandenburg (NOR) Germany 250 0,0,0' 990 R.BilbaolSERI Spain 10 H,J*,U* 1368 Foxdale (Manx R) 10M 20 C*,1.",0,0*Jr,U,W*
657 Napoli Italy 120 J' 990 Redmoss (BBC Scot) UK 1 0* 1377 Lille France 300 A,C,G,H,J*,0,Q,11*,U,W

Madrid (ROES) Spain 20 H*,J",0*,(1 999 Schwerin (BIAS) Germany 20 0* 1386 Kaliningrad Russia 500 A,G,H*,K",0*,Q,R.,U*
651 Wrexham (BBC Wales) UK 2 F*,R,11* 999 Madrid (COPE) Spain 50 H*,,1*,0*,U*,W* 1395 Lushnje (Tirana) Albania 1000 H`,J*,0*,L1*,R*,U*
666 Bodensees'dr ISWF) Germany 300/180 H,J,0,11,11* 1008 Las Palmas (SERI Gran Canaria ? .1*,0* 1395 Ufa Russia ? P"

666 R.Vilnius Lithuania 500 8`,C,J*,0* 1008 Flevo (Hilv-5) Holland 400 A,C,O,Q,R*,U 1404 Brest France 20 F*,G,J*,0*,Q,R*,U*

666 Lisboa Portugal 135 Q",U* 1017 Rheinsender (SWF) Germany 600 C,F*,F1*,0,Q,R* 1413 Masirah Is (BBC) Oman 1500 P'
666 Barcelona (COPE) Spain 10 .1* 1017 RNE5 via ? Spain 1413 RNE5 via ? Spain ? J*,0*
.675 Marseille France 600 E*,F1*,0*,Q,U* 1026 Graz-Dobl Austria 100 0* Cr 1413 Pristina Yugoslavia 1000 J*
675 Bodo Norway 10 P 1026 SERvia? Spain H,J',U' 1422 Heusweiler (SR) Germany 1200/600 C*,F*,3,H*,0,Q,R*,U
684 Sevilla (RNE1) Spain 500 P',F1*,J*,0*,11`,S*,U* 1035 Tallinn Estonia 500 C' 1440 Kyzylorda Kazakhstan ? J*
684 Beograd Yugoslavia 2000 H*,J*,0*,El 1035 Milan Italy 50 J' 1440 Marnach IRTLI Luxembourg 1200 A,C,H*,0",Q,R.,U,V,W
693 Berlin Germany 250 J' 1035 Lisbon (Prog 31 Portugal 120 0",Cr,U 1440 Damman Saudi Arabia 1600 Cl*,V*

693 Tortosa (FINE1) Spain 2 J' 1044 Dresden Germany 250 13`,CLU* 1449 Berlin Germany 5 0*
693 Droitwich (BBC5) UK 150 C,F,R,S*,U,W 1044 Sebaa-Aioun Morocco 300 H' 1449 Squinzano Italy 50 H*,Cr
702 Flensburg (NOR) Germany 5 A,0,13" 1044 S.Sebastian (SERI Spain 10 H,J*,0*,(1`,11* 1458 Lushnje (Tirana) Albania 500 Vt.!'
702 Monte Carlo Monaco 300 J' 1053 Zarogoza (COPE) Spain 10 H' 1467 Monte Carlo (TWA) Monaco 1000/400 D,P,G*,[1`,0",C1`,U
702 Presov Slovak Rep. 400 H' 1053 Burghead (8601) UK 20 W 1416 Wien-Bisamberg Austria 600 H*,J*,0*,C1*,U

702 Zamora (ONE?) Spain 10 1053 Droitwicq.(3.13C1) Uk 150 0,14,0* 1485 Augsburg (AFN) _larioany_ 1 J"
711 Rennes 1 France 300

.4",0*,0*.,U*
A,C,H,K,0*,CI,R*,U* 1053 Postwick (BBC1) UK 10 C 1485 Bournem1h(13601) UK 2 0

111 Heidelberg Germany 5 If* 1062 Kalundborg Denmark 250 A,C,0,0,11* 1494 Clermont-Ferrand France 20 G*,H,I3*,Q,U*

711 Laayoune Morocco 600 fr,J",12`,U* 1062 Cagliari Italy 25 P* 1494 St.Petersburg Russia 1000 fr,J*,0*,11`,U*
711 Murcia (COPE) Spain 5 J' 1062 Diyabakir Turkey 300 P' 1503 Stargard Poland 300 1.,J*,0*,(1`,R",U*
720 Langenberg Germany : 200 C 1071 Brest France 20 0*,Q1J* 1503 RNE5 via ? Spain ? G*,11`,J*,C1*

720 lisnagarvey IBBC4) Ireland (N) 10 F,C1*,R,S*,11,W 1071 Lille France 40 A,C,H,J*,U* 1512 Wolvertem Belgium 600 A,B,F,G.,11*,1`,M*,
720 Norte Portugal 100 J',U' 1011 Riga Latvia 50 ft* 0*,Q,R*,T*,U

720 Santa Cruz Tenerife 20 J' 1071 Bilbao (El) Spain 5 fr,J.,0* 1521 Kosice ICizaticel Slovakia 600 J*,0*,Q*,U*
720 Lots Rd,Ldn (BBCA) UK 0.5 C,E1,11* 1080 Katowice Poland 1500 C,H*,13*,CLU* 1521 Duba Saudi Arabia 2000 U'
729 Cork IRTE1) Ireland ISI 10 1080 Toledo (OCR) Spain 5 J" 1521 R.Manresa (SERI Spain 2 '
729 RNE1 via? Spain ?

.Er,Llt,R,IJ
B,G*,H*)*,QS*, 1080 SER via ? Spain Fl*,0*,11* 1530 Vatican R Italy 150/450 F",G*,1-1*,e,M*,0*,

U",W* 1009 Weimar Germany 20 J* Q.',U*

738 Paris France 4 C,0 1089 B'mans Pk (6601) UK 150 C,O,R,U,W 1539 Mainflingen (OW Germany 700 H,0*,(1,f1*,U*

738 Poznan Poland 300 El* W* 1098 Nitra (Jarok) Slovakia 1500 C,H*,J*,0*,0,11* 1539 Valladolid (SER) Spain 5 F,G ,J

738 BarcelontaRN.E1) Spain 500 F.,E1*,,1*,0*,ELU* 1098 RNE5 via ? Spain EU* 0*_,U* 1551 Nice France 300 0* LP
747 Flevo (Hilv2) Holland 400 A,C,D,F*,H*,M*,0, 1101 Batra Egypt 600 J' 1566 Mayak Russia ? 0*

1.1*,S*,U 1107 AFN via ? Germany 10 F,H",0* 1566 Sarnen Switzerland 300 H',11*

747 Cadiz IRNE5) Spain 10 G*,J.,U* 1101 RNE5 via ? Spain H,J*,0*,11* 1566 Sfax Tunisia 1200 0'
156 Braunschweig IDLE) Germany 800/200 A,C,D,F,H*,0,CLF1*,S* 1107 Wallasey IBBC1) UK 0.5 U 1575 Genova Italy 50 Fl*,J*,0*,Q.,U*
756 Luggi._ Romig__ 400 Cl* 1116 Bari Italy 150 frur 1575 SERvia? StainHATA)T
156 Bilbao (Ell Spain 5 J'',0* 1116 Pontevedra (SERI Spain 5 J*,0* 1584 SERvia? Spain 2 J',Q',U'
756 Redruth (BBC4) UK 2 W' 1125 La Louviere Belgium 20 0*,0 1602 SERvia? Spain ? J*,Ct*,11*

165 Softens Switzerland 500 F,H,J*,L.,0',Q,U* 1125 Deanovec Croatia 100 C' 1602 VitorialEl) Spain 10

774 Abis Egypt 500 ' 1125 RNE5 via ? Spain H*,0*,Q* 1611 Vatican R Italy 15 J*,0*,P*
774 Enniskillen (BBC4) Ireland (N) 1 0 1125 Vitoria (ONES) Spain 10 . J'
174 Agadir Morocco 50 il* 1125 Llandrindod Wells UK 1 U Note: Entries marked *were logged during darkness. All other entries were

774 ONE? via ? Spain ? H,J",0*,0*,(1* 1134 Zadar Croatia 600/1200 C*,H*,0*,C1*,F1*,U logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.

774 Plymouth (8804) UK 1 5' 1134 Sulaibiyah Kuwait 750 J`
783 Burg Germany 1000 Fl*,0,13,11* 1134, COPE via ? Spain 2 HX,0`,Q,U* Listeners:

783 Mimmor.19,Fortol_ _ 100 J",0*,0',11* .1143 AFN via? Germ my_ 1 U A: Ted Bandy, N.London N: Ronald Kilgore, Colondonderry

792 Limoges

_Portugal

France 300 H2O,U 1143 Stuttgart (AFN) Germany 10 H",,J*,0",R* B: Leo Barr, Sunderland. 0: Eddie McKeown, Newry.

792 Linger (NOR) Germany 5 , 0',13*,S* 1143 Messina Italy 6 Cr' Q. Clive Boutell, Dovercourt. P: Roy Merrall, Dunstable.

792 Sevilla (SERI Spain 20 Fl*,r,0*,Q,S",U* 1143 Bolshakovo (Mayak) Russia 150 J' EL Vera Brindley, Woodhall Spa. Q: George Millmore, Wootton loW.

801 Munchen-Ismaning Germany 300 CHOQU* 1143 COPE via? Spain 2 H,J*,Q",U* E: Tim Bucknall, Congleton. R: Sid Morris, Rowley Regis.

801 RNE1 via ? Spain ? H*,..1*,0*,0*,S*,U* 1152 RNE5 via ? Spain 10 U' F: Martin Dale, Stockport. S: John O'Halloran, Harrogate.

810 Voru Estonia 5 0' 1161 Strasbourg (FInt) France 200 H,C1*,(1*,U,W* G: John Eaton, Woking. T: Clare Pinder, Appleby.

810 Madrid (SER) Spain 20 H",J*,L*,0*,Q* 1161 S.Sebastian (El) Spain 50 1-1,11* H: Ron Galliers, N.London. U: Martin Price, Shrewsbury.

810 Burghead (BBC) UK 100 W 1170 Vila Real Portugal 10 0' I: Alec Griffiths, Inverness. V: Harry Richards, Barton -on -Humber.

810 Westerglen IBBC) UK 100 C,F,K,L*,0,Q,R,1.1* 1179 SERvia? Spain H",,1*,0*,U,W J: Gerry Haynes, Bushey Heath. W: Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh

819 Rata , Egypt 450 J',O' 111.9, I I< urne Belgium 5 kH.0*.(1 K: Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol. X: Phil Townsend, Elondon.

619

.

Toulouse France ' 50 0*,U* 1168 Szolnok Hungary 135 J*,13* L: Sheila Hughes, Morden. Y: John Wells, East Grinstead.

819 Warsaw Poland 300 C' 1197 Munich (VOA) Germany 300 M: Rhoderick Illman, Oxted.
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Local Radio Chart Philippines 15.410 (Chin to China 1100-
1700) SI0322 at 1130 by Philip
Rambaut in Macclesfield.

After mid -day, R.Austria Int via
Freq Station
(kHz)

ILR e.m.cp
BBC IkW)

listener Freq Station ILR e.m.r.p Listener
(kHz) BBC 1kW)

Moosbrunn 15.450 (Ger, Eng, Fr to Far
R I 7.50 B,E,G,J*,K,N,O,P,R 1278 Bradford (GtYks) I 0.43558 Spectrum East 1200-1500) was 33433 at 1230 in

585 R.Solway
603 Chettenham(CD603)
603 Invicta SG (Coast)

B 2.00

I ?

I 0.10

M,P
E,G,H,L,81,0,P,R

B,G,J*,K*,M*,N,P,R

1305 Barnsley (GtYks) I 0.15 D,G,P
1305 Red Dragon (Touch) I 0.20 G,N,P,R
1323 R.Biistol (Som.Snd) B 0.63 G,P,R

Ross -on -Wye; Israel R, Jerusalem 15.640
(Eng to Eu, USA 1400-1425) 55555 at

630 R.Bedfordstilre(3CR) B B,E,011,11K,1 )1,eR_1323 Brighten (SCR) 0.50 1408 in Norwich; AIR via ? 15.120 (Eng to
630 R.Cornwall

.0.20

B 2.00 N,cr 1332 Herewerd R.IWGMS) 0.60 B,G,K*,L",P,R SE.Asia 1330-1500) 43333 at 1409 in
657 R.CIwyd
666 DevonAir R
666 R.York

B 2.00
I 0.34
B 0.80

B,G,M",0,P,R
G,N

G

1332 Wiltshire Sound 0.30 G,MtN,P,R
1359 Essex R.IBreezeAM) I 0.28 C,K*,R
1359 Mercia Snd(Xtra-AM) I 0.27 G.,L,O,P

E.Worthing; RCI via Sines 15.325 (Eng to
Eu, M.East, Africa 1430-1500) 33433 at

729 BBC Essex B 0.20 B,C,G.K.N.P.R 1359 Red Dragon Much) I 020 1430 in Chester; Voice of Greece, Athens
738 Hereford/Worcester B 0.037 0,0,P 1359 R.Solent 0.85 M*,N 15.630 (Gr, Eng to M.East, E.Africa 1400-
756 R.Cumbria
756 R.Maldwyn
765 BBC
774 R.Kent_

Essex

B 1.00

I 0.63
B 0.50
B 070

6,M
G,H2O,P,R

B,C,G,K,M",N,O,P,R
B G K.N,R

1368 R.Lincolnshire 2.00 G,R

1368 R.Sussex & Surrey B 0.50 G,I,N,R
1388 Wiltshire Sound 0.10 G,N
1413 Sunrise R, 0.125 E.6,1*.N.R

1450) 55444 at 1437 in Woodhall Spa;
R.Moscow Int 15.345 (Eng WS 0830-
1600) 44444 at 1430 in Morden; KTWR

774 R.Leeds B 0.50 C,G 1431 Essex R.(Breeze AM) I 0.35 B,G,L,K,M,N,P,Q*,R Agana, Guam 15.610 (Eng to S.Asia,
774 Gloucester (3CSG) I 0.14 H,L,O,P 1431 R 210 )CI.Gold) 0.14 G,N,P,R India 1500-1700) 24222 at 1549 in
792 Chiltern (S.Gold)
801 R.Devon

Chiltern (S.Gold)

I 0.27

B 2.00

I 0.20

B,G,K",0",P,R
G,H,M*,N,P,R

B,G,K,P,R

1449 R.Peterboro/Cambs 8 0.15 B,M,P,R
1458 R.Devon 2.00 N,R

1458 R.Newcastle 2.00 M"

Newry; R.Veritas Asia, Philippines 15.140
(Pil + Eng ident 1502-1530, also 1530-

828 R.WM B 0.20 K'',O,P 1458 Radio WM 5.00 0,P 1600 Sat/Sun/Mon) 33344 at 1559 in
828 2CR (CI.Gold) I 0.27 H,N,R 1458 Sunrise R. 50.00 B,D,G,K,M,R Gibraltar; China R.Int via Mali 15.130
837 R.Cumbria/Furness B 1.50 G,M",P 1476 County Sound 0.50 F",G,1`,M",N,P,R (Eng to E/S.Africa 1600-1657) 53333 at
837 R.Leicester

R Devon
B 0.45
B 1.00

B,G,V,N,O,P,R
N

1485 R.Humberside 1.00 A,G
1485 Merseyside 1.21 n r;) n pp* 1607 in Bushey Heath; Africa No.1 via

855 R.Norfolk B 1.50 B,C,G,R 1485 R.Sussex & Surrey B 1.00 E,G,N,R Moyabi 15.475 (Fr to W.Africa 1600-1900)
855 Sunshine R 0.15 Q,LO,P,R 1503 R.Stoke-on-Trent 1.00 0,0,MtN,O,P 35443 at 1620 in Woking.
873 R.Norfolk B 0.30 8,C,G,L,N,P,R 1521 Reigate (Cty Snd1 I 0.64 6,1*,P,R Later, WRNO, New Orleans 15.420
936 Brunel
945 R.TrentrzernAMI
954 DevonAir

R (CI.Gold) 0.18
0.20
0.32

G,N,O*P,R
PR

1530 Sheffield (Gt.Yks) 0.74 D,G,N
1530 R Essex 0.15 EBNP.R (Eng to E.USA, Eu 1600-2300) was

34433 at 1722 in Oxted; BBC via(USW)
_ELD,Brivr,0

G,N,R 1530 R.Wyvern (WYVN) I 0.52 F,G,I,M,N,O,P
954 R.Wyvern (WYVN) 0.16 6,0,P,R 1548 Capital R (Cap G) 97.50 Ascension Is 15.400 (Eng to Africa 1500-
990 WABC (Nice & Easy) 0.09 6,1,L*,0,P 1548 R.Bristol 5.00 2315) SI0334 at 1745 in E.London and
990 R.Aberdeen B 1.00 G,M 1548 Liverpool (City 6) 4.40 P via Skelton 15.070 (Eng to E.Eu, M.East
990 R.Devon
990 Hallam
999 R.Solent

B 1.00
I 0.25

B 1.00

G N 1548 R.FiAh (Max AM) 2.20 M" 0600-2315) 25322 at 2305 by Simon
Hockenhull in E.Bristol; Channel Africa,

R.(GtYks) G

B,G,N,R
1557 Chiltern R.(Gold) 0.76 M",0*
1557 Southampton (SCR) I 0.50 G,LN,P,R

999 R.Trent (Gem AM) I 0.25 B,G,P,R 1557 R.Lancashire 0.25 F Johannesburg 15.240 (Eng to W.Africa
999 Red Rose (Gold/ I 0.80 M,P 1557 Tendring (Mellow) I G,J",K,R 1600-1755) 34232 at 1748 in

7 Beacon
1026 Downtown
1026 R.Carnbridgeshire

R (WABCI 1 0 70 D G LO PR 1584 Kettering.(KCBC) G,N,R_
1584 R.Nottingham 1.00 D,F,G,N,P
1584 R.Shropshire 0.50 G*,0,P

Middlesbrough; WWCR, Nashville 15.685
Eng to Eu 1100-0000) 33333 at 1820 in

R I 1.70

B 0.50

CI

B,G,H,I,K,L,R
1026 R.Jersey B 1.00 G,N,R 1584 R.Tay 0.21 G,P",Q Stalbridge; RNB Brasilia, Brazil 15.265
1035 NorthSound 8 I 0.78 B",G,M* 1602 R.Kent 0.25 (Eng, Ger to Eu 1800-2020) SI0343 at

5 R.Kent B 0.50 B G P.R 1855 in Edinburgh; RAI Rome 15.340 (Ar

West Sound R
Moray Frth R

C,G

B",G,M*

1035 R.Sheffield
1035

1107

B 1.00

I 0.32
I 1.50

Note: Entries marked  were logged during darkness. All other entries were
logged during daylight or et dawn/dusk. to Nr East 1910-1930) 44333 at 1909 in

Islington; RAE, Buenos Aires 15.345
1116 R.Derby B 1.20 B*,D,G,L.M.,O,P,R Listeners: (Eng, It, Fr, Ger to Eu, Africa 1800-2300)
1116 R.Guemsev B 0.50 El" N,R A: Leo Barr, Sunderland. 34322 at 2015 in Bridgwater; VOA via
1152 BRMB (Xtra-AM)
1152 LBC (L.Talkback R)
1152 Piccadilly R(Gold)

I 3.00
I 23.50
I 1.50

LO,P
B,G,I*,K,N,R

0

B: Clive Boutell, Dovercourt.
C: Vera Brindley, Woodhall Spa.
D: Martin Dale, Stockport.

Greenville 15.245 (Ar to NAfrica 1800-
2200) 22231 at 2050 by Peter Pollard

1152 R.Broadland 0.83 B,MtR E: John Eaton, Woking. in Rugby; R.Havana Cuba 15.165 (Eng to
U61. Brunel R (CI Gold) 0.16 G.P.R F: Alec Griffiths, Inverness. Eu 2100-2200) 24432 at 2110 in Stirling.
1161 R.Bedfordshire(3CR) B 0.10 B,G,K,P,R 0: Gerry Haynes, Bushey Heath. Good reception from many areas was
1161 R.Sussex & Surrey
1161 R.Tay
1161 Humberside(Gt.Yks)

B 1.00

1.40

0.35

B,G,N,R
13*,MtP,Q*

H: Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
I: Sheila Hughes, Morden.
J: Rhoderick Illman, Oxted.

also noted in the 13MHz (22m) band.
R.Australia was logged on 13.605 from

1170 Hi Wycombe(1170AM) G",R K: Ross Lockley, Broxbourne. Darwin (Eng, Chin to Asia 0900-1400) as
1170 Portsmouth (SCR) 0.12 G,N,R L: Ross Lockley, Cannock. 35533 at 0924 in Wallsend and SI0444 at
1170 R.Orwell (SGR)
1170 Signal R.(S.Gold)
1242 Invicta Snd)Coast)

0.28
0.20
0.32

B,G

D,G,LtO,P
B,G,R

M: Eddie McKeown, Newry.
N: George Millmore, Wootton, loW.
0: Sid Morris, Rowley Regis.

1150 in Rowley Regis; also on 13.755
from Carnarvon (Kh, Eng to S.Asia 1230-

1242 Isle of_WisffitR. 0.50 G.N P: Martin Price, Shrewsbury. 1430) was 54344 at 1422 in Norwich.
1251 Saxon R. (SCR) 0.76 B,G,K,P,R CI: Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh. Also heard here were Monitor R.Int
1260 Brunel R (CI.Gold) 1.60 M' R: John Wells, East Grinstead. via KHBI 13.615 (Eng to Oceania 0800-
1260 Sunrise R
1260 Marcher Snd (Gold)

0.29
0.64

B,G,N,O,R

D,P,Q*
1000), 33222 at 0800 in Morden and via
WCSN 13.770 (Eng [Fr Sun] to Africa
2000-2057) SI0444 at 2015 in

Transatlantic DX Chart Edinburgh; SRI via Softens? 13.635 (Eng,
Fr, Ger to F.East 1100-1230) 52433 at

Freq Station
kHz

Location Time DXer
UTC

Frog Station Location Time DXer
kHz UTC

1112 in Co. Londonderry; R.Bulgaria,
Sofia 13.645 (Eng to USA, Aust 1130-

770 WABC
USA
New York, NY

940 CBM Montreal, PQ
1050 CHUM Toronto, ON

1300) 32323 at 1256 by Leo Barr in
Sunderland; WWCR, Nashville 13.845

850
1010

1030

1050

1090

WHDH
WINS
WBZ
WEVO
WBAL

Boston, MA
New York, NY
Boston, MA
New York, NY
Baltimore, MD

0151 A,D,E
1060 CJRP Quebec, PQ
1140 CBI Sydney, NS
1375 RFD StPierre/Mjqt_mlon 0206 0,0

(Eng to USA 1200-0100) 23333 at 1456
in E.Worthing; R.Nederlands via Flevo
13.700 (Eng to S.Asia 1330-1625) 33333
at 1600 in Rugby; WEWN, Birmingham

0154 A,D,E
0158 13,E,F

1380 CFDA Victoriaville, PQ
1380 CKPC Brantford, ON 0236 A

1130 WBBR
1180 WHAM

New York
Rochester, NY

0234 A,D,E,F 1390 CHOO Ajax, ON
1400 CBG Gander,NF

13.615 (Eng to USA 1600-1755) 44333 at
1743 in Bushey Heath; R.Austria Int via

WTOP
1510 WSSH
1520 WWKB

Washington, DC
Boston, MA
Buffalo, NY

0100 EE 1410 MO PtHawkesburv. NS Moosbrunn 13.730 (Ger, Eng, Sp, Fr to
S.Africa 1800-2200) 42222 at 1930 in

0240 A,B,D,E,F
0210 D,E

1480 CHRD Drummondville, PQ E

1510 CJRS Sherbrooke, PQ
1560 WOEW New York Newry; DW via Sines 13.610 (Ger to

C.America & Caribbean. Africa 1800-2000) 32222 at 1945 in

560

580

590

Canada
Carbonear, NF
Antigonish, NS
St.John's, NF

* E

E

0132 A,D,E

800 TWR Bonaire,Ned.Antilles.* E Stalbridge; VOA via Selebi-Phikwe
13.710 (Eng to Africa 1600-2200) 45444
at 1946 in Woking; China R.Int via

CHVO
CJFX
VOCM

1610 Caribbean Beacon The Valley,Anguilla E

South America
600

620

640
650

690

CBNA
CKCM

St.Anthony, NF
Grand Falls NF

.
E

E

780 WMN R.Coro Coro, Venezuela
1470 R.Vibracion Carupano, Venezuela E

1500 R.Dos Mil (2000) Cumana, Venezuela

 Heard between 2300 and 0200UTC

Fr.Guiana 13.685 (Sp to S.Am 0200-
0255) 33333 at 0235 in Kilkeel.

Some broadcasts to Europe in this
band come from R.Austria Int via

CBN
CKGA
CBF

StJohn's, NF
Gander,NF
Montreal, PQ

E

E

0243 A
710 CKVO Clarenville, NF 0140 D,E Moosbrunn 13.730 (Ger, Eng, Fr, Sp
720 CHIN Charlottetown, PEI .

E DXers: 0400-1700) 45544 at 1230 in Ross -on -
740 CHCM Marystown, NF 0145 D,E A110: Ted Bardy, N.London. Wye; Croatian R, Zargreb 13.830 (Cr
750 CBGY

910 CHRL

920 CJCH

Bonavista Bay, NF
Robeival, PQ
Halifax, NS

E

* E

E

B131: Ron Damp, Worthing.
C140: Ron Galliers, Islington.
0152: Gerry Haynes, Bushey Heath.

[Eng ???] 24hrs) 55555 at 1700 in
Lisnaskea; UAE R.Dubai 13.675 (Eng

930 CFBC Stlohn, NB 0149 C.D.E E173: Paul Logan, Lisnaskea. 1600-1640) 54444 at 1635 in Barton -on -
930 CJYQ SLJohn's, NF 0136 A,B,D,E,F F177: Roy Merrell, Dunstable. Humber; WHRI, South Bend, 13.760 (Eng
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1700-0000) 33223 at 1730 in Islington; R.Kuwait via Kbad 13.620 (Eng
1800-2100) 45444 at 1900 in Bridgwater; RCI via Sackville 13.650 (Fr,

Tropical Bands Chart
Eng 2030-2230, also to M.East, Africa) 25332 at 2130 in Chester.

hoe
MHz

Station Country UTC DXer
Quite a number of the 11 MHz (25m) signals are meant for Europe.

They include R.Bulgaria Int, Sofia 11.720 (Eng 0500-0630 also to USA)
H,I,J,KMAU43443 at 0615 in Kilkeel; BBC via Limassol 11.780 (Eng 0600-0730) 2.310 ABC Alice Springs Australia 1952

4-4333 at 0640 by Robin Harvey in Bourne also via Skelton 12.095 2325 ABC Tennant Creek Australia 1952 H,I,J,K,M,Q,U

(Eng 0400-2315) 44444 at 1102 in Co.Londonderry and 55555 at 1605 2.485

2.850

ABC Katherine

KCBS Pyongyang

Australia

N.Korea

1900

2020

KU
0,1

in Gibraltar; R.Moscow Int 12.020 (Eng WS 0800-1300) heard at 1028 by 3.200 TWR Ndebele Swaziland 2130 OA
Tim Bucknall in Congleton;R.Prague, Czech Rep 11.990 (Eng 1130- 3.205 R.Ribeirao Brazil OM OH

1157) 54444 at 1130 in Morden; RCI via Sines 11.915 (Eng 1430-1500,
also to M.East, Africa) 45444 at 1440 in Chester and via Sackville 11.945
(Eng, Fr 2130-2300, also to M.East, Africa) S10333 at 2224 by Julian

3.220

3.220

3.220

CPBS 1, Beijing

R.HCJB Quito

R.Togo, Lome

AIFLShimle

China

Ecuador

Togo

India_

2200

0150

2003

1632

H,S1

D,H

12H,K,M,O,U,V

Wood in Elgin; Israel R, Jerusalem 11.587 (Eng 1800-1815, also to
_1123

3.210 SABC Oranje Meyerton SAfrica 1904 I,M3
W.USA, W.Asia) S10444 in E.London, 11.585 (Eng 2000-2030, also to 3.235 AIR Cowshed India 1559 M

USA) 44444 at 2020 in E.Worthing and 11.675 (Eng 2230-2300, also to
USA) S10443 at 2240 in Rowley Regis; AIR via Bangalore 11.620 (Eng,

3.240

3.245

3.250

TWR Shona

AIR Lucknow

R.Pyongon_g_

Swaziland

India

N.Koree

1645

0110

1950

H,I,KM

D,K,M,Q

H

Hi 1745-2230) 44333 at 1840 in Middlesbrough; R.Damascus, Syria 3.255 2020 C,I,K,M,CLUBBC via Maseru Lesotho

12.085 (Eng 2008-2108) 34332 at 2049 in Oxted; R.Japan via Moyabi 3.268 AIR Kohima India 1633 M

11.925 (Eng 2100-2155) 55355 at 2111 in Newry; VOFC Taiwan via 3.270 REcos del Oriente Ecuador 0214 M

Okeechobee 11.915 (Eng 2200-2300) 44344 at 2200 in Appleby.
While beaming to other areas KTWR, Agana 11.805 (Eng to S.Pacific

3.210

3.276

3.217

SWABC 1, Namibia

R.S.Highlands,Mendi

S.WAfilca
N. Guinea

1945

1908

KM,UK
M

AIR Srinagar India 1557 .KM,C1

0855-1000) was logged as 23332 at 0930 in Stirling; R.Tunisia Int via 3.300 R.Cultural Guatemala 0150 D,H,J,M,11

Sfax 11.550 (Ar to N.Africa? 0430-2300) S10333 at 0941 in Rotherham; 3.315 AIR Bhopal India 0050 D,G,K,CL

HCJB Quito 11.925 (Eng to Caribbean 1130-1600) S10344 at 1235 in 3.316 SIBS Goderich Sierra Leone 2211 C,D,H,J,M,UK

Edinburgh; R.Australia via Carnarvon 11.660 (Eng to S.Asia 1430-1800) 3.325 FRCN Lagos Nigeria
Swaziland

2045

0256

c,o,k4,8
I,S3,335 1WR

43433 at 1445 in Islington and 11.695 (Eng to Pacific 1430-2055) 32232 3.345 RRI Ternate Indonesia 2034 S

at 1704 in Norwich; R.Pakistan, Islamabad 11.570 (Eng to M.East 1600- 3.350 R.Cumanda, Coca Ecuador 0155 D

1630) 35333 at 1607 in Barton -on -Humber; Voice of Mediterranean, 3.355 AIR Kurseong India 1630 KM,0

Malta 11.925 (Eng, Ar to N.Africa 1400-1600) S10333 at 1400 in .3.356

Co.Fermanagh; BBC via Lesotho 11.940 (Eng to S.Africa 0700-1830)
3.359

3.365

R.Botswana
RTV Malagasy

R.Rebelde, La Julia

Geberona  ..
Madagascar
Cuba

2000

1742

0130

KLIU
1,0

OR
34323 at 1729 in Woodhall Spa and via Ascension Is 11.750 (Eng to 3365 AIR Delhi India 1531 K

S.America 2200-0330) 24322 at 2350 in E.Bristol; R.New Zealand Int
11.735 (Eng to Pacific areas 1850-2137) 24222 at 1900 in Bushey

3.365 GBC R-2 Ghana 2130 C,D,M,P,O,R,

U,V,W

Heath; Israel R, Jerusalem 11.675 (Eng to Russia, W.Asia 2000-2030)
13130

3380

R.Chortis

R.Malawi

Guatemala

Malawi

0200

1831 M
S10322 at 2000 by Francis Hearne in N.Bristol; R.Nac da Amazonia, 3385 RFO Cayenne Guiana 0533

Brazil 11.780 (Port 0900-0200) 33333 at 2040 in Lisnaskea; 3.395 RRI Tanjungkarang Indonesia 2345 H

R.Anhanguera, Brazil 11.830 (Port 0800-0300) 24212 ar 2340 in 3110 Voz de la Esparenza Peru_ 0155

3.900

3.915

3.925

Hulunbeier, Hailer
BBC Kranji

NSB Tokyo

China

Singapore
Japan

H

B,K,L,M,0,0,V
H,M

Bridgwater; RAE Buenos Aires 11.710 (Eng to USA 0200-0300) 43433 at
0210 in Ross -on -Wye.

2355

2130

1640

R.New Zealand's 9MHz (31m) broadcast to Pacific areas on 9.700 3.993 KBS Seoul Korea 2335 H

(Eng 0659-1206 [includes relay of BBC WS News Desk 1100-1130]) was 3.940 PBS Hubei Wuhan China 1515 H

22322 at 0855 in Sunderland, S10233 at 1030 in Edinburgh, S10111 at 3.945 AIR Gorakhpur India 1542 1,0

1120 in Macclesfield and 25552 at 1203 in Wallsend. Later, the signal on
3.945

3.950

Vatican Radio

Qinghai PBS, Xining

Italy

China

2050

2100

B,E,J,O,R,V,Z

HO
9.655 (Eng to Pacific 1650-1850) was S10222 at 1655 in Rotherham. In 3.955 BBC via Skelton England 2210 D,L,N,O,R,X,Z

contrast, R.Australia via Camarvon on 9.510 (Eng, Chin to Asia 0900- 3.955 R.Budapest Hungary 1605 s

1200) was logged as 44434 at 1145 by George Tebbitts in 3.955 Novosibirsk rly AAta. Kazakhstan 2100 OR

Penmaenmawr; also 9.770 (Eng to Asia 1430-1600) as 44444 at 1436 in
E.Worthing.

3.960

3.960

3.965

Xinjiang PBS, Urumqi

RFE/RL Munich

RFI Paris

China

W.Germany

France

2050

1825

2359

D,M,Q

D

A,D,R2
Also logged here were HCJB Quito 9.745 (Eng to S.Pacific 0715- 3,975 BBC Skelton England 2202 R

1125) 43333 at 1049 in Co. Londonderry; Yemen R, Sana'a 9.780 (Ar to 3.980 VOA Munich Germany 2203 A,0,13,R,Y2

M.East 1000-2145 [Eng 2100-2135]) 44333 at 2107 by P.Gordon 3.985 China R.Int via SRI Switzerland 2205 LN,O,R

Smith in Kingston; RFI via Moyabi, 9.790 (Fr to Africa 2000-2300) 3.985

3.990

SRI Beromunster

Xinjiang BS, Urumqi
Switzerland
China

1849

2050

0,82
HO

34444 at 2134 by Fred PaRant in Storrington; UAE R, Abu Dhabi 9.605 99C via °mosso' Cyprus 1636

(Eng to NW.USA 2200-0000) 'very good' at 2215 by G.Rowland in
.3.960

3.995 DW via Julich Germany 2225 D,N,R,Z

Buckley; Voice of Turkey, Ankara 9.445 (Eng to USA 2300-0000) 55555 4.005 RRI Padang Indonesia 1544 H,I,M

at 2300 in Appleby; R.Novas de Paz, Brazil 9.515 (Port 0900-0300),
heard at 0100 in Lisnaskea.

4.035

4.081

4.220

Xizang PBS, Lhasa

Ulan Batar 1

Xinjiang PBS, Urumqi

Tibet

Mongolia

China

2334

1610

0110

0,013

M

0
Broadcasts to Europe come from R.Vlaanderan Int, Belgium 9.925 4.500 Xinjiang BS, Urumqi China 2335 C,D,I,M,Q,R

(Eng [Fr Sun] 1000-1030) 44333 at 1000 in Morden; BBC via Limassol 4.735 Xinjiang, Urumqi China 2300 C,D,K,M,OR

9.660 (Eng 0700-1515) 23222 at 1021 in Barton -on -Humber; R.Jordan 4.740 RAfghanistan, Kabul Afghanistan 1917 U

via Al Karanah 9.560 (Eng 1500-1730) 44444 at 1601 in Woodhall Spa;
4.755 R.Educ CP Grande

RRI Ujungpadang

Brazil

Indonesia

0005

1510

D,H

H,K
SNBC Ondurman 9.165 (Eng 1800-1900) 43443 at 1800 in Stirling;

.4.755

4.760 Yunnan PBS,Kunming China 2323 H,K,M,0

R.Portugal via Sines? 9.780 (Eng 1900-1930) 55434 at 1900 in Ross -on - 4.160 AIR Port Blair India 1651 K,M

Wye; Monitor R.Int via WSHB 9.355 (Eng 1900-2200) 44333 at 1930 in 4.760 ELWA Monrovia Liberia 2131 C,J,K,M,OR

Oxted; VOA via Gloria, 9.700 (Eng 1700-2100) S10444 at 2000 in 4.760

4.765

TWR

Brazzaville

Swaziland

P.Rep.Conga

2141

2146

H,M,U

C,M
N.Bristol; BSKSA Riyadh 9.870 (Ar 1800-2300) 33333 at 2035 in Rugby; 4.770 FRCN Kaduna Nigeria 2111 C,F,J,M,D,R,U2
R.Moscow Int 9.550 (Eng WS 1630-2300) heard at 2100 in Congleton; 4.770 R.Mundial, Bolivar Venezuela 0219 M

R.Ukraine Int 9.860 (Eng 2200-2300) 34343 at 2200 in Middlesbrough; 4.777 R.Gabon, Libreville Gabon 2121 K,M,U

R.Cairo via Abis 9.900 (Eng 2115-2245) 43343 at 2204 in Boume; AIR 4.180 RID Djibouti 2001 U

via Delhi? 9.950 (Eng 2045-2230) 33332 at 2215 in Stalbridge.
A.783

4.785

RIM Bamako
Caiari Porto Velho

Mali
Brazil

22AC.J.K.M.Q.K_OX
0200 D

In the 7MHz (41m) band WYFR via Okeechobee 7.355 (Eng to Eu 4.785 Zhejiang PBS,Hangzhou China 0220 M

0600-0800) 34343 at 0723 in Bourne; WJCR, Upton 7.490 (Eng to E.USA 4.185 R.Tanzania Tanzania 1854 M

2100-1000) 24322 at 0951 in Sunderland; WHRI, South Bend 7.315 (Eng 4.790 AIR Shillong India 1605 M

to E.USA 2000-1300) S10433 at 0959 in Macclesfield; R.Australia via
Carnarvon 7.260 (Eng to S.Asia 1430-2100) 33433 at 1900 in E.Bristol;

4.790 Azad Kashmir R. Pakistan

Peru

Swaziland

0110

0220

1844

D,K,R

M

M,K

4.790

4.790

RAtlaMida
TWR Manzini

R.Moscow Int 7.205 (Eng WS 1900-2030) S10444 at 1915 in N.Bristol; 4.195 La Voz de los Cares Ecuador 0721 M

Voice of Israel, Jerusalem 7.465 (Eng to W.Eu, USA 2000-2030) 55555 at 4.880 R.Nac Amazonas Brazil 0940 H

2000 in Appleby; Monitor Pint via WSHB 7.510 (Eng to Eu, E.USA 2100-
2255) 44444 at 2145 in Rugby; Voice of Nigeria, Ikorodu 7.255 (Ha to

4.800

4.800

4.930

CPBS 2 Beijing

R.Popular Cuenca

AIR Hyderabad

China

Ecuador

India

1328

0215

1640

K

D,M

K,M
W.Africa 2200-2300) 22342 at 2200 in Storrington; AIR via Aligarh? 7.412 4.805 R.NacAmazonas Brazil 2345 C,D,M

(Hi, Eng to Eu 1745-2230) 44434 at 2210 in Penmaenmawr; R.Ukraine 4.810 R.San Martin Tara Peru 0110 0,13

Int, Kiev 7.240 (Eng to Eu 2200-2300) S10554 at 2220 in Rowley Regis; 4.810 SABC Meyerton SAfrica 1948 KM

R.Prague, Czech Rep 7.345 (Eng to USA 0000-0030) S10333 at 0000 in
Co.Fermanagh.

4.815

4.815

4.815

R.Difusora, Londrina

R.Nac.Tabatinge

China R.Int, Beijing

Brazil

Brazil
China

0200

0223

1327

D,M

M
K

The 6MHz (49m) logs included RTL via Junglinster 6.090 (Fr to 4.815 R.diff TV Burkina Ouagadougou 3307 C,D,M,O,U

Europe 24hrs) 44444 at 1020 in Rugby; R.Nederlands via Flevo 5.955 4.828 E.Prov.Huila Angola 2152 M

(Eng to Eu 1130-1325) 45544 at 1230 in Inverness; R.Australia via 4.820 La Voz Evangelic* Honduras DXO C,M

Carnarvon (Eng to S.Asia 1630-2100) 23332 at 1845 in E.Bristol; BBC via
4.820

4.825

AIR Calcutta

R.Cancao Nova

India

Brazil
1939

2356

H,KM
C,M

Antigua 5.975 (Eng to C.Am 2000-0430) 22332 at 2240 in Woking; 4.830 R.Botswana, Gaborone Botswana 2105 C,D,R,T

WEWN, Birmingham 5.825 (Ger to Eu 2300-0000) 34323 at 2335 in 4.830 R.Bangkok Thailand 1520 H,K

Sunderland; R.Prague, Czech Rep 6.055 (Eng to USA 0000-0030) 55444 4.830 R.Tachire Venezuela 2330 C,D,H,I,M,0

at 0015 in Penmaenmawr.
4.835 R.Tezuhrtlan, Cohan Guatemala 0110 0

Frog Stalk.
MHz

Country UTC DXer

4.835 RTM Bamako Mali

4.840 Heilongjiang, Harbin China

4.840 AIR Bombay India

4.840 R.Valera, Trujillo Venezuela

4.845 R.Nacional Manus Brazil

4.845 RTM Kuala Lumpur Malaysia

4.845 ORTM Nouakchott Mauritania

4.850 R.Yaounde Cameroon

50 R.Luz y Vida, Loja Ecuador

4.865 PBS Lanzhou China

4.865 Caracol Colombia

4.865 LV. del Cinaruco Colombia

4.810 R.Cotonou Benin 2213

4.815 R.Floraima, Boa Vista Brazil 0300

4.875 V. of Jinling China 1530

4.879 R.Bangladesh Bangladesh 1520

4.880 R.Nac.Espejo, Quito Ecuador 0220

4.885 R.Clube do Pare Brazil 0155

4.885 R.Difusore Acreana Brazil 0225

4.885 China RAM Beijing China 1555

4.885 KBC Nairobi Kenya 1850

4.890 RFI Paris via Gabon 11400

4.895 R.Bare, Manaus Brazil 0226

4.895 Voz del Rio Ara uca Colombia 0139

4.895 AIR Kurseong India 0200

4.895 Hanoi 1 Vietnam 1605

4.896 Pakistan BC Pakistan 1515

4.900 SLBC Colombo Sri Lanka 1629

4,905 ObleKdjamena Chad

4.910 AIR Jaipur India

4.910 R.Zambia, Lusaka Zambia

4.915 RAnhanguera Brazil

4.915 PBS GuanLod, Nanning China

4.915 GBC-I, Accra Ghana

4.915 Voice of Kenya

4.920 R.Quito

4.920 AIR Madras

4,925 R.Difusora, Taubatt

4.925 R.Nacional, Bate
4.927 RRI Jambi

4.935 R,Difusore, Jatai

4.935 Voice of Kenya

4.940 AIR Guwahati

4.950 R.Madre de Dios

4.955 R.Culture, Campos

4.955 R.Marajoara, Belem
4.950 AIR Delhi

4.970 PBS Xinjiang

4.970 AIR hanagar

4.970 R.Rumbos, Caracas

4.975 R.Tupi, Sao Paulo

4.975 PBS Fuzhou

4.975 R.Uganda, Kampala

4.980 PBS Xinjiang, Urumqi

4.393 Ecos del Torbes

4.985 R.Brazil Central
4.990 Hunan 1, Changsha

..4,986 AIR ExiServics
4.990 FRCN Lagos

4.990

5005

5.005

5.010

5.010

5.020

5.020

5.025

5.025

5.025

5.025

5.030

5.035

5.035

5.045

5.047

5.050

5050

5.050

5.052

5055

5.060

5.065

5.075

Kenya 1858

Ecuador 025
India 1638

Brazil nw
Eq.Guinea 1823

Indonesia 1505

Brazil 0240

Kenya 1925

India 1434

Peru 2235

Brazil 0215

Brazil 0330

India 0100

China 1613

India 1410

Venezuela 0210

Brazil 0231

China 1850

Uganda 2005

China

Venezuela

Brazil

China

India

Nigeria

2215

1638

0125

0720

1455

2207

2055

0120

23E0 C,H,K,0.11.1.1

0030 C,R

0300 0,H,I,0.R

C,D,M,CLR,U

M,Q

H,K

OD,11,1,M,Q

M,U

D,R

M

C,D,H,M,R

a
H

KM
20209,C I,M Q,R T

1540 C,K,M,U,V

2023 H,K,M,U

0735

2220

2130 C D G

5,0.11.7,V

QM

H,K,M,Q

M

C

D

H,I,D

5,11

D,M

M

C,M,11,R,U

1550 C,H,K

0100 C,D,H,I,M,OH,V
4250 D,H

1430

2103 C,0,1,940,
0,R,T,U

RAncesh, Hoare: Peru 0220 0
R.Nacional, Bata Eq.Guinee 2055 J,KU
R.Nepal, Kathmandu Nepal 1032 H,K,111

R.Garoua Cameroon 1840 M
Guangxi 2, Nanning China 2345 H,K

PBS -Jiangxi Nanchang China 2350 D,I,G

La Voio du Sahel Niger 1855 K,M,0

ABC Katherine Australia 2355 D

R.Parakou Benin 1958 8,C,D,H,M,

CI,CLU

Cuba 0230 D,M

Uganda 1942 R

Bhutan 1354 K

Brazil 0724 M

CAfrice 2200 C,D,J,M,0.R,U

Brazil 0234 D,M,Q
R.Togo, Lome Togo 2200 C,D,I,M,QAUX
Em Jesus Gren Poder Ecuador 0235

AIR Aizawl India 0120 D,M
R.Tanzanie Tanzania 1930 M,P,CLT

SBC R-1 Singapore 2200 D.H.I.K.M.,Q.R.0

RFO CayennelMatouryl FrGuiana 0015 C,D,H,Q

Sist de Em Progreso. Ecuador 0225

R.Candip, Bunia Zaire 1835

Caracol Bogata Colombia 0040

R.Rebelde, Habana

R.Uganda, Kampala

BBS Thimpu

R.Aparecide

R.Bangui

R.Cultura do Para

2115 B,C,J,M,0,0.R,

T,U,V,X,Z

M

B,H,K

C,D,J,M,R,T,U

C,M,R

5.125 Taiwan 1 Sce Chine

5.131 0.119 2000 Bambamaree Peru

5.163 CPBS 2, Beijing China

5.255 NO Sibolga, Sumatra Indonesia

DXert
A: Tim Allison, Middlesborough.
B: Leo Barr, Sunderland.

C: Darren Beasley, Bridgwater.

0 Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.

E: Bernard Curtis, Stalbridge.

F. Ron Damp, Worthing.

G: John Eaton, Woking.

H: Jim Rdwards, Wigan.
I: David Edwardson, Wallsend. V Roy Patrick, Derby.
J: Ron Galliers, N.London. W: Peter Pollard, Rugby.
K: P. Gordon Smith, Kingston, Moray. X: Eric Shaw, Chester.

L: Robin Harvey, Bourne. Y: Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.

M: Gerry Haynes, Bushey Heath. Z: Phil Townsend, E.London.

2350

2320

2345

2355

B,C,D,G,H,I,J,

M,R,T,V

D,H

V

H,0

N: Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.

0: Sheila Hughes, Morden.

IT: Ross Lockley, Stirling.

a Paul Logan, Usnaskea.
R: Eddie McKeown, Newry.
S: Roy Merrall, Dunstable.

T: Sid Morris, Rowley Regis.

U: Fred Pallant, Stornngton.
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Andy Cadier, 28 Romney Avenue, Folkestone, Kent MO 30J

Off rNe

Hello, this quarter we are taking a
look at Restricted Service
Broadcasting Licences, known

as RSLs. These are available from the
Radiocommunications Agency for
periods of up to 28 days, usually to
cover special occasions or events.
The maximum e.r.p. is 25W on v.h.f.
f.m. or 1W on medium wave. The
licence, copyright and phonographic
performance fees can amount to
almost £4000. Also transmission
facilities, station premises and studio
equipment will need to be obtained.
There are a number of recognised
companies that can hire you virtually
everything you need, which of course
can add substantially to the
overheads. Having got the gear, you
need at least one qualified and
capable person to install the
equipment and to keep it running.

Whatever kind of programming
you choose, programme presentation
has to be as good as, and hopefully
different to, competing stations.
Advertisers will only be attracted to a
station that has a confident and
reliable sound and a professional
business attitude. A programme
manager and a band of proficient
presenters, together with a news and
public relations team will probably be
required. Plus a commercial
production department to organise
the making of advertisements to
clients specifications. Last, but not
least, a business manager to organise
initial funding, to establish an
advertising sales team and to be
responsible for insurance, safety and
security. Using voluntary staff many
RSL stations are able to cover their
costs and show a reasonable profit.

Shepway Sound

Last December saw me reviving my
DJ talents as a presenter with a local
RSL Shepway Sound, who broadcast
from a studio in Folkestone's town
centre. This was a part of the local
Christmas Festival to promote
shopping and entertainment facilities
during the run-up to Christmas. The
station played a carefully planned
wide range of pop music from the 50s
to the present charts. The satellite -
delivered Network News was
provided on the hour followed by a
local weather bulletin. Local traffic
and travel, including reports from our
own harbour were provided at quarter
past and quarter to each hour. At the
half hour, local news provided by both
the Folkestone Herald newspaper
and the radio station's own staff was a
splendid example of successful co-
operation in this field. Then followed
an inshore waters forecast for the

Recorc
benefit of ferry passengers and our
local fishing fleet.

The audio output from the studio
was fed to the transmitter site by a
u.h.f. radio link. The receiver for this,
together with the rented 25W
transmitter and diesel generator, was
located in an old WWII gun
emplacement high above the town on
the South Downs. An omnidirectional
vertically -mounted antenna at this
vantage point produced a first class
signal in the target area plus
reasonable reception in most of
south-east Kent. The reaction from
both listeners and local business
people has been most positive, many
asking, "When are you coming back?"
Alas there are no provisions for any
kind of extension to a Restricted
Service Licence.

Offshore Radio

Mystery and intrigue appear to
surround two American radio ships
the MV Sarah and the MV Fury, the
former was used by the pirate station
RNI (Radio Newyork International).
Broadcasts started on 23 July 1987
but within days the Federal
Communications Commission had
issued a Warning Citation and after
this was ignored, raided the ship on
July 28. Further transmissions were
made on 14 October 1988, after the
ships registration details had been
changed.

Just three days later programmes
finally stopped following a visit from
the US Coast Guard in possession of
an FCC Restraining Order. At this
point it had been intended to register
the ship with the Principality of
Sealand, this self-made state is really
an old wartime sea fort off Harwich in
England, known as Roughs Tower. It
is not recognised as a country and
from 1 October 1987 became within
the new extended territorial
jurisdiction of the UK and therefore
was not in a position to register
international shipping.

The key figure behind Radio
Newyork International was Allan
Weiner who has been involved in the
construction an offshore short wave
station for an American religious
organisation. He and Brother R. Stair
of Overcomer Ministries at
Walterboro, South Carolina, were
equipping a former trawler the MV
Fury with four short wave
broadcasting transmitters. All the
radio equipment that had been
aboard the Sarah was transferred to
the Fury, except for the top section of
the radio mast, which was damaged
while being moved.

The Sarah, whose registered

The studio of
Shepway Sound

name is Lichfield 1 was then sold to
MGM Pictures for $20 000 for a
spectacular role in a film with the
working title Blown Away:that
reflected the planned fate of the
vessel. The superstructure was to
have been reconstructed in timber
with the big bang taking place on 21
August 1993. The scorched remains
of the vessel were bought for $15 000
by a salvage company.

On 19 January 1994 US federal
agents raided the MV Fury while
anchored in the Wando River, near
Charleston, South Carolina. This
followed an investigation by two field
operations officials from the
enforcement division of the FCC who
claimed they had detected radio
signals coming from the ship. A
warrant was issued by a district judge
for the seizure of all radio equipment
aboard.

Using a hired barge with a crane
the US Marshal's Service, the FCC
and the Coast Guard took almost two
days to remove the transmitters,
reportedly valued at $500 000. The
owners of the equipment have a
month to file a claim or it will be
forfeited to the US Government. The
Assistant US Attorney handling the
case said ,"It was the governments
intention to seize the property and not
pursue legal charges against
anyone".

The MV Peace that broadcast the
programmes The Voice of Peace to
Israel, ceased broadcasting on the 1
October 1993. The station's owner
Abie Nathan was unable to find
sufficient financial backing for his
shipboard peace museum. The
former Dutch coaster, originally
named Rolf and launched in 1940,
was scuttled on 29 November 1993
some 15km off the coast of Israel.
Previously Abie had referred to the
possibility of him sinking or setting fire
to the vessel as some sort of symbolic
gesture. He had spent many years
attempting to bridge the gap between
the Israeli Government and the PLO,
and was once imprisoned for
allegedly talking to the 'enemy'.

Radio Caroline

Radio Caroline hopes to be on air
over Easter to celebrate their 30th
anniversary. They intend to use a
medium wave RSL, however, with the
usual 1W allocation they may have
difficulty reaching any centre of
population owing to the ships remote
anchorage. The Department of
Transport will not allow the vessel to
move until it is completely seaworthy.
At present the rudder will not operate!
In exceptional circumstances, the

Radiocommunications Agency are
able to issue licences for higher
power, or for the use of a larger
antenna than normally specified.

Collectors Corner

Kevin Reeks is a collector of old
broadcasting equipment, particularly
from the 1960s and 70s, if you have
something suitable Kevin can be
contacted at 67 Lancaster Drive,
Lydney, Gloucestershire GL15 5SJ.

Talking about the 60s, John and
Jenny Knight of Horizon Sales are
looking for early Radio Caroline
recordings. Of particular interest are
broadcasts from the MV Frederica or
the Mi Amigo from 1964 to 1968. Their
address is 121 Monkton Street,
Monkton, Ramsgate, Kent CT12 4JQ.

Bookworms will be pleased to
know that Pop Went the Pirates by
Keith Skues is available from the
publishers. Black Bear Press,
King Hedges Road, Cambridge
CB4 2PQ. There are 594 pages of
text, 230 illustrations and biographies
of some 200 pirate radio
personalities, including a priceless
picture of myself! The soft -back
version is £14.99 plus postage, in
case -bound hardback it's £24.99.

Sunday Morning Pirates

Rab O'Fokel using his Sony ICF
SW -7600 in Sunderland has logged a
large number of stations including
Radio Barones, Weekend Music,
Pamela, Orang Utan, FRS London,
Chaos, Ozone, Emerald, Jolly Roger
and Marabu. Free Radio Monitoring
based at Halesowen West Midlands
include in their report. Radio Piranha,
Waves, Belgian Relay, Optimod,
Diamond, East Coast Commercial,
Lightning, Toekomst Music, Titanic,
Safari and Kaleidoscope.

Darren Taplin of Brenchley in
Kent using his Yaesu FRT-7700 tells
us he has received many of the above
plus Pandora, Amsterdam, Citadel,
Lowland, and Xenon Transmitting
Company. Bob Marsh of
Bexleyheath, also in Kent, uses a JRC
NRD-525 to log lots of stations
including Live Wire, Caroline, Waves,
Merlin, Stella, FRS Holland and Radio
Galaxy.

Finally David Williams of
Southampton adds Reflex, Britain,
Overflow and Transatlantic. I am
happy to supply a complete list of
pirate station activity based on our
contributors' logs. My address is at
the head of this page, please include
two 1st class stamps to cover
materials and return postage.
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YAESU * ICOM * KENWOOD * ALINCO * REVCO * DRAE * STAR * MASTERKEY * WELZ * DATONG * I.C.S. * FAIRMATE * YUPITERU * >

0925 229881

Yaesu's excellent budget radio which,
as a first time rig, back-up a main

station transceiver, has the features
and dependability that both

beginners and
seasoned operators

will appreciate.
Phone for best price.

ARC LTD

MEIER

* AKD * REVEX

RIG OF
THE

MONTH

EVERYTHING THE AMATEUR
REQUIRES IS UNDER ONE

ROOF ALL WITH
MANUFACTURERS OFFICIAL

WARRANTY - PLUS OUR OWN
KENWOOD & YAESU

APPROVED SERVICE CENTRE.
WHY SHOP ANYWHERE ELSE?

We are 1 mile from 123 M6 & 4'h miles off 19, M62 at
38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton -le -Willows, Merseyside WA12. 9BA

* MFJ * ERA * YAESU * ICOM * KENWOOD * ALINCO *REVCO * DRAE * STAR * MASTERKEY * WELZ *

FAX: 0925 229882

2nd Hand Items
FT-ONE/FL-2100Z/TENTEC
OMNI V/REVEX P-300/FT-
102/1C-R100/FT-707/FT-
101E/IC-02E/HP-2000/ AR -
1500 PLUS LOTS MORE

Instant HP available
subject to status

FREE
PARKING

Small

advert

large stock

DATONG *

cn

SATELLITE TV SPECIALISTS
* Actuators and Horizon -Horizon Mounts * Ultra Wide Band and Low Noise LNBs

*Top Quality Motorised Systems and components * Aluminium High quality Dishes up to 1.8n1

Below is a list of our Mail Order price offers to readers of SHORTWAVE
magazine. please call us if you do not see what you want.

Norixon-Horizon 2" mount (up to 1.1m Dish) E79.95

8/10/1r Actuator (Jaeger) super quality _E44.95

90cm Aluminium Offset dish . Polarmount E74.99

110cm Aluminium Offset dish. Polarmount E117.99

Precision 90cm P/Focus dish. Az/E1 mount E59.95

OUATTROBAND 10.70 -12.75 Gliz LIMO 8d8 (110140_1159.95

Ultra Low Noise LNB (Cal -Amp 0.7dB max)... ...... _179.00

Wide Band Ferrite Polariser (c120-WR75) E18.95

Ferrite Feed/Polariser (Offset) High quality . 015.00

60cm Dish Pack (Black Mesh) 1.046 1.96 E42.95

ALBA positioner (Digital Display) E47.50

ALBA EastAMest driver (Simple and cheapt £29.95

Nokia 1700 IRD (2Gliz Tuner Ferrite Pol.) ._E195.00

Nokia 2202 MAC/Eurocrypt Receiver/Dec .......£399.00

Nokia 5152 Positioner (Matching 1700.2202).E127.00

Echoshere 7700 IRD/Positioner (Top Quality) £549.00

RTP Mulliswitch (Sat IF. UHFI 4 output £34.95

RTP Satseeker Installation Aid.. E27.95

We always carry a large stock of 2nd hand receivers and dish packs at very low pnces, ideal for
AN enthusiasts. Discounts available for complete system purchases. All prices include VAT
Please add £7.50 p&p with your order, and allow 14 days delivery. Most items will reach you

within 3 days. Cheque with order. Technical enquiries welcome.

DRS TRADING LTD Unit A Sprint Ind. Estate,
Chertsey Road, Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7B0

Tel/Fax: 0932 355527/355540

SPECIAL OFFER
1992 Edition of "POOLEY'S FLIGHT GUIDE"

This "Aviator's Bible" contains details of all UK airfields,
all ground, tower, approach and radar frequencies, all
lower airspace and radar information, all UK aviation
addresses and phone numbers, airways frequencies,
private airstrip and helipad locations and much, much
more. This is last year's edition but almost all data is
still correct. Normal price: £17.50.

. OFFER PRICE ONLY £4.00
plus £2.00 post & packing (It's heavy with information!!)

Just send a cheque for £6.00 or phone with your credit card details to:

LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD
Chesterfield Road, Matlock
Derby DE4 5LE
TEL: 0629 580800

LOWE

GAREX ELECTRONICS
WIDEBAND SCANNERS

All major brands available, with the all-important service back-up from the
Company who pioneered the UK scanner market.
"SCANMASTER" Scanner Controller for ICOM ICR7000/7100 or YAESU
FRG9600: built-in software expands the scanner to over 700 memories with
automatic logging and a host of features. Operates with a terminal or any
computer in terminal mode. £153.25

WIDEBAND SCANNER AERIALS
"REVCONE" premium quality British VHF/UHF Discone 16 element for all-round
coverage, S0239 connector £38.95 Or N -type connector for improved UHF
performance £39.95. New "REVCONE PLUS" with improved low frequency
coverage £48.95. "REVCONE EXTRA" ready -to -go package: discone, 10m co -ax
fitted PL259, mast clamps, BNC plug £49.95. "RADAC" nest of dipoles, imitated
but not equalled. Receive 25-1300MHz outperforms discones with guaranteed Tx
performance on 2m & either 4m or 6m: £69.95. Upgrade kits available to allow Tx
on 27-28MHz, 50MHz & 70MHz. Special VHF/UHF Airband RADAC: 108-
136MHz & 220-400MHz £69.95. Custom versions with Tx capability on 6
customer -specified bands in the range 27-470MHz £87.50.
Top quality cable & connectors also available.
New "BANDMASTER" Scanner aerial unobtrusive vertical whip design, with small
groundplanes, receives 25-1300MHz, with 10m co -ax, mastclamps, BNC plug
£34.95. Mobile version on mag-mount or hatch -mount (state which) £29.95.

WIDEBAND SCANNER AMPLIFIERS
GA -4 SERIES 20MHz-1.3GHz precision stripline construction for exceptional
stability: 13dB gain at 1GHz with filter to reduce HF breakthrough problems. GA-
4MN Inline Masthead Amplifier COMPLETE with stripline DC supply splitter unit,
requires 12v DC at 30mA, N connectors £49.80. GA-4MS, as above, but PL/SO
connectors £48.80. "Local use" versions, small die-cast box package, for 12v DC
operation. GA -4B (BNC sockets): £35.75. GA -4S (S0239): £35.75. GA -4N (N
sockets): £39.85. Mains adaptor for use with any of above preamps: £8.95.

. SCANNER AERIAL FILTER
A specially designed tunable filter to be fitted in -line with the aerial feeder,
reduces strong signal breakthrough over the range 85-175MHz, BNC connectors
with High Pass Filter to reduce MW/SW breakthrough. £26.80.
PORTABLE SCANNER AERIAL lightweight design using ribbon cable elements:
rolls into a small bundle for ease of transport, hang from any convenient point,
ideal for travelling, with 4m co -ax & BNC plug £15.95.
VHF AIRBAND PREAMP 118-137MHz, 16dB gain, ready for use in die-cast box,
BNC connectors, requires 9-15V DC £28.95.

Write, phone or fax for lists. Regular lines, components and bargains for callers.
Open 10arn-5pm Mon -Fri (nrxlasional Sats)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK CARRIAGE AND VAT AT 17.5%

GAREX ELECTRONICS
STATION YARD, SOUTH BRENT,

SOUTH DEVON TQl 0 9AL
Phone (0364) 72770 Fax: (0364) 72007

VISA

World Radio TV Handbook - 1994 Edition
The 48th edition of the radio listener's bible. This encyclopaedic guide has been
recognised as the most authoritative and up-to-date publication on the world's
long, medium and shortwave radio and television stations for many years.
Designed for easy access the book allows the user, with the right radio
equipment, to tune into any of the world's radio and TV stations. It is a book for
the committed radio professional and enthusiast Contents include:
 Over 80 pages listing the long and medium wave stations throughout the world.
 Over 25 pages listing all the shortwave stations in frequency order.
 Over 40 pages listing worldwide TV stations with addresses and names of

personnel.
 Detailed maps of principal transmitter sites.
 County by country listings of long, medium and shortwave broadcasters by

frequency, time and language.
 Survey of high frequency broadcasting reception conditions for the year.

 Reviews of the latest shortwave receivers and accessories now on the market
 Names and addresses in international radio listener clubs, broadcasters and personnel.
 A complete guide to radio programmes for DXers and shortwave enthusiasts.
 Hour by hour guide to broadcasted in English.
£18.95 p&p £1.85 order code 419 BK.

World Radio TV Handbook Satellite Broadcasting Guide 1994
A new companion volume to the perennial bestseller World Radio TV Handbook -WRTH - the WRTH
SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE builds on the many years of experience built into WRTH and Bart
Kuperus, the Associate editor of WRTH, has authored a guide that provides details of all geostabonary
communications satellites, their operators and their programming worldwide.
The book contains detailed coverage maps illustrations, receiver tests, programming surveys, installation
guides and names and addresses of satellite broadcasters. It will benefit potential satellite receiving
equipment buyers, programme providers, cable headend operators, satellite equipment manufacturers and
dealers and enthusiasts.
£16.95 p&p £1.75 order code 420 BK

World Radio TV Handbook Equipment Buyers Guide
A companion volume to the perennial bestseller World Radio TV Handbook - WRTH - the WRTH
EQUIPMENT BUYERS GUIDE builds on the many years of experience built into WRTH and the WRTH authors
and editors under the guidance of broadcaster Jonathan Marks, distil their expertise in personal tests on
Shortwave receivers, antennas, pricing and performance, specifications of equipment and how to
understand them, in -car equipment and used equipment. This is an important new book for radio
professionals and enthusiasts and is built around the invaluable information that has appeared annually in
WRTH since 1987. Also includes the WRTH Annual Industry Awards.
£16.95 p&p £1.75 order code 421 BK

Guide to Utility Stations 1994 -J. Klingenfuss
20,000 frequencies from 9kHz to 30MHz. 4,000 call signs 60 RTTY press services on 250 frequencies in
alphabetical and chronological order. Schedules of 80 meteo FAX stations on 300 frequencies, and of 150
meteo RTTY stations on 450 frequencies. 960 abbreviations. NAVTEX, Q -Code. Z -code. Phonetic alphabet and
figure code SINPO/SINPFEMO code. Emission designations Classes of stations terms and definitions. AMS
and MMS regulations and frequency allocations. 100 station addresses in 200 countries AMS
MWARA/ROARANOLMET area world maps 540 pages.
£30.00 p&p £2.50 order code 412 BK

To order phone our sales line on 0738 30707 or send your cheque or
postal order. We accept Access, Visa or American Express

AXDON BOOKS SWF
32 Atholl Street, Perth PH1 5NP

Write or phone for our FREE 7994 Radio Books Catalogue
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For Sale

AOR1500EX wide -range receiver
a.m., f.m.ln), f.m.(wl, and s.s.b., s.s.
wire, NiCad, mains adapter, aerial,
ear phone, cigar lighter, plug and
manual, v.g.c., £200 o.n.o. Craig,
London. Tel: 071-702 4569
evenings.

Audio filter ERA BP34 s.s.b. a.m.,
c.w., RTTY, excellent performance,
boxed with manual and lead, mint
condition, £60. Send registered or
collect. Tel: London 071-700 1540
anytime.

Black Jaguar 200 Mklll hand-held
scanner, v/u.h.f., 26-30, 60-88, 115-
178, 210-260, 410-520, 16 mem-
ories, delay, look -out, priority,
charger with instructions and
boxed, less than three years old,
f80. Tel: Somerset (0935) 72888.

Black Jaguar M-3, frequencies 26-
29.995, 60-88, 115-178, 210-260,
410-520 boxed with all accessories
with three antennas, excellent
condition, £95. Tel: Essex 081-502
2340.

D-100 (De -luxe version) DXTV
converter, £50. Labgear v.h.f. to
u.h.f. up -converter, £30. P&P extra.
2 Craven Grove, Irvine KA11 1RY.
Tel: (0294) 221842.

Datong AD370 active antenna,
outdoor model, complete, new,
£50. Global AT -1000 a.t.u., new and
boxed with manual, £55. Tel:
Warwicks 10926) 54556.

Eddystone EC10 Mkll with mains
and battery power packs, mint
condition. Tel: Gwynedd (0286)
674042.

ERA Micro -reader Mkll 4.1, £90.
LCD ERA display, £90. FAX1
decodes RTTY, FAX, Navtex to
printer, £100. FAXII decode
computer system, RTTY, Navtex,
FAX. Everything works, £50, all with
operating instructions. A. Bell, Kent.
Tel: 10959) 575113.

Icom IC -R7000 scanner, boxed
with manual 25-2000MHz, v.g.c.
buyer collects, £590. Tel: Lincs
10476) 72304.

Icom IC -R7100, mint condition,
boxed, antenna and coax available,
cost, £1400, for sale at, £800. Tel:
Nr. Coventry 106761 533274.

Icom R71E receiver with pre -amp
and passband tuning, excellent
condition, complete with box and
instructions, £550. Tel: Cambridge
(0223) 565613 after Bpm.

SWM APRIL 94 TFE

ICS FAX1 weather map and
decoder with all cables and
manual, excellent condition, £185.
Universal M400 decoder as new
with manual, £310. G3KZU,
Oxford. Tel: (0865) 63000.

JRC h.f. receiver NRD-535D,
£950, mint, boxed with manuals
etc., Built-in CLF-243 BWC, CMF
78 ECSS and CFL 232 i.f. filter. JRC
ST3 headphones, £30. JRC
speaker NVA 319, £100. AEA
decoder PK232 MBX and PC
program, £225. Doreen, Kent. Tel:
071-987 1240.

JRC NRD-525G extra filters
fitted, one year old, very little
used, boxed and as new, £550,
carriage extra. Mr M. Wynn, 28
Court Place Gardens, Iffley, Oxford
OX4 4EW. Tel: (08651 770398.

JRC-NRD-535 h.f.
communications receiver, in
excellent condition, boxed with
full instructions and manual. NVA-
319 external matching speaker
with filters, also JRC
communication headphones,
open to offers. Steve,
Northumberland 106701 510695
after 6pm.

Kenwood R-1000 in new
condition with manual and f.m.
board (not fitted), £240.
Codemaster CWR-610E RTTY/c.w.
decoder, good condition, £60.
BBC -B computer in v.g.c., plus
cassette, games, £80. Tel: Hawick
(0450) 370937.

Lowe HF-225 receiver, long wire,
balun active antenna, power
supply and keypad, £375 o.n.o.
Tel: Warwick 10926) 401399.

Realistic PRO -2021 scanner,
200 channels/programmable a.m.
& f.m., v.h.f. 66-88, 108-136, 138-
174MHz, u.h.f. 380-512MHz, £110.
Tel: Somerset 104601 240837.

Saisho twin speaker radio
cassette, good condition, £10.
Sanyo Walkman -type tape
recorder with earphones, not
boxed, good condition, £20,
carriage extra. Mr. Wynn, 28 Court
Place Gardens, Iffley, Oxford. Tel:
(0865) 770398.

Save £10001 NRD-535 with pbs
and ecss worth, £1600; plus
486PC, v.g.a. etc., NRD software;
CODE3; and DX1 antenna.
Ultimate computerised shortwave
utility station, offers around,
£1700 excellent condition. Tel:
Essex 10702) 347590 after 8pm.

Scanmaster 2 scanner
controller with connectors for
AR3000, £125 or consider P/X
with large IDE hard drive for
PC. G4WJX, QTHR. Tel: 10782)
330613

Silent Key Sale: Receivers:
Lowe 0 -30MHz, £150, Roberts
Radio, £45, a.t.u., £15, BRT 400
RX, HRO, Drake, Watkin &
Johnson, Rycom (v.l.f.) APR -4Y.
Cased Speakers For Eddystone,
AR88, Realistic. Decoders
(various) Microreader, Microwave
Modules. Marconi B28/CR100, 17
Set, Various Spy transmitter
receivers and books. Tel: Lancs
10942) 55948.

Sony 2001D in perfect condition
with all accessories including
mains supply, boxed, batteries
included, £130, carriage extra. Mr
M. Wynn, 28 Court Place Gardens,
Iffley, Oxford OX4 4EW. Tel: 10865)
770398.

Sony ICF PRO80 plus frequency
converter, manual and soft case,
£150. Wanted Signal R535
airband RX. Martin, Devon Tel:
10837) 87438 evenings.

Sony ICF-SW77 short wave and
f.m. stereo portable receiver, as
new, mint condition, boxed, £225
o.n.o. Bearcat BC -2000 XLT hand-
held scanner, excellent condition,
£100. Tel: Herts (0582) 792543.

Sony SW77 superb, as new,
used approx six hours only. Boxed
with all accessories, bargain at,
£275. John, Romford. Tel: (0708)
742662.

Sony SW77 worldband
receiver with f.m. stereo, mint
condition, as new, £225. Uniden
Bearcat 200XLT scanner, excellent
condition, £100. Tel: Herts (0582)
792543.

Trio R2000 digital
communications receiver, 150kHz
to 30MHz all -mode. VC10 v.h.f.
board fitted, 118-174MHz,
excellent condition with manual
but no box, £425 o.n.o. Tel:
Plymouth (0752) 351063.

Yaesu FRG7700 receiver, v.g.c.,
boxed and FRA-7700 pre -amp,
£275 o.n.o. Discone aerial, £20.
15m heavy coaxial cable, £8.
VHF/UHF 26MHz to 12GHz,
frequency scanning guide, £5
(new, published 1993). Mike,
Gwent. Tel: (0633) 856933.

Yaesu FT -101 h.f. rig, Icom IC2SE
v.h.f., Yaesu FT -221 all -mode v.h.f.
rig, various test gear for silent key.
D. J. Plant, 15 Heathcombe Road,
Bridgwater, Somerset. Tel: (0278)
423288.

Yupiteru MVT-7100, boxed, as
new and includes case, manual
and all accessories, virtually
unused, in excellent condition,
bargain at, £275. Tel: Sheffield
107421 659405.

Yupiteru MVT-7100, purchased
Feb '94, boxed with guarantee and
all extras, including soft case, plus
Skyscan mag mount mobile
aerial, both mint, £350. Jim, South
Yorks. Tel: (07091 836224.

Yupiteru VT225 airband
scanner, NiCads 12V power
supply, not boxed, very little used,
as new, £180, carriage extra. Mr
M. Wynn, 28 Court Place Gardens,
Iffley, Oxford OX4 4EW. Tel: 108651
770398.

Exchange

I have new from Leicester
Show an AR3000A, complete in
original box etc., I am looking for
equally new Lowe HF-225 'Europa'
model. Check the current prices,
it's a bargain offer. Peter, Norfolk.
Tel: (0760) 720294.

Icom IC735 general coverage
TX/RX SP7 speaker, SM8 desk
mic, HM12 hand mic, all v.g.c.,
£600. Swap all above for NRD 525-
535 or best receiver offered. Tel:
Derby (03321 372696.

MVT-7100 scanner for suitable
lap -top computer, scanner
complete with usual accessories.
John, Essex. Tel: (0279) 731382
evenings.

Yaesu FT -ONE with Yaesu FTV
107R 2m transverter, want Yaesu
FT -726 or similar 2m/70cms
multi -mode base station. Tel:
Burnham on Crouch (0621)
772418.

Yupiteru MVT6000 for PRO2005
or 2006, in mint condition. Tel:
Sheffield 10742) 351005 anytime.

1/

Buy/copy of handbook for
Panasonic RB48 com rec, all
costs refunded. Tel: West
Glamorgan (0792) 896902.

Eddystone receivers models
EB35, EB36, EB37, EC10, EC10
Mkll, 960, 358, 358X, EY11, 881,
889, pillow speaker etc, £10. Each
offered for scrap sets, please
telephone anytime! Peter Lepino,
Surrey. Tel: 10374) 128170, FAX:
10372) 454381.

Good condition, second-hand
radio scanners, any make and I
will arrange carriage. Tel: Isle of
Man 10624) 625039 answerphone.

Lowe HF-150 with or without
associated equipment, must be in
good condition, also Amstrad
laptop 386/486 with colour screen.
Tel: Plymouth (0752) 872174 most
times.

SSB unit for Grundig Satellit
6000. Tel: Merseyside 051-648
3031.

Top prices paid for your
German gear of WWII vintage.
Looking for receivers, trans-
mitters, accessories. Lissok, Rue
M. Poedts 9, B-1160 Brussels,
Belgium. Tel: 010-322 6737115.

Closing Date for Adverts:
May 1994 Issue -
1 April 1994,
June 1994 Issue -
1 May 1994.

Please use an order form from a previous issue as there was no room to
squeeze it in this month. You must still send the corner flash from this page. Ed.
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BOOK
e IE 1St/

I
The books listed have been selected as being of special interest
to our readers. They are supplied direct to your door. Some titles
are overseas in origin.
TO ORDER:
PLEASE USE THE ORDER FORM AT THE END OF THIS SECTION.

LISTENING
GUIDES

wdd J &WM

AIR BAND
RADIO HANDBOOK

4th edition
tttnstvelv 'roma ad updltad

AIR BAND
RADIO
HANDBOOK
4th Edition
David J. Smith
Extensively
revised &
updated
(October 19921.
Air band radio
listening
enables you to
listen -in on the
conversations
between

aircraft and those on the ground who
control them, and is an increasingly
popular and fascinating hobby. A new
chapter on military air band has been
added. The author, an air traffic controller,
explains more about this listening hobby.
190 pages. £7.99

THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S
HANDBOOK 3RD EDITION
Hank Bennett, Harry Helms & David Hardy
This book is a comprehensive guide to the
basics of short wave listening. Everything
you need to get started as an s.w.l. is
explained in a clear and easily understood
manner. Receivers, antennas, frequencies,
propagation, 0 -codes, etc. are all covered.
294 pages. 07.95.

DIAL SEARCH 1992/94
George Wilcox
The listener's check list and guide to
European radio broadcasting. Covers m.w.,
1.w., v.h.f. & s.w., including two special fold-
out maps. Also includes a full list of British
stations, a select list of European stations,
broadcasts in English and 'Making the
Most of Your Portable'. 46 pages. £4.25

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1993
Compiled by T.T. & S.J. Williams
This guide was produced with the sole aim
of assisting airband listeners to quickly find
details of a flight, once they have identified
an aircraft's callsign. Identifies the flights
of airlines, schedule, charter, cargo and
mail, to and from the UK and Eire and
overflights between Europe and America.
122 pages. 0/P

FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY
LIST 8th Edition
Compiled by Geoff Helligey
Spirally bound, this easy -to -use reference
book covers 1.6 - 28MHz in great depth, all
modes and utility services, with new
reverse frequency listing showing every
known frequency against each callsign,
who's using what frequency and mode,
what's that callsign? These are some of the
answers this book will help you find.
544 pages. 07.95

GUIDE TO FACSIMILE STATIONS
13th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
The new edition of this super reference
book covers the world's facsimile stations,
their frequencies and methods of working.
There is a section covering the equipment
needed to receive FAXes over the radio. To
give you an idea of what is available there
are many pages of off -air received FAX
pictures. 392 pages. 08.00

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS
12th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
This book covers the complete short wave
range from 3 to 30MHz together with the
adjacent frequency bands from 0 to 150kHz
and from 1.6 to 3MHz. It includes details on
all types of utility stations including FAX
and RTTY. There are 19549 entries in the
frequency list and 3590 in the alphabetical
callsign list plus press services and
meteorological stations. Included are RTTY
& FAX press and meteor schedules. There
are 11800 changes since the 10th edition.
534 pages. £24.00

HF OCEANIC AIRBAND
COMMUNICATIONS 4th Edition
Bill Lever
HF aircraft channels by frequency and
band, main ground radio stations,
European FUT networks and North Atlantic
control frequencies.
31 pages. £3.95

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS GUIDE
BP255
Peter Shore
As in 'Broadcast Roundup', his column in
PW, Peter Shore has laid this book out in
world areas, providing the listener with a
reference work designed to guide around
the ever -more complex radio bands. There
are sections covering English language
transmissions, programmes for DXers and
s.w.l.s. Along with sections on European
medium wave and UK f.m. stations. 266
pages. 13.95

INTERNATIONAL VHF FM GUIDE
7th Edition.
Julian Baldwin G3UHK & Kris Partridge
G8AUU
This book gives concise details of
repeaters & beacons world-wide plus
coverage maps & further information on
UK repeaters.
70 pages. £2.85

MONITORING THE YUGOSLAV CONFLICT
Langley Pierce
A guide to movitoring the Yugoslav radio
transmissions of the UN, aircraft and
shipping engaged in the civil war in the
former Yugoslavia.
28 pages. £4.95

NEWNES SHORT WAVE LISTENING HAND
BOOK
Joe Pritchard G1UQW
A technical guide for all short wave
listeners. Covers construction and use of
sets for the s.w.l. who wants to explore the
bands up to 30MHz. Also covers the
technical side of the hobby from simple
electrical principles all the way to simple
receivers.
276 pages. £15.95

POCKET GUIDE TO RTTY AND FAX
STATIONS
Bill Laver
A handy reference book listing RIP/ and
FAX stations, together with modes and
other essential information. The listing is in
ascending frequency order, from 1.6 to
26.8MHz.
57 pages £3.95

RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1994
Clive Woodyear
This is the third edition of this radio
listener's guide. Simple -to -use maps and
charts show the frequencies for radio
stations in the UK. Organised so that the
various station types are listed separately,
the maps are useful for the travelling
listener. Articles included in the guide
discuss v.h.f aerials, ROS, the Radio
Authority and developments from
Blaupunkt.
68 pages. £3.45

SHORT WAVE INTERNATIONAL
FREQUENCY HANDBOOK
Formerly the Confidential Frequency List
and re -published in April 93, this book
covers 500kHz-30MHz. It contains duplex
and channel lists, callsigns, times and
modes, broadcast listing and times.
192 pages. £9.95

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY
3rd Edition
This spiral bound book lists over 12000 UK
spot frequencies from 25MHz to 1.213GHz.
Articles on scanning in the UK.
250 pages. 06.95

VHF/UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE
This book gives details of frequencies from
26MHz to 12GHz with no gaps and who
uses what. Completely revised and
enlarged (February 19931, there are
chapters on equipment requirements as
well as antennas, the aeronautical bands,
as well as the legal aspect of listening
using a scanner.
156 pages. 0/P

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1994
Country -by -country listing of I.w., m.w. &
s.w. broadcast and TV stations. Receiver
test reports, English language broadcasts.
The swl.'s 'bible'. £15.95.

SATELLITE
EXPERIMENTER'S
HANDBOOK 2nd
Edition
Martin Davidoff
K2UBC
The book is
divided into four
main sections -
History, Getting
Started, Technical
Topics and
Appendices. It
provides
information on
spacecraft built

by, and for, radio amateurs. In addition, it
discusses weather, TV -broadcast and other
satellites of interest to amateurs.
313 pages. £14.50

SATELLITE TELEVISION
A layman's guide
Peter Pearson
Pictures from space, that's what satellite
television is all about. Orbiting satellites,
35000km high, receive TV signals from
stations on the earth and re -transmit them
back again. This book explains all you need
to know to set up your own satellite TV
terminal at home, dish and accessories,
cable and tuner.
73 pages. £1.00

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION
GUIDE
2nd Edition
John Breeds
A practical guide to satellite television.
Detailed guide -lines on installing and aligning
dishes based on practical experience.
56 pages. £13.00

WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK
4th edition
Dr Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT
This book explains all about weather
satellites, how they work and how you can
receive and decode their signals to provide
the fascinating pictures of the world's
weather. Plenty of circuit diagrams and
satellite predicting programs.
192 pages £14.50

SATELLITES
NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV
Derek Stephenson
This book, the 2nd edition, is a hard bound
volume, printed on high quality paper. The
author is a satellite repair and installation
engineer and the book covers all information
needed by the installation engineer, the
hobbyist and the service engineer to
understand the theoretical and practical
aspects of satellite reception with dish
installation and how to trouble -shoot when
picture quality is not up to anticipated
reception. Mathematics has been kept to a
minimum.
284 pages 0/P

SATELLITE BOOK - A Complete Guide to
Satellite TV Theory and Practice
John Breeds
This book deals almost exclusively with
television broadcast satellites and is a
comprehensive collection of chapters on
topics, each written by a expert in that field.
It appears to be aimed at the professional
satellite system installer, for whom it is
invaluable, but it will be appreciated by a
much wider audience - anyone interested in
satellite technology.
280 pages. 00.00

The Satellite
Experimenter's
Handbook

Next day delivery
service for orders

received a.m., providing
the required books are

in stock. To take
advantage of this be

sure to enclose £3.75
P&P per order (no limit

to number of books
ordered). Service

applies to UK mainland
customers only.
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AMATEUR
RADIO
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO
W. I. Orr W6SAI
Written in non -technical language, this book
provides information covering important
aspects of v.h.f. radio and tells you where
you can find additional data. If you have a
scanner, you'll find a lot of interesting signals
in the huge span of frequencies covered,
100-300MHz & 50, 420, 902 & 1250MHz bands.
163 pages. E9.50.

AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK (RSGB)
Latest Edition
Over 60000 callsigns are listed including El
stations. Now incorporates a 122 -page
section of useful information for amateur
radio enthusiasts and a new novice callsign
section. 444 pages. E9.50

ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS
1994
This is the 70th edition of this handbook and
contains the best information from previous
issues. New for this edition is some
information on feedback -loop design for
power supplies, a new gel -cell charger
project, updates on antenna systems and
new coverage of baluns, propagation
programs are compared and colour SSTV
and telephone FAX machines are also
covered. Finally there's a new section on 'for
the workbench' with new projects for the
reader to build. 1214 pages. E18.95

ARRL OPERATING MANUAL
Another very useful ARRL book. Although
written for the American amateur, this book
will also be of use and interest to the UK
amateur. Topics covered range from short
wave listening through operating awards to
repeaters, operating and satellites.
684 pages. £1295

ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY
The best from the Amateur Satellite News
column and articles out of 31 issues of OST
have been gathered together in this book.
The latest information on OSCARs 9 through
13 as well as the RS satellites is included.
Operation on Phase 3 satellites (OSCAR 10
and 13) is covered in detail.
97 pages. E5.95

IC AR,
HF / MICROWAV

ARRL UHF/
MICROWAVE
EXPERI-
MENTER'S
MANUAL
Various Authors
A truly excellent
manual for the
keen microwave
enthusiast and
for the budding
'microwaver'.
With
contributions
from over 20

specialist authors. Chapters covering
techniques, theory, projects, methods and
mathematics. 446 pages. E14.50

COMPLETE DX'ER
Bob Locher
This book covers equipment and operating
techniques for the DX chaser, from beginner
to advanced. Every significant aspect of
DXing is covered, from learning how to really
listen, how to snatch the rare ones out of the
pile-ups and how to secure that elusive QSL
card. 204 pages. E7.95

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR
Edited by Charles L Hutchinson and David
Newkirk
A collection of practical ideas gleaned from
the pages of OSTmagazine. Plenty of
projects to build, hints and tips on
interference, c.w. and operating and
snippets of information from amateurs
who've tried and tested the idea.
129 pages. E4.95

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS'
EXAMINATION (RSGB)
Clive Smith G4FZH and George Benbow
G3HB
The background to multiple choice exams
and how to study for them with sample RAE
paper for practice plus maths revision and
how to study for the exam. The majority of
this book is given to sample examination
papers so that candidates can familiarise
themselves with the examination and assess
their ability.
88 pages. E6.95.

INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
BP29 0 . A. Pickard
This book describes several currently
available systems, their connection to an
appropriate computer and how they can be
operated with suitable software. The results
of decoding signals containing such
information as telemetry data and weather
pictures are demonstrated.
102 pages. £3.95

INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO BP257
I. D. Poole
This book gives the newcomer a
comprehensive and easy to understand
guide through amateur radio. Topics include
operating procedures, jargon, propagation
and setting up a station. 150 pages. 13.50

INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE
PROPAGATION BP293
J.G. Lee
How does the sun and sunspots affect the
propagation of the radio waves which are
the basis of our hobby? They affect the
ionosphere, but differing frequencies are
treated differently. Find out how to use
charts to predict frequencies that will be the
most profitable. What effect will noise have
on the signal? Find out with this book. 116
pages. £3.95

INTRODUCTION TO VHF/UHF FOR RADIO
AMATEURS BP281
I.D. Poole
An excellent book to go with the new Novice
or full callsign. Nine chapters and an
appendix deal with all aspects and
frequencies from 50 to 1300MHz. Topics

QRP CLASSICS
Edited by Bob
Schetgen
Operating QRP is
fun. The
equipment is
generally simple
and easy to
build, but often
performs like
more
sophisticated
commercial
equipment. Some

QRP Field Day stations operate a full 27
hours on a car battery - it's the perfect
equipment for emergency communication
when the power fails. Extracts from OSTand
the ARRL Handbook.
274 pages. £9.95

include propagation, descriptions of the
bands, antennas, receivers, transmitters and
a special chapter on scanners.
102 pages. £3.50

PASSPORT TO AMATEUR RADIO
Reprinted from PW1981-1982
The famous series by GW3JGA, used by
thousands of successful RAE candidates in
their studies. Plus other useful articles for
RAE students including emission codes,
explanations of diodes, s.s.b. and decibels.
87 pages. E1.50

PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION
IN THE UK
Mike Mansfield 66AWD
Introduces the concept of packet radio to
the beginner. Problem areas are discussed
and suggestions made for solutions to
minimise them. Deals with the technical
aspects of packet taking the reader through
setting up and provides a comprehensive
guide to essential reference material.
220 pages. £9.95

QRP CLASSICS

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK
INTERNATIONAL USTINGS 1994
72nd Edition
The only publication listing licensed radio
amateurs throughout the world. Also
includes DXCC Countries list standard time
chart, beacon lists and much more.
Over 1400 pages. E19.50

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK NORTH
AMERICAN LISTINGS 1994
72nd Edition
Listings of US amateurs (including Hawaii).
Also contains standard time chart, census of
amateur licences of the world, world-wide
GSL bureau, etc. Over 1400 pages. E19.50

RADIO AMATEUR'S QUESTIONS & ANSWER
REFERENCE MANUAL
4th Edition.
R. E. G. Petri G8CCJ
This book has been compiled especially for
students of the City and Guilds of London
Institute RAE. It is structured with carefully
selected multiple choice questions, to
progress with any recognised course of
instruction, although is is not intended as a
text book. 280 pages. E7.95

RAE MANUAL RSGB
G.LBenbow G3HB
The latest edition of the standard aid to
studying for the Radio Amateurs'
Examination. Updated to cover the latest
revisions to the syllabus. Takes the
candidate step-by-step through the course.
127 pages. E6.95.

RAE REVISION NOTES
George Benbow G3HB
If you're studying for the Radio Amateur's
Examination, this book could be useful. It's a
summary of the salient points of the Radio
Amateurs' Examination Manual, the standard
textbook for the exam. It's A5 size and
therefore can be carried with you wherever
you go. Easy -to -read, it's divided into 13
chapters with topics like receivers, power
supplies, measurements, operating
procedures, licence conditions and a
summary of the formulae all dealt
With. 92 pages. E4.00

VHF/UHF DX BOOK
Edited Ian White G3SEK
An all round source of inspiration for the
v.h.f./u.h.f. enthusiast Written by
acknowledged experts this book covers just
about everything you need to know about the
technicalities of v.h.f./u.h.f. operating.
270 pages. E18.00

W1FB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK
Doug DeMAW W1FB
This book is aimed at the non -technical
amateur who wants to build simple projects
and obtain a basic understanding of amateur
electronics. Your workshop does not need to
be equipped like an engineering lab to be
successful as an experimenter. Don't let a
lack of test equipment keep you from
enjoying the thrills of experimentation.
195 pages. E8.50

W1FB'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS
Doug DeMaw W1FB
This book covers everything from getting
acquainted with new equipment to
constructing antennas, station layout,
interference and operating problems to on -
the -air conduct and procedures.
155 pages. E6.95

WIFB's QRP NOTEBOOK
2nd Edition. Doug De Maw W1FB
The new improved and updated 2nd edition
of this book, covers the introduction to QRP,
construction methods, receivers and
transmitters for QRP. This workshop -
notebook style publication, which is packed
with new designs for the keen QRP operator,
also covers techniques, accessories and has
a small technical reference section. 175
pages. £1.95

YOUR GATEWAY TO PACKET RADIO
Stan Horzepa WA1LOU
What is packet radio good for and what uses
does it have for the 'average' amateur? What
are protocols? where, why, when? Lots of
the most asked questions are answered in
this useful book. It included details of
networking and space communications
using packet.
278 pages. E8.95

FAULT
FINDING
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR
MULTIMETER BP239
R. A. Penfold
This book is primarily aimed at beginners. It
covers both analogue and digital multi -
meters and their respective limitations. All
kinds of testing is explained too. No previous
knowledge is required or assumed.
102 pages. E2.95

HOW to Use
Oscilloscopes
and Other Test

Equipment

HOW TO USE
OSCILLOSCOPES
& OTHER TEST
EQUIPMENT
BP267
R.A. Penfold
Hints and ideas
on how to use
the test
equipment you
have, to check
out, or fault find
on electronic
circuits. Many
diagrams of

typical waveforms and circuits, including
descriptions of what waveform to expect

with particular faults, or distortion in audio
amplifiers. 104 pages. £3.50

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT
CONSTRUCTION BP249
R.A. Penfold
A follow on from Test Equipment
Construction (BP248)this book looks at
digital methods of measuring resistance,
voltage, current, capacitance and
frequency. Also covered is testing semi-
conductors, along with test gear for general
radio related topics.102 pages. E3.50

TROUBLESHOOTING WITH YOUR
TRIGGERED -SWEEP OSCILLOSCOPE
Robert L Goodman
This book steers you through the various
features - old and new - that scope
technology provides and is an invaluable
guide to getting the best out of your scope.
An overview of available scopes will help
you choose the one that best suits your
needs. Areas covered include spectrum
analysis, test applications, multiple -trace
displays, waveform analysis, triggering,
magnified sweep displays, analogue and
digital scopes, etc.
309 pages. E17.50.

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE
MULTIMETER BP265
R.A. Penfold
This book is primarily intended as a follow -

up to BP239, Getting the most from your
Multi -meter. By using the techniques
described in this book you can test and
analyse the performance of a range of
components with just a multi -meter (plus a
very few inexpensive components in some
cases). The simple add-ons described
extend the capabilities of a multi -meter to
make it even more useful.
96 pages. E2.95.

OSCILLOSCOPES, HOW TO USE THEM. HOW
THEY WORK
3rd Edition
Ian Hickman
This book describes oscilloscopes ranging
from basic to advanced models and the
accessories to go with them. Oscilloscopes
are essential tools for checking circuit
operation and diagnosing faults, and an
enormous range of models is available. 248
pages. E15.95

TELEVISION
AP/ COMPENDIUM
Mike Wooding G6IQM
This book is for those interested in amateur
television, particularly the home construction
aspect. There isn't a 70cm section as the
author felt this was covered in other books.
Other fields such as 3cm TV, are covered in
depth. A must for the practical AN
enthusiast. 104 pages. E3.00

GUIDE TO WORLD-WIDE TELEVISION TEST
CARDS. Edition 3
Keith Hamer & Gerry Smith
Completely revised and expanded, this is a
very handy and useful reference book for the
DX7V enthusiast. Over 200 photographs of
Test Cards, logos, etc., world wide.
60 pages. £4.95

MORSE
INTRODUCING MORSE. Collected Articles from PW 1982-1985
Ways of learning the Morse Code, followed by constructional details of a variety of keys
including Iambic, Triambic and an Electronic Bug with a 528 -bit memory as well as a practice
oscillator and Morse tutor. 48 pages. E1.25

SECRET OF LEARNING MORSE CODE. Mark Francis
Updates for the Novice Licence. Designed to make you proficient in Morse code in the shortest
possible time, this book points out many of the pitfalls that beset the student
84 pages. E4.95
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THEORY
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK
Doug DeMaw W1FB
Back by popular demand, completely revised
and expanded, this is a handy reference
book for the r.f. designer, technician,
amateur and experimenter. Topics include
components and materials, inductors and
transformers, networks & filters, digital
basics and antennas and transmission lines.
260 pages. E8.95

AUDIO
Elements of Electronics - Book 6 RPM
F. A. Wilson
This book studies sound and hearing, and
examines the operation of microphones,
loudspeakers, amplifiers, oscillators, and
both disk and magnetic recording. Intended
to give the reader a good understanding of
the subject without getting involved in the
more complicated theory and mathematics.
308 pages. £3.95

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 13P285. R.A.
Penfold
This book covers a wide range of modern
components. The basic functions of the
components are described, but this is not a
book on electronic theory and does not
assume the reader has an in-depth
knowledge of electronics. It is concerned
with practicalities such as colour codes,
deciphering code numbers and suitability.
166 pages. E3.95

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK
Mike Toomey BA
This book is an invaluable source of
information of everyday relevance in the
world of electronics. It contains not only
sections which deal with the essential
theory of electronic circuits, but it also deals
with a wide range of practical electronic
applications.
250 pages. £8.95

FILTER HANDBOOK
A Practical Design Guide
Stefan Niewiadomski
A practical book, describing the design
process as applied to fitters of all types.
Includes practical examples and BASIC
programs. Topics include passive and active
filters, worked examples of filter design,
switched capacitor and switched resistor
fitters and includes a comprehensive
catalogue of pre -calculated tables.
195 pages. E30.00

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315
F. A. Wilson
This little book deals effectively with a
difficult abstract subject - the invisible
electromagnetic wave. Aimed at the
beginner, the book with its basic approach to
electromagnetic& antennas, waves,
propagation and constraints is a good

starting point, complete very simple but clear
diagrams and the minimum of mathematics.
122 pages. E4.95.

FROM ATOMS TO AMPERES BP254
F.A.Wilson
Explains in simple terms the absolute
fundamentals behind electricity and
electronics. Topics include the use of SI
units, gravity, magnetism, light the electron,
conduction in solids and electrical
generators.
244 pages. E3.50

NEWNES PRACTICAL RF HANDBOOK
Ian Hickman
This book provides an easy -to -read
introduction to modern r.f. circuit design. It's
aimed at those learning to design r.f.
circuitry and users of r.f. equipment such as
signal generators and sweepers, spectrum
and network analysers. 320 pages. £16.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS
AND FORMULAE
BP53. F. A. Wilson
Written as a workshop manual for the
electronics enthusiast, there is a strong
practical bias and higher mathematics have
been avoided where possible.
249 pages. £3.95

REFLECTIONS
Transmission
Lines &
Antennas
M. Walter
Maxwell
W2DU
This will help
dispel the half-
truths and
outright myths
that many
people believe
are true about
transmission
lines, standing

waves, antenna matching, reflected power
and antenna tuners. 323 pages. E14.50

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR
Les Hayward W7201 &
Doug DeMaw WIFB
Back in print by popular demand! A revised
and corrected edition of this useful
reference book covering all aspects of solid-
state design. Topics include transmitter
design, power amplifiers and matching
networks, receiver design, test equipment
and portable gear. 256 pages. E10.95

TRANSMISSION LINE TRANSFORMERS
Jolty Sevick IN2FMI
This is the second edition of this book,
which covers a most intriguing and
confusing area of the hobby. It should enable
anyone with a modicum of skill to make a
belun, etc. Topics include analysis,
characterisation, transformer parameters,
baluns, multimatch transformers and simple
test equipment. 270 pages. £13.50
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COMPUTING
BASIC PACKET RADIO
Joe Kasser W3/G3ZCZ
Joe, who has worked on
packet radio for some
time, is the author of the

- excellent Lan -Link
computer program. So it
comes as no surprise that
it features in this book.
Well suited to beginners
and experts alike this

book is a mine of information.
364 pages. E19.95

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
COMMUNICATIONS (AN) BP177
R. A. Penfold
Details of various types of modem and their
applications, plus how to interconnect
computers, modems and the telephone system.
Also networking systems and RTTY.
72 pages. E2.95

NEWNES AMATEUR RADIO COMPUTING HAND
BOOK
Joe Pritchard G1UOW
Shows how radio amateurs and listeners can
'listen' to signals by reading text on a computer
screen. This book also covers the application of
computers to radio 'housekeeping' such as log -

keeping, QSL cards, satellite predictions and
antenna design as well as showing how to '
control a radio with a computer.
363 pages. E15.95

PCs MADE EASY. Second Edition
James L Turley
A friendly, comprehensive introduction to every
personal computer  including Macs! This book
is packed with valuable tips on every aspect of
computer technology available today and will
help you to get comfortable with your computer -
fast. 438 pages. £14.95

UPGRADE YOUR IBM COMPATIBLE AND SAVE A
BUNDLE
Second Edition
Aubrey Pilgrim
Aimed at the owners of the IBM compatible
computer, this book provides a very
straightforward and easy to read guide on
upgrading. The author has adopted a friendly and
informative style and the there are many
excellent illustrations. Typically American in
approach and style, the book provides much
information and an excellent reed.
245 pages. E16.95

INTERFERENCE
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK (USA)
William R. Nelson WA6F(IG
How to locate & cure cf.i. for radio amateurs, CBers, TV & stereo owners. Types of interference
covered are spark discharge, electrostatic, power line many 'cures' are suggested,
250 pages. E9.50

RADIO
AIR & METEO CODE MANUAL
13th Edition.
Joerg Klingenfuss
Detailed descriptions of the World
Meteorological Organisation Global
Telecommunication System operating FAX and
RTTY meteo stations, and its message format
with decoding examples. Also detailed
description of the Aeronautical Fixed
Telecommunication Network amongst others.
358 pages. E18.00

HIGH POWER WIRELESS EQUIPMENT
Articles from Practical Electricity 1910-11
Edited by Henry Walter Young
A reprint of interesting practical articles from
the very early days of radio, when materials and
methods described are from another era.
Subjects covered ranges from aerials through
detectors to things like Tesla and his wireless
age. 99 pages. E7.70

MARINE SSB OPERATION
J. Michael Gale
How do you stay in touch when you sail off over
the horizon and into the blue? What you need is
a single sideband radio, a marine s.s.b. This
book explains how the system works, how to
choose and install your set and how to get the
best out of it. There is also a chapter on amateur
radio with the emphasis on the increasingly
important maritime mobile nets. 96 pages. Et 95

MARINE VHF OPERATION
J. Michael Gale
A v.h.f. radiotelephone is essential equipment for
any sea -going boat but what can you do with it?
Who can you call, and how do you make
contact? Which channel do you use, and why?
What is the procedure for calling another boat,
calling the family through the telephone system,
or making a distress call? This book will tell you.
47 pages. E6.95.

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1994
This book gives you the information to explore
and enjoy the world of broadcast band listening.
It includes features on different international
radio stations, receiver reviews and advice as
well as the hours and language of broadcast
stations by frequency. The 'blue pages' provide
a channel -to -channel guide to world band
schedules. 416 pages. E19.50.

RADIOTELETYPE CODE MANUAL 12th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
This book gives detailed descriptions of the
characteristics of telegraph transmission on
short waves, with all commercial modulation
types including voice frequency telegraphy and
comprehensive information on all RTTY systems
and c.w. alphabets.
96 pages. E11.00

SCANNERS 2
Peter Rouse GUIDKD
The companion to Scanners, this provides even
more information on the use of the v.h.f. and u.h.f.
communications band and gives constructional
details for accessories to improve the
performance of scanning equipment
261 pages. E10.95

SHORT WAVE
COMMUNIC-
ATIONS
Peter Rouse
GUIDO
Covers a very wide
area and so
provides an ideal
introduction to the
hobby of radio
communications.
International
frequency listings
for aviation,
marine, military,
space launches,

search and rescue, etc. Chapters on basic radio
propagation, how to work your radio and what
the controls do, antennas and band plans.
187 pages. E8.95

SHORT WAVE RADIO LISTENERS' HANDBOOK.
Arthur Miller
In easy -to -read, non -technical language, the
author guides the reader through the mysteries
of amateur, broadcast and CB transmissions.
Topics cover equipment needed, identification of
stations heard & the peculiarities of the various
bands. 207 pages. E7.99

WORLDWIDE HF RADIO HANDBOOK
Marlyn R. Cooke
This book lists high frequencies used by aircraft
and aeronautical ground stations. Divided into
sections, Military, Civil, etc. The book should be
easy to use. 124 pages. E6.95

WRTH EQUIPMENT BUYERS GUIDE
1993 Edition
Willem Bos & Jonathan Marks
A complete and objective buyer's guide to the
curent short wave receiver market For the
novice and the experienced listener, this guide
explains how to make sense of the
specifications and select the right radio for your
listening needs.
270 pages. E15.95

1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL
Edited by Hugo Gernsback
A fascinating reprint from a bygone age with a
directory of all the 1934 s.w. receivers, servicing
information, constructional projects, circuits and
ideas an building vintage radio sets with modern
parts. 260 pages. E11.60

CONSTRUCTION
CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 BP322
R. A. Penfold
This book, as its name implies, is a source
book of circuits. The circuits provided are
mostly of interest to the electronics
enthusiast are are almost all based on
integrated circuits. Topics covered include
various oscillators, monostables, timers,
digital and power supply circuits.
214 pages. E4.95.

COIL DESIGN AND CONTRUCTION MANUAL
BP160
B.B. Babani
Covering audio to r.f. frequencies, this book
has designs for almost everything. Sections
cover such topics as mains and audio output
transformers, chokes and r.f. coils. What is
the required turns ratio? This book will show
you how to find out. Text and tables. 106
pages. f2.50

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN
PCBs BP121
R. A. Penfold
The purpose of this book is to familiarise the
reader with both simple and more
sophisticated methods of producing p.c.b.s.
The emphasis of the book is very much on
the practical aspects of p.c.b. design and
construction. 66 pages. £2.50

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY
PROJECTS BP192
R. A. Penfold
The practical and theoretical aspects of the
circuits are covered in some detail. Topics
include switched mode power supplies,
precision regulators, dual tracking
regulators and computer controlled power
supplies, etc. 92 pages. E2.95

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND
SWLS BP304
R. A. Penfold
This small book covers the construction and
use of radio frequency and intermediate

frequency projects, and audio frequency
projects. Under the first heading ideas
include a crystal calibrator, an antenna
tuning unit, a wave trap, a b.f.o. and other
useful projects. On the audio side projects
include a bandpass filter, a by-pass switch, a
c.w./RTTY decoder and many other practical
ideas and suggestions for the home
constructor. 92 pages. E3.95.

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76
R. A. Penfold
This book gives a number of power supply
designs including simple unstabilised types,
fixed voltage regulated types and variable
voltage stabilised designs.
89 pages. E2.50

SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER
CONSTRUCTION BP276
R.A. Penfold
A general purpose receiver to build, from
antenna to audio, described in
understandable English.
80 pages. £2.95

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
BP248. RAPenfold
Describes, in detail, how to construct some
simple and inexpensive, but extremely
useful, pieces of test equipment Stripboard
layouts are provided for all designs, together
with wiring diagrams where appropriate,
plus notes on their construction and use. 104
pages. £295

50 (FET) HELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
PROJECTS BP39
F.G.Rayer
50 circuits for the s.w.l., radio amateur,
experimenter or audio enthusiast using
f.e.t.s. Projects include r.f. amplifiers and
converters, test equipment and receiver aids,
tuners, receivers, mixers and tone controls.
104 pages. E2.95
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BEGINNERSANTENNAS (AERIALS)
AERIAL PROJECTS 13P105
Practical designs including active, loop
and ferrite antennas plus accessory units.
96 pages. E2.50

ALL ABOUT VERTCAL ANTENNAS
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Covers the theory, design and construction
operation of vertical antennas. How to use
your tower as a vertical antenna and
compact vertical designs for restricted
locations. All about loading coils and
a.t.u.s. 192 pages. E7.50

ANTENNA EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE
Peter Dodd G3LDO
Although written for radio amateurs, this
book will be of interest to anyone who
enjoys experimenting with antennas. You
only need a very basic knowledge of radio
& electronics to get the most from this
book. Chapters include details on
measuring resonance, impedance, field
strength and performance, mats and
materials and experimental antennas. 200
pages. 0.90

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE
MATCHING
Wilfred N. Caron
Proper impedance matching of an antenna
to a transmission line is of concern to
antenna engineers and to every radio
amateur. A properly matched antenna as
the termination for a line minimises feed -
line losses. Power can be fed to such a line
without the need for a matching network at
the line input. There is no mystique
involved in designing even the most
complex multi -element networks for
broadband coverage. 195 pages. £11.95

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK
16th Edition
A station is only as effective as its antenna
system. This book covers propagation,
practical constructional details of almost
every type of antenna, test equipment and
formulas and programs for beam heading
calculations.
789 pages. £14.50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume One
Fascinating and hitherto unpublished
material. Among the topics discussed are
quads and loops, log periodic arrays, beam
and multi -band antennas, verticals and
reduced size antennas.
175 pages. £9.50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume Two
Because antennas are a topic of great
interest among radio amateurs, ARRL HO
continues to receive many more papers on
the subject than can possibly be published
in QST. Those papers are collected in this
volume. 208 pages. £9.50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume Three
Edited by Jerry Hall K1TD
As the title suggests, this book is the third
in the continuing series on practical
antennas, theory and accessories
produced by the ARRL. The book reflects
the tremendous interest and activity in
antenna work, and provides a further
selection of antennas and related projects
you can build. 236 pages. 19.50

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK
W. I . Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Design, construction, adjustment and
installation of h.f. beam antennas. The
information this book contains has been
complied from the data obtained in
experiments conducted by the authors, and
from information provided by scientists and
engineers working on commercial and
military antenna ranges.
268 pages. E7.50

G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Compiled and edited by P. Linsley G3PDL &
T. Nicholson KA9WRI/GWOLNQ.
This book is a collection of antenna and
related circuits taken from Sprat, the G..
GRP Club's journal. Although most of the
circuits are aimed at the low -power
fraternity, many of the interesting projects
are also useful for general use. Not
intended as a text book, but offers practical
and proven circuits.
155 pages. £5.00

HF ANTENNA
COLLECTION
(RSGB)
Edited by Erwin
David G4LQI
This book
contains a
collection of
useful, and
interesting h.f.
antenna
articles, first
published in the
RSGB's Radio

Communication magazine, between 1968
and 1989, along with other useful
information on ancillary topics such as
feeders, tuners, baluns, testing and
mechanics for the antenna builder. 233
pages. £9.50.

INTRODUCTION TO ANTENNA THEORY
13P198

H. C. Wright
This book deals with the basic concepts
relevant to receiving and transmitting
antennas, with emphasis on the mechanics
and minimal use of mathematics. Lots of
diagrams help with the understanding of
the subjects dealt with. Chapters include
information on efficiency, impedance,
parasitic elements and a variety of
different antennas. 86 pages. £2.95

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Joseph J. Carr
As the name suggests, this book offers a
practical guide at everything to do with
antennas, from h.f. to microwaves. It also
has sections on propagation, transmission
lines, antenna fundamentals and a helpful
introduction to radio broadcasting and
communication. The book neatly balances
a practical approach with the minimum of
mathematics, good diagrams and a lively
text. 437 pages. £21.95

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA
HANDBOOK
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Yagi, Quad, Quagi and LPY beam antennas
as well as vertical, horizontal and sloper
antennas are covered in this useful book.
How to judge the best location, DX antenna
height, ground loss and radials.
188 pages. £7.50

SIMPLE, LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR
RADIO AMATEURS
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Efficient antennas for Top Band to 2m,
including 'invisible' antennas for difficult
station locations. Clear explanations of
resonance, radiation resistance,
impedance, s.w.r., balanced and
unbalanced antennas are also included.
188 pages. £7.50

W1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK
Doug DeMaw WiFB
This book provides lots of designs, in
simple and easy to read terms, for simple
wire and tubing antennas. All drawings are
large and clear making construction much
easier. There is no high-level mathematics
in this book, just simple equations only
when necessary to calculate the length of
an antenna element or its matching
section. 123 pages. £6.95

WIRES & WAVES
Collected Antenna Articles from PW 1980-
1984
Antenna and propagation theory, including
NBS Yagi design data. Practical designs for
antennas from medium waves to
microwaves, plus accessories such as
a.t.u.s, s.w.r. and power meters and a noise
bridge. Dealing with TVI is also covered.
160 pages. 13.00

'MI ANTENNA
RESIGN-- -

YAGI ANTENNA
DESIGN
Dr James. L.
Lawson W2PV
This book is a
polished and
expanded
version of a
series of articles
first published in
Ham Radio
following on
from a series of
lectures by the

author, who was well-known as the expert
on Yagi design. Chapters include simple
Yagi antennas, loop antennas, effect of
ground, stacking and practical antenna
design.
210 pages. E10.95

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS
BP125
E. M. Noll
How to build 25 simple and inexpensive
amateur band aerials, from a simple dipole
through beam and triangle designs to a
mini -rhombic. Dimensions for specific spot
frequencies including the WARC bands are
also given. 63 pages. £1.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW
AERIALS BP136
E. M. Noll
Designs for people who live in flats or have
no gardens, etc., giving surprisingly good
results considering their limited
dimensions. Information is also given on
short wave bands, aerial directivity, time
zones and dimensions. 50 pages. f1.75

25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST
BAND AERIALS BP132
E. M. Noll
Designs for 25 different short wave
broadcast band aerials, from a simple
dipole through helical designs to a multi -
band umbrella. Information is also given on
short wave bands, aerial directivity, time
zones and dimension tables that will help
spot an aerial on a particular frequency. 63
pages. 11.95

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND
AERIALS BP145
E. M. Noll
Simple and inexpensive aerials for the
broadcast bands from medium wave to
49m. Information is also given on band
details, directivity, time zones and
dimensions. 54 pages. 11.75

ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED - CRYSTAL SET
CONSTRUCTION BP92
F. A. Wilson
Especially written for those who wish to take
part in basic radio building. All the sets in the
book are old designs updated with modern
components. It is designed for all ages
upwards from the day when one can read
intelligently and handle simple tools. 72
pages. E1.75

DATA
REFERENCE
NEWNES AUDIO & HI -Fl ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK
Vivian Capel
This is a concise collection of practical and
relevant data for anyone working on sound
systems. The topics covered include
microphones, gramophones, CDs to name a
few.
190 pages. Hardback £10.95

NEWNES COMPUTER
ENGINEER'S POCKET
BOOK
This is an invaluable
compendium of facts,
figures, circuits and
data and is
indispensable to the
designer, student,
service engineer and
all those interested in
computer and
microprocessor
systems.
255 pages. Hardback
f12.95

POWER SELECTOR GUIDE BP235
J. C. J. Van de Ven
This guide has the information on all kinds of
power devices in useful categories (other
than the usual alpha numeric sort) such as
voltage and power properties making
selection of replacements easier.
160 pages. E4.95

NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK
1st Edition
Keith Brindley
This fact -filled pocket book will prove useful
for any electronics engineer. Its
comprehensive coverage includes literally
everything from electronic physics to
abbreviations, information on integrated
circuits, applications, component data,
circuits and systems. In effect this book
provides a very useful portable electronics
reference source.
305 pages. £12.95

MAPS
RADIO AMATEUR'S MAP OF NORTH
AMERICA (USA)
Shows radio amateur prefix boundaries,
continental boundaries and zone
boundaries.
760 x 636mm. 63.50

QTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE
Traxel OK5PZ
Radio Map Service
This comprehensive map of the European
callsign area has now been updated and
enhanced. This well thought out, coloured
map covers from N. Africa to Iceland and

from Portugal in the west to Iran in the east.
Folds to fit into the 145 x 240mm clear
envelope.
1080 x 680mm. 0/S

RADIO AMATEUR'S PREFIX MAP OF THE
WORLD (USA)
Showing prefixes and countries, plus
listings by order of country and of prefix.
1014 x 711mm. £3.50

NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART
This is a five -colour chart designed for the
use of ATC in monitoring transatlantic
flights. Supplied folded. 740x520mm. £6.50

hAM
Next day delivery service for orders received a.m., providing the required books are in stock. To take advantage of this be sure to enclose £3.75P&P per order

(no limit to number of books ordered). Service applies to UK mainland customers only.
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SUBS
CLUB
This month
Short
Wave
Magazine
Sub-
scribers'
Club
members
can buy a
copy of
Ferrell's
Confidential trl
Frequency

s -

r'

List 8th Edition
and save £4.65.

Be sure of your copy of
Short Wave Magazine
every month and
qualify for the
Subscribers' Club as
well. Special offers and
discounts are normally
available to members,
including those abroad.

CONFIDENTIAL

tREQUENCY
LIST

EIGHTH
EDITION

1/4\

Ferrell's Confidential Frequency List 8th
Edition compiled by Geoff Halligey, is an
essential book for the 'utilities' listener.
Spirally bound to make it convenient to use
on the desk, it offers complete coverage of
the h.f. spectrum from 1.605 to 28.000MHz,
with only broadcast, amateur bands and
unidentifiable c.w. stations, using irregular or
no callsigns at all, left out. A reverse
frequency listing is also provided showing
every known frequency against each callsign.

The normal price of Ferrell's Confidential
Frequency List 8th Edition is £17.95 plus
£1.00 P&P UK or £1.75 overseas surface mail.
Subscribers' Club members, however, can
buy a copy of the book for just £13.50 plus
£1.00 P&P UK or £1.75 overseas surface mail.

To order use the form alongside.

This offer closes on 6 May 1994.

ORDER FORM FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES
IN SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659930

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659950

Or please fill in the details ticking the relevent boxes, a photo copy will be
acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 1 YEAR

Please start my subscription with
the issue.

£22.00 (UK)

J S45* USA)
£25.00 (Europe)

J £27.00 (Rest of World)

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH PRACTICAL WIRELESS 1 YEAR.
J E39.00 (UK) D E42.00 (Europe) D E45.00 (Rest of World) J S75* (USA)
*$ cheques only please.

SUBS CLUB OFFER
J Please send me Ferrell's Confidential Frequency List
(Eighth Edition)© £14.50 (UK) inc. P&P, £15.25 (overseas)
inc. P&P.
My Subscriber Number is

BINDERS
J Please send me SWM Binder(s) @ £5.50 each. £
Postal charges.
£1 for one, £2 for two or more (UK).

BOOKS
J Please send me the following book/s,

£

£

£

Postal charges.
UK: £1 for one, £2 for two or more.
Overseas: £1.75 for one, £3.50 for two or more. £
NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK)
(For orders received a.m.) £3.75

GRAND TOTAL

PAYMENT DETAILS

Name

Address

Telephone No.
Postcode

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd) £

Or
Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of

Card No.

Valid from to

Signature Tel

Books are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices correct at

time of going to press. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659950
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QUANTEK
FC2000

Ultra High Sensitivity
Frequency Counter/Finder
* 1MHz - 2.4GHz
* Sensitivity less than 1 mV to 800MHz
* 2 gate times
* Hold switch
* Display hold & charge LEDs
* 700mAh Ni-Cad Batteries
* Made in the UK
Supplied with Charger & Antenna
Special Offer f109 + f5p&p

Regular Price f119

OttArrrif

 nMallr COMMA

ea 10[1000

114,7

A ite
eslholle

SCANNER VOX SWITCH
Connects to and works with any receiver which
has an 'ear' socket and squelch control. Simply
plug the AUTO -VOX into the 'ear' socket of the
receiver, then plug the output leads from the
AUTO -VOX into the microphone and remote
sockets of a tape recorder. The AUTO -VOX will
then automatically switch the tape recorder on
when a signal is received and off when there is
no signal present - result a tape full of all the
action!
Kit £15.95 assembled £24.95 incl p&p

SCANNERS RECEIVERS
YUPITERU MVT 7100 f379
YUPITERU MVT 7000 £315
YUPITERU MVT 8000 f335
YUPITERU VT 225 f249
FAIRMATE HP2000 £289
AOR 1500EX £329

Please add IS p&p
SAVE £10 on scanning receiver

prices when ordered with a FC2000

24,4444e4 Ete44044,z4
3 Houldey Road, Birmingham, B31 3HL

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

Tel: 021 411 1821  Fax: 021 411 2355

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS 19941
12th edition 534 pages £ 30 or DM 70

5000 new coastal and fixed station frequencies!

Our bestseller covers the complete frequency range between 0 and 30
MHz. We control the radio spectrum continuously by means of sophisti-
cated operating methods and regular overseas monitoring missions (1993
for months in Alaska, Canada, Djibuti, Malaysia, Mauritius, Rounion and
Singapore). The conflicts on the Balkan and in Africa and Asia are perfect-
ly covered. We are the only non -governmental radio monitoring service
applying latest technology such as the revolutionary new WAVECOM
W4100 teleprinter systems decoder.

The frequency list now includes more than 20,000 entries. A new
index covers 2,000 stations in country order with all frequencies for rapid
access. Up-to-date schedules of weatherfax stations (the new one of
Bracknell!) and teletype press agencies are listed both alphabetically and
chronologically. Abbreviations, addresses, call signs, codes, definitions,
explanations, frequency band plans, international regulations, modulation
types, NAVTEX schedules, Q and Z codes, station classes, telex codes,
etc. - this reference book lists everything. Thus, it is the ideal addition to
the World Radio TV Handbook for the "special" stations on SW!

Further publications available are Guide to Facsimile Stations, Air and
Meteo Code Manual 113th editions) and RTTY Code Manual (12)h edition).
We have published our international radio books for 24 years. They are in
daily use with equipment manufacturers, monitoring services, radio ama-
teurs, SW listeners and telecom administrations worldwide. Please ask for
our free catalogue, including recommendations from all over the world.
For recent book reviews see e.g. the Decode sections in SW Magazine 6,
7, 9 and 10/93, and RSGB's RadCom 6/93. All manuals are published in
the handy 17 x 24 cm format, and of course in English.

Do you want to get the total information immediately? For the special
price off 110 / DM 270 (you save E 23 / DM 551 you will receive all our
manuals and supplements (altogether more than 1800 pages!) plus our
new Cassette Tape Recording of Modulation Types.

Our prices include airmail postage within Europe and surface mail else-
where. Payment can be by or DM cheque, cash, International Money
Order, or postgiro (account Stuttgart 2093 75-7091. We accept American
Express, Eurocard, Mastercard and Visa credit cards. Dealer inquiries
welcome - discount rates on request. Please fax or mail your order to @

Klingenfuss Publications
Hagenloher Str. 14
D-72070 Tuebingen

Germany
Fax 01049 7071 600849  Phone 01049 7071 62830

WIRE ANTENNAS FOR
H.F. OPERATORS

At last an Antenna book which realli
gets down to the nitty-gritty of how to
make and tune the simplest Antennas
to give outstanding performance. How
to cope when space is short and how
to erect your Antenna mast in a way
which will defeat even the strongest
winds. 72 pages of invaluable practical Antenna know-how.
A5 Book. By Brian Kendal G3GDU

Just £5.95 inclusive. Order Code MP -243.
The above is just one of hundreds of Technical and Repair
books we publish. From Valve Data to Video Recorders with
everything else in between. We also have what is probably
the largest range of Service Manuals available anywhere,
for practically any Make, Model, Type or Age of equipment.

VISA

For your FREE catalogue detailing our full.\
range of Technical Books and Repair Guides

complete the coupon below.

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (1SWM243)
47A High Street, Chinnor, Oxon 0X9 4DJ.

Tel:- 0844-351694. Fax:- 0844 352554.
Please forward your latest catalogue for which I enclose 2 x 1st Class Stamps.

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

THE AVIATION HOBBY CENTRE
NI*. 1st FLOOR, MAIN TERMINAL BUILDING,

IRMINGHAM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
BIRMINGHAM B26 3QJ

ephone: 021 782 2112 or 021 782 8884 le
OPErt 7 DAYS:IWEEK -.1"'-'7.'"""'",r

(including bank holidays)
Why not pay us a visit and watch the aeroplanes at the
same time. We have two shops, one on the first floor
by Mag-Lev (have a free ride to BR station and back)
and one in the Airport's Viewing Gallery (Viewing
Gallery open everyday - Admission 50p).

Airband Radios from £9.95 and Scanners from
£190.00 plus a variable selection of good secondhand
and part exchange models usually available.

We stock radios by Fairmate, Jupiter, Icom, Uniden,
Steepletone, Texet etc., Models and Prices to suit you.

Come and see the finest range of books on Aircraft
and associated subjects there is, by publishers such
as Ian Allan, Airlife, Putnam, PSL, Haynes, MCP and
many more. Air Maps, Frequency Charts, Books on
ATC, even books on how to fly a Cessna or a Jumbo
Jet, we stock 'em all. Books for the Student Pilot and
PPL, Checklists, Flight Cases, current Topo Charts
always in stock, Nay -Flight Computers and much
more. We also stock aviation postcards, posters and
badges (callers only). Can't visit? Then send £1 for our
mail order catalogue or telephone us on:

021 782 2112 or Fax: 021 782 6423
We accept all major Credit Cards and Cheques with Bankers

Card Number (up to £500 for Personal Callers with I.D.)
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IMPROVE YOUR YAESU
SALES & SERVICE Holdings of Blackburn Ltd. Inc. 1952, Yoesu Agents

since 1972. GALL 40+years in electronics. Best prices for callers (try us
with cheque or 'real money' if you wont to bargain) only xyl and
self to pay so we con afford to give good prices - valves and CW
filters for old Yoesu eg. Phone, normally open Ives, Wed, Fri and
Sat. Lunch 12.00-1.30 but phone first we enjoy a few holidays!

G3U.1 HOLDINGS, AMATEUR ELECTRONICS
45 JOHNSTON STREET, BLACKBURN, BB2 1EF

(0254) 59595

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland KY7 5DF
Tel: 0592 756962 (Day or Night)  Fax No. (0592) 610451

Open: Tuesday -Friday 9-5; Saturday 9-4

KENWOOD, YAESU & ICOM APPROVED DEALERS
A good stock of new and secondhand equipment always in stock

AMIGA COMPUTER USERS O.S. 2 AND 3. PAL only
RadioMentDR. 500 channel memory database. SO blocks by 10 channels.

Alter, delete, swap and transfer channel data. Delete, transfer and print block data.
RadloLog. A Radio log book, stores date, time, frequency, mode, SIO, station and

location. Display and print by month. Search a month
for date, frequency or station and display.

Price £7.00 each or £13.50 for both incl. p&p. Cheque or PO.

Priory Software
7 The Priory, 137 Priory Road, Hungerford, Berks RC17 OAP

Satellite Components Catalogue
& Applications for ell the components

you're ever likely to need from 3 to 13 GHz. Including
all the latest developments, upgrades, and of course Ig

0642 468145 Fax 0642 440927

competapve prices.

T_ RAC
Satellite £1.95
Systems Inc P&P

Commerce Way Skippers Lane Middlesbrough TS6 6UR

Dear Sir, 4041/1
I think this advertisement

breaks some rules

Advertisements are expected to conform to rules and standards
laid down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do.

The few that don't we'd like you to write in about.
And if you'd like a copy of these rules for press, poster and

cinema advertisements, please send for our booklet. It's free.

The Advertising Standards Authority.
We're here to put it rightY

ASA Ltd., Dept. Y, Brook House, Torrington Place. London WC IE 7HN

J. W. STATON & SONS LTD.
f (1 hifh (I (INT  Ur 1(1115I

We stock a wide range of
Grundig Short Wave
World Band Radios.
Including the Yachtboy
400 and Satellit 700.
Mail order also available.

Grundig
Yachtboy

500
Reviewed

in this
issue

We are also agents for Roberts Radio
FREE BROCHURE (SAE PLEASE) - PERSONA!. CALLERS WELCONIF: (CI ()SF() Till R).1) )

15 Brunswick Street, Newcastle, Staffs ST5 11 -IF.
(0782) 616702

.filltrZt477191V
THE AIRRAND SPECIALISTS

0274-732146
WINIS11031010

This "new" receiver is exactly the same as the
AR2000 receiver. Both the AR2000 & HP2000 are
manufactured by the same company, the CAMNIS
FICS-010 is just another badge on the same radio.
Supplied accessories are flexible antenna, 4 x AA
nicads, Manis AC charger, 12V DC cigar lead, carry
case & strap together with an earpiece, we are also
including one of our leather
carry cases FREE.

inc VA Carriage

YUPIIERU
g1-225

L249.00 INCLUDING

FREE LEA1VIER
AR99 RY CASE

WOR114
£1 4.

If aviation is your interest and you are looking for advice on a
new scanner or perhaps an antenna then please feel free to
give us call and have a chat. We are more than happy to talk
with you about your interests whether they be civil, military
or HF. If you would like a catalogue please send a large SAE
and we will get one to you by return - Thanks.

VHF/UHF Frequency Lists
Our latest, February 1994 edition of our airband guide

should be available by now. If you are not familiar with our
guide we include a wealth of information not found in any
other airband publication and on top of all that it's always
the most accurate and up to date airband guide available.

VHF/UHF Guide: £7.50 inc. p&p

CARLTON WORKS, CARLTON STREET

BRADFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE BD7 IDA
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PC HF FAX 6.0 PC GOES/WEFAX
RECEIVE and TRANSMIT weather charts,

rebroadcast satellite pictures, amateur and
press images.

230 Page manual with worldwide- fax frequency and schedule la togethe'
bolt in program database. Supports Hercules. CGA. EGA. VGA and SVGA. P'
support for 9 pin, 24 pin, inkjet and laserjet printers up to 14 inch carnage. ElsF
in grey scale. blue grey and colour. All standard line rates and IX supported
Automate image capture scheduler with sync and start/stop tone recognition
Images maybe saved in GIF or PCX format.

Installation is simple. both the demodulator and modulator plug into the serial port
of the PC and are powered by the computer

Upgrade for existing PC HF FAX users £43.40 P&P £1.50

£116.33 inc VAT P&P £3.25
Optional Transmit Modulator £59.80

PC SSTV 5.0
RECEIVE and TRANSMIT Slow Scan TV Images

Images can be received and transmitted in monchrome or colour. Support for
ROBOT, SCOTTIE MARTIN and AVT modes. Image resolution in VGA or SVGA up
to 640x480x256. Received and transmitted images can be converted to .PCX or
.GIF formats. Tuning oscilloscope, noise smoothing. saving to disk. printing and
editing are some of its many features.

Upgrade for existing SWL, HF FAX and GO ES users £64.92 PAP £1.50

£99.00 Inc VAT P&P £3.25

Optional Transmit Modulator £59.80

I

4

-g4t

All items come complete with a comprehensive manual.
tutorial audio cassette and demodulator. They will work
on any PC compatible computer from 8088 to 486 and
notebooks. The demodulator plugs into the serial port of
the PC and requires audio from a radio receiver. Suitable
dedicated receivers and aerials are also available.

Call today for full details and brochures

COMAR ELECTRONICS
UNIT 3, MEDINA COURT

toARCTIC
ROAD, COWES,

ISLE OF WIGHT, P031 7XD
Tel: 0983 200308 Fax: 0983 280402

PC GOES/WEFAX enables you to receive both
FAX and SATELLITE images on your PC computer
r, FAX mode it will display weather Charts, rebroadcast satellite ,mages, press and

amateur transmissions. In SATELLITE mode it will capture images from both
METEOSAT and all Polar orbiting satellites. Some of its many advanced features
are.  Image resolution 640.800.16 standard, 1280.800.256 with VGA and 1M8
EMS  Super VGA support  Display in black/white, monochrome grey scale.
blue/grey  Colour or user programmable colour  supports all known FAX and
satellite transmission modes  Start, stop, phasing tone recognition and tuning
oscilloscope  Latitude and longitude gridding on Polar orbiting images  interactive
thermal infra red analysis Polar orbiting prediction program  Multdrame
animation  Image brightness  Contrast  Reversal and rotation control.

Price only £199 inc VAT p&p £3.25

PC SWL 3.0
PC SWL is a complete package allowing

decoding of data sent over radio
This new version contains the following

 RUT' baudot 45, 50, 75 and 100. or user selectable rate  ASCII 75. 110. 150,
and 300. or user selectable rate  FEC/ARO including AMTOR/SITOR 75 and 100
Paull  MORSE CODE with automatic or manual speed control  NAVIES marine
...eather and navigational information  RAW HEX for manual decoding  Improved
automatic signal analysis  Integrated shortwave station log, to enable search, son
and store stations  New drop down menus, integration with PC HF FAX.

Upgrade for existing PC SWL users £43.40 p&p £1.50

£99 inc VAT p&p £3.25
Order PC SWL and PC HF FAX together for only £178 p&p £3.25

VHF/UHF Airband Frequency Guide 4, 4.0
UK Military & Civil App, Gnd, Ops, PAR. Range. SRE & TWR. eV

Updated every 3 months. £3.95.
at,

o?

Short Wave Airband Guide. This guide lists Military & Civil, 'ICJ"
Air to ground, Rescue & many other frequencies. £4.95.

VHF/UHF Frequency Guide 27 to 1,300MHz.
Services covered include air, land, sea & space £3.95

All prices include p&p other guides available. Send SAE for further details.
Please make cheques payable to:

G.G. Antill 1 Church Lane, Mundesley Norwich, Norfolk NR11 BAU

PC TECHNICAL SHAREWARE
Would you like to see thilke ratrre oliolornlliatkcliZrelal,seientific public domain

HUGE RANGE includes:. PACKET, FAX _RIM control, PCB des*, Circuit and
a4xisANTENNA an,OSO log,gmg, CAD ELECTRONIC AND MECH ergpneenog.,

SCIENTIFIC, MATHS AND STATS, _MEDICAL, PROGRAMMING, SOURCE CODE.
DATA, EDUCATION, WINDOWS, BUSINESS and lots more.

Write phone or fax today for your free 124 page printed catalogue.
The Public Domain Software Library

Winscombe House, Beacon Road
Crowborough, Sussex TN6 I UL
Tel 0892 663298, Fax 0892 667073

Ine

G2VF LOOP ANTENNAS WITH ATU FOR HF HAM BAND TRANSMISSION
(SWR One to One 40, 15 and 10 One Point Five to One 80 and 201 AND SWLs LONG
AND MEDIUM WAVE FOR BC1..s. Loops 21 inches square or triangle. No special
skills required. Circuits, Parts Lists sources of supply assembly data. HIGH
FREQUENCY LOOP 80 to 10 Metres £5. LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE LOOP FOR BCLs
£3. LONG MEDIUM SHORT WAVE LOOP 1500 to 10 METRES FOR BCL SWL £8.
SHORT WAVE ATU LOOP OR LONG WIRE £4. PRE AMP LW MW S WAVE £2. MW
LOOP WITH PRE AMP ATU £3. PRE AMP FOR G2VF HF LOOP OR ATU £4. SHORT
WAVE ATU BUILT-IN PRE AMP FOR LOOP OR LONG WIRE C7. SAE details. DIY
projects. Z Match ATU 80 to 10 metres £3 BFO £2. F. G. Rylands,
39 Paricside Avenue, Millbrook, Southampton SO1 9AF. Tel: 10703) 775064.

ELECTRONICS
VALVES &
SEMICONDUCTORS

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS)

Phone for a
most courteous quotation

081-743 0899
Fax: 081-749 3934

We are one of the largest stockists
of valves etc, in the U.K.

LTD. LONDONI\ -Alf1,,V2V4(HRJOAD
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NEVAD

SCANMASTER®
SCANM4S1R DOUBLE
DISCONE /

/

A high performance wideband antenna,
offering gain over a conventional discone.
Stainless steel construction with standard
PL259 connector, mounting pole plus
brackets. Superior performance on Air,
Marine and PMR bands
 25-1300MHz
 Ultra wideband TX capability

SCANMASTER
MOBILE

Complete 'ready to go' magnetic
mount wideband antenna. Frequency
range from 100 to 1000MHz. Fitted
with coaxial cable and BNC plug.

SCANMASTER BASE
STAND

A fully adjustable desk top stand for use
with all hand-helds. Fitted coaxial fly lead
with BNC and 50239 connectors.

Available from your local dealer or direct from

Flexi Whip...114.95
Higher gain wideband whip and
transmit capability on 2m and 70cms

Rubber Duck...111.95
General purpose replacement
antenna with fitted BNC type
connector.

SCANMASTER
DISCONE

A quality wideband stainless steel
discone with frequency range 25-
1300MHz. Low loss 'N' type connector.
Able to transmit on 2m and 70cms

SCANMASTER MOBILE
MOUNT

Mounts on air vent grills on a car
dashboard to allow easy and safe
operation of most hand-helds.

NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS
189 LONDON ROAD, NORTH END, PORTSMOUTH P02 9AE

USE YOUR CREDIT CARD FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH
ORDER HOTLINE: (0705) 662145 Fax: (0705) 690626

SCANMASTER BASE
Wideband discreet

fibreglass vertical antenna.
Frequency coverage 500kHz

to 1500MHz. Transmits 2m
and 70cms amateur bands.

Complete with stainless
steel mounting kit.



HF-Europa "Best DX receiver 1992"
HF-150 "Most Innovative Receiver Design"

HF-225 "Receiver of the Year"
All across the world, users and reviewers are singing the praises of the Lowe Short Wave

receivers. You can join the happy band by calling in at any of our branches to try them out.
Remember - you are buying direct from the manufacturer, and not some importer.

LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD. Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone 0629 580800 Fax 0629 580020

London 0753 545255 0 Newcastle 0661 860418 0 Cumbernauld 0236 721004 0 Bristol 0272 315263
Cambridge 0223 311230 0 Bournemouth 0202 577760 0 Plymouth 0752 607284 0 Leeds 0532 452657


